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ABSTRACT
This study conducts an investigation into physical theatre; a multi-faceted and newly-resilient 
genus of the expressionist dance-drama hybrids produced in the early part of this century. Once 
considered 'mules', incapable of propagating their own species, dance-dramas are currently 
enjoying a renaissance in a postmodern and body-focused era and have become manifestly a 
significant part of British theatre culture in the nineties. There is, however, some confusion as to 
the meaning of the term ‘physical theatre’ and the type of production it signifies which has arisen 
largely because of its dual usage within the separate disciplinary spheres of drama and dance. 
Currently, the meaning attached to the term physical theatre’ by the drama theoretician, and the 
type of work to which it refers in drama, makes little or no reference to the use of the term within 
dance. It is the contention of this thesis that there is a problematic relationship between the two 
strands of work which remains, as yet, largely unexplored in critical discourse.
The thesis probes this relationship by drawing together the concepts of British physical theatre in 
dance and drama and cross-referencing the theories and practices associated with each 
discipline in search of underlying commonalities and differentiating features. The forms are first 
traced through historical, philosophical and semiotic lines of enquiry to locate the hybrid tensions 
in the work and to synthesise appropriate analytical precepts gleaned from both drama and 
dance perspectives. The study then proceeds to test theory against practice by analysing five 
physical theatre texts, that cross the spectrum from dance to drama, with the aim of illuminating 
a set of textual mechanisms and traits that could be said to collectively characterise this style of 
production. Finally, characteristics of vocal and bodily signification are analysed in selected 
extracts of work by Theatre de Complicité and DV8 Physical theatre (as examples of 'drama-' 
and 'dance-physical-theatre' respectively) in order to evaluate the ways in which the works 
continue to be marked by their disciplinary origins.
It is argued that, while the work inevitably bears the inscription of one or other of the form's dual 
legacies, both strands of physical theatre generate a similar kind of reading experience or 
idiolect: this is one which places the holistic body at the centre of theatrical discourse; filters its 
expressionism through a series of postmodem devices; and exhibits a set of textual traits defined 
by a matrix of dialectical realities. It is posited that the establishment of these dialectical 
frameworks, in the opening 'key signature' of each piece, is central to physical theatre's facility to 
translocate between vocal and bodily modes of signification without loss of coherence in the 
meanings, moods and significances communicated.
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"a cross-breed; a monstrous, if excellent, mixture of 
drama and dancing, and as such, 
sterile and unable to propagate [its] own species"
Gray, 1926, p30
1.1 Introducing the mule'
On April 24th 1910, a full-length play with no words entitled Sumurun opened in Berlin. The 'play' 
was directed by Friedrich Freska, produced by Max Reinhardt and, renowned for its radical 
synthesis of dance and drama, went on to tour London, Paris and New York in the two years that 
followed to critical acclaim and "astounding" box office ratings (Gray, 1926, p.30). In an article 
published in Ballett International. Erika Fischer-Lichte writes at some length on the significance 
of this work as the product of a "cultural crisis at the turn of the century [that]... seems to have 
sprung from the absolute dominance of language over the other semiotic systems" (1995, p98). 
With reference to original texts written in 1913 by Freska, she describes the director's conception 
of Sumurun as
an experiment. In place of language, the performer's body should dominate. Not 
however like "the old pantomime which replaces the words by stereotypical 
gestures, so that one wonders why the people do not rather speak". On the contrary, 
scenes were to be created, "that, basically, could do without words".
Fischer-Lichte, 1995, p98.
This work and its successor, L'Enfant Prodigue, posed some fundamental ontological questions 
as to the character and definition of the theatre arts and the relationship of theatre to reality (see 
Fischer-Lichte, 1995) and both must have stood as striking landmarks amidst the prevailing 
traditions of theatre and dance practice. Yet, despite their uniqueness and their success, both 
dance-dramas quickly disappeared leaving behind little trace of their existence. In the words of 
Terence Gray - a theatre historian and practitioner who witnessed first-hand these curious 
performances - having "lived brilliantly" both plays "died without issue" (1926, p30). In his book. 
Dance Drama: Experiments in the Art of the Theatre (1926) Gray records their impact and 
laments their loss:
Both perished without off-spring...they have been taken as examples of brilliant 
opportunism rather than as the forerunners of a new development of dramatic art 
and no one has had the insight and initiative to carry on the work to fruition. Like the 
mule, they were regarded as a cross-breed; a monstrous, if excellent, mixture of 
drama and dancing, and as such sterile and unable to propagate their own species.
Gray, 1926, p30
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Significant then, that eighty years on, and with the end of the millennium approaching, the 
dance-drama has re-surfaced across Europe, with countless dancers, actors, mimes, directors 
and choreographers once again taking up the challenge to integrate word, sound, image and 
movement in a single theatrical performance. This time however, at the other end of the century 
from Sumurun. it seems that the 'cross-breed' treads a less treacherous path. Over a period of 
twenty years this 'mule' has stood its ground, evolved and diversified to the extent that, in the 
current heterogeneous and newly-resilient form of 'physical theatre', the dance-drama now merits 
critical and academic investigation in its own right.
The powerful resurgence of the dance-drama is largely viewed as a European phenomenon, with 
roots embedded in traditions of Expressionism and Ausdruckstanz. However American and French- 
Canadian directors, Wilson and Lepage, are also hailed as pioneers in what has become one of the 
fastest- and widest-spreading global movements of this century. In Britain, a period of intense 
experimentation in the theatre arts in the 1960s and 1970s, fuelled by the exchange of theatrical 
ideas and practice on an international scale, heralded the birth of British physical theatre. From 
experimental beginnings in the New Dance Movement, in corporeal mime and in the theatre 
laboratory work of director, Peter Brook, physical theatre practices finally established themselves as a 
significant force in the 1980's and, contrary to expectations, gathered momentum to persist and 
evolve into the next decade.
The furore that greeted the Arts Council's decision to remove Second Stride's funding in 1991 (on the 
basis that their work didn't fit into any existing disciplinary category), led to the establishment of a new 
and separate fund for interdisciplinary and multi-media theatre and marked an opening of the 
floodgates for practitioners. This fund, along with the festivals, seasons and events annually devoted 
to physical theatre at both fringe and mainstream venues and the proliferation of international 
discussion symposia, workshops and conferences, now stands as official testimony to the shifting of 
this type of work from the experimental fringe towards marketable mainstream status. Established 
theatre journals and periodicals - from Ballett International, and Dance Theatre Journal, to The Drama 
Review - regularly carry articles and reviews of physical theatre as well as profiles and interviews with 
practitioners; and the recent establishment of the Centre for Performance Research (CPR) in 1996, 
with its tri-annual publication of Performance Research, is a further indication of the new levels of 
critical and academic interest currently commanded by multi- and inter-disciplinary theatre practices. 
This accredited journal and the more populist bi-annual Live series (set up in 1988) are published
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specifically with the aim of presenting a polemical view of the performing arts and providing a forum 
for debating the character and significance of artworks which resist easy categorisation into 
conventional disciplines. Building upon the foundations established by the specialist - if short-lived - 
magazines, Music. Theatre. Dance and Hybrid, these journals have helped steer the physical theatre 
debate firmly into the academic arena.
In addition to exciting a wealth of critical and academic interest, the incorporation of physical 
theatre into education and professional training marks a significant practical extension of the 
form's developing status. In secondary education, for example, it is now common practice for 
examining bodies of GCSE Drama to specify explicitly in their marking criteria for devised work 
that candidates should "utilise the whole range of expressive possibilities open to them including 
space, lighting, set, voice and movement" (Edexcel syllabus); and the annually-published notes 
from A-Level Theatre Studies examiners place similar emphasis upon 'non-naturalistic' forms for 
the group-devised project. In further and higher education, a range of integrated arts courses 
continue to thrive and it has become increasingly commonplace for undergraduate and 
postgraduate degrees in dance and theatre to include a physical theatre component. Moreover, 
the first Masters degree in Physical Theatre as a discrete subject - a joint initiative uniting the 
dance and theatre specialisms of the University of Surrey, Guildford and The Royal Holloway, 
London - has just recently enrolled its first year of students due to graduate as physical theatre 
specialists in December 1999.
It is now clear that physical theatre, supported by an infrastructure of critical, academic and 
educational recognition and a twenty-year longevity of practice, has outgrown its anticipated life 
as a phase or a trend. Its continued survival seems due, in part, to a post-modern and body- 
focused era - tolerant of discord, embracing the principles of fragmentation and juxtaposition, 
and preoccupied with physicality - and in part to its polymorphic evolution: to the complex 
network of interconnecting roofs to which it claims heritage and which have led to the multiple 
and diverse routes that the form has taken. It would now be feasible, for example, to identify, 
retrospectively, distinctive periods in its development and to classify a range of different styles or 
species of the form that maintain a public profile beneath its label. These features suggest that 
contemporary physical theatre practices constitute a new and more enduring breed of the dance- 
drama genus; one that is sufficiently broad and varied in its hybridity as to be able finally - to 
use Gray's metaphor- to 'propagate its own species'.
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1.2 A double-inheritance
The sheer breadth and variety of work that has sprung from the dance-drama is part of the 
reason why the term 'physical theatre' is clouded in confusion. Of the many attempts to articulate 
working definitions, most have tended to be discipline-specific, dealing in only partial terms with 
current usage and relevant only to one or other of the art forms. Ana Sanchez-Colberg, by 
contrast, has sought to encompass works originating within both artforms in her definition of 
physical theatre production as “a wide-ranging body of work which posits the materiality of the 
performer's physical presence at the centre of theatrical discourse” (1996, p40). However this too 
is unsatisfactory, largely because the necessarily simplistic dictates of the definitional form 
serves only to belie the complexity of the genre’s evolution and its intriguing character: like the 
two faces of the Greek God Janus, 'physical theatre' leads a double and divided life, existing 
concurrently and disparately within the discrete critical and analytical discourses of contemporary 
dance and avant-garde theatre.
The term itself points to its hybrid character and to the twentieth century legacy of its twinned 
roots denoting two separate currents of influence: one, a physical lineage championed by those 
choreographers of theatrical dance who, moving away from the traditional emphasis upon 
technique, sought to "breathe meaning into movement" (Gélinas, 1991, p21); the other, a 
theatrical lineage drawn by practitioners of gestural theatre who experimented with movement, 
alongside or in place of language, to find ways in which to "make the actors' bodies speak" (p21). 
It is this double-rooted heritage - and the many examples of cross-fertilisation that occurred 
between the two - which account firstly, for the diverse range of work recognised in the public 
domain as physical theatre; secondly, for the eclecticism of the form and its apparent disregard 
for traditional disciplinary boundaries; and thirdly, for the duality of its existence in the 
persistently separate critical, academic and educational spheres associated with dance and 
drama.
It is in connection with this latter feature of physical theatre production that this study draws its 
focus. Physical theatre artworks - both across the European spectrum and within the British 
sphere - are currently treated as one of two separate and distinct phenomenon, for dramatists, 
the term points to a highly physical style of acting and production; an Image-based theatre in 
which the dramqtjc action is conveyed through the movement of the actors as much as through 
dialogue (for example, the epic works of Peter Brook; the clowning theatre inspired by the
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Lecoq/Gaulier/Pagneux trio; the mime-based production of Stephen Berkoff, and the highly- 
physicaiised staging of Theatre de Complicité and Shared Experience). Meanwhile the term also 
has currency in the dance world to indicate a style of production that shies away from aesthetic 
and technical codifications of the body to embrace the visual and aural drama of movement 
(work which ranges from the harrowing tanztheatre of Pina Bausch and the athletic 'Eurocrash' 
style of Wim Vandekeybus, to the acrobatics of The Kosh and the politicised polemic of DV8 
Physical Theatre). Although no longer marginalised in terms of performance practice, physical 
theatre's foothold in performance theory pivots upon the relative stability of this split-guise as an 
extension of each discrete discipline. As a result, the relationship between the two strands of 
work - the fact of their simultaneous arrival on the theatre scene and the relative nature of their 
hybridities - remains largely unaddressed. Indeed, the notion that such works might be related 
and conceived as dual parts of a broadly-unified interdisciplinary genre located peripherally to 
each of the parent art forms - invariably meets with a residue of suspicion and mistrust; pointing 
to the uneasy politics that continue to persist at every level between the different artistic 
disciplines.
It may be useful at this point to make explicit my own position which can be best illustrated in the 
description of two complementary experiences. In 1992,1 collaborated with a director to produce 
a piece of physical theatre with school children which we eventually took to the Edinburgh 
Festival. Adapted from a novel by Canadian writer Joan Barfoot entitled Dancino in the Dark, the 
narrative unfolded using ensemble sequences that incorporated movement, sound and words 
interspersed with more realistic scenes of varying length and a recurring dream sequence. The 
production was reviewed in The Scotsman and particular note paid to the "strong physicalisation 
of the space" (Affleck, 1992) for which the director - not the choreographer - was credited. It is 
interesting that the production also contained moments of more conventional dance in the form 
of the dream-state projections of the central character; these were clearly separated from the 
main narrative and the critic had no problems labelling these sections 'dance'.
This impression of blurred boundaries, separated out by partisan agendas, was reinforced from a 
different perspective when I was recently employed to teach drama to lower-school classes in 
secondary education. I was offered the job, not on the basis of any drama qualifications (I had 
none), but as someone with a specialism in the integrational workings of movement, image and 
space and in the manipulation of the physical in conjunction with 'word choreography' (the
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selective and minimal use of words in abstract scenes' - my definition). Many times during the 
course of the term, I was struck by the disarming closeness of this type of drama-work to dance 
and prompted to consider a series of questions: what conventions governing the manipulation of 
movement and image are in place in abstract drama? how is this different to choreography? and 
how much of a leap would it take to push the movement on - from the telling dislocations of the 
silent scenes, the still images and interlocking, rhythmic gestures that were integral to the lesson 
plans from which I was working - until the drama lesson became a dance lesson ?
These experiences led to my personal conviction that there is a whole field of interest here that 
remains unexplored: namely the kinds of relationship that exist between the two strands of 
physical theatre which seem, in professional and educational practice, to be constantly touching, 
overlapping, merging and diverting between the art forms but which are yet held apart in the 
academic and critical discourses of each discipline.
The paucity of research in this field is a reflection of the wider perennial difficulties of dealing, in 
theoretical and analytical terms, with the concept of interdisciplinary arts. Although there has 
been a perceptible shift in recent years toward new ways of talking and writing about 
performance that cater more readily for post-modern texts, markedly few theorists have 
addressed the particularities of physical theatre and - with the notable exception of Sanchez- 
Colberg's article in Performance Research (1996) - none address explicitly the dualistic 
manifestation of physical theatre practices. It is the contention of this thesis that this is a 
condition which tends to play down the interdisciplinary character of physical theatre and has led 
to the bypassing of an intriguing area of analysis into the principles and procedures that govern 
the integration of vocal and bodily signifying practices in physical theatre production across and 
between the disciplines of dance and drama.
1.3 Research objectives
Most live performance leaves only a trace of itself - none more so than those productions which 
could be said to be 'body-focused'. Hampered by the perennial problem of recording and 
documenting movement, such works (witness Sumurun^ and their significances have been
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invariably lost to history. This alone makes the act of searching for the roots, methods, reasons, 
structures and prevailing concerns behind physical theatre practices a crucial one.
It is not the aim of this research to arrive at a reductive classification of the form(s) nor a 
prescription of what counts and what does not count as a typical manifestation. Instead, under 
the auspices of a series of related exploratory objectives - philosophical, historical, theoretical 
and analytical - the study conducts an investigation into the artistic principles and frameworks 
that could be said to characterise physical theatre's location at the theatrical intersection of 
drama and dance. By seeking a supra-disciplinary conceptual identity for physical theatre and 
mapping, in more detail, those conventions and techniques that govern the use of vocal and 
bodily signifiers in - for want of better phraseology - 'drama-physical-theatre' and 'dance-physical- 
theatre', it is hoped to advance an analytical step or two closer to practice.
A list of specific objectives appears below in point form, followed by an account of the 
methodology involved in the pursuit of each.
• to trace the dual heritage of physical theatre in the Twentieth Century histories of 
expressionist drama and dance
•  to locate the philosophical status of physical theatre within the interdisciplinary-arts debate
•  to investigate the possibilities of constructing a supra disciplinary model o f conventions 
characteristic of the physical theatre form
• to characterise and distinguish between 'drama- and 'dance-physical theatre' in terms of their 
use and integration of vocal and bodily signifying practices
•  to propose a conceptual model o f physical theatre re-configuring the form as a series of 
hybrids beneath an overall framework of particular and distinctive conventions
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1.4 Methodology
1.4.1 Objective 1 : to trace the dual heritage of physical theatre in the Twentieth Century histories 
of expressionist drama and dance
The first objective is to locate physical theatre as the product of a dual legacy in dance and in 
drama, tracing the entangled roots of the form to the expressionist dance-dramas of the early 
part of this century. In order to do this, the study takes a panoramic view of historical, theoretical 
and critical texts, noting the intermittent re-appearances of the dance-drama in its various guises 
throughout the century and documenting the main cross-disciplinary innovations that seemed to 
move the two art forms ever closer in proximity. By highlighting the influence of key individual 
figures and locating them within the context of wider artistic movements, it is intended to make 
explicit the entwining twentieth century roots of expressionist dance and drama and their 
contribution in creating the richly diverse canvas of contemporary physical theatre artworks.
1.4.2 Objective 2: to locate the philosophical status of physical theatre within the 
interdisciplinary-arts debate
Any study of physical theatre's hybridities must necessarily consider its position in relation to the 
perennial difficulties that surround the concept of interdisciplinarity in the theatre arts. These 
relate to issues which have their roots in centuries of philosophical and epistemological debate 
regarding the origin and nature of the arts and the division of art knowledges and practices into 
separate disciplines. The aim, by reviewing the philosophical literature relating to art history and 
rehearsing the central tenets of the polarised positions expounded by the Wagnerians (advocates 
of the ideal of artistic fusion) and the modemists (those for whom purity and unity define the 
essential autonomy of each art), is to expose the cultural dependency of each position and to 
contextualise physical theatre in the wider literature of post modemism and performance studies 
as an interdisciplinary hybrid of dance and drama. It will be argued that, while the dance-drama 
failed to sustain itself at the turn of the century and might perhaps, in an enduring culture of 
modemism, have been similarly dismissed as an aberrant trend, it is reinforced by post 
modemism and continues to proliferate in the form of physical theatre amidst a climate that 
embraces and nurtures the peculiarities of the cross-disciplinary form.
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1.4.3 Objective 3: to investigate the possibiiities of constructing a supra disciplinary model of 
conventions characteristic of the physical theatre form
The primary aim of the research is to consider the problematic nature of physical theatre's dual 
identity by investigating the relationships that exist between the two strands of work. The 
research adopts, at this point, a two-pronged approach: firstly, following a theoretical line of 
enquiry, through semiotic theory, in search of frameworks and mechanisms that could be 
conceptualised as underpinning the form; and secondly, undertaking a more detailed look at 
specific works in order to test these hypothetical frameworks against the benchmark of practical 
analysis.
In spite of its recent decline in popularity, semiotic theory (revised in the light of post­
structuralism and reader-response theories), is put forward as offering a means of developing a 
supra disciplinary signature for physical theatre. In pursuit of physical theatre’s hybridity, a review 
of the semiotic literature arising from both dance and drama is conducted with the intention of 
placing the insights arising from one in context with the other. This pooling of specialist 
knowledges from dance semiotics (most notably notions of how dance means and specific 
analytical procedures for breaking down movement into its component parts of action, phrasing, 
space and dynamic) with the wider semiotic literature associated with the dramatic theatre (that, 
for the most part, deals with models and principles of theatrical communication), is undertaken 
as a means of casting bodily signification alongside vocal signs as equally significant in the 
generation of meaning(s) and significances. Rather than seeking to build an alternative and 
stable body of discourse (Melrose points out that such projects tend to mitigate against analysis 
by actually shrouding the mechanics of theatre practice in discursive theory), the aim of this 
review is to rely upon the work of established writers in the two parallel fields and to rehearse 
those central tenets in their theories that seem to recommend themselves to a supra disciplinary 
semiotic approach.
The second part of the methodology involves the practical process of analysing a range of 
physical theatre production. The aim is to propose a framework of particular conventions that 
could be said to unite the traditionally distinct languages of dance and drama in the particular 
reading experience associated with physical theatre. Five works have been selected that 
together cross the spectrum between dance and drama: Theatre de Complicite's Street of 
Crocodiles. DVS's Dead Dreams of Monochrome Men. Steven Berkoffs Metamorphosis. Yolande
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Snaith's Swinaer and Shared Experience's Mill on the Floss. Working from the semiotic principle, 
identified by Esslin, that a work sets up its whole tenor in the form of a metaphorical 'key 
signature' at the start of a work, the opening scenes are analysed in detail and discussed in 
relation to the whole. The commonalities that emerge across all five works are then drawn out to 
form the basis for a discussion as to a supra disciplinary identity for physical theatre.
1.4.4 Objective 4: to characterise and distinguish between ’drama- and ’dance-physical theatre' 
in terms of their use and integration ofvocai and bodily signifying practices
A  second set of physical theatre practices drawn exclusively from works by Theatre de 
Complicité and DV8 Physical Theatre - two companies internationally renowned for their 
contribution to 'drama-' and 'dance-physical-theatre' respectively - form the material for a 
comparative study ofvocai and bodily signifying practices in the two strands of physical theatre. 
To avoid ranging panoramically and therefore in somewhat general terms, over the corpus of 
their work, short extracts are drawn from Theatre de Complicite's Street of Crocodiles. The Three 
Lives of Lucie Cabrol and Caucasian Chalk Circle and DV8's Dead Dreams of Monochrome 
Men. Strange Fish and Enter Achilles. Each extract is analysed in the light of the following 
questions: is equal fusion of bodily and vocal signification in evidence or is one or other of the 
expressive elements usually ascendant in the works? If the latter, what are the conditions and 
conventions that determine this ascendancy? How are vocal and bodily signifiers deployed in 
each style of work and what kinds of meanings, moods and effects are achieved in the use of 
each? What sorts of relationships exist between vocal and bodily signifiers and how are they 
fused with or counterpointed against each other?
1.4.5 Objective 5: to propose a conceptual model of physical theatre re-configuring the form as 
a series of hybrids beneath an overall framework of particular and distinctive conventions.
The final objective is to pull together the results of each stage of the investigation in order to 
build a conceptual model of physical theatre that unites 'dance-' and 'drama-physical-theatre' 
practices beneath an interdisciplinary framework of particular conventions while highlighting 
distinctive conventions in the use of vocal and bodily signifiers that distinguish the two strands. In 
addition to considering the results of the two sets of analyses conducted in this survey, the 
conclusions draw upon the historical and philosophical threads outlined in the early part of the 
thesis, contextualising the discussion by reference to the wider critical and theoretical literature.
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At every stage of the research, the different lines of enquiry are informed by the author's 
exposure to a range of current practice and critical comment. A survey of the critical literature 
involved the collation of reviews of works, profiles, biographies and interviews with artists, from 
newspapers, joumals, periodicals and specialist magazines associated with dance, drama and 
performance. The author's involvement as an active participant in practical workshops, 
conferences, in production, in performance, through teaching, via access to archival video­
recordings and visits to live performance (the latter of which furnished programme notes and 
publicity material associated with specific works) served as further resources. Additional 
supplementary information on companies, works and practitioners was accessed through 
archival material stored at the Theatre Museum, London and through the co-operation of 
company administrators.
1.5 The Thesis structure
Running through the study as continuous threads are a series of dialectical relationships. Firstly, 
'dance-' and 'drama-physical-theatre' are held apart in the process of investigating and 
comparing the nature of their hybridities. The decision not to eschew the traditional disciplinary 
boundaries was taken on the basis that to do so would be to risk ending up with a dilution of 
focus. Instead, the research is designed to hold the different strands of physical theatre practice 
in dialectical tension; to examine how one art form has informed and continues to inform the 
other and to investigate how these influences manifest themselves in practice.
Secondly, there is a clear orientation of practice against theory both in terms of the core thesis of 
this project - that critical and academic theory needs to keep apace with interdisciplinary practice 
- and in terms of its methodology. While the main focus of the study is to analyse and compare 
specific physical theatre practices, the study is set against a background of wider intellectual 
enquiry in the knowledges and ideas of established theoreticians.
Finally although physical theatre has arisen within a post-modern era, it is argued that the type of 
work selected for detailed study is more readily characterised as suspended in tension between 
two cultural climes: reflecting the cool detachment of post modemism, tolerant of discord but 
nonetheless clinging to enduring modernist notions of meaning, unity and coherence. The
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unresolved tensions between the two cultures and the continuance of modernist impulses 
alongside post modemism are seen as fundamental to the particular character - and endurance - 
of physical theatre as a contemporary dance-drama.
Throughout the thesis, these dialectical relationships are maintained as tensions that reflect the 
ambiguities and anomalies integral to the physical theatre form. Part One adopts a theoretical 
approach to examine physical theatre in its historical and philosophical contexts. Within this 
section, Chapter 2 begins by charting the growth of expressionist avant-garde theatre and dance, 
highlighting the ways in which each sought out new and more potent modes of expression by 
reference to the other artform. The chapter brings the trace up to date to examine the parallel 
movements within each art form since the 1960s leading to the emergence of physical theatre in 
its contemporary two-fold guise. Chapter 3 closes Part One with a look at the traditional 
philosophical status of interdisciplinary arts and locates, in relation to this debate, the identity of 
physical theatre in the radical context of post modemism.
Part Two begins to examine, more directly, the relationship between the two strands of practice, 
first conducting an investigation into the basis upon which a generic, supra disciplinary identity 
for physical theatre might be built. Chapter 4 presents an argument for the continued relevance 
of semiotics as a mode of analysis and reviews the semiotic literature from dance and drama in 
search of frameworks, principles and analytical tools capable of explaining and accommodating 
the hybrid nature of 'physical theatre'. Chapter 5 then scrutinises a range of works from across 
the dance-drama spectrum with a view to establishing a series of conventions that could be said 
to operate as unifying semiotic mechanisms of physical theatre.
The remainder of the thesis - Part Three - conducts a comparative study into the two strands of 
physical theatre practice that make up its supra disciplinary identity. Chapters 6 and 7 delve 
within those frameworks suggested in Part Two to examine a series of extracts from three works 
by Theatre de Complicité and DV8 Physical Theatre respectively. These chapters compare and 
contrast their use of vocal and bodily signifying practices and identifies, within the overarching 
generic framework, some distinguishing textual traits of 'drama-' and 'dance-physical-theatre'. 
Finally, Chapter 8 discusses the results of the investigation, drawing upon the conclusions of 
each chapter to re-configure physical theatre production as a series of dance-drama hybrids that 
may be collectively grouped beneath the notion of a heterogenous generic form.
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Chapter 2
THE HISTORICAL ROOTS OF PHYSICAL THEATRE: 
THE BODY FINDS A VOICE
2.1 Early moves toward realism and the theatricalised body
2.2 Expressionistic studies and practices
2.3 1960-1980: widening the theatrical lens toward 'total theatre'
2.4 1980: the emergence of 'physical theatre' In dance and drama
2.5 From fringe to mainstream: physical theatre In the nineties
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"Every generation needs reminding that the word theatre comes from the Greek to see' not to  
h e a r  (Walton, 1991, p3).
It is a truism that in the thirties and forties, the innovative work of choreographers Martha 
Graham and Alwin Nikolais not only revolutionised dance but simultaneously opened up new 
avenues of expression in drama (Roose-Evans, 1989, p92); that Graham referred to her works, 
not as ballets, but as 'plays' while Nikolais used the term theatre-pieces' (p92); that at the turn of 
the century, it was Dalcroze's eurythmie techniques that inspired Stanislavski's Method of 
Physical Action; that the great Russian directors studied and incorporated into their work the 
physical techniques of Chinese and Japanese dance; that Artaud honed his theories of physical 
expressionism by reference to the ecstatic trance-dances of the Balinese theatre; that Yeats 
wrote a number of short dramas which he called 'plays for dancers' while Craig - the partner of 
Isadora Duncan - isolated, as a dual tension in his work, the notion of "acting (as) action and 
dance the poetry of action" (in Copeland and Cohen, 1983, p i87). And yet this plethora of cross- 
disciplinary connection, continually reinforced in practice over an entire century, seems to have 
passed virtually unacknowledged by theatre scholars and critics who, even today,
bound by the fixed idea of theatre as word-play have failed to realise that 
modem dance has been one of the most important contributions in the 
twentieth century to the development of theatre.
Roose-Evans, 1989, p92
A similar claim may be made in relation to dance: that dance scholars and critics have 
historically tended to view dance as exclusively concerned with bodily movement and failed to 
acknowledge the extent to which Twentieth Century choreographers drew, in turn, upon the 
inspiration of dramatists in the development of modem dance. The oversight has implications for 
theatre and dance analysis generally but is especially significant in relation to the study of 
contemporary physical theatre production: with the full historical lineage of the form only partially 
accounted for in the writings of each discrete discipline, the notion of dance-drama hybridity, so 
central to this body of work, continues to be treated as something of an anomoly.
The following chapter locates the historical precedents in the Twentieth Century histories of both 
dance and drama that foreshadow contemporary physical theatre practices. The aim is to make 
explicit the mutually-informing relationship forged between the two artforms in the modem era in 
their shared quest to develop more potently significant ‘languages’. The chapter follows these
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early threads through to the intense period of experimentation with body and voice that began in 
the 1960s and which brought the two art forms into ever-closer alignment and finally tracks the 
simultaneous emergence of the term 'physical theatre' in dance and drama to its present day 
usage.
2.1 Early moves toward realism and a theatricalised body
The roots of physical theatre can be traced to the expressionist tradition of the dance-drama that 
reached its height in both artforms between the two world wars. This is a tradition that emerged 
from the modernising impulses that swept both dance and drama at the turn of the century. By 
the end of the Nineteenth Century, the wholesale dominance of language over other semiotic 
systems in the theatre had reached the point where artists no longer trusted language's facility to 
satisfactorily convey "the condition of man-in-the-worid" (Sanchez-Colberg, 1996, p41). At the 
same time, the hegemonic control of ballet in the dance world meant that dance was viewed as 
merely decadent and trivial; “so old and oppressed with years that its joints creak with every 
movement” (Gray, 1926, p32). It was as a result of the pioneering work of Stanislavski, Duncan 
and Graham that practitioners in both drama and dance were able to break with their respective 
traditions to pursue modem themes of social significance working with an unprecedented level of 
realism and bodily expression.
2 .1.1 Toward non-naturalistic forms in drama
For Stanislavski, the key to the recovery of theatre lay in the eradication of all meaningless 
conventional theatricalities and in an emphasis on realism while avoiding the pitfalls of imitative 
naturalism. The latter was a term he himself used pejoratively to refer to the indiscriminate 
reproduction of the superficialities of life and, as such, a style "poisonous to the theatre" 
(Stanislavski, in Gorchakov, 1954, pi 43). Stanislavskian realism, while closely observant of the 
material of real-life, selected only that which was typical and therefore revealing of what lies 
beneath the surface. As Logie records, he was, in essence, advocating a form of choreography in 
his recognition that
everyday action does not necessarily make for exciting theatre until selected, 
shaped and choreographed to form an artistic interpretation of the response being 
portrayed. Without this process, many reactions are too small to be noticeable from 
an auditorium, superfluous to the theme of the performance, repetitive and dull.
Logie, 1995, p259
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In his pursuit of text-based realism, Stanislavski was fully aware of the centrality of the visual in 
accessing the imagination and the unconscious and, consequently, of the importance of 
movement-training for his actors. In 1908 he had a number of discussions with Isadora Duncan 
and eventually turned to Emile Jacques Dalcroze's work on the harmonising of mind and body 
through 'eurythmie movement' (p262). This he used as a base - in conjunction with his own 
insistence that every movement be justified by an inner intention - to develop his Method of 
Physical Action. He wrote in his book An Actor Prepares "There is a physical aspect to thought 
and a mental aspect to action" (1937, pi 44) to describe what he saw as a circular and fully- 
integrated relationship between internal imagery, psychological sensation and external 
expression through the body.
In Russia and Europe, Meyerhold, Vakhtangov, Tairov and Reinhardt built upon Stanislavski's 
distinction between realism and naturalism and, reacting against the prevailing perception of 
theatre as 'literature-on-its-feet', did much to make non-naturalistic and ritualistic forms of theatre 
acceptable to public taste. Particular interest was paid to dance as the "oldest and most primitive 
of the arts" associated with the non- and pre-verbal, and therefore a likely resource that would 
enable theatre to tap into its primitive origins and "reawaken some sense of wholeness and 
animal vitality" (Copeland & Cohen, 1983, p i86). With the beginnings of modem dance making 
itself felt in the barefoot figure of Isadora Duncan, there was a growing enlightenment that, just 
as words themselves were not essential to the theatre, so dance need not necessarily entail the 
technical orientations of ballet but, "in its fullest meaning...[could] include all forms of studied 
movement, not the least of them studied immobility" (Gray, 1926, p29). It was discovered that 
movement, an ideal medium for externalising those "innumerable little moments of emotional 
reaction that pass unexpressed in a play or are clumsily attempted in words" could "effect a 
profound and immediate revelation" in dramatic production (Gray, 1926, p29). Moreover dance 
seemed to offer to dramatists a "bold, colourful, highly theatrical alternative to the prosaic style 
of surface realism" that had previously dominated the commercial stage (Copeland & Cohen, 
1983, p187).
2 .1.2 Toward realism in dance
While dramatists, dissatisfied with the verbal confines of naturalism, were proposing that the 
theatre move in the direction of the wordless, more abstract, modem dance, so choreographers, 
frustrated with the remoteness of ballet from social reality, were looking to the dramatic theatre 
for a sense of expressive realism. Following Duncan's radical abandonment of the ballet idiom in 
favour of what came variously to be termed 'free dance' or 'expressive dance', the body acquired 
new levels of significance as an expressive tool. Duncan’s work gave validity to the concept of
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self-expression in movement terms that resisted capture, codification and constraint. In response 
to accusations of excessive self-indulgence, of failing to seek out a suitable form with which to 
objectify and externalise her emoting, Duncan wrote affirmatively: "Isadora's soul expressed 
itself fiercely without systematic submission to the conditions of a medium" (in Copeland and 
Cohen, 1983, p231).
It was Martha Graham who began to erect structures in the technique-free vision of Duncan, 
developing new rules and modern techniques to produce what came to be termed 'ecstatic 
dance'. Graham’s works, characterised by an intensely personal mode of self-expression, were 
described by Bentley as the closest manifestation of the Gesamtkunstwerk or 'total theatre' to 
which Nietzshe and Wagner aspired but never fully managed to achieve and the "fullest 
realisation we know of that magical theatre of which Craig and Yeats and so many other have 
dreamed" (in Copeland and Cohen, 1983, pi 99). Through her role as a teacher of movement at 
The Neighbourhood Playhouse School, Graham worked with both actors and dancers, training 
the former to treat the body as "a dynamic instrument of creative expression" with "posture and 
gesture as a projection of an inner mood, emotion or thought [and] characterisation as 
movement" and the latter to "project with the dramatic characterisation of an actor" (The school 
catalogue, in Graff, 1991, p64).
Graham's own choreographic vocabulary revolved around the dramatic principles of meaning 
and motivation as a point of orientation. Instead of producing logically-developed and 
rhythmically-sequenced dance steps, she sought to portray a more introspective focus based 
upon the spasmodic unevenness of the actor's gestural activity. The merely decorative was 
omitted in favour of a realistic style that employed stillnesses and drew attention to facial 
expression. Graham’s realism however did not equate with Stanislavskian realism. Her dance- 
dramas were more passionate than psychological, concerned with externalising the roots and 
depths of an inner emotional and spiritual life, rather than presenting an individuated 
psychological analysis. Nonetheless, while retaining a clear identity of her work as dance, 
Graham turned her face toward reality and allied dance to the wider world of theatre. In an 
interview in 1932, she outlined her philosophy: "Movement is the one speech that cannot lie... 
The great theatre of the worid...had its roots in dance" (Graham, in Graff, 1991, p64).
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2.2 Expressîonîstic studies and practices
2.2.1 Laban’s system of movement analysis
The awakenings of interest at the beginning of the century in the theatricalised body spawned a 
growing fascination with the principles and possibilities of bodily expression in both dance and 
drama. Amongst the many key figures committed to the analysis of movement and meaning, the 
systematic studies of Rudolph Laban were especially significant for their cross-disciplinary 
implications.
Prior to Laban, movement had always been seen as the principle guiding premise for the body's 
organisation and the body had, in effect, no existence or significance without movement. It was 
Laban's prime achievement to substitute for 'movement' an alternative principle: that of 'the 
physical presence of the body in space'; a deceptively tiny change, that heralded a whole new 
way of thinking about bodily expression. Sanchez-Colberg describes Laban's thesis:
Before there is movement there is a body in space. A body that has 
orientation, dimensions, inclinations, that, by virtue of just existing occupies 
and produces space. Movement follows from this first principle.
Sanchez-Colberg, 1996, p44.
Laban's own involvement in drama - he originally trained as an actor and worked with directors, 
as well as considering his own movement-work theatre' - meant that, like Graham, he carried to 
his productions a fundamental concern for meaning and motivation. He held to the notion that 
the mysteries of the body are such that every gesture and attitude - however apparently 
insignificant - reveals some facet of a person's inner life and that a lifetime of sensate 
experience is stored in the memory associated with particular thoughts and feelings. On this 
basis he redefined the outer movement - or stillness - of the body as a visible expression of 
these 'inner* emotional and thoughtful states so that movement becomes "an effect, not the 
cause" (p45); the point at which the internal space of the body - Laban's 'land of silence' - 
touches and interacts with external space - his 'world of action' (Laban, 1935, p89). His schema 
of physical behavioural patterns - based on effort qualities and the principles of tension and 
opposition - showed choreographers how to channel their private emotions into objectified form, 
directors how to set movement within the dramatic scenario and actors to portray their 'inner 
lives' by learning to observe, control and carefully manipulate their physical and gestural 
behaviour.
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2.2.2 European Expressionism
While in America, dance was becoming increasingly refined by the modem techniques 
developed by Graham and, subsequently, Humphrey, European dancers led by Laban and 
Wigman found themselves in the grip of a "definite cult of body consciousness" (Wigman, 1933, 
p305) as Expressionism swept across the continent. They began to pursue a more pedestrian 
aesthetic anchored in Laban’s principles of movement-meaning and Mary Wigman gained an 
international reputation for her solo psychological dance-dramas expressing the conflicts of an 
individual trying to reconcile the outer experiences of life with the inner concems of the soul. In 
fact, the physical vocabulary she used to express herself was so ‘ordinary’ that she provoked 
Diaghilev's famous criticism that, 'in leaming how to move, the Germans had forgotten how to 
dance' (in Kirstein, 1976).
Expressionist drama took a lead from the studies and practices of Laban and Duncan (the latter 
of whom had founded a dance school in Berlin in 1904) and adopted the mantra of "speaking 
with the body" (Emmel in Patterson, 1981, p82). A heightened acting style evolved in which 
speech was abbreviated to clipped responses to the point where "there seemed to be only nouns 
and exclamation marks" (Ihring, in Patterson, 1981, p83). With a pared-down plot and 
disconnected scenes, the work was characteristically dark, intense, chaotic, distorted, abrupt, 
ritualistic, spiritual, ecstatic, extreme.
The movement's prophet, Antonin Artaud, raged a continual battle against the naturalism of 
commercial theatre; obsessed with the search for a 'language' - beyond words and immersed in 
the body - that would by-pass the cerebral appeal of the verbal plane "in order to touch life" 
(Esslin, 1976, p71). In his attempt to locate an idiom of theatrical metaphysics - expressed in his 
famous metaphor of theatre as the plague - Artaud sought to liberate words from their 
conventional meanings by elevating an alternative sign-system in the eloquence of the space: "a 
tangible, physical space that needs to be filled and...ought to be allowed to speak its own 
concrete language" (Artaud, 1970, p27). His vision of a 'spatial poetry' anchored in the physicality 
of bodily presence and movement was developed from his experience of Balinese dance theatre; 
a rigorous system of bodily signs in a vocabulary that rendered words obsolete and "beside which 
our exclusively dialogue productions seem like so much stammering" (p39). In Artaudian theatre, 
vocalisations were to be fused with image and used as another dimension of physical expression 
taking the form of onomatopoeic grunts, breaths, cries and sighs to create a poetry of sound 
fixed firmly in the bodily sensations of action and emotion.
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W e want to bring back the idea of total theatre, where theatre will recapture ... 
those things that always belonged to it. This division between analytical 
theatre and a world of movement seems stupid to us. One cannot separate 
body and mind, nor the senses from the intellect.
Artaud, 1970, p66
Although dismissed as an eccentric in his own lifetime, Artaud's expressionist theories have 
survived through his prolific writing to inspire successive generations of theatre makers. He is, 
for example, cited by Esslin as the primary catalyst for the 'happenings' movement of the sixties 
and for the 1964 season of experimental acting and staging held at the Lamda Theatre: "Artaud's 
influence can be seen in the physical expressiveness and acrobatic powers in the acting, the 
techniques of the circus and music hall used in the staging" (Esslin, 1976, p91).
2.2.3 Expressionism in Britain
Whilst in Europe and America the commercial theatre was willing to assimilate contemporary, 
innovative ideas more readily into mainstream production, in Early-Twentieth-Century-England 
few playwrights departed markedly from the long-standing vocal tradition of theatre and it took a 
small group of theatre practitioners, working on the fringe, to introduce British audiences to the 
anti-illusionist idiom. Inspired by their European counterparts and by American developments in 
stage-craft, these pioneers found momentum in the agenda of the expressionistic avant-garde 
and determined that experimental drama be brought to London audiences. Amongst these key 
figures, Edward Gordon Craig was probably the most radical exponent of visual theatre, driven 
by his conviction that dance and acting are
one and the same art...rhythmic movement of the human body in the space, caused 
by the creative impulse to represent an emotion by the expressive means of one's 
own body and with the intention of pleasurably releasing this inner drive by setting 
other people in the same or similar rhythmic vibrations.
Fuchs, 1906, in Fischer-Lichte, 1995, p98
This amounted to more than an artistic stance. In accordance with his personal definition of a 
good dramatist as "one who knows that the eye is more swiftly and powerfully appealed to than 
any other sense" (in Roose-Evans, 1989, p41), Craig created stage-pictures of darkness and 
shadow, heightening mood and atmosphere and emphasising the poetry and theatricality of 
movement. He predicted that "the theatre of the future will be a theatre of visions, not a theatre 
of sermons nor a theatre of epigrams" (Craig, in Roose-Evans, 1989, p76) and proclaimed a new 
culture of the body; one which would transform the dancing body
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into a perfect semiotic system that will be able to realise all the tasks and functions 
language can no longer fulfil. Thus the focus as well as the dominance shifts from 
language to the body.
Fischer-Lichte, 1995, p99
At the time, Craig's ideas seemed wholly utopian and few of his projects ever reached fruition.
Yet his vision of the body’s semiotic potential anticipates many aspects of today's physical 
theatre phenomenon. Amongst his own contemporaries, Craig’s influence is cited by Terence 
Gray as instrumental in the foundation of what became known as the ‘Little Theatre Movement’ 
in Britain; a series of small-scale fringe-theatres, principally led by Gray at the Cambridge 
Festival Theatre, J.B. Fagan at the Oxford Playhouse, and Peter Godfrey at The Gate Theatre. 
With the avowed intent of undermining naturalism, these theatres represented a revolt against 
the commercialism of the West End and became the forum for a wealth of experimental and 
distinctly expressionist approaches to production.
Godfrey, a former circus clown and Shakespearean actor, established himself as the principle 
exponent of a German-style expressionism in London producing dark, psychoanalytical plays 
which used black drapes as set, unusual lighting effects and stylised acting techniques. He 
employed for his production of Wilde’s Salome the choreographic skills of Marie Rambert, a 
disciple of Duncan and Dalcroze who, married to Ashley Dukes (a dramatist with expressionist 
leanings), was then using their jointly-owned ‘Little Mercury Theatre’ as the venue for her 
expressionist dance experiments.
Gray, with the assistance of his cousin, Ninette de Valois, also found himself in the position of 
being able to generate heavily-stylised, highly-visual stage-texts so dense with abstract ‘choral’ 
movement that the work was often described by critics as 'choreographic'. Gray wrote 
extensively on the relationship of dance to drama repeatedly asserting the superiority of dance 
and mime over the spoken word as a means of expressing intense emotion and the need for 
stylisation to be comprehensively applied to all aspects of a performance to avoid the 
appearance of pretentiousness. Under de Valois’ direction, dance came to feature ever more 
strongly in his productions.
In addition to collaborating with Gray, Ninette de Valois - a former dancer with Diaghilev and the 
Covent Garden Opera Ballet - worked alongside other drama-visionaries of the era 
choreographing for, amongst others, Bottomley and Yeats in the hope that one day dance might 
share the same stage as drama. As well as choreographing for directors, she trained a company 
of dancers specifically for Gray’s productions at the Cambridge Festival theatre and, by working
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with dancers and actors at the Festival Theatre and the Abbey Theatre, developed a keen 
understanding of acting and a strong sense of theatre which she later brought to her own 
choreography.
Amongst this small group of theatre practitioners, dance became an increasingly important 
element in dramatic production. It is significant that Norman Marshall, who, in 1934, took over 
The Gate Theatre from Peter Godfrey, reinforced the view expressed by one of Rambert’s male 
dancers: that directors
desperately need the choreographer.... There is practically nothing from 
Shakespeare to Shaw, from melodrama to music hall... that a partnership in 
production between...director and choreographer would not imbue with a fresh and 
more vital life.
William Chappell in Marshall, 1947, p i49
It was on this relatively small scale that an avant-garde tradition of expressionist experimental 
staging began to establish itself in Britain in the Twenties variously using multi-level rostra, light 
and shadow, minimal dialogue and stylised ensemble acting. For a time language was usurped 
from its previously unassailable position at the top of the dramatic hierarchy and the visual, 
presentational element of theatre was brought to the fore generating an alternative semiotic 
system in which
the semantic level is no longer dominant; the focus shifts to the sign bodies... 
for the most part, they no longer serve a representational function, but an 
expressive, relational function instead.
Fischer-Lichte, 1995, pi 02
However, as the Twenties gave way to the next decade, the Little Theatre movement foundered. 
The media had grown tired with what they saw as these ‘dank, darksome dramas’ and 
expressionism came to be seen as an exhausted, outmoded form that could make only limited 
use of an actor’s or dancer’s skills elevating, at the expense of subtlety, a small repertoire of 
tricks that, once seen, did not easily bear repetition. When Gray’s ambitious attempt to create a 
network of visionary theatres by uniting his own with those of Fagan and Godfrey failed, the 
pioneers gave up, disillusioned and embittered, and, in tum, either left the theatre altogether or 
succumbed to the greater financial rewards offered by the commercial sector.
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As Marshall points out, in the long run, the Little Theatre Movement had no lasting effect on the 
English theatre due to the fact that the practitioners had failed to encourage the writing of new 
plays, preferring instead to find new production styles for old established plays. It is interesting to 
speculate whether, had things been different, a whole school of playwrights of expressionist 
dance-dramas might have evolved in the British theatre. Nonetheless, in spite of the relatively 
short life of the expressionist, collaborative experiment in Britain, practitioners such as Norman 
Marshall continued to articulate their conviction that
there are exciting possibilities for the future in such marriages of the actor and the 
dancer, each respecting the other’s art but making no attempt to imitate it. It is a 
union which should stir the imagination of poets and bring some of them back into 
the theatre again.
Marshall, 1947, pi 59
2.2.4 From Ausdruckstanz to Tanztheatre
Even on the continent it seemed that practitioners in dance and drama had abandoned 
expressionism. In the wake of the second world war, with a world reeling in horror at the 
atrocities of Hitler’s third Reich, the excesses of expressionism seemed inappropriate -"like 
fossils from another world” (Muller, 1985, pi 8) - and artists such as Wigman and her 
contemporaries “crept off on point to avoid any confrontation with [their] political and...aesthetical 
past” (pi 8)
Much of the avant-gardism that had emerged in German dance in the nineteen-thirties had been 
stifled by the war and, because of its expressionist and largely solo-form, little remained to attest 
to its existence. However, Sanchez-Colberg, in her doctoral thesis (1995), locates the 
Ausdruckstanz movement (the name given to the German Expressionist dance of the twenties 
and thirties) as the precursor of the contemporary German Tanztheatre, a view shared by Miillen
It’s not that dance theatre was bom through the rediscovery of Ausdruckstanz, 
but rather that one gradually started to recognise the historical roots of an 
already existing dance theatre.
Muller, 1985, p20
The work of Kurt Jooss in the 1940s was particularly important as a landmark between the 
Ausdruckstanz movement and modern-day tanztheatre (Sanchez-Colberg, 1995) pioneering an 
approach to physical expression in which form and technique were entirely determined and
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driven by content as a direct outcome of dramatic necessity. Originally trained as an actor, Jooss 
chose selectively from Laban's movement theories, eliminating the solo dance form and the 
movement choir and hamessing instead the dramatic substance of representative content to the 
concreteness of body language. In contrast to Wigman's raw, personalised and single-stranded 
emotional demonstrations, Jooss' choreography was distilled, objective and dealt with an intricate 
web of ideas drawn from his observation of everyday movement characteristics.
Jooss was also "one of the first to recognise that the modem dance could and should find its 
place in contemporary theatre" (Partsch-Bergsohn, 1994, p36). In his role as movement director 
at the Münster theatre, he developed a thesis of choreography as "kinetic dramatic action", 
working particularly "with characterisation, humour and irony" to generate movement that could 
function as part of a theatre piece (p40-41). He even described himself as a "playwright of 
movement" (Koch, 1976 in Walther, 1994, p97) and his choreographic processes as "the 
directing in the finest detail, of an ensemble of soloists" (Schlicher, 1993, p30). The Green Table 
was the first dance work to respond to the socio-political issues that preoccupied Germany in the 
turbulent 1930's. A controversial exposé of the hypocrisy of the country's political leaders, Jooss 
peopled the work with archetypal characters, each clearly defined as distinct personalities in the 
social hierarchy by means of individuated stylistic attributes of posture, gesture and movement.
The Jooss legacy served an important function in renewing awareness of the connectedness of 
the respective histories of dance and drama (Schlicher, 1993, p42). He himself saw his work as 
the manifestation of a new and fundamentally different theatrical form; one in which "the pure 
imaginings of movement are fused with the dramatic idea and the fusion of the two elements 
creates a new entity, the dance drama" (Jooss, in Coton, 1946, p29). Through his teaching - at 
The Folkwang School in Germany and abroad (Jooss also taught at Dartington, in England) - 
Jooss' ideas for the modem dance-drama were passed to the next generation of choreographers, 
amongst them, Pina Bausch. Her eventual appointment as director of the Wuppertal Tanztheatre 
in 1973 was to finally "revolutionise... the Westem dance scene" (Bentivoglio, 1985, p28).
2.2.5 Corporeal mime
Although in the wake of expressionism, much theatre had reverted back to a more realistic style, 
Jacques Copeau, building upon the work of Craig and Appia, took the study of theatrical 
physicality in a new direction. His 1913 manifesto ends with the prophetic words, echoed fifty 
years later by physical theatre pioneer, Peter Brook: "Pour I'oeuvre nouvelle qu'on nous laisse un 
treteau nu!"; 'A bare stage, an empty space' (Roose-Evans, 1989, p55) illustrating his driving
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concern for simplicity, clarity and stylisation. Copeau encouraged his students to fill the space by 
improvising with movement, mime and acrobatics; his notion of choreography pivoting on the 
principle that, rather than being "imposed from without, as the invention of a dazzling showman", 
movement should instead be "developed organically from the text" (p55).
Amongst his students, Etienne Decroux became obsessed with the notion that the actor's body - 
and not the written script - was the primary substance of theatre (Gélinas, 1991, p26) and, for the 
next thirty years, he advocated a moratorium on the spoken word. Guided by the Japanese 
Kabuki and Noh Theatre, Decroux leamed mastery of the physical laws of acting and the art of 
using the body as metaphor to communicate by means of presence and movement alone.
Thus, he became a mime, practising in silence. Not the sort of mime defined 
by gestures and grimaces, whose primary vocation is to amuse...but a mime 
who aspired that his art powerfully testify to the human condition in its totality.
Gélinas, 1991, p26.
In temporarily cutting himself off from textual theatre, Decroux carved a separate path for the 
development of corporeal mime as a discrete art form. With pupils such as Will Spoor, Frits 
Vogels and Jean Louis Barrault, he experimented with the relationship between the body, a 
gesture and movement and, later, how these elements could interact with music, language, text, 
object, design, light and space to create a language of imagery that would "reveal the invisible 
undercurrent without being compelled to name it" (Austin, 1997, p2). He understood the physical 
demands of the actor to be specific and different from those of the dancer but, in his mime- 
theatre, there was no place for "sloppy or inarticulate... physicality any more than there was for 
the mumbling of words" (Dennis, 1997, p4).
Of his pupils, Barrault became the most influential, finally re-entering the theatre as an actor- 
director and developing his model of total theatre' through his productions of Claudel in the 
1940s and 1950s (Innes, 1993, pi 00). By taking Decroux's ideas into the theatre, Barrault is said 
to have reunited the head of the actor with his body facilitating "a multi-faceted form of 
expression which is at the heart of theatre...Mime is revealed as the cradle of movement" 
(Leabhart, 1989, pi 6) and, indeed, in Britain, in the latter part of the 1940s, mime techniques 
were adopted as the basis for the work of the Old Vic Theatre School. Through his theatre 
practices, Barrault provided a vital synthesising link between corporeal mime and the visual 
stylisation of Craig, the metaphysical theatre of Artaud and the simple staging practices of
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Copeau, which together laid the principle foundations for modem avant garde theatre (Innes, 
1993).
2.3 1960-1980: widening the theatrical lens toward total theatre*
2.3.1 Avant garde drama: physicalising language & working with movement 
The rigorous stance against language - taken to new extremes in Artaudian theatre - forged a 
path out of the crisis that had afflicted theatre at the tum of the century. Experiments with a 
theatricality rooted in space and bodies and the evocation of multiple, subjective and sensate 
realities led to a freeing up of theatre's sign-systems and to a subsequent revival of interest in 
language. What finally emerged from this anti-verbal politic was the realisation that a theatre 
devoid of speech was equally as oppressive, restrictive and polarising as a purely language- 
based theatre and that attempts to destroy language in theatre could result only "in a coarsening 
of the dramatic effect and our response to it" (Anderson, in Kennedy, Redmond 1981, p225).
Audiences had tired of language-based naturalism but, offset against the new-found body-focus, 
leading playwrights Brecht, Ionesco and Beckett had been experimenting with 'non'- and 'part- 
verbal' scripts using language not merely for its semantic content but for its qualities of 
materiality and form. The sixties saw a wave of experimentalism amongst practitioners - most 
notably Peter Brook - who built upon the writers' lead and, using ensemble devising and 
improvisation techniques, began to re-theatricalise language, making it larger, more striking, 
more significant. The voice and the word came to be treated as material emissions; as 
vocalisations expelled in stuttering, chattering, raging, singing, heightened and stylised forms 
and in abstract, repetitive and circular pattems. The effect was to draw attention to the 
physicality of the words in equal measure to their meaning-content. In short, directors set about 
manipulating "language as a body" (Müller, 1986, p24); as vocal-material to be pattemed in 
space, dynamic and time in a manner not dissimilar to the choreography of movement.
Language, in consequence, gained new resonance within the dramatic mise en scène creating a 
shift which Kennedy considers fundamental to the dance-drama's survival into the next decade 
and beyond:
Some of the most radical experimenters in...theatre have made use of 
words...in short, non-verbal theatricality as distinct from the rather puerile 
post-Artaud attacks on language itself, deserves the constant attention of 
those concemed with dramatic dialogue...The anti-verbal movement has 
proved to be no more than an episode in the history of entertainment to be
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chronicled with bear-baiting and performing fleas; by contrast non-verbal 
theatre is an authentic and permanent dimension of dramatic art.
Kennedy, in Rudlin, 1981, p225
By the mid 1960s, according to Hayman, audiences' expectations of theatre had undergone a 
significant change:
Unlike the Elizabethan audience which could concentrate on long speeches 
because it was in the habit of using its ears to follow speeches, sermons, 
church services and ballads, the provincial audience of the sixties has 
habituated to taking in information mainly through its eyes. This encouraged 
playwrights and directors to depend on physical means of expression and this 
tendency coincided with a reaction against the tradition of English acting that 
centred more on the voice beautiful than on the body
Hayman, 1979, pi 30
In 1962, the RSC initiated an experimental program and the following year Peter Brook, in 
collaboration with Charles Marowitz, produced a series of Artaudian-inspired works under the 
title, 'Theatre of Cruelty'. His production of Weiss's Marat Sade (1964) was particularly 
significant in drawing public attention to Artaud's theories of 'total theatre' and building his 
reputation as a dramatist who, although borrowing from many eclectic sources (Commedia 
dell'arte, circus), nonetheless allowed texts their full poetic value by transforming all these 
elements into his own unique form of expression. Along with Barba and Grotowski, Brook 
became a prominent international figure in the promotion of a new wave of physical acting in 
Britain that attributed to the body a heightened significance.
In what he termed his theatre laboratory’. Brook experimented with movement to build stage 
presence, develop the ensemble and to devise visual and physical scenarios. In echo of 
Decroux's stance toward the role of movement training for the actor. Brook identified two types of 
actor: one - enthused by the concept of experimental physical theatre - works incredibly hard on 
his body but still delivers a lack-lustre or mediocre performance; the other, - apparently 
disinterested in physical acting - "suddenly, because of the demands of a play, can do quite 
extraordinary movement" (Brook in Rea, 1984, p i 5). He concluded that
there are two paths to good movement: the path of the dancer or the athlete, and 
then there is the path of the actor. And they are quite different because an actor’s 
motivation doesn't come from a sort of technical understanding of his body; it comes 
from his capacity to create an incredibly powerful image in himself that he's
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convinced by...the start of a movement is from his imaginative acting impulse and 
not from the same physical impulse that there would be in a dancer.
Brook, in Rea, 1984, pi 5.
In drama. Brook emphasised, the actor's body "doesn't have to be expressive all the time", but it 
nonetheless needs to be 'highly-charged'; ever alert in stillness, "not asleep the way our bodies 
are most of the time" and always ready at any given moment to "become part of the total 
utterance” (in Rea, 1984, pi 5). This, he claimed, was the path that led to the imaginative 
engagement and emotional commitment of the actor to the drama; movement-training "making 
the body a very closely concemed, free instrument through which...the acting imagination can 
pass" (pi 6).
To stand still in a totally committed way ... can only start from a body that is 
perfectly capable of doing every sort of movement... standing still has to be the 
ultimate achievement of a body that can move, not the limitation of a body that cant 
do any better.
Brook in Rea, 1984, pi 4.
With such a finely-tuned body. Brook posited that voice, motivation and gesture are realigned in 
new relationship in the stage presence of the actor to achieve a state in which body and mind are 
fully engaged as an indivisible entity. In this state, mental image becomes fused with physical 
expression and the actor becomes a "properly integrated person out of whom can come body 
language, sung language, spoken language, depending on the expressive needs of the moment" 
(pi 5). By the late 1960s, a number of theatre companies had evolved on the experimental fringe 
whose working methods were not dictated by a scripted text but centred upon the development of 
a part-verbal, part-bodily performance-language generated collectively through a process of 
devising.
2.3.2 The reunification o f drama and mime in New mime
While Brook was emerging as a leading experimentalist in the dramatic theatre, Jacques Lecoq 
surfaced as a significant figure in the art of what came to be labelled ‘New Mime’: a fusion of 
drama and corporeal mime. Through the school he founded in 1962, Lecoq disseminated his 
philosophy that, in isolating itself from the spoken word, mime as a separate art had 
demonstrated that it had "no permanence" (Lecoq, in Rudlin, 1994, p201). He proposed a 
reunification of drama and mime founded in the principle that the body should not attempt to 
provide surrogate verbals but "a language of its own” in which its silence represents “not what is
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left after talk has been artificially removed but the silence before the dawn of speech" (Lubbock, 
1990, pi 7).
Lecoq's particular fascination with clowning and Commedia dell'Arte placed him in line with Craig 
and Meyerhold as well as the great mimes, Copeau and Dullin and the school rapidly built a 
reputation for what came to be known as 'total theatre'. Together with like-minded individuals, 
Philippe Gaulier & Monica Pagneux, Lecoq exerted an unparalleled influence in reviving 
clowning techniques, stressing the importance of play in the actor's task and exploring the 
interconnections in performance of mask, mime, dance and text: a fusion now visible in 
numerous physical theatre companies across Europe. For these companies, mime is no longer 
silent:
It can have sounds. It can even have meaningful words and sentences. But it takes 
a peculiar interest in speech - as something "phatic": expressive, tonal, gestural. 
The voice is a source of noise, not of meaningful and articulate discourse.
Lubbock, 1990, pi 8
Steven Berkoff was the most prominent of the early modem total theatre' practitioners in Britain 
who, having studied with Lecoq, were inspired to invent new ways of working with words and 
movement such that "all elements of the human being are brought into motion" (Berkoff, 1992, 
p9). His early work used devices from both experimental theatre and New Mime and established 
his distinctive directing style founded in the practice of ensemble devising, mime technique and 
the Grotowskian staging principle of 'less is more'. While vocal signification remained central to 
his work, visual imagery and choreographed movement - condensing, expanding and varying, 
through time and space, pattems of everyday gesture - was of equal importance. He often used 
Brechtian techniques, such as freeze-frames and stylised tableaux, to disrupt his narratives and 
repeatedly switched words and actions from real-time into slow motion to imbue the stage 
activity with increased significance: "Mime defies the laws of science and that is what theatre 
should be" (Berkoff, in Gore-Langton, 1990, p16). Without movement, mime, choreography and 
music, Berkoff argues, "the senses become starved" and
that's why peopie fall asleep in the theatre, why a lot of young people don't go 
to the theatre because they suffer a form of sensory deprivation. So much 
modem drama is limited because it uses naturalistic means of communicating 
the energy of a play and doesn't engage the senses.
Berkoff, in Walsh, 1991, p5
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2.3.3 British New Dance: pedestrianising movement and working with words 
While language was making a comeback in renewed 'physicalised' mode in the dramatic theatre 
and in New Mime, British dance found itself open, not only to an expressionist tradition from 
Europe and the Orient, but also to the simultaneous influx of modem and post-modern dance 
ideas from America.
Amongst the many post modem ideas that crossed the Atlantic in the Sixties, the pedestrianism 
of the Judson Church inspired a vocabulary centred upon the search for a 'natural' body with 
which to celebrate the ordinary and the idiosyncratic. The characteristically tight control of 
Westem dance techniques was loosened in favour of the release-based, weighted style of Mary 
Fulkerson and the intemal focus of Paxton's contact improvisation. The swirling undertow of 
many different currents gave rise to a maelstrom of activity using the body in overtly dramatic 
and expressive ways. In certain quarters, nudity on stage became widespread and the use of 
pure hurtling energy through space defined a body that was "the real physical body, the body as 
we know it from anatomic pictures and medical information that can bleed, sweat, ejaculate, 
suffer, die" (Laermans, 1995, p56).
Postmodem approaches to dance were taken up Alston, Lansley and Earley - all dance students 
at The Place - who had been encouraged to work in interdisciplinary ways to find their own routes 
into choreography. Each formed independent dance groups in which they could pursue a more 
improvised, everyday bodily aesthetic which included experimenting with spoken text, sound and 
song in place of the more traditional musical accompaniment.
Geoff Moore's Moving Being was one of the first modem dance companies to consolidate a more 
holistic approach to the body by combining dance, drama and visual effects in unified form. His 
1974 production of Strindberg's Dreamolav demonstrated a vision of theatre "obliged to try to run 
on more than one cylinder"; his adaptation of Strindberg's expressionist text, "an attempt to 
realise all the other spaces... before, between and beyond the words" (Moore, programme notes 
to the production, 1974). An early review of his work by a critic from The Observer in 1973 
records that "Moore has devised a form of total theatre... He uses dancers who can act, sounds 
that can dance and light that can do almost anything" (in Mackrell, 1992, pi 7). Such experiments 
led to the realisation that the use of text (or song) - in place of the more traditional recorded 
musical accompaniment - could generate interesting tensions opening up new dimensions of 
expression in the work.
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The growth of the New Dance movement was officially recognised in 1977 and given new status 
by the establishment of the first Dance Umbrella Festival which later became a vital international 
forum exposing British choreographers to a much wider range of influence. By 1980 the term 
'total theatre' was common currency on the experimental fringes of both drama and dance, 
popularised by the maverick figure of Berkoff, by 'dance' companies such as Moving Being and 
Second Stride and by a second generation of Lecoq-inspired drama/mime companies. With the 
body 'theatricalised', language 'physicalised', and movement and voice incorporated with stillness 
and silence in a relationship of mutual interrogation, the dance-drama swept from its position as 
a minority, experimental form toward the mainstream, propelled by the eighties explosion of 
body-culture.
2.4 1980: the emergence of 'physical theatre' in dance and drama
2.4.1 The body-culture explosion
In 1977 the first London Intemational Mime Festival organised by Joseph Seelig succeeded in 
drawing attention to mime as a popular but often misconstrued form. The festival remains an 
annual event today, but is now one amongst many; the Battersea Arts Centre and The Lyric 
regularly running seasons of work devoted to what has become an ever-expanding field of mime 
and 'total theatre'. Helen Lannaghan, director of the mime festival, attributes the rapid growth in 
popularity of theatrical physicality to "a lean period in new writing" (Lannaghan, in Orr, 1992, 
p34). However Desmond Jones, one of Britain's leading mime teachers, goes further to make 
connections with the parallel growth of other physical arts - circus, dance, Butoh, Kabuki and the 
martial arts - as an indication of a wider cultural climate sympathetic to the bodily and the 
physical and intolerant of excessive verbiage: "Words are an overblown medium in England... 
There is a point at which words are inadequate, and it is at that point that movement takes over" 
(Jones, in London, 1990, p26). What Edward Gordon Craig had visualised for theatre in the early 
part of this century seemed finally to have materialised, sixty years on, with the rise of a new 
culture of the body.
Once a concrete and familiar entity, the body was, in the eighties, de-familiarised beneath the 
impact of genetic engineering, dietetics and the aerobics boom. In the face of developments in 
behavioural psychology, the proliferation of psychosomatic medicines and such direct scientific 
interventions as life-support machines, organ transplants, cosmetic surgery, sex-change 
operations and experiments in cryogenics, the body assumed an almost sacred significance as a
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highly-intuitive and articulate site of political activity, symbolising the collision of nature and 
man's intervention.
The reaction in the world of media advertising was to shift away from what was now seen as a 
stagnating verbal discourse (that tended to categorise symbols and offer literal definitions) 
towards the more powerful selling-potential of the body’s implicit suggestion. Meanwhile, in the 
theatre, the body-culture created conditions under which corporeal mime and visual/physical 
theatre could thrive. The body was viewed as a means of returning to fundamentals (David 
Glass, in Lubbock, 1990, pi 8) and accessing fresh perspectives with which to view the human 
condition. Physical expression, once considered mute and necessarily generalised - its potential 
for communication limited to the externalisation of emotional angst - now carried the capacity for 
innumerable political and social metacommentaries making connections between the conscious, 
outer, man-made world and the inner, subconscious world of the 'soul'. This significant shift gave 
renewed validity and status to bodily-focused theatre and ushered in the beginnings of two 
parallel movements in dance and drama both of which came - simultaneously - to be labelled 
'physical theatre'.
2.4.2 Wim Vanderkeybus: 'Eurocrash'
It was in the 1980s that the term 'physical theatre' began to take hold in the dance world. Britain 
had been positioned for some time at a very pronounced cross-roads between expressionist 
Europe and post-modem America; between a concem to work with the sensate and subjective 
body of European hyper-realism and the dismembered, dislocated and fractured physicality of 
the American post-modem body; unstable, desensitised and objective. In these "more 
conservative" times (Mackrell, 1992, p66) the anarchy and radicalism that had characterised the 
beginnings of British New Dance quietened as the movement established firmer foundations.
Into the midst of what Lloyd Newson was later to describe as the 'stale, unimaginative and safe' 
waters of British Contemporary Dance and, in Keith Watson's words, "bludgeoning its way across 
the channel in the mid eighties" (1996, p24) came Belgium's Wim Vanderkeybus pursuing a 
virtuosic, aggressive and intense aesthetic celebrating athleticism, speed, strength, danger, skill 
and endurance. His mix of feats of breathtaking energy, brutal collisions and bodies rebounding 
against the floor, the walls and other bodies set against the impartiality of the performers, 
seemingly inured against pain and obedient only to the rules of some tightly competitive game, 
resounded in the relative calm of the British contemporary dance scene with its "deafening 
exposition of communication breakdown" (Schmidt, 1996, p22).
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More of this high-decibei brand of European physical theatre followed as Anna Theresa De 
Keersmaeker brought Rosas to Britain fuelling the huge adrenalin rush injected by 
Vanderkeybus. Her work introduced a regimented unison and a bleakness of vision; "the 
performers' obsessive repetitions... symptomatic of a desperate acquiescence in a world which 
can provide no security, only new perils" (Burnside, 1990, p7). In her analysis of this phenomena, 
Fiona Burnside points out that "the latent violence and physical danger relate both of these 
choreographers to a Theatre of Cruelty" (p8). Here was the realisation of Artaud's ideal of a 
language of physicality capable of stimulating an intense visceral reaction in the audience but, 
instead of being directed to the cathartic exorcism of social ills, the work exhibited a more 
austere expressionism: obsessive and violent but also detached and coldly dispassionate.
According to Watson, "it was greeted by the British critical fraternity with suspicion which soon 
tumed to ill-disguised loathing as wave upon wave of limb-crunching action scattered fragile 
sensibilities to the four winds" (Watson, 1996, p24). The term 'Eurocrash' was coined to refer to a 
movement style that was rapidly appropriated by inferior copyists in Britain and on the continent 
in a move "dangerously close to off-the-peg designer imitation" (Gradinger, 1995, p24) and one 
which came to severely colour its image as a "witless and dangerous spectacle... and not really 
dance at all" (Watson, 1996, p25).
In Mackrell's view, Eurocrash functioned "partly as a blood-letting exercise" (1997, pi 14) and the 
euphoric power of its punishing vocabulary quickly bumt itself out in Britain, subsiding almost as 
quickly as it had impacted. But the distinctive qualities of the original remained and endured 
across Europe in the continuing work of Vanderkeybus along with such key contemporaries as 
Claude Brumachon of France, Canadians Edouard Lock and Louise Lecavalier (La La La Human 
Steps) and, in Britain, in the work of DV8 Physical Theatre. By drawing attention to the extremes 
of stress placed on the musculature, the nervous and the respiratory systems and to the 
corresponding noises of the body In action, British physical theatre came to be associated with a 
very particular approach to the body as a visceral and sensitive presence; the junction at which 
the inner world of emotional insecurity meets and tries to make sense of the body's extemal 
experience as a social, sexual and political entity.
2.4.3 Pina Bausch: a vision of a more sophisticated, modem dance-drama
Into the midst of a theatrical climate highly-receptive to expressionist and body-focused work, the 
visit of Pina Bausch's Wuppertal Dance Theatre to Britain in 1982 had a momentous impact, 
both in the dance world and in terms of the ripples it set up in the dramatic theatre. Ian Spink 
remembers the Sadler’s Wells performance particularly for the fact that "there were a lot of
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theatre people there; it was de rigueur for anybody who was interested in contemporary theatre 
to come and see it" (in Levene, 1992, p i5).
The visit, it seems, caught the mood of the times. Bausch's work - picking up the expressionist 
threads of Ausdruckstanz and the analytical legacy of Rudolph Laban - put forth an almost 
Wagnerian vision of "a new liaison between dance and theatre" (Partsh-Bergsohn, 1988, p37). 
Although making powerful statements about the human condition, her particular brand of 
expressionism was more sophisticated and filtered through a post-modern veneer. The effect 
was to relocate expressionist angst "in a very 1980s style, not so much an expression of the 
repressed unconscious as a preoccupation with the alienation of consciousness itself (Sayers, 
1989, p28).
Bausch's vocabulary directly confronted the question of dance’s hazy boundaries with drama.
It is simply the question of where it starts to be dance, where not. Where is 
the beginning? When does one call it dance? No doubt it has something to do 
with consciousness - with body consciousness and how one shapes 
something - but it does not need to have this, kind of, aesthetic form; it can be 
something quite different and still be dance.
Bausch, in Walther, 1993, p41
She dressed her dancers in ordinary clothes and, through improvisation, encouraged each to 
develop their own personal 'signature' as an individual character within the piece. Her extensive 
use of Brechtian alienation techniques served to emphasise the "actuality of the performers" 
(Burt, 1986, p29), presenting each one as "a protagonist in a theatre that vies with reality" 
(Bentivoglio, 1985, p28). This feature has prompted Price (1990) to compare her work with 
Artaud's Theatre of Cruelty noting that both choreographer and director keep the body at a 
distance from the socialised and sanitised world of the semiotic to maintain a very 'real', present 
and experiential body. All stage activity was structured according to dramatic motivation and 
character and altemated between "repetition of activity and absence of activity" (Sikes, 1984, 
p52) which could by tums intensify the drama and build the suspense of each new situation. In 
tune with the central concem of every dramatist since Stanislavski, Bausch declared herself less 
interested in how people move than what moves them; movement and motivation are 
inseparable; the dancing body, a "manifestation of what is stirring, whether it figures as thought', 
'feeling' or physical stimulus" (Kirchman, 1994, p40).
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By anchoring stage activity in everyday reality and bringing to the fore "the essence of the 
human being in the dancer" (Bentivoglio, 1985, p28), Bausch brought to the attention of the 
entire British theatre an ideal for which both drama and dance practitioners had been struggling: 
the unification of body and voice in the material presence of the performer. Vocalisations mainly 
took the form of loose dialogue with words and phrases culled from speech and song and 
rearranged in dramatic modes of patterning akin to the choreographic manipulation of 
movement. In accordance with her belief that "reality cannot always be danced, it would be 
neither efficient nor believable" (Bausch, in Sanchez-Colberg, 1996, p46) she showed how 
textual elements could become an integral part of movement locating the moving, expressive 
body firmly in the realm of the ordinary and the real.
Bausch gained the serious attention of dramatists not only in Germany where, as a result of her 
work, "physicality, the laws of space, [and the] rhythmic compression of movement sequences 
have been rediscovered for stage plays" (Von Fred Eckhard, 1987, plO), but farther afield. The 
director of the Peruvian ensemble, for example, upon seeing the Wuppertal Dance Theatre for 
the first time during its 1980 tour of Latin-America, "expressed regret that his actors were not 
trained as dancers" noting that "as a result they lack a basic feel for physical and spatial 
movement" (in Tegeder, 1990, p32). In Britain and throughout Europe, Bausch’s work left behind 
a lasting vision of a modem-day dance-drama with the distinctive capacity to "make the invisible 
visible" (Kirschman, 1994, p40). Physical theatre workshops led by Pina Bausch came to be 
more sought-after even than Barba-led workshops (p32); a recognition of the increasing respect 
accorded in the West to dance as a means of developing a new potency in physical and visual 
approaches to drama.
2.5 From fringe to mainstream: physical theatre in the nineties
2.5.1 ‘Drama-physical-thea&e’
Artaud's influence has played its part, together with successive waves of anti- 
literary, anti-cultural, anti-verbal feeling...dance, mime, gesture, posture, 
movement and improvisation have bulked larger. So has silence. Drama 
schools devote more time to the actor's body, less to his voice; it can no 
longer be said of English actors that they are dead below the neck.
Hayman, 1979, p134
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An Arts Council report in the early 1980s found that fringe-based physical theatre had become a 
crucial source of innovation for mainstream theatre (Keysall, in Dunnett, 1993, p11). The form 
has since broken its bounds as an experimental playground with physical theatre techniques 
being rapidly disseminated via a wealth of second-generation Lecoq-trained performers founding 
independent companies such as Theatre de Complicité, Trestle Theatre, The Moving Picture 
Mime Show and The Right Size. Later in the decade, as directors Berkoff, Donnellan, Daldry and 
Alfreds ascended the career ladder, "so they took their techniques with them to more prestigious 
places" (Rea, 1993a, p7) so that the boundaries between New Mime, experimental theatre and 
the text-based theatre of the mainstream began to shift and merge. The cross-over is now 
complete with mainstream directors, Stephen Daldry and Mike Alfreds, regularly directing 
productions at the London Mime festival and the National Theatre becoming the venue for 
Berkoffs revised adaptation of The Trial in 1991 and for Theatre de Complicite's highly- 
physicalised version of The Visit in 1988 and Caucasian Chalk Circle in 1997.
The spread of physical theatre's popularity and its eventual graduation from the experimental 
fringe forum to the National Theatre and The Royal Court must also be attributed, in part, to the 
reputation of such respected players on the intemational scene as the French-Canadian 
innovator Robert Lepage, the New York-based Wooster Group, and the radical circus-theatre 
groups Archaos and Cirque de Soleil; all of whom, along with Pina Bausch, brought their work to 
Britain in the eighties leaving behind an enduring legacy of inspiration for British practitioners.
It is now common practice for physical theatre techniques to be hamessed in stage-adaptations 
of classic novels, plays and stories - witness Shared Experience's succession of highly- 
acclaimed productions: Bleak House (1977) Handful of Dust (1982), Anna Karenina (1993), Mill 
on the floss (1994), and W ar and Peace (1996). Such productions represent a unique re-working 
of the classical literary and play-writing canon “enabling actors and directors to start again with 
an empty stage and...revisit our dramatic literature with fresh eyes" (Wright, 1991, p3). They 
typically rely upon mime, dance and choreography as the means of forging a distinctively visual 
aesthetic - "an equivalent to the literary forms" (Alfreds, in Arditti, 1994, p33) - and capturing not 
merely the narrative but the substance and sense of the work. Using improvisations designed to 
explore central themes, the space is physicalised with metaphoric and symbolic images and 
activity generating what has come to be recognised as a peculiarly "nineties aesthetic” in the 
theatre (Neil Bartlett, in Gardner, 1993, p5).
Perhaps unsurprisingly, this emphasis upon the visual and the improvised is seen, in some 
quarters, as being to the detriment of drama’s long-standing affinity with spoken and written
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language and critics are now calling for “playwrights who understand how to write for the body as 
well as the voice, and directors who can put those two elements together" (Rea, 1990, p46).
Caryl Churchill is one such writer. Her interest and expertise in producing more physically- 
oriented scripts evolved through her collaborations with Ian Spink of Second Stride on 
productions such as Fugue. A Mouthful of Birds and The Lives of the Great Poisoners. Her 
scripts are described as unique in their "increased attention to body language" and their capacity 
of "forwarding the unstated" (Goodman, 1993, p93): "so often, dialogue works better if you just 
take lots of it away" (Churchill, in Goodman, 1993, p94). She is credited as having moved play- 
writing forward by inventing new forms of punctuation - a system of "obliques and asterisks 
[that]...enables dialogue to be precisely overlapped" - to orchestrate texts which, as a result, can 
be made to “reflect the cacophony of everyday life" (Armistead, 1994, p4).
Her stylised approach is clearly evident in T od  Girls (1982) and in Skriker (1994), the latter of 
which begins with "a massive mouthful of words" as the title character, in the guise of a 
monstrous spider, "spouts a long bewildering monologue in which the train of thought careers 
along in a madly associative James Joyce meets Professor Stanley-Unwin fashion" (Taylor,
1994, p52): "I Ve drained, sprained ankles and uncles, aunts and answers, father and nearer" (in 
Nightingale, 1994, p3). The effect is that "Kathryn Hunter... looks at times as if language is 
controlling her" (Taylor, 1994, p52). The qualities, pattems and rhythms written into speeches 
that consequently skitter "between sense and nonsense, throwing off rhymes, jokes, puns, 
obscenities and a chaos of associations" (Mackrell, 1994, p52) have led to the work being 
described as closer to "a poem rather than a play" (Peter, 1994, p9). It is significant that Churchill 
explicitly acknowledges dance, and particularly physical-theatre in dance as the source of her 
inspiration: "I have found the theatre a bit boring for a while and during the time I've been tired of 
it, the things that have stayed with me have been from dance companies like Second Stride and 
DV8" (Churchill, in Armistead, 1994, p4).
2.5.2 Vance-physical-theatre’
In the year following Bausch's visit, it was noticeable that Spink's New Tactics and Davies' Minor 
Characters, both for Second Stride, involved an unusual amount of conversation and spoken text 
giving clear narrative structures to the dances. Since then, as Katie Matheson notes, dance in 
Britain "has gotten very wordy" (in Tushingham, 1994, p218). With the resurgence of interest in 
narrative and story-telling, it has become commonplace for works to be inspired by literary texts 
or to make intertextual reference to other media such as poetry, stories, plays or biographies. 
Alongside the now-established relaxed, pedestrian approach to the human body, it is now 
commonplace for collages of sound and speech to be interjected with movement to refer to
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specific events, issues and situations; to act as a verbal impetus for movement; to punctuate 
movement phrases; or to focus on the complexities of communication in human relationships, 
even to the extent that, where speech ends and movement takes over, words become especially 
eloquent by their absence.
The language is usually stylised, often as a stream-of-consciousness or with the ordering of 
words and sense mixed up and connections between phrases rendered disjunctive or divergently 
correlative. Nigel Chamock, a co-founder of DV8 Physical Theatre, refers to "a certain timing, a 
certain rhythm in the language" which he regards as central to its integrational workings with 
movement in physical theatre production.
I'm interested in the rhythm of words and the sound of them rather than the 
meaning...choreographing is about rhythm and movement in space and words 
are the same thing in a way.
Chamock, in Servos, 1996, p53
The result, in his 1993 solo production of Hellbent, was recorded by critic Francesca Turner:
Words like stinging hail: percussive words; familiar words and phrases 
stretched and chopped into strange noises; explosions and crescendos of 
words, strangled, gulped words. Nigel Chamock... uses language as if it were 
an experiment in sound.
Tumer, 1993, pi 4
His Original Sin was similarly noted for the sheer volume of vocal language and the sense of 
physicality in its usage:
lots and lots and lots of words, flowing in torrents, in floods, in oceans of 
words, in tides of full-stops, sweeping you up so that you felt you were 
drowning in words, subsumed in subordinate clauses, tossed on the tide of 
semantic drifts - that sort of thing.
Carter, 1994, p43
Leading physical theatre company, DV8, are not alone in regularly storyboarding their work as 
part of the devising process and, in striking parallel to the current aspirations voiced by 
practitioners of 'drama-physical-theatre', Lloyd Newson has expressed the need for "developing 
visually-oriented scripts for dance; to encourage writing which allows for meaning to be
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communicated as effectively through gesture and image as through the spoken word" 
(Programme notes to Strange Fish. 1992, p4).
2.5.3 Physical theatre In the nineties
The simultaneous emergence of ‘physical theatre’ in British drama and dance - and their 
apparent congruity - probably owes a great deal to Pina Bausch's "mastery of theatre" (De 
Marigny, 1991, pi 5). By revolutionising ways of combining bodily movement and the spoken 
word; by showing how repetition and choreographic patterning could intensify the meaning and 
effect of both and how readily understood situations could be bizarrely altered by just a physical 
or verbal step out of place, Bausch’s work appealed with equal force to dramatists and to 
choreographers alike (Constanti, 1992, p8). Both were inspired to experiment with her 
procedures and techniques (Crisp, 1982, pi 9) with the result that British physical theatre in the 
1990s has come to be associated in quite general terms with a style of production in both dance 
and drama which unites mind with body and word with physical expression, to embrace "all the 
possibilities for articulation at the disposal of the human form" (Kirchman, 1994, p40).
Critics tend to agree that Britain still lags behind the rest of Western Europe in terms of theatrical 
physicality. Brook ascribes this to "historical reasons" (in Rea, 1984, pi 7) and the writer-director, 
Neil Wallace, points to the continued relative isolation of the British theatre community from its 
European counterpart (in Tushingham, 1994, pi 20). However, the growing spirit of 
internationalism together with a proliferating workshop circuit and an increasing respect for 
British dance companies has meant that today’s directors and choreographers are nonetheless 
faced with a new 'breed' of performer: one with strengths in both acting and movement and 
interested in studying a whole range of performance experiences from drama, mime, dance and 
physical theatre to circus and vaudeville.
What becomes palpable in looking at the historical lineage of physical theatre is that, where 
dance was once marginalised as the domain of the primal, the physical and the sensual and 
theatre elevated as concemed with all things literary, spoken and rational, the dance-drama 
brings these elements together with its unprecedented vision of unity between body and voice. In 
such works, theatrical space is no longer understood as the venue for the unravelling of a plot 
nor as a web of directional vectors, but becomes instead expressive and sensate; an arena for a 
polyphonous discourse that elevates at its epicentre "the figure as an indivisible totality" 
(Kirchman, 1994, p39).
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In the theatre at the turn of the century the body was condemned to silence: held literally mute 
within a dance-form that was widely vilified as trivial, and confined as a purely functional, non- 
expressive entity in drama. In the space of one hundred years it has - in both senses of the 
phrase - struggled to gain a voice and, as Gray predicted in 1929, has finally succeeded, through 
the medium of physical theatre, in asserting itself as a permanent dimension of theatrical 
expression.
Someday we shall reap, or rather - as always - others will reap what we have sown 
in art that is sincere but not solemn, in art that laughs.
Gray, 1929, p6
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Chapter 3
LOCATING PHYSICAL THEATRE 
WITHIN THE INTERDISCIPLINARY-ARTS DEBATE
3.1 The ancient philosophy of a total 'fusion* theatre
3.2 A philosophy of the arts as autonomous and discrete disciplines
3.3 The cultural dependency of the 'fusion versus purism' debate
3.4 Post modernism's third ethos and a stamp of legitimacy for the dance-drama hybrid
3.5 A distinctive aesthetic lodged in the modernism - post modernism dialectic
3.6 Problems besetting the analysis of physical theatre's hybridity
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Chapter 2 traced the dual roots of physical theatre from the expressionist dance-dramas of the 
early twentieth century, through the radical experiments of the sixties and into the body­
conscious eighties. The search for new and more potent means of expression (an antidote to 
naturalism in drama and technical virtuosity in dance) led to significant ontological changes in 
both art forms, widening their disciplinary boundaries and associated performative possibilities. 
But, despite the mass of cross-disciplinary activity over the course of the century, the dance- 
drama, as a mode of production, has always been seen primarily as a temporary measure; an 
instrument for the generation of new performance possibilities when the solidarity of a discipiine 
breaks down. It is the contention of this chapter that the failure of dance-drama hybrids in the 
past to establish an identity for themselves with any independence and permanency relates to 
the wider perennial issues that have, since ancient times, surrounded the notion of 
interdisciplinary arts.
The controversy that marks the concept of interdisciplinarity in the arts reaches way beyond the 
realms of current art theory and criticism into centuries of unresolved philosophical and 
epistemological argument (see Hirst 1973,1974,1979 and Pring 1976). As far as the arts are 
concemed, the debate has traditionally ranged between two antithetical belief systems: on the 
one hand is the conviction that the arts were once a homogenised and unified whole and that 
synthesis is not only possible but necessary for the creation of truly great art; on the other, is the 
insistence that each art-discipline is an autonomous and discrete area of knowledges and 
practices and the notion of interdisciplinarity, by definition, a logical impossibility. However, it will 
be argued that the advent of post modernism has begun to alter the parameters of the debate by 
the insertion of an alternative agenda: one which obviates the traditional polarities of 'fusion 
versus purism' to facilitate a radically different ethos of eclecticism, fragmentation and radical 
juxtaposition. It is posited that, within a post-modem cultural context that embraces and 
celebrates such an agenda, the dance-drama 'mule' has found an unprecedented footing.
3.1 The ancient ideal of a total 'fusion' theatre
There have been periods in the history of every art form when practitioners have set out to create 
the 'ultimate', or total' artwork by uniting (or, as some have claimed, reuniting) the arts in 
glorious synthesis: drama, has its Greek theatre; music, the Wagnerian and Italian operas; 
mime, the Commedia Dell'Arte; dance, the works of Diaghilev, Graham and Laban. The ideal of 
fusion or synthesis has most often been associated with some form of primitivism and grounded
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in a fundamental conception of the theatre arts as originally belonging to a spectacular, 
homogenous, Unitarian form until mankind, with his incurable propensity as a classifying species 
to categorise and label experience, forcibly broke them up into disciplines and came to regard 
the network he had himself imposed on the variety of experience as "belonging to the objective 
world of things" (Gombrich, 1977, p325). At this end of the philosophical spectrum, is the 
insistence that any differences between the arts are insignificant and truly great art can be 
achieved only by their synthesis, either because it restores to them a primitive unity or because 
"it manifests a transcendental one" (Cohen, in Copeland and Cohen, 1983, p161) larger and 
more powerful than is attainable by any individual art.
Man as artist can be fully satisfied only in the union of all the art varieties in the 
collective artwork. In every individualisation of his artistic capacities he is unfree, 
not wholly that which he can be... The highest collective artwork is the drama; it is 
present in its ultimate completeness only when each art variety, in its ultimate 
completeness is present in it.
Strunk, 1950, p903
The ancient roots of theatrical fusion are most commonly traced to the Classical Greek Theatre, 
where the ideal of artistic synthesis in the service of religion and high culture led to the Greeks 
being hailed as the original protagonists of a 'total-theatre' form. The Greek tragedies, claimed to 
represent all the arts in equal measure and are reputed to have been "the highest point ever 
reached in human creative achievement" possessed of "greater scope and expressive powers 
than any of the arts alone" (Magee, 1983, p327).
Attempts to recreate the fusion of drama, dance and music after the manner of the Greek 
tragedies are found in the Italian operas where The Persae and The Bacchae were said to have 
maintained a clear dramatic structure with each scene preceded and followed by choric songs 
and dances "with varying amounts of interfusion" (Davies, in Redmond, 1981, p32). Further 
examples of an early corporeality are exemplified in the practices of the 14th Century Commedia 
Dell'Arte with their distinctive style of stock characters, the use of mime and mask, a clowning 
humour and a dramatic physicality.
The most celebrated nineteenth century exponent of artistic synthesis was Wagner with his 
ambitious proposal for the 'Gesamtkunstwerk' focusing upon the unification of just three 
elements - music, dance and speech - and which he called the ultimate "artwork of the future" 
(Wagner, 1849 in Copeland and Cohen, 1983, p191). Wagner believed that the unity of the arts
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in a single theatrical work could be used to promote the social ideals of absolute co-operation 
and harmony and thereby serve as an exemplar to society for its betterment. He envisioned a 
performance in which
no single art should be subordinate to any other; each was to speak out in all its 
fullness, supported and amplified by the other; and thus what would be expressed at 
any given moment would be the totality of what all the arts could express. They 
must not be too loosely related to each other; but nor must they get in each others 
way.
Magee, 1983, p330
Although the fascination with the Gesamtkunstwerk continued into the twentieth century, for 
most, its appeal lay not with the aim of synthesising the arts per se but in its associations with a 
return to the origins of theatre; "to the sort of ecstatic, ritualistic experience from which the arts 
presumably evolved" (Copeland and Cohen, 1983, pi 86). The Gesamtkunstwerk most notably 
reappeared in the nineteen-twenties and thirties in the form of Rudolph Laban's 'Chorische 
Spiele' (choral games); a harmonious en-mass choreographic dance-theatre which Laban 
regarded as the "final heightening of the opportunity for human expression" (Wigman, in Sorrell, 
1975, p99). Laban believed that, by integrating the individual's movement into an ensemble 
grouping, he could instil a sense of mass ecstasy, strength and power that would bring together 
communities and nations.
The notion of creating an all-powerful art by synthesising the combined energies of many 
disciplines is however regarded by the purists as naive idealism; their scepticism captured in the 
defining dictum "There are no happy marriages in art, only successful rapes" (Langer, 1957,
p86).
3.2 A philosophy of the arts as autonomous and discrete disciplines
It was in response to the new patterns of production inaugurated by the Industrial Revolution that 
the arts witnessed the first stirrings of a purist ethic. The division of labour into specialised 
groups assigned to specialised tasks in the name of maximising productivity and efficiency had a 
knock-on effect in the spheres of knowledge and culture and from the late eighteenth century, 
most notably in the philosophical writings of Kant, attempts were made to separate out different 
forms of knowledge and experience into clearly-delineated categories defined by their
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possession of unique and distinctive elements. This categorising impulse found its way into the 
theatre in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries as prominent artists of the modernist 
era - philosophically opposed to artistic fusion - embarked upon the quest to strip away all 
external adornment in order to reveal the essential base of each art. Unlike the ambitions of 
Wagner and his followers for whom the greatest artwork implied synthesis, size and spectacle, 
these artists insisted upon the integrity and autonomy of the individual arts, driven by a maxim of 
art as "not addition, but subtraction. To add is to make a mess" (Ettienne Decroux, quoted by 
Bentley, 1950, p212).
Each of the arts are regarded by the purists as autonomous and Independent - "whether the 
distinction of the arts be old or new in aesthetic theory, in practice it is ancient" (Langer, 1957, 
p76) - creating a "special dimension of experience that is a special kind of image of reality"
(p80). Any similarities that might be isolated are dismissed as inconsequential:
If you trace the differences among the arts as far and as minutely as possible, there 
comes a point beyond which no more distinctions can be made. It is the point where 
the deeper structural devices... all the organising devices - reveal the principles of 
dynamic form that we learn from nature... Where no more distinctions can be found 
there lies their unity.
Langer, 1957, p79.
According to this school of thought, the distinctiveness of each art lies, not in materials and 
techniques - "Numbers are not mathematics" (Lewitt, 1957, p838) - but in a much more elusive 
quality which Langer terms each art's own peculiar 'primary illusion' or 'apparition'. According to 
this thesis, there can be no hybrids belonging as much to one art as to another since when two 
arts are combined, one will always be either peripheral or absorbed (Langer uses the term 
'assimilated') into the other, relinquishing its own primary apparition whilst the other assumes a 
position of ascendancy.
Langer gives the example of poetry set within musical structures in order to show that in most 
cases "when words and music come together in song, music swallows words" (Langer, 1959 
pi 52). She then proceeds to make a distinction between the fate of 'open' and 'closed' poetry, 
contrasting an 'open' poem in which the form is "frail, the ideas only suggested, feelings only 
intimated" with a "poem which has perfect form in which everything is said and nothing merely 
adumbrated, a work completely developed and closed" (pi 54). She concludes that while in the 
former case, the fact of the poem's 'openness' means that it will be absorbed or assimilated
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within the primary illusion of the musical structures; in the latter case, where the poem's 
autonomy and self-containment leaves no margin for the music, assimilation cannot occur and 
the work remains a text merely shadowed or accompanied by music. Interdisciplinarity, in the 
sense of the re-unificationist's goal of equal synthesis, is therefore deemed an impossible ideal, 
destined to be thwarted in practice.
The purists claim that throughout history one or other of the arts have always been in the 
ascendancy at any one time and become, for a period of time.
the prototype of all art: the others try to shed their proper characters and imitate its 
effects. The dominant art in tum tries to absorb the functions of others. A confusion 
of the arts results, by which the subservient ones are perverted and distorted; they 
are forced to deny their own nature in an effort to attain the effects of the dominant 
art.
Greenberg, 1940, p555.
It is, for example, argued that, in defining the Greek ideal of fusion as the unification of six 
elements - plot, character, diction, thought, music and spectacle - Aristotle had in actuality 
ranked each in descending order of importance: instead of equal synthesis, language was 
privileged as the centre-pin of the theatrical event while dance, subsumed within 'spectacle', was 
ranked lowest.
Aristotle put spectacle last, even after music. He regarded both of them as 
pleasurable additions, less important than the ordering of the incidents, the 
revelation of characters in action, the quality of thought and the expressive use of 
words.
Davies, in Redmond, 1981, p33.
Those records that have survived on the Italian opera, are similarly said to reflect the unequal 
status and distinct lack of synthesis between the different arts, with plays edited to make room 
for song and dance rendering "the narratives...weak and frequently overpowered by visual 
spectacle; the songs and dances appearing separate and extraneous to the drama" (Hook, 1984, 
pi 07). Even Wagner's ambition to achieve a seamless unity in his 'work of all arts' is relegated to 
the status of a 'compound art' and decried by the modernists as
simply a work of musical opera like all the reprehensible operas that preceded it.
...The Gesamtkunstwerk is an impossibility because a work can exist in only one
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primary illusion, which every element must serve to create, support and develop. 
This is what happened to Wagner's operas in spite of himself. They are music and 
what is left of his non-musical importations that did not undergo a complete change 
into music, is dross.
Langer, 1959, pi 64
With the staging practices of Commedia Dell'Arte - as an oral and not a literary tradition - largely 
consigned to history and the proven ideological susceptibility of Laban's theatre events to the 
propagation of Nazi fascism, the mainstream of opinion toward interdisciplinary arts this century 
has been one of philosophical scepticism. The preferred view is that the arts in combination tend 
towards mutual antagonism rather than complementary relationships and are always in some 
way handicapped, diluted or forced into hierarchical relationships in which one art form will 
inevitably assume a privileged position, subsuming the other and lending the lie to the concept of 
equal synthesis.
The dream of total theatre with words of great power, music of intense force and 
bodies moving with freedom and elegance, has not commonly been realised. We 
have been obliged to settle for much less, partly because of our limited ability to 
respond to theatrical stimuli.
Redmond, 1981, px
3.3 The cultural dependency of the 'fusion-versus-purism' debate
FIGURE 1: THE FUSION-PURISM DICHOTOMY AT THE CENTRE OF THE
INTERDISCIPLINARITY DEBATE
Arts as homogenous unit.......................
(The Gesamtkunstwerk)
"an art that will draw upon the most potent 
resources of all the major artistic media"
......................... Arts as autonomous &
discrete disciplines
arts that "do not dissemble the... medium 
in which they are created, [nor] trespass 
upon the domain of other artistic media"
(Cohen, in Copeland & Cohen 1983, p61)
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FIGURE 1 above illustrates the manner in which the place of interdisciplinarity in theories of 
modem art has traditionally oscillated between the two sharply-contrasting ideals of art-as-fusion 
and art-as-purism. Caught between this spectrum, the dance-drama hybrid is thus connected to a 
legacy of philosophical scepticism on the one hand and accusations of bastardising the arts on 
the other.
What becomes palpable in examining each position is that both are tied in their different ways to 
a prevailing cultural ideology of artistic unity: the re-unificationists hark back to a primitivist 
culture in which art was undifferentiated and unspecialised and unity attained through synthesis 
and fusion; while the purists are conditioned by the modernist impulse to segregate and classify, 
within which unity necessarily implies purity of medium. It seems that a fundamental prerequisite 
of both philosophies on art was to avoid the perceived "discomfort which the perpetual shifting of 
focus inevitably implies" when two or more media are brought together in a single artwork (Fry, in 
Reid, 1931, p315). The 1980s however brought radical changes in the prevailing cultural climate 
such that this constant shifting of focus ceased to be considered a problem.
3.4 Post modernism's third ethos and a stamp of legitimacy for the dance-drama
It should be noted that certain artists of the modem era, searching for the 'essence of theatre', 
employed materials that were considered atypical of their art thereby contravening the prevailing 
purist aesthetic: Brecht used song, music and still images, while Cunningham's collaborations 
with Cage foregrounded music as an essential part of his dances. Their work was nonetheless 
anti-Wagnerian in that both rejected the idea of fusion insisting upon the integrity and autonomy 
of the individual arts. Indeed, Brecht was scathing of the combination of music and drama in 
Wagnerian operas dismissing the effect as ‘culinary’ in its tendency to sugar or dilute any serious 
theatrical message reducing the work to little more than the "rehashing of empty visual or 
spiritual palliatives" (1964, pi 79).
So long as the arts are supposed to be 'fused' together, the various elements will all 
be equally degraded, and each will act as a mere feed to the rest. The process of 
fusion extends to the spectator who gets thrown into the melting pot too and 
becomes a passive ... part of the total work of art. Witchcraft of this sort must of 
course be fought against. What is intended to produce hypnosis is likely to induce 
sordid intoxication; or creates fog.
Brecht, 1964, p37/38
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Brecht proposed that, in order to usurp the tendency of theatre to theatricalise' everything “one 
always has to stuff something down its throat which it cannot digest” (quoted by Müller in 
Takvorian, 1986, p28). Instead of seeking fusion as a symbol of Christian wholeness, each 
element should be 'radically separated' in which case "the struggle for supremacy between 
words, music and production... can simply be bypassed" (p37). Typically both Brecht and 
Cunningham worked with different artistic elements, not to achieve synthesis, but to evoke a 
deliberate disjunction. By their use of 'distancing devices' (Brecht commonly used freeze frames; 
Cunningham, 'chance procedures'), the various materials were coolly interjected and juxtaposed, 
proceeding in relative independence of each other to produce an aesthetic detachment and a 
sense of alienation - a far cry from the synthesis and fervour of the total' artwork but farther still 
from modemist notions of stylistic purity. Their work signalled an imminent decline in the 
authority of both the modemist impulse and the re-unificationist's ideal of synthesis and the 
beginnings of a radically new agenda anchored in the post-modern movement.
By the 1980s, post modernism and the various strains of post structuralist thought had gathered 
momentum to impact upon art theory causing a crucial shifting of the goal posts in the 
interdisciplinarity debate.
The orderly divisions of the modemist epoch...have given way to much more 
fragmented... ways of ordering and expressing the world...The old hopes of 
unlimited progress and ultimate social emancipation have been replaced by 
uncertainty and scepticism. W e have entered a post-modern age.
Crowther, 1993, pviii
The new era was heralded by the advent of high technology, mass communications, the 
dismantling of intemational barriers and an unprecedented increase in the volume and vividness 
of information such that the existing categories and classifications that structured the modemist 
age rapidly dematerialised into a series of ill-defined, overlapping and shifting complexes. The 
post-modem message has become one of a disregard for conventional boundaries and attempts 
to maintain divisions and to make such boundaries fixed and absolute are regarded as instances 
of closure which "can usually be traced to some power group wishing to consolidate and enforce 
its own interests and preferences" (Crowther, 1993, pviii). This process has been accelerated, it 
is suggested, by an MTV-style television culture - "a desire for sensory overload, an inability to 
cope with words, the need for instant gratification" (Orr, 1992, p34). It is assumed that today's 
theatre-spectator is familiar with the subliminal sound-and-image-bite culture of TV channel- 
hopping, adept at sifting through different images and bits of text at enormous speed, stringing a
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semblance of sense between the disassociated ideas that rapidly succeed each other and, in any 
case, "enjoys the multiphrenic intensities and sensations of the surface of these images" 
(Featherstone, 1991, in Usher & Edwards, 1994, p11).
It is no longer a prerogative for a work to demonstrate a unity of style, to have beginnings, 
middles and ends and a linear narrative illustrating a clear and cohesive message. Theatre can 
span virtual reality, fantastic realism, fantasy, surrealism and naturalism; can take in any number 
of media elements, simultaneously making and severing connections between them; can jar 
word against word, image against image, word against image; can create dramatic juxtapositions 
between a series of disjunctive and fragmented elements; can flit between conscious and 
subconscious states, challenging spectators to negotiate meaning in the gaps and 
inconsistencies that open up in the work and to oscillate between reason and feeling, logic and 
intuition in their attempts to make sense of it.
Where, in the modemist era, the switching of attention between media was viewed as generating 
an unacceptable and unpleasant jarring of sensation for the spectator, the prevailing ambition in 
post modem times is to consciously utilise those tensions, deliberately mixing-up a variety of 
disciplinary 'languages' to create opportunities for alienation and for the layering of 
metacommentaries via symbolic, metaphorical and intertextual reference. With such eclecticism, 
confusion does not necessarily occur - or is of little consequence anyway - because, in place of 
stylistic purity, the post-modem moment has promoted a "state of stylistic promiscuity favouring 
eclecticism and the mixing of codes; parody; pastiche; irony; a playfulness and the celebration of 
the surface depthlessness of culture" (Featherstone, in Usher & Edwards, 1994, p i2). By 
detaching signifier from signified, the sign is celebrated not merely as a representation of reality 
but for its own reality, as interesting for its own sake, setting conditions where no single unified 
and coherent grid of common sense and fixed referents can prevail.
Mukarovsky wrote "Theatre is not inevitably bound to any of its components and... therefore the 
freedom of regrouping in it is inexhaustible" (1978, p208). The materials of speech and song, 
movement, mime and poetry, sound, sculpture, lighting, and film, previously the exclusive 
domain of individual arts, have, with the translocation from modem into post-modem times, 
come to be viewed rather more inclusively as 'components of theatre'. In their post-modem 
guise, any of these components may, in theory, be placed alongside or counterpointed against 
each other in "even the most incongruous combinations" and, "in their combination, each will be 
transformed by contact with the other and in relation to the complexity of the whole" (Crowther,
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1993, pviii). Thus a different aesthetic has emerged and questions surrounding interdisciplinary 
theatre practices no longer subsist within the philosophical dichotomy of synthesis-versus- 
purism, hinging upon the necessary assertion or negation of disciplinary boundaries, but are cut 
adrift in the more fluid space of post modernism.
FIGURE 2: POST MODERNISM'S THIRD ETHOS
Synthesis:.........................     Purity:
Art as singular Arts as autonomous
homogenous unit discrete units
An Alternative post-modern thesis: 
Art as eclecticism, fragmentation & 
radical juxtaposition
For half a cerjtury at least, it has been accepted that the theatre is a unity and that 
all elements should try to blend...but it has largely been a matter of extemal unity, a 
fairly extemal blending of styles so that contradictory styles do not jar.: When we 
consider how the inner unity of a complex work can be expressed we may find quite 
the reverse - that a jarring of externals is quite essential. When we go further and 
consider the audience - and the society from which the audience comes - the true 
unity of all these elements may best be served by factors that by other standards 
seem ugly, discordant and destructive.
Brook, 1968, p44
Groups of drama and dance practitioners have, since the eighties, ceased to look inwards to 
themselves to specialise, or to look back in history to recapture the Greek ideal of synthesis. 
Instead they direct their focus forward and outward to embrace a myriad of new theatrical 
possibilities. In the collaborations of such choreographer/director teams as Lunn-Lloyd and 
Spink-Churchill - and in the many examples of part-dance, part-drama, part-opera and part- 
concert events - dancers, actors, singers and musicians have been brought together on the same 
stage, their skills and specialisms mixed up and juxtaposed, to create a range of cross- 
disciplinary performance languages. As a form which, In an enduring culture of modernism, 
might have remained confined to the radical fringe before quickly disappearing, the dance-drama 
has found a more stable footing in drama and dance in the wake of the new philosophy of post-
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modem production. Today's hybrids, no longer identified as 'mules', or merely as sets of 
performance strategies used to revitalise tired disciplines, have become the new theatrical 
practices that, amongst other cross-disciplinary forms, are beginning to question established 
genres and redefine the face of British theatre culture.
3.5 A distinctive aesthetic lodged in the modernism - post modernism dialectic
It is now twenty years since ‘physical theatre' first emerged as a dual force in the traditionally 
distinct worlds of British theatre and dance and, in that time, the significance of the term as an 
indication of a particular type of work has become less rather than more clear. Chapter 2 records 
that, from its earliest and very specific associations in drama with the highly-physicalised acting 
style popularised by Peter Brook, the term simultaneously seemed to gain currency in corporeal 
mime. With the subsequent reunification of mime and drama, it has since come to be used in a 
much looser context to refer to a growing and quite disparate body of visual theatre keen to 
disassociate itself from the traditional language-base of the establishment's mainstream.
In dance, a similar pattern emerges: from the explosive beginnings of a very specific movement 
style from Europe - athletic, risky and physically-demanding - critical writings then tended 
towards a conflation of the term 'physical theatre' with 'dance-theatre' because of its strong links 
with the German production (Sanchez-Colberg, 1996, p47). This was followed by a rapid 
expansion of interest in theatricality that spread endemically throughout the mainstream and the 
fringe culminating in the tendency to use the term in reference to any movement-based 
production exhibiting overtly theatrical characteristics.
The result has been a mass of related terminology, often used almost interchangeably, to refer to 
a diverse array of interdisciplinary performance languages. Taken collectively, these labels 
reflect the efforts of a critical establishment struggling to contain and categorise a burgeoning 
network of theatrical forms which brazenly cross artistic t)orders held sacrosanct by an earlier 
generation. FIGURE 3 below illustrates the extent to which the field of ‘physical theatre' has been 
infiltrated by a multifarious range of performance strategies and styles and consequently mutated 
to become a field of theatre practice clearly "ill-at-ease with its own boundaries" (Baxmann,
1990, p55).
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FIGURE 3: 'PHYSICAL THEATRE' - AN EXPANSIVE FIELD OF DIVERSE PRACTICE
'Dance-opera'
'Total Theatre' 'Dance Theatre'
'Visual Theatre' 'Dance-play'DRAMA
DANCEMIME
'Choreographed
Theatre'
Political DancePHYSICAL
THEATRE Theatre'
Commedia CIRCUS Dance-drama'OPERA
theatre
'Movement Theatre' 'Multi-media Theatre'
/ \
Theatre of Parable Theatre of Experience
Beneath the auspices of this network of reiated terminology, physical theatre has come to 
include work as diverse in style as the 'visual theatre' of Theatre de Complicité, Shared 
Experience and Cheek by Jowl, the solo-mime of John Mowatt and Nola Rae, the 'dance-opera' 
of David Glass and Opera Circus, the postmodern theatre-dance of Yolande Snaith, the circus- 
orientation of The Kosh, the martial arts vocabulary of Laurie Booth, the eclectic multi-media 
production of Second Stride, the chaotic 'new performance' of Forced Entertainment, the 
'political dance-theatre' of DV8, the 'dance-plays' of Volcano and the 'total theatre' of Steven 
Berkoff.
What is clear is that the term is currently being used politically in a multiplicity of ways to 
extricate certain styles of production from more conventional disciplinary categories; that, in 
addition to the choreographer's shedding of synthetic steps and the director’s challenge to the 
tyranny of words (recorded in Chapter 2). practitioners from circus, mime, Commedia and music 
theatre have similarly abandoned the traditional harbours of conventional techniques and 
materials: the mime now refuses to acquiesce to a silent and imitative tradition; the circus artist
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is no longer content with a display of acrobatic virtuosity; and practitioners of operatic and 
musical theatre look beyond the large-scale classics to approach modem, more intimate themes 
incorporating spoken and physicalised modes of expression; each pursuing a more vivid, 
evocative and exploratory form of theatre. A focus upon the sheer breadth and variety of work 
encompassed beneath the auspices of ‘physical theatre’ would undoubtedly make for an 
Interesting research topic. For the purposes of this investigation, however, the field has been 
narrowed to focus upon a style of production that has its roots in the expressionist dance dramas 
of this century. This is a physical theatre that may be differentiated from other cross-disciplinary 
styles of production by its exhibition of a peculiar aesthetic lodged between the oppositional 
dynamics of the modernism - post modernism dialectic.
It goes without saying that post modernism is contested terrain, particularly with regard to its 
relationship with modernism (see Beck, 1993, Crook et al, 1992, Giddens 1993, Harvey 1991, 
Jameson 1984, Foucault 1986). But whether conceived as simply the most recent development 
of modernism, as a qualitative break with modernism, or as a continuation of modernism to its 
logical extreme, what is unanimously accepted is that when a new era begins to exert its 
influence, the old precepts do not automatically lose all credence. Indeed, Foucault "sees 
modernity and post modemity as oppositional attitudes which can be and indeed always are 
present in any epoch or period" (in Usher & Edwards, 1994, p8). Modernism may therefore be 
thought of as a continuing set of influences that have not so much been replaced as displaced by 
the post-modern from its central position, yet still enduring quietly alongside, more apparent in 
some works than in others.
Towards one end of the modernism - post modernism dialectic, a range of multi-disciplinary 
performance strategies create 'open' or 'opaque' texts (Stewart, 1990); most readily associated 
with the post-modern production of 'New Performance' in the American tradition of Richard 
Scheckner, Robert Lepage, Wilson/Childs, the Wooster Group and Meredith Monk. Although 
crossing disciplinary boundaries to work with words and movement, this is a text that would be 
aptly described as 'eclectic', 'disjunctive', 'fractured', 'unstable', 'desensitised'; the treatment 
denying the performing bodies the fixity of internal coherence. The work does not communicate 
with the emotional passion of the modem expressionists but offers a more detached, 
dispassionate and objective view of the world by foregrounding the aesthetic surface of the work 
and Juxtaposing contrasting modes of expression against each other in what Eco has called a 
"maze-like" fashion to generate ambiguity and a proliferation of meanings. In the absence of a 
logical, linear narrative, the works are more often governed by a structural logic
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made visible through serial, accumulative or ritualisticaliy repetitive movement... 
and set in parallel with design and sound elements, each making an equal 
contribution within a resonant environment, rather than aspiring to a unified whole.
White, 1988, p32.
Of British companies located towards this end of the spectrum. Forced Entertainment and 
Second Stride are amongst the most prominent practitioners pioneering work that is not so much 
a union of art forms put to the service of content as a symbiotic juxtaposition of different 
aesthetic elements. This type of work might be termed 'multi-disciplinary" in preference to 
'interdiscipiinaiy as a more accurate reflection of their tendency to juxtapose rather than 
integrate different expressive modes to create an aesthetic that is superficially and self­
consciously aware of its experimental form. For example, ian Spink's The 4 Marvs (1992), 
although described by its creator in the programme notes as 'a second-Stride play', is more 
readily allied to the chaos and uncertainties of post-modern opera generating a very particular 
de-stabilising dynamic also evident in Heaven Ablaze in his Breast (1989), The Lives of the 
Great Poisoners (1991) and the most recent Badenheim (1996). Each of these works 
demonstrate a precarious and uneasy oscillation between dancing, acting, gesture, and the use 
of obtrusive props and abstract, often elaborate sets spliced together with spoken and sung 
words and coolly and illogically juxtaposed.
By contrast there is a style of physical production which features a more synthetical, integrative 
approach rooted in the possibilities of the human body and which, although emerging into a post­
modern culture of abstraction, nonetheless reaches back into modernism's deep root-system to 
create a more 'closed' scenario, closer to the tradition of the expressionist dance-drama. Here, a 
very different aesthetic - retaining modemist reference points in a prevailing concern for unity, 
coherence, stories and narrative - firmly ties the criss-crossing of boundaries between forms to 
the strictures of message and meaning.
The legacy of a more integrated and expressionist theatricality is evident in John Wright's She'll 
be coming round the mountain which marries a vivid imagination with a clown's ability to tell 
stories, and in Opera Circus' Shameless and Public Parts' Stuffed Shirts and Marionettes: 
modem operettas combining song with a high degree of physicality and spoken text in order to 
tell a story "and to tell it as vividly as we could, using all the musical, physical and theatrical 
means at our disposal" (Programme notes accompanying Shameless), in this category British 
artists such as Lloyd Newson and Stephen Berkoff have consistently asserted that it is the 
stories, issues or messages and not the formal values of a medium which form the driving
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impetus in their work. Although disciplinary boundaries are breached and different modes of 
expression are mixed, this is because the expression of the human condition necessitates a re­
negotiation of the manner in which it couid be theatrically expressed, and form remains strictly at 
the service of content and meaning.
It is this latter style of production which forms the locus of this study and specifically, those works 
which remain firmly attached to residual modemist impulses as a consequence of their dual 
heritage in dance and drama (rather than those which exhibit a circus, Commedia or operatic 
orientation). These works are positioned at the apex of two cultural mores; their surfaces 
fractured by the coolness of the post-modem, taking account of formic dismantling devices such 
as juxtaposition and fragmentation, but yet still deeply embedded in a modemist aesthetic 
retaining an explicit concem for matters of coherence, expression, intentionality and meaning. 
According to Baxmann, this style of work can be described as "leading both traditions 
(expressionist and post-modem) to a new synthesis" (1990, p58).
The old oppositions; abstraction/expressionism are obsolete. This 'new movement' 
does not approach a dogma. On the contrary, it proclaims the disaster of these 
dogmas - ideological, social and cultural - upon which the world seem to build its 
stability.
Adolphe, 1994, pi 1.
3.6 Problems besetting the analysis of physical theatre's hybridity
In the midst of an age supposedly suspicious of boundaries and divides, there is, however, a 
continuing tendency (perhaps, extenuated in physical theatre because of its modemist, 
expressionist roots) to categorise interdisciplinary artworks as belonging to either drama or 
dance. It seems that while practitioners have embraced the challenge of working between the 
artforms, the majority of audiences remain reluctant to allow divisions between disciplines to slip:
Contemporary experimental theatre has been attempting for years to transcend 
traditional genres, both theatrical and non-theatrical, as well as to mingle 
Interdisciplinary languages; not only acting, dance, mime, music, singing and poetry 
but also painting, cinema and photography. This provokes varied effects of 
disorientation and rejection (and continues to have the same effect today when the 
phenomenon has become fashionable) even amongst a weii-educated audience, 
obviously still attached to the 'specific' and to the rigid separation between the so- 
called arts.
De Marinis, 1993, pi 83
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According to Reid, the situation is perpetrated by those who write about performance, for whom a 
specialised area of expertise tends to influence a written appreciation in favour of one or other of 
the arts.
It is, I think, a fact that we rarely do find critics who are equally interested in all 
aspects of these complex arts. The critic tends, almost inevitably to focus upon one 
factor or another.
Reid, 1931, p311
But beyond the difficulties that face all hybrid works, contemporary philosophers, Sparshott and 
Levin, suggest that forms, such as physical theatre, are especially problematic from a 
philosophical point of view because they are movement-based. The difficulties stem, in 
Sparshott's view, from the fact that dance movement has always lacked a footing in 
philosophical theory since
if an art is to generate a significant philosophy, it is necessary...that the art occupy a 
culturally central position, or that it be capable of being absorbed into a culturally 
prevalent ideology
Sparshott, 1981, p95
Despite a venerable tradition that regards dance as the most basic and primitive form of art, the 
moving/dancing body has never held a position sufficiently central to the prevailing culture to 
warrant its serious study. Indeed, as Chapter 2 records, up until the modernising impulse of the 
twentieth century, dance was regarded as mere movement, as trivial or erotic entertainment and 
hardly merited consideration as a serious cultural form at all. Sparshott concludes that the body 
has inherited, from its connections with ballet, a "stigma of spiritual sickness" (pi 02) and, in a 
philosophical literature preoccupied with patriarchal structures of rationality and linguistic logic, is 
further hampered by its association with femaleness, ephemerality and emotion (Levin, 1977).
The result is that, while music, drama and literature have been the subjects of extensive 
theorising, philosophers have, in one way or another "misunderstood the nature of the human 
body...[and] denied the reality of the body's sensuous presence" (Levin, 1977, p89). Hence the 
continuing tendency (posits Kerkhoven) to cling to a binary construction of a mind-body rift that 
divides the arts of acting and dancing into rigidly separate disciplines positing "actors as the
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Intellectuals of the stage, and dancers as spontaneous beings able to enter into contact with the 
hidden forces of the universe" (Kerkhoven, 1993, p31).
It is only recently in the wake of what Levin calls a 'liberated consciousness' that movement has 
been pushed into the limelight for serious philosophical deliberation and, in the work of 
Heidegger, Sartre and Merleau-Ponty, "is finally beginning to receive its due" (Levin, 1977, in 
Copeland and Cohen, p90). Meanwhile, although 'interdisciplinarity' has become a fashionable 
byword in education and academia, specialist knowledges tend to remain pooled within each 
discipline with the result that there are few convincing analytical paradigms to account for the 
peculiar impact of the theatricalised' body. Hence, while the 'no-man's-land' that has opened up 
fc>etween the art forms is an area inhabited freely by physical theatre practitioners, it is 
nonetheless seen as an "uncharted minefield for academics" (Sanchez-Colberg, 1990, p2) and 
the full import and implications of physical theatre's location at the intersection of drama and 
dance remains, in theoretical terms, only partially explored.
As early as 1931, Louis Arnaud Reid wrote that, as far as he could see, the only barrier to 
interdisciplinary work lay with "the extreme artistic difficulty of managing very complex materials" 
(Reid, 1931, p331). His remark is particularly pertinent to today’s expressionist physical theatre 
production where signs must be skilfully manipulated across the different expressive modes to 
permit meanings and messages to be negotiated in the tensions generated by their collision, 
integration or juxtaposition. It is to the analysis of how practitioners work with and between the 
primary tools of drama and dance (more specifically between vocal and bodily modes of 
signification) that this study now turns its attention. The aim is to investigate, through theoretical 
channels and via the practical analysis of a range of works, the frameworks and principles that 
appear to direct the numerous decisions made by directors and choreographers in choosing from 
the vast range of materials and techniques at their disposal and between the endless possible 
permutations of their combination.
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PART TWO 
PHYSICAL THEATRE RE-CONCEPTUALISED
Chapter 4
TOWARDS A SUPRA DISCIPLINARY SEMIOTICS
Chapter 5 
ANALYSIS OF FIVE TEST-CASES
Since Richard Wagner's time it has been said that the theatre is, in 
fact, an entire set of arts... For Wagner the theatre was the sum of 
several independent arts. Today however it is dear that upon 
entering the theatre, the individual arts renounce their 
independence, penetrate one another, sut)stitute for one another - in 
brief "dissolve" - merging into a new, fully unified art.
Mukarovsky, 1978, p20
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Chapter 4
TOWARDS A SUPRA DISCIPLINARY SEMIOTICS
4.1 The rise and fall and rise of semiotic theory
4.2 Pooling specialist knowledges from drama and dance semiotics
4.3 Synthesis: a discussion of pertinent analytical tools and 
conceptual frameworks
4.4 A supra disciplinary framework of semiotic analysis
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Part One of the thesis documented the paradoxical legacy of two art forms both paring down 
their practices over the course of a century in search of the fundamental 'essence' of each 
medium, but actualiy moving progressively closer in proximity toward a considerable area of 
common ground. Beneath the aegis of a prevailing post-modern culture, their separate 
interventions into a theatre rooted in space and bodies finally led to the opening up of a 
metaphorical 'no-man's-land' between the arts occupied by a range of interdisciplinary 
practices that currently lack any convincing frameworks for collective or distinctive identity. It 
is the aim of Part Two to explore this relatively uncharted territory by deconstructing extracts 
from physical theatre’s hybrid production in search of the distinguishing marks of the form’s 
performance idiolect.
4.1 The rise and fall and rise o f semiotic theory
In preparation for such a project a range of analytical procedures are required capable of 
identifying not only the theatrical elements at work but the mechanisms which the reader 
uses to connect and negotiate meaning between the disparate vocal and bodily signs that are 
characteristic of physical theatre. The methodology which suggests itself is semiotics - a set 
of procedures concemed equally with processes of signification on stage alongside those of 
communication as a means of explaining the ways in which theatrical meanings and 
significances are both generated and exchanged (Elam, 1980). The decision to pursue a 
semiotic approach is not however without complications and requires some qualification.
The elementary principles of theatrical semiosis have, since the 1940s, been the subject of 
extensive theorising amongst drama analysts but it is only recently, as a result of a variety of 
field research projects (such as the anthropological studies of Adrienne Kaeppler, 1972), that 
the potential of semiotics as a tool for dance analysis has been recognised. Susan Foster's 
Reading Dancing (1986) and Janet Adshead's Dance Analysis (1988) represented the first 
comprehensive attempts to look at dance from a semiotic perspective as a meaning- 
generating cultural practice and by the end of the 1980s it seemed that semiotics offered a 
systematic and flexible framework that could be the basis for analysing any piece of theatre 
irrespective of genre or style.
Ten years on however, it is apparent that the fervour that marked early structural semiotic 
studies has long-since disappeared, its rationale thrown into doubt and its procedures marked 
by accusations of hidden political agendas conspiring to categorise, divide and control. The 
dramatic wane in its popularity coincided with an assault on the objective certainties of 
modernism and the advance of all things post-modern; the semiotic commitment to stable
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sign-signifier relationships directly contravened by the poststructuralist thesis of the floating 
signifier. Semiotics came to be perceived as an attempt to translate theatrical analysis into a 
"science of coherence" converting "space to place, itineraries to maps, practices to codes" 
(DeCerteau, 1984, in Minchinton, 1994, p i4) and was viewed as synonymous with the 
outdated structuralism: too cumbersome to iiiuminate those decision-making processes 
activated by theatre practitioners "at lightening speed and almost invisibly" (Melrose, 1994, 
p4); reductionist in its tendency to obscure the rich diversity of practice beneath a veneer of 
homogenous theory; restricted purely to the contemplation of the written script - that part 
which can be read, reproduced and measured; and certainly incapable of embracing the 
principles of fragmentation, eclecticism and juxtaposition associated with postmodern theatre 
practices.
It may then seem a little dubious to propose that an approach to the study of contemporary 
physical theatre might find its footing in a theory that stands accused of having "nothing to do 
with theatre" of being "its ugly duckling, loved only by its semiological progenitors, but not by 
the world of theatre practice itself (Elam 1989, paraphrased by Melrose, 1994, p3). However, 
amongst a group of notable postmodern theatre scholars (De Marinis, Melrose, Ubersfeld, 
Beckerman) there are the glimmers of a revivalist movement: it is suggested that although 
the traditional modemist semiotics may be inappropriate for the analysis of theatre in 
postmodem times, this does not necessarily preclude any sort of semiotic approach since the 
workings of theatrical semiosis must themselves be open to different degrees of stricture 
governing their interpretation. Moreover, in the absence of an alternative methodology 
connecting signs to the production of meaning - and in view of physical theatre's overriding 
concem to communicate messages and meanings - there nonetheless remains a need for a 
range of analytical procedures, capable of establishing the diverse systems at work and 
explaining how meaning is generated by the decisions made in the process of theatre 
production. Such procedures, as Melrose points out, are still essentially of a semiotic nature 
(1994, p4).
It is on the basis of this standpoint that theorists have turned their attention to the underlying 
modemist epistemology of semiotics and, in the light of poststructuralist and reader-response 
theories, sought to reclaim the fundamental principles and mechanisms of semiotic analysis 
by relocating them within an alternative postmodern context. The deeper philosophical and 
theoretical issues relating to this project are debated elsewhere by Melrose (1994), Pavis 
(1982), Ubersfeld (1982), Pontbriand (1982) but seem to stem from a 'softening of science' (a 
subtitle of a section in Melrose's book) that permits the theatrical sign to be treated "with 
everyday imprecision" (Ubersfeld, 1982, p23) and allowing procedural semiotics to take
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everyday imprecision" (Ubersfeid, 1982, p23) and allowing procedural semiotics to take 
account of what Barthes refers to as "the wild side of a given event of semiosis" (in Melrose, 
1994, p62).
The notion of 'wildness' or unpredictability identifies a distinctive shift from a structuralist view 
of the performance text as an autonomous unit, complete in itself, towards the more 
pragmatic concept of
a looser and more fluid text marked by numerous focus points and permitting 
any number of 'voyages' by a number of singular social subjects - that is offering 
the potential of a network of different conceptual and practical schema.
Melrose, 1994, p24.
Melrose describes this network as the product of the multi-modal and multi-dimensional signs 
of a performance, each sign imprecise, unstable, poorly-defined, variable and hence more 
accurately viewed metaphorically as a series of co-ordinates which generate "force-fields" or 
"waves" of context, meanings and atmospheres. In echo of Derrida's bursting seed pod 
(1977), Barthes' ripples caused by a stone thrown into a pond (1986) and Deleuze's rhizome 
or root system (1987), she likens these co-ordinates to the genetic encoding of a plant seed 
which cannot itself control what the seed grows into because extemal factors - such as light, 
rainfall, soil quality, fertilisation and climate - will exert their various effects on the successful 
and particular growth, flowering and propagation of the plant. Like the seed, meanings may 
be genetically encoded at source but are also subject to a series of wholly unpredictable and 
unruly elements so that, rather than being inscribed into the stage text to be decoded, 
meaning is understood to be "deferred, postponed, until a context-specific but singular user 
activates... the writing" (Melrose, 1994, p58). It follows that, while the signs and systems may 
generate specific codes for that individual user, "this does not for an instant mean that either 
another spectator would similarly codify or that, in similarly codifying, another spectator 
would experience the same effects/affects" (Melrose, 1994, p40).
When the process of interpretation is reconceived as an individuated and personalised 
encounter of a particular reader with a particular artwork, it soon becomes apparent that what 
is at work in theatrical semiosis is neither specifically a linguistic process nor equivalent to 
one (Melrose, 1994, p58). Instead, the goal of semiotic analysis is given a new focus: in 
place of searching for a definitive 'language' of the performance text - an ambition destined 
to be inevitably thwarted by its logocentric obsession to define, regulate and stabilise the 
theatrical sign as a unit - the semiotic project is diverted and re-routed as a methodology
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designed to illuminate "the textual properties and mechanisms that preside over the 
production of theatrical meaning" (De Marinis, 1993, p2). Such a re-configuration allows for 
that which the earlier semiotic project had been forced to exclude: the splintering and 
proliferation of meaning; the possibility of metaphorical, intertextual and symbolic resonance; 
an elevation of the body, space and dynamic as significant and meaningful elements; and a 
wider concept of meaning and interpretation that enlists the appreciation of technical 
virtuosity, theatrical skill, mood and atmosphere as of equal significance to 'the message'.
De Marinis states that this is a particularly useful tool in the hands of those who are "currently 
questioning the outdated normative boundaries between the various arts" (1993, pi 2) and 
dealing with work that is anti-representational and experimental in its vocabulary. This 
research is interested in the relationships that exist between the two modes of physical 
theatre that have developed from within dance and drama - particularly in terms of how vocal 
and bodily signifiera are used and integrated to generate meaning - and it is precisely these 
defining features of theatrical production and decision-making that the new semiotics is 
designed to reveal. On this basis, the chapter proceeds to isolate from a review of the 
semiotic literature those conceptual tools and frameworks that suggest a degree of sensitivity 
to the ambiguities and complexities inherent in physical theatre production.
4.2 Pooling specialist knowledges from theatre and dance semiotics
The new and renewed modes of theatre practice of the 1960s initiated a major shift in 
orientation of academic writings on theatre away from the dramatic written script to the stage 
itself and the plurality of signs that sit in hierarchical tension as the 'stage text' or 'mise-en- 
scène'. Such a dispersal of focus in practice necessitated a widening of the sphere of 
semiotic study in drama theory beyond the notion of dialogue-plus-stage-directions to cater 
for the combined stage effect of such elements as lighting, costume, set, colour, properties, 
space, and - most significantly, in terms of its implication for physical theatre - bodily 
presence and movement.
However, in spite of this development, it is clear from semiotic theory - past and present - 
that drama semioticians continue to think in terms of their single subject discipline, anchoring 
discussions in an actoriy and predominantly verbal context. When the theory does cast a 
somewhat trepidatory nod towards choreography and the body, the notion of 'dance' is 
invariably relegated to a supporting role, subsumed beneath the comparatively safer terms of 
'gesture' or 'movement' and treated more as an extension of the actor's expressive range
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than a choreographic dimension of the director's art. In maintaining the illusion of clear and 
secure boundaries around the art of drama, this body of theory, by itself, falls short of 
addressing the field of choice of vocal and bodily signs open to the physical theatre 
practitioner where a keen sense of the visual is a prerequisite for directors and not simply the 
prerogative of the individual actor.
Meanwhile an avalanche of articles in specialist dance journals and periodicals by writers 
such as Jowitt (1984), Baxmann (1990), Kerkhoven (1989,1993) and Kirchman (1994) has 
sought, rather more directly, to address the question of integrative theatre. But, as Dempster 
points out, "in an academic field dominated by linguistic paradigms, dance suffers from what 
might be termed its textual instability or insufficiency" (1994, p3) and semiotic study is, as a 
result, still in its infancy with markedly few extended texts that attempt to go beyond this 
piece-meal approach. However, these articles, taken in conjunction with the dance-analysis 
theory of Adshead (1988), Foster (1986) and Stewart's unpublished M.Phil thesis (The 
Integrated Text: A Poetics, 1989) do succeed in placing choreography and the body firmly to 
the forefront of the semiotic agenda.
It is in an attempt to find a balance between semiotic perspectives generated by the separate 
studies emanating from drama and dance that the chapter sets out to review the semiotic 
literature of both fields with the aim of placing the specialist insights emerging from one in 
context with the other. What follows is necessarily a simplified and schematic catalogue of 
principles and procedures highlighted from the literature and synthesised to make explicit 
what might best be described as the 'semiotic interface' between the two art forms. These are 
first summarised below, then discussed as separate points before being finally drawn 
together to form a loosely-structured (and hence more flexible) analytical framework 
comprising, not a fully-worked-out theory but a network of conceptual tools drawn from the 
revised semiotic literature that suggest themselves as useful to the analysis and 
differentiation of physical theatre's hybrid stage-text.
•  The semiotization of sign-vehicles in the theatricai context
•  Sign-system hierarchies: elevating the semiotic o f bodies, movement and space 
alongside vocal signification
•  Foster's typology of five representational modes in dance movement
•  Elam's classification of dramatic and signal information in the text
•  The relational dependency of signs
• Presentational and representational theatre
•  Theatrical Literacy: conventions, genres and Essiin's notion o fa  ^ey signature'
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4.3 Synthesis: a discussion of pertinent analytical tools and conceptual 
frameworks
4,3,1 The semiotization of sign-vehioies in the theatricai context
The basic principles of theatrical semiosis developed by the Prague structuralists are a useful 
starting point in making clear the potential for the semiotic synthesis of signs typically 
associated with dance and drama events Working from the premise that all signs defined 
within the stage text are deliberately or intentionally ordered Bogatyrev developed his thesis 
that 'everything on stage reads'; that the theatre works through a combinatory capacity as a 
'macro-sign' which radically magnifies and transforms objects, bodies, aural and visual signs. 
These are bracketed off from normal social praxis and other forms of communication 
beneath the overriding sign of 'theatricality' which enriches each sign-vehicle with a signifying 
power far beyond that of its normal connotative function. "While in real life the utilitarian 
function of an object is usually more important than its signification, on a theatrical set the 
signification is all important" (Brusak, 1938, in Elam 1980, p8).
Bums (1972) quotes an anecdote related by Groucho Marx which succinctly points up the 
unique position of the theatrical sign: amazed at the scratches on Julie Harris' legs in I am a 
Camera. Marx spent most of the performance pondering upon their signification:
At first we thought this had something to do with the plot and we waited 
for those scratches to come to life. But it was never mentioned in the play 
and we finally came to the conclusion that either she had been shaving 
too close or she'd been kicked around in the dressing room by her 
boyfriend.
Marx, quoted in Bums 1972, p36
Marx's distraction was due to the peculiar demarcation of signs on stage as defined by "a 
general connotative marker" (Elam, 1980, p i2) which amplified and distorted the significance 
of the scratches beyond the realm of the usual into the realm of the specific - it must mean 
something because it is there. Hence the conception of a stage text as semantically dense 
and polyphonous.
These principles of semiotic density and enhanced signification were expanded further by 
director and theatre analyst, Jindrich HonzI with his notion of stage signs as mobile and 
dynamic. He demonstrated that the theatrical sign-vehicle is characterised by a vast and 
flexible semiotic range and possessed of a chameleon-like property of instant transformation 
allowing it both to connote a range of meanings and to transform itself at the level of
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denotation according to its context. Such properties are commonplace in theatres where 
minimal sets and a Brechtian will to expose the mechanics of theatre are elevated above a 
concem for naturalistic reproduction and the suspension of illusion: for example, a chair, by 
virtue of being slung by straps over the shoulders, is convincingly transformed by its usage 
into a rucksack; and a bath, carried on the shoulders of four men, becomes a coffin held aloft 
by pallbearers (examples taken from Theatre de Complicite's 1994 production of The Three 
Lives of Lucie Cabrol).
In precisely the same way that stage objects have been shown to be semantically versatile 
and semiotically ambiguous, so the performer, by her use of prop, space, costume, 
movement or vocalisation is able convincingly to evoke the unpredictability and power of a 
horse, gently rolling tilled earth, a tree in a park, a fruit bush, or a piece of fumiture even to 
the point of connoting abstract concepts such as 'Spring', 'moming', 'office' or a 'busy London 
street'. And, just as a performer may become an inanimate part of the set, so, on the same 
subjective-objective dialectic identified by Elam, a prop or part of the set may assume a more 
dynamic, symbolic function generating significances far beyond its objective status (1980, 
p i4). Elam describes these unique behavioural features of theatrical semiosis as effectively 
imbuing each element on stage with a set of metonymical "quotation marks" (p8) which 
clearly distinguish between the mechanics of sign behaviour in theatrical and non-theatrical 
contexts: signs which might appear to the reader as extremely odd or nonsensical in a non­
theatrical context become entirely acceptable in a theatrical context that has access to the 
realm of imaginative significance.
These early studies in theatre semiotics suggest that, beneath the overarching theatrical 
"quotation marks", both vocal and bodily sign systems - traditionally distinct modes of artistic 
expression and the hallmark material of drama and dance respectively - may be viewed 
simply as disparate meaning-generating elements within a text.
This conception is extended in Peter Brook's theorising on his own practices: he writes of 
theatre being a metonym for life; the starting point being "everyday communication - a 
chattering jumble of repetitive words and meandering gestures and movements" (1993, plO) 
which are then compressed by deleting everything that is not strictly necessary and 
intensifying what is left. The result is a level of abstraction; "more readable, more intense 
because it is more concentrated" (plO). Lodge points out that, by their foregrounding, 
recurrence and interrelation through the work, the details selected may become "aesthetically 
significant... building up a still denser pattem of equivalencies" (1981, p22) to generate 
further resonances. In principle - and in practice - it seems a performer's movement, action.
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gesture and vocalisations - in conjunction with props or design elements such as set, lighting, 
costume - may be manipulated to evoke meanings through symbolic reference, and connect 
with wider metaphorical or intertextual connotations to layer a performance with a density of 
significance. Placed in fluid and constantly-changing hierarchy, vocal and bodily sign 
systems are united in the material presence of the actor and given credence by the 
imaginative investment of the spectator.
4.3.2 Sign-system hierarchies: elevating the semiotic of bodies, movement and space 
alongside vocal signification 
The long history of separate artistic disciplines in Western theatre has meant that, in the past, 
theatre has tended toward the preservation of a distinctive hierarchy of signs in its artworks - 
a tradition which "severely limits the mobility of the sign-relationship" (Elam, 1980, pi 3). The 
notion of a shifting hierarchy between vocal and bodily signification is also problematised in 
dramatic semiology by the traditional assumption that dance is, by nature, ephemeral; the 
body serving as a "physical instrument for an interior subjectivity...a luminous symbol of 
unspeakable human truths which, because they are unspeakable, leave us little to say 
about...dance's organisation" (Foster, 1986, pXVI).
However, the late twentieth century influx of influences from Oriental theatre and European 
theatrical dance forms has begun to prise open the narrow confines of dramatic theory to 
admit a fuller range of semantic possibilities; the new emphasis upon the body forcing 
dramatic theory to acknowledge the "astonishing controlled physicality" (Melrose, 1994, 
pi 03) that marks more recent production. According to Melrose, body-focused drama has 
tended to be viewed as part of a wider political framework harking back to the Artaudian 
theatre in which a self-imposed moratorium on speech was implemented to represent 
minority groups dispersed, powerless and deprived of a voice in the mainstream community. 
At this time, the absence of language in drama was pointedly used as effective social 
intervention through "the Cry" of the socially - inarticulate body (De Certeau 1984, Ruby 
1989), historically associated with earthy and instinctive passions, its strengths lying in its 
difference from language as a negative, ambiguous, generalised, primitive and subjective 
mode of expression.
As recently as 1980, Kristeva called the body's semiotic "a pre-symbolic" attributing to it a 
signifying disposition equal to language but one that is "uncertain or indeterminate in its 
articulation" (in Melrose, 1994, p i02). Melrose points out that Kristeva's comments are 
revealing of a fundamental logocentricism and a mind/body dualism that automatically places 
the body in an untenable position, at best included as extra-linguistic, non-verbal or non-
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discursive but always in the negative and drawing attention to its otherness so that movement 
is placed "out on parole as language's closely-watched inarticulate other" (p102). Bodily 
expression, viewed within the boundaries of this dualist categorising episteme and incapable 
of being broken down into units of morphemes and phonemes, is, according to Melrose, 
inevitably de valorised in relation to poetic thought and language (p104) such that movement 
is effectively sidelined as an arbitrary, expressionistic and subjective element within the 
stage-text.
Writings on the semiotics of dance however, make clear that, following Cunningham's 
'denaturalisation' of the body which broke the archetypal image of theatrical dance as 
subjective angst-ridden emotional expressionism (Foster, 1986) and with the advent of New 
Dance and postmodem dance, the interpretation and analysis of bodiiy movement can, like 
drama, be routed through a network of sign systems, codes and conventions identifiable 
through a range of systematic analytical procedures. By breaking movement down into its 
component parts and subjecting each to detailed examination, Foster (1986) and Adshead 
(1988) have drawn together the theories of, amongst others, Kealiinohomoku (1970), 
Humphrey (1959) and Labananalysis to demonstrate how the body's organisation, its 
dynamic and its movement in and through space appeals to the cultural symbolism 
associated with movement behavioural pattems in everyday life.
Researchers found, in their studies of the vast lexicon of movement techniques, that 
identifiable traits in everyday movement pattems of particular cultural groups were clearly 
reflected in their choice of dance movement (Adshead, 1988, p23) reinforcing the notion that 
the use of the body in dance is closely tied to realistic bodily behaviour in a simple everyday 
sense. Foster's semiotic analysis of the dancing body takes this notion further to locate the 
body as a culturally-inscribed map of symbolic associations semiotically infused with 
particular types of significances: for example, the movement of the pelvis is associated with 
sexual desire or primitive instincts; the chest with emotions and feelings; the head with the 
intellect and rational thought; the body's periphery with articulacy and intelligence; and an 
intemal focus with feelings and emotions (Foster, 1986, p i 53). Although Foster and Adshead 
speak only of the dancing body, it is possible that any body - whether it be stylistically 
presented as an actor, a clown, a street performer, or a mime, whether moving or stationary - 
will carry the same basic charges; from indicators as simple as size, shape, appearance, 
posture and gait to the more complex inferences of action, gesture and dance.
The impact of the 1980s body culture (see Chapter 2 : section 2.4.1), coupled with the foray 
into pedestrianism of much postmodem dance, brings the semiotics of bodily movement in
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dancing and acting bodies still closer together. The politicising of the body and the 
characteristic use of everyday activities as an anchoring root of movement phrases in 
postmodern dance unites performing bodies across the disciplines in a shared capacity to 
carry metaphorical, symbolic and intertextual significance through relatively simple 
unadorned activity.
Dance movement has a further semiotic dimension by virtue of its dynamic. Laban devoted 
his life to developing and formalising a comprehensive schematization of effort qualities and 
their associated expressions, his inspiration being the actor's perennial problem of uniting 
motivation with bodily action and so creating a mind-body unity in performance. By 
identifying a series of binarisms - sustained/quick time, strong/light weight, indirect/direct 
space, free/bound flow - Laban showed how all human movement can be categorised as a 
constellation of one of each of these binary factors with different efforts or textures 
corresponding to particular psychological states or inner drives. "As stereotypic as these 
correspondences are, they exemplify the prevalent cultural experience of matching 
observable qualities of movement with attributes of personality" (Foster, 1986, p78). On the 
basis of this reference point, the dynamic that pattems bodily movement might be expected 
to reveal in the stage text an intemal emotional investment or what Laban called the 'inner 
life' of the performer, even to the extent of contradicting the messages conveyed by the 
extemal organisation of the body parts, thus semiotically layering overt gestural bodily 
signification with a dynamic-based subtext.
Of course, the performance space itself is similarly infused with inscriptions of status and 
significance. Doris Humphrey showed that, for example, movement at the centre of the 
space is more significant than movement at the periphery; forward movement implies 
progress or increased significance whilst receding movement signifies regression; the use of 
upstage/downstage/left and right as entrances and exits and the direction of pathways are 
imbued with particular significances, as are distances between performer/ set, performer /  
audience and proximity to other performing bodies. The space is also charged in the vertical 
plane with upward directional movement typically associated with the abstract, the pure or 
the ideal while movement that is grounded or oriented towards the floor becomes earthy, 
primeval, emotional or practical (Foster 1986, p85).
Like the organisation of the body and the dynamics of its activity, the significances generated 
by the body's location and movement in the performance space are govemed by the same 
semiotic principles irrespective of the genre or style of production. "For every type of theatre, 
from proscenium to theatre-in-the-round, a three dimensional grid symbolically defines the
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space" (p85); the theatre director, like the choreographer, responds to the semiotics of space 
in her blocking of stage activity; taking into account the pragmatics of audibility and sight- 
lines but also the possibilities for semiotic significance and aesthetic visual spectacle; the 
difference between the two merely a question of degree of utility.
These insights from dance semiotics indicate that, far from being a mere accompaniment or 
illustration to vocal signification, the body's semiotic has its own drama that can be exposed 
and broken down into meaningful units through the mechanisms developed from within 
dance analysis. Melrose suggests that what is needed to include the body in analysis on an 
equal parity with language, is a loosening of definitions as to the notion of what constitutes 
theatrical meaning and communication, recognising that a large part of theatre seems to 
work through felt-experience, spectacle, empathy and observation which nonetheless engage 
the brain in the process of interpretation and appreciation.
Bodywork... operates within a somatic economy and the brain... is part of this 
somatic complex and its processes. As such, and despite bodywork's slippage 
and flux... it is nonetheless in the everyday a reasoned practice, even if that 
body-reasoning is so rapid as to appear to be a social or an idiosyncratic 
automatism.
Melrose, 1994, pi 05
This is not to suggest that a revised semiotics need model itself upon an Artaudian style of 
theatre in which language is jettisoned in order to let bodywork have its place in theatrical 
analysis. Instead, Melrose argues that, when dealing with the analysis of such body-focused 
production as physical theatre, it is necessary to
shift and soften our understanding of language in use, removing it from Its 
ratified central place, in order to demonstrate that language functions within 
bodywork and alongside bodywork as a component within it but not as its 
opponent, nor as its father or master.
Melrose, 1994, pi 05
What is needed is a theory to explain how bodily and vocal signs mean when placed 
alongside each other in the context of a single performance text; in other words, how 
movement operates as distinct from, and in conjunction with, vocal forms of signification and 
by what processes may they be synthesised to produce meanings.
The relationship of movement and language has long been an area of contentious debate in
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semiotic theory. The traditional objectivist view has always been that dance movement is not 
a language; that the body communicates in a distinctly different manner to the constructions 
of the voice to speak its own language. However, with the advent of postmodern 
interdisciplinary dance forms (Foster cites particularly the work of Twyla Tharp, The Grand 
Union and Meredith Monk) that permit a degree of parlance between different media, there is 
now a contrary view that movement, although far from being some form of body-braille, 
functions, along with other "non-linguistic systems" like "a language, requiring to be read in 
the same way" (Stewart, 1990, p3).
Whilst not wishing to lessen the importance of this debate, what is important to this project is 
the persistent tendency to polarise the two, assuming that the vocal must necessarily have a 
direct relationship to meaning and message and that there is necessarily a degree of 
distance between meanings and their physical embodiment in movement. It is the contention 
of this chapter that, in physical theatre, both vocal and bodily elements are rendered more 
fluid in their signification, an idea which finds a theoretical platform in Foster's five-fold 
typology of modes of representation in dance and in Elam's notion of linguistic foregrounding.
4.3.3 Foster's typology of five representational modes in dance movement
Foster (1986) identifies, within movement's semiotic, five modes of representation to explain 
how dance makes reference to the extra-theatrical world. She labels these 'reflection', 
'resemblance', 'replication', 'imitation' and 'reflexivity' and describes how each implies “a 
different stance toward the world that is crucial to the dance’s meaning” (1986, p65).
Of the five modes, 'reflection' is identified as the one in which the meaning of movement is 
most ambiguous. Distinctly abstract in style and resisting of any consistent frame of 
reference, the body and its articulations are of primary interest as the essential subject matter 
of the dance. Although 'ideas' and 'referents' may be loosely suggested by a process of 
association, no one aspect is pursued and foregrounded to confirm any particular set of 
meanings. It is posited that such an anti-representational stance is rarely present in physical 
theatre, being more typically associated with modernist forms of contemporary dance such as 
works by the, now disbanded, London Contemporary Dance Theatre, Rambert Dance 
Company and the postmodern dances of Cunningham and Childs.
The second mode, which Foster labels 'replication', describes movement in which an exact 
referent may remain unciear but the dynamics and the flow offensions and energies between 
its component parts evoke (rather than explicitly portray) a feeling, mood or atmosphere. An 
illustration may be found in a scene from DV8's Dead Dreams of Monochrome Men in which
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four dancers traverse the space at speed, each sharing similarly violent movement pattems 
built from a series of embracing gestures but not immediately decipherable by virtue of their 
sequential arrangement. The manner in which they are put together - with speed, energy and 
aggressive thrust - layers the ambiguous suggestion of yearnings for physical intimacy with a 
mood of sexual tension, mistrust and frustration.
The mode of 'resemblance' ascribes more explicit reference by building movement patterns 
around certain features or qualities of an object or idea, such that the movements are 
recognisable but, to some extent, abstracted from their real-life referent. An example might 
be the family dinner scene in Berkoffs production of Metamorohosis in which the literal 
movements - of cutting food, raising the fork to the mouth and chewing - are retained, but the 
dynamics fundamentally altered, executed with a military rigour and precision, and the 
actions displaced in time. The choreographic arrangement comments upon the tension, 
regimentation and tedium that surrounds the domestic ritual.
Foster's fourth mode, 'imitation' describes movement which, quite literally, imitates its 
referent spatially and temporally, leaving no ambiguity as to the object or event being 
referred to. The opening scene of DV8’s Dead Dreams, for example, finds four men leaning 
against a greyed and stained wall and marking the beat of the pounding dance music. Their 
mode of dress, the surreptitious moments of eye-contact that pass between them and their 
body language clearly locate the men on the look-out for sex in a gay night-club.
Finally, 'reflexivity' is identified as a choreographic episteme underpinning postmodern 
production such as the multi-disciplinary events of Second Stride, Forced Entertainment and 
Meredith Monk. Instead of seeking to represent, the movement plays with a provocative self- 
reflexivity undertaking "a sustained and systematic examination of its own production ... an 
on-going inquiry into the implication of any choice of form" (Foster, 1986, p47). Here the 
suspension of disbelief is continually disrupted and turned back on the audience so that the 
"theatre turns out to be a field of experimentation where we can test our capacity for and the 
possibilities of constructing reality" (Fischer-Lichte, 1995, p104). A striking example from 
physical theatre occurs in the concluding moments of DV8's Bound to Please (1997) in which 
Wendy Houston, apparently furious at the use of a camera flash during the performance, 
regales a member of the audience with a tirade of heartfelt abuse and the audience are 
caught in an uncertain space between theatre and real life.
Examples of each mode of representation can be found in the analysis of all sorts of works 
that involve movement and the typology seems a useful and convincing way of categorising
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different choreographic approaches. Foster’s theories do however become problematic as 
she proceeds to discuss the theoretical basis of each mode.
In an attempt to theorise dancing as ‘written text’, she tries to ally dance semiotics to the work 
of Barthes, Foucault and White aligning each mode of representation with one of the four 
principle figures of speech or dominant literary tropes: thus ‘resemblance’ is equated with 
metaphor; ‘imitation’ with metonymy; ‘replication’ with synecdoche; and ‘reflection’ as 
functioning in the same way as irony (Foster, 1986, p236). It soon becomes clear from the 
examples and definitions she gives that it is only by the adroit selection and deletion of 
particular elements of each literary trope that these equations can be made and what are no 
more than arbitrary connections are disguised as sound analogy. It is, for example, a very 
weak use of the term ‘metaphori to suggest that the encoding of an event, object or idea into 
another media (movement) amounts to metaphorical reference (the suggestion of likenesses 
by speaking of one thing as if it were another). Foster’s attempt to align the mode of 
‘reflection’ with irony is equally spurious: while the very core of irony lies with the tensions 
created between surface or apparent meaning and a contradictory subtext of truth, the 
inadvertent finding of meaning in the abstract where none was necessarily intended - which 
seems to be Foster’s implication with her ‘reflective’ mode - is not a convincing analogy.
Foster’s work as a result has provoked widespread criticism; her theorising described as 
"fancy word-play" (Siegal, 1988, p27) requiring "strenuous intellectual work" to make any 
sense of it. Even aside from her tendency to misappropriate certain literary terms, there 
remains the simple logistical problem that she fails to attribute to her fifth model of 
‘reflexivity’ a fifth literary trope and proceeds to defend this inconsistency by suggesting that 
postmodern work is privileged, “at once outside history and superior to i t ... a form of practice 
that can simply do more...than the others” (Auslander, 1988, p9). Her argument is, in 
Auslanderis view, untenable since
to suggest that the postmodern needs to be accounted for in terms of an 
episteme different from the four master tropes which efficaciously account 
for danced representation since the Renaissance is to suggest an 
epistemological rupture of historical significance at the origin of the 
postmodern.
Auslander, 1988, p9.
The net result, writes Siegal, is the impression that Foster is “playing tiddly-winks with 
sources, derivations and observable data" (1988, p29).
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However, whilst there may be many critical weaknesses in Foster's theorising, the five 
categories she has devised - when freed from the constraints imposed by the literary 
associations forced upon them - are nonetheless useful to the semiotic purpose. Each can be 
seen as different modes on a dialectical spectrum that ranges from abstraction to more literal 
representation; classifications of the various choices available to the choreographer in the 
manipulation of movement to generate meaning and significance:
FIGURE 4: MODES OF REPRESENTATION IN MOVEMENT - AN ABSTRACT-LITERAL
CONTINUUM
Reflexive imitation Resemblance Replication Reflection
conflates art & 
reality to 
examine itself 
as an art & 
invites the 
spectator to 
construct her 
own reality
closely mimics 
reality - 
pedestrianism, 
action using 
everyday 
realistic gesture
picks up on 
features of 
reality eg...size 
& shape to 
allude to 
referents or 
meanings
uses dynamics 
to create an 
atmosphere or 
mood - like 
visual sound 
waves
interest lies with 
pure
movement/ 
form and its 
aesthetic 
properties - 
meaning is 
incidental
................... degree of abstraction increases =^ >..................
The spectrum suggests that dance movement and gesture can generate meanings in a 
variety of ways, some closer to, some further from realistic representation. It is posited that, 
in physical theatre, where language is no longer treated as merely a carrier of meaning but 
as 'choreographic material' (see Chapter 2 . section 2.3.1) verbal signifiera may be similarly 
rendered more, or less, realistic, and placed on a parallel continuum ranging from the 
abstract to the literal. The idea of language as analogous to movement (in direct reversal of 
the traditional supposition) seems particularly apposite in its reflection of Melrose's projected 
ambition to 'shift and soften our understanding of language in use' in the new semiotics.
4.3.4 Eiam's classification of dramatic and signal information
It is in relation to this notion of ‘shifting’ and ‘softening’ our understanding of how language 
works in theatre that Beckerman's description of theatre as a "double-faceted presentation" 
(1990, pi 09) finds significance. The dual impact of theatre to which he is referring is 
generated on the one hand by the identity of the artwork as a presentational object and, on 
the other, by the references it makes to the world outside of itself. This notion of 'doubleness' 
is mirrored in Foster's writings on dance semiotics in her reference to the "tensions created
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between... two kinds of convention... between the references that the dance makes to the 
world and to its own organisation" (1986, pxviii). Both theorists refer to the ancient and long­
standing friction between art-as-communication and art-as-artefact:
In every art two contradictory forces are in a state of Manichean war; the 
impulse to communicate and so to treat the medium of communication as a 
means and the impulse to make an artefact out of the materials and so to treat 
the medium as an end.
William, quoted in Stewart, 1989, pi 36
The dual warring tensions are seen as giving rise to two distinctive codes in performance; the 
first, 'dramatic information' (Elam, 1980) or 'act-image' (Beckerman, 1990), the encoding of a 
social enactment that serves as a meaningful level of exchange; the second, "signal 
information' or 'act-scheme' that offers a theatrically-effective and heightened, extra-ordinary 
pattem of signs with inherent and immediate interest for the reader. The former code is 
dominant when signs are organised in the familiar schematic manner of everyday life. Here 
the contrast between act-scheme and act-image is minimised and the transparency of the 
sign allows the reader to look through it, as through a window, to a worldly reference point. 
The latter comes to the fore when signs are organised in non-familiar schema, structured 
according to an intemal logic that does not accord to everyday patteming, so that the sign is 
opaque and claims attention for itself.
According to Elam, signal information (act-scheme), in everyday life, remains a purely 
functional code; a vehicle for the conveyance of a message. If, for any reason, signs are dis­
arranged in unusual pattem, the tendency is still to try to look through them to the anticipated 
message and any oddities of the signs themselves are automatically dismissed as 
unintentional, nonsensical or deliberately foolish. In the theatre however, where (according to 
the theories of the Prague Structuralists) every part of the stage text is viewed as intentional, 
the perceptible, physical characteristics of the signs, together with the formal pattems of their 
combination are interpreted as more readily significant. It follows that, in contrast to real life, 
every performance presents a kind of 'doubleness' that tantalises and challenges the reader 
to close the gap between the perceived act and its referent (Beckerman, 1990, p38). The tie 
between signal information and dramatic information in the new semiotics is therefore similar 
to the Saussurian signifier-signified bond but much looser and capable of being detached and 
reconstructed. T h e  more contrast there is between the two, the further the connection moves 
from a literal bond to that of a symbolic relationship” (Beckerman, 1990, p39).
In such moments of contrast, the presentation may be momentarily rendered opaque "half-
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blocking the practice of neat semiosis" (Melrose, 1994, pi 51) and the process of 
interpretation and appreciation becomes, not simply a matter of decoding signs (the 'what' of 
meanings and messages) but also pinpointing the pleasure of visual and aural spectacle in 
the theatrical event (the 'how' of aesthetic appreciation). This suggests that, just as bodily 
signification involves an element of doubleness - a degree of distance between referent and 
embodiment - so the use of the voice in theatre may be similarly distanced or alienated from 
any easy tie to meaning by distorting its otherwise familiar constructions, syntax and 
grammatical features.
Riffaterre's example of reading difficult poetry provides an analogy. The French semiotician 
regards poetry as a special, very particular use of language, different to ordinary language 
which "is practical and is used to refer to some sort of 'reality'" in the sense that "poetic 
language focuses on the message as an end in itself (in Seldon, Widdowson & Brooker, 
1997, p60). He develops a theory in which he argues that competent readers go beyond 
surface meaning to note oddities of construction and grammatical inconsistencies which 
enable them to 'read between the lines'.
If we regard a poem as a string of statements, we are limiting our attention to its 
'meaning' which is merely what it can be said to represent in terms of units of 
information. If we attend only to a poem's 'meaning' we reduce it to a (possibly 
non-sensical) string of unrelated bits. A true response starts by noticing that the 
elements (signs) in a poem often appear to depart from normal grammar or 
normal representation; the poem seems to fc>e establishing significance only 
indirectly and in doing so threatens the literary representation of reality'.
Seldon, Widdowson & Brooker, 1997, p61
He argues that it requires only ordinary linguistic competence to understand the poem's 
meaning but the reader requires 'literary competence' - a familiarity with decoding and 
interpreting specifically literary structures - to deal with the frequent ungrammaticalities 
encountered in reading the poem. Faced with these stumbling blocks of unusual syntax, 
words and grammar, "the reader is forced during the process of reading to uncover a second 
(higher) level of significance which will explain the ungrammatical features of the text" 
(Seldon, Widdowson & Brooker, 1997, p61). By this procedure, what will ultimately emerge is 
a "structural matrix" of meanings which can be deduced only indirectly, via a process of 
analysis and is not actually present as a word or a statement in the poem itself.
The significance of his example in terms of theatre is that, where there may be little or no 
apparent 'gap' between a linguistic utterance and its referent in naturalistic theatre (where 
signal information tends to be used in close imitation of reality in order to support the
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dramatic information), this is not the case for non-naturalistic production. In much Greek 
drama, Brechtian theatre, theatrical dance, postmodern theatre, physical theatre, signs are 
frequently opaque, drawing attention to their physical arrangement, so that the gap between 
act and referent is emphasised as an integral part of the stage text. Elam describes this 
process as 'foregrounding' and, by way of illustration, describes linguistic foregrounding as 
occurring
when an unexpected usage suddenly forces the listener or reader to take note of 
the utterance itself, rather than continue his automatic concem with its content: 
the use of the devices of language in such a way that this use itself attracts 
attention and is perceived as uncommon, as deprived of automatization.
Elam, 1980, pi 7
The distinction between the ordinary and the extra-ordinary arrangement of linguistic signs in 
a theatrical text indicates how vocal and bodily sign-systems may be seen to operate 
alongside each other traversing what could be conceived as parallel dialectics of 
representation - from the more abstract to the more literal.
FIGURE 5: FROM DRAMATIC TO SIGNAL INFORMATION 
VOCAL AND BODILY SIGN SYSTEMS
abstract/presentational: 
signal information opaque
bodily
sign-systems
literal/representational: 
signal information transparent
vocal
sign-systems
At one end of each continuum, the transparency of vocal and bodily signs - the use of 
everyday language/sound and pedestrian movement/gesture - serves a practical 'imitative' 
function by referring directly to some sort of reality. At the other extreme, signs may be 
foregrounded - by way of poeticism or choreographic manipulation - for theatrical impact or 
to layer more literal meanings with sub-textual resonance so that "the display of vocal/bodily 
skill becomes fused with imaginative purpose" (Beckerman, 1990, p i6). From the dramatic 
theatre, the single extended sigh of Breath would be deemed to fall at this latter end of the 
spectrum generating - in a mode akin to Foster's 'reflection' - considerable ambiguity by
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foregrounding a disembodied voice and failing to supply any dramatic context in which to 
place it. FIGURE 6 below demonstrates the relative parity of the two continuums.
FIGURE 6: TWO PARALLEL CONTINUUMS:
FROM ABSTRACTION TO LITERAL REPRESENTATION
Example [i]: body/movement continuum
Abstract /  presentational /  
stvlised codinos ^
Literal /  representational / 
^evervdav codinos
* the semiotic 'made strange' - 
signifier foregrounded
* the body aesthetically ordered - 
attention drawn to the surface 
'look' of movement
* patterned in time and space 
using choreographic devices 
eg., repetition, inversion, 
insertion, accumulation
* an automatic semiotic 
connecting sign to meaning
* the body culturally & socially 
inscribed - attention drawn to 
the referential
* naturalistic - imitating the 
'everyday', pedestrian in style 
conforming to kinesics & 
proxemics and structured 
according to motivation & 
narrative
THE 'H O W  AS SIGNIFICANT THE 'WHAT' AS SIGNIFICANT
Example [ii] Voice/sound & speech continuum
Abstract /  presentational / 
stvlised codinos ^
Literal /  representational /  
^evervdav codinos
* the semiotic 'made strange' - the 
signifier foregrounded
* the voice aesthetically ordered - 
attention drawn to the act of 
speech - to the physical qualities 
and pattems of sounds
* pattemed in time, pitch, volume, 
using 'choreographic' devices 
such as repetition, inversion, 
insertion, accumulation.
* an automatic semiotic 
connection of sign to meaning
* the voice conforming to social 
and cultural encodings - 
attention drawn to the 
referential
* naturalistic - structured 
according to the 'everyday', 
conforming to grammatical and 
syntactical rules of linguistics
THE 'HO W  AS SIGNIFICANT THE 'WHAT' AS SIGNIFICANT
According to this spectrum, there will be some works, the appreciation of which involves the 
reader in the dual task of reading, in parallel, the significance of the physical attributes of the
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sign itself and its more literal referent and reconciling the two. The spectrum also suggests a 
means by which a performance might successfully shift between dance-movement and 
dramatic speech without loss of stylistic coherence. By foregrounding the materiality of the 
voice and the sounds made by the physical act of speech (otherwise representational and 
concemed primarily with dramatic information) the scenario might be pulled into a more 
abstract frame thus making feasible and coherent the inclusion of dance movement. In the 
same way, by rooting movement (usually abstract and concemed with signal information) in a 
more literal, pedestrianised mode by using the body's cultural and social inscription, speech 
may be pulled into the equation. The abstract/literal continuum may therefore explain how, 
instead of being polarised as distinctive materials, vocal and bodily signifying practices may 
be integrated and synthesised by their similar treatment as variously concemed with signal 
and dramatic information. In Elam's words: "much of the richness of the stage spectacle 
derives from the interplay of varying degrees of semiotic literalness" (1980, p23).
When the intricacy of design is foregrounded in virtuosic display so that readers respond to 
the aesthetic surface (to pattems of physical movement that catch the eye and pattems of 
spoken language that arrest the ear) the result is to upend the conventional dramatic 
hierarchy of signified over signifier and to suppress dramatic information in favour of a free- 
play of sign-vehicles and signals without stable connotations. Beckerman cites Robert Wilson 
as an artist who uses vocal and bodily signifiers to play against a conventional dramatic 
content so that his work portrays a high degree of self-reflexivity as a "self-enclosed systems 
of signs" (1990, p76). He describes the effect as wrapping the "physical event in a 
presentational air of wonder" (p39) so that "life assumes a concentrated glorified actuality" 
(P17).
The opaque sign, in addition to creating spectacular visual and aural effects, can be 
foregrounded to heighten dramatic impact and conjure wider resonances. Beckerman points 
out for example, that in Greek drama, costumes and mannerisms were often designed to 
monumentalise and distort personality traits; groups moved in formally-arranged pattems for 
emphatic significance; language was spoken as poetry in set metres; and the drama followed 
strictly-defined but non-naturalistic paths that embodied forces other than the fictive or 
mimetic (1990, pi 09). He cites a more contemporary example by reference to a moment in 
Peter Brook's production of Ubu Roi. in which the characters hurl themselves in rapid 
succession against an upstage brick wall and, for a tiny moment, hold a pose as though 
splattered against it before breaking away. In that brief moment is created "a concrete vision 
of the wanton horror of political execution" illustrating how the foregrounding of physical 
signs can "richly invoke sensations potential in the motivating idea" (pp4(M1).
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It is therefore suggested that vocal and bodily modes of expression may be re-aligned in 
interdisciplinary production as a polyphonous collection of semantically-versatile signs 
continually traversing parallel abstract-literal continuums. What is required is a theoretical 
model to account for the means by which the spectator is able to negotiate meaning across 
these double tracks. Elizabeth Stewart addresses this problematic in her article The  
Integrated Text and Postmodern Performance' (1990).
4.3.5 The relational dependency of signs
Stewart notes the notorious difficulty of analysing postmodern works that criss-cross 
conventional artistic boundaries and which appear to break established rules and conventions 
such that "the reassuring linearity of narrative is very often absent and there are apparently 
inexplicable time shifts and repetitions" (Stewart, 1990, p2). She labels such performances 
'Integrated Texts' and defines them as "any work of art which can be shown to be utilising two 
or more expressive/semiotic systems" (pi).
Stewart proposes that the common ground that unites all this work is that they are 
"constituted quite simply of various combinations of words, sounds, movements and visuals" 
and "the different sign-systems existing within these four broad categories are combined in 
different ways, creating different kinds of reading experience" (p2). Stewart's thesis differs 
from earlier attempts to apply semiotics to performance in that
instead of concentrating upon the different kinds of sign that can be identified in 
the mise en scene, the focus is upon the different kinds of relationships that can 
exist between the signs and systems
Stewart, 1990, p2
The relational schema she develops is based on the premise that, although a text may 
consist of an infinite number of disparate signs, the possibilities of their combination will 
persist within only a limited number of possible relationships. It is these relationships, she 
argues, which the viewer will "read in much the same way that we try to structure our 
everyday experiences... some sort of coherence is sought between one set of perceptions 
and another" (p45).
Stewart takes, as a starting point, Barthes' semiotic analysis of how the written word works 
with image in joumalism (Music. Image. Text. 1977) and proceeds to examine a range of 
simple two-system texts taken from illustrated children's books, cartoons and advertisements. 
Progressively, she refines a vocabulary to distinguish between the different types of
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relationship that may exist both between and within each sign-system. The typology that 
emerges is based on a distinction between conjunctive relationships - signs which are 
mutually supportive and therefore encourage closure of meaning - and disjunctive 
relationships - signs which either contradict or appear to bear no relation to each other and 
which, as a result, tend towards ambiguity and the proliferation of meaning. These are then 
further sub-divided, according to whether the relationships occur on the level of denotation, 
connotation or whether they appeal to myth for meanings to be clear. The product is a total of 
seven categories of sign-relationship identified as generating different types of production 
that may be placed on a spectrum from 'closed' to ‘open' according to the amount of 
negotiation involved in making sense of the relationships (see APPENDIX 2).
Inevitably, problems are encountered when Stewart shifts her methodology from a variety of 
static two-systemed, two-dimensional examples on the printed page to the analysis of the 
complex, multi-systemed and diachronic production of Pina Bausch’s Café Müller. In making 
this ambitious leap, Stewart is forced to oversimplify and thus considerably weaken her 
theory. Quite apart from the difficulties associated with equating bodily movement with a two 
dimensional drawing and the live vocalisation of the performer with a static written script, that 
which was most impressive about the methodology on a theoretical level - the clearly- 
recognisable, well-defined relationships and the visual clarity of their presentation - 
disappears in practice in a tangled blur of relationships between multiple sign-systems, 
constantly shifting against each other through time with no means of prioritising one set of 
relationships over another.
As the sole method of establishing how an ‘Integrated text’ generates its meanings, Stewart’s 
typology of conjunctive and disjunctive relationships between signs is clearly inadequate. 
However, taken in conjunction with, for example, Adshead’s method of dance analysis, her 
work provides a useful theoretical basis to differentiate and explain the more ‘open’ nature of 
‘integrated texts’ and the process of negotiation and synthesis that must necessarily take 
place in reading a combination of vocal and bodily signs. The notion of disjunctive 
relationships opening 'gaps' within a single sign-system that allow for the infiltration of 
another, and of conjunctive relationships building confirmatory bridges across different sign- 
systems, is particularly insightful in this respect.
4.3.6 Presentational and representational theatre
The continuum from 'closed' to 'open' texts noted by Stewart is echoed in the work of De 
Marinis who introduces the concept of a spectrum of theatrical performance that designates, 
at its two polar extremes, representational and presentational styles of theatre. Beckerman
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identifies a similar continuum:
Where there is obvious disconnection between the act-scheme, that is the 
performative acts generated by the players, and the act-image, the fictional 
event it is supposed to signify, we tend to call that style 'theatricalism' or 
'presentationalism'. In contrast, when the act-scheme approximates the 
appearance of the act-image, we call that 'realism' or 'representationalism'.
Beckerman, 1990, p38.
Each of these theorists posit that any performance text may be placed somewhere on the 
spectrum according to the degree to which signs either focus attention to themselves as 
opaque (presentational or abstract texts) emphasising the aesthetic surface and generating a 
degree of ambiguity via the splintering or proliferation of meanings; or are transparent and 
direct the spectator immediately to some referential capacity (representational or realistic 
texts) in which closure of the sign-signified bond results in the confirmation of unambiguous 
meaning. According to De Marinis, most texts will fall somewhere between the two, rarely at 
the two extremes, their location on the spectrum determined by the conventions they adopt.
FIGURE 7: DE MARINIS' SPECTRUM OF PERFORMANCE TEXTS
Presentational Theatre     Representational Theatre
Form-centred content-centred
an opaque semiotic system a transparent semiotic system
the signifier as significant the signified as significant
self-reflexive referential
abstract naturalistic
(based on De Marinis' structures outlined in Chapter 4,1993)
The spectrum in FIGURE 7 offers a perspective by which the full range of theatrical genres - 
from naturalistic drama to the avant-garde, from abstract dance and ballet to performance art 
and happenings - may be considered within a single model as different manifestations of a 
very broad theatre form. Using this model. De Marinis describes traditional Western dance as 
a form more readily associated with the presentational aspects of the theatre spectrum in 
which "self-reflexive abstractions take precedence over representation and the referential 
function of signs" (De Marinis, 1993, p49): form-centred, movement-oriented, aesthetically-
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codified and pattemed in time and space to communicate in more abstract terms. By 
contrast, the naturalistic drama of so-called 'drawing-room-theatre' would be sited closer to 
the representational end of the spectrum with signs organised largely in accordance with 
everyday pattems of tone, syntax and grammar to communicate in realistic/literal terms. In 
this type of drama,
the ‘mise-en-scène’ fundlons on the whole as a transparent semiotic system of 
renvoi, and as a fictional event, by virtue of the conventional canons that ground 
it, though it can obviously contain presentational elements which by themselves, 
at least to begin with, lack a symbolic aspect.
De Marinis, 1993, p49
Aside from the inevitable reservations regarding De Marinis' rather monolithic notions of 
'dance' and 'drama', the significance of this conception for the analysis of physical theatre is 
that by bringing all performance texts together beneath the umbrella concept of theatre's 
double impact, the model demonstrates the possibility of a production slipping across the 
spectrum; of theatrical dance using vocalisations and the body in more realistic terms as 
transparent signifiers and so moving further towards the representational end of the 
spectrum; and of avant-garde drama foregrounding vocal and bodily signs as opaque, 
emphasising their theatricalism, and thereby shifting from its traditional position as 
representational theatre towards a more presentational aesthetic. This idea supports the 
notion that the two strands of physical theatre from dance and drama have inadvertently 
collided along this spectrum somewhere between the traditional art forms in their respective 
searches for a new synthesis of form and content.
It is interesting to note that Pavis considers that in the more presentational avant-garde 
theatre - which he terms 'genre theatre' - the competent reader automatically reads through 
the signs to follow the plot and is then encouraged to shift from the 'what' to the 'how'; from 
the plot to the semiotic game of appreciating expressive strategies which adds another 
dimension of creative tension to the reading experience (in De Marinis, 1993, p i l l ) .  
Meanwhile Foster suggests that the reverse is true in the appreciation of dance movement: 
that the dance-literate spectator begins by observing, dissecting, and relating successive 
movement pattems and, by this process, is then able to discern meanings and significances 
in the movement - in essence shifting from the 'how' to the 'what'; from expressive strategies 
to plot and meaning (Foster, 1986, p57). Taken together, their views suggest that physical 
theatre practices might be identified as giving rise to a new and distinctive type of reading 
experience or idiolect - generated by the closer synthesis of form and content and a
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distinctive balance of presentational and representational elements in vocal and bodily 
signification - that requires an amalgam of theatre and dance literacy.
4.3.7  Theatricai Literacy, conventions, genres and Essiin’s notion of a 'key signature' 
Semiotic procedures in both dance and drama identify conventions as the keys which instruct 
the spectator in specific ways to connect up and make associations between performance 
codes in the production and extra-theatrical cultural codes (kinesics, proxemics and wider 
ideologies and epistemologies) to negotiate meaning and significance (Adshead, 1988, Elam, 
1980, De Marinis, 1993). It is conventions which frame and regulate a performance and 
provide the parameters which, in collision with the particular competencies of a particular 
reader, suggest how a work should be read. In other words, theatrical conventions are the 
'arranging devices' by which extra-theatrical codes are referred to in the language of the 
performance. FIGURE 8 illustrates the role of the theatrical convention (De Marinis, 1993, 
Elam, 1980) in defining the performance idiolect of different theatrical styles.
FIGURE 8: THE MEDIATING ROLE OF THE THEATRICAL CONVENTION
Extra-theatrical ———— — 
codes
--------Theatrical conventions------
(artist, genre, cultural context)
-----------Performance
codes
eg...non-specific codes: 
ideological 
epistemological 
psychological
eg...references to 
political and social 
events/gender roles/ 
intertextual reference
& specific cultural codes: 
kinesic
proxemic
linguistic
vestimentary
cosmetic
architectural
gesture/movement/ 
dynamic phrasing 
use of space 
speech/sound 
costume 
Make-up/masks 
set design
De Marinis posits that these conventions function as indices that determine the distance or 
degree of transformation that occurs between the extra-theatrical codes and the performance 
codes; in other words, organising the relative degree of abstraction or literality in the sign- 
systems. He suggests that, in highly representational or naturalistic drama (such as those
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productions of Strindberg's Miss Julie which are consistent with his manifesto for naturalism), 
the distance between extra-theatrical and performance codes is small relative to the 
transformations that occur in non-naturalistic or heavily stylised theatre as epitomised by, for 
example, Japanese Noh Theatre or the dance works of Merce Cunningham.
De Marinis makes a tripartite division of theatrical conventions into general, particular and 
distinctive types, locating the first two as framing devices; technical conventions that provide 
appropriate guidelines as to how the performance should be read (De Marinis, 1993, pi 08). 
The equivalent of De Certeau's strategic convention, these are socially encoded, ratified by 
time and therefore already familiar to the competent reader - "like eating three times a day" 
(in Melrose, 1994, p78) whereas the distinctive - or in De Certeau's terminology, tactical - 
convention is a more "unpropertied" mode of intervention, not yet codified and unknowable in 
advance in its particularity but plainly related to the strategic so that it is read by a process of 
abduction and contextualisation. Examples of each type of convention appear in FIGURE 9 
at the end of this section on page 87.
According to Esslin, it is parf/cu/ar conventions which, in the opening scene, establish for the 
work a metaphorical 'key signature' - analogous to the usage of the term in musical notation. 
These conventions occupy "a special place among the signifiers" (1987, p i09), fore-waming 
the spectator as to the particular traits and priorities that the work employs and thereby 
activating a certain expectation and frame of reference and allowing him/her to effectively 
'tune in' the eye and ear. In line with De Marinis, Esslin further posits that these conventions 
are the glue which tie each work to a particular genre by their conferring upon the works a set 
of textual traits and the same specific ways of functioning.
It is on these 'key'... signifiers that those highly important and much debated 
concepts of style and genre are based at the most concrete 'down-to-earth level 
of actual performance...that dividing line is created precisely by the level at 
which the 'key' signifiers are set from the opening moment of the performance.
Esslin, 1987, pi 12
In contrast to the 'generic signature' of the particular convention, distinctive conventions are 
seen as markers which designate a production "as someone's work... within that collective 
effort" (Melrose, 1994, p78). According to De Marinis and Elam, a work is always a mixture of 
tradition and innovation, a re-ordering of already-existing codes, conventions and material 
and thus a "complex dialectic of code-observing, code making and code breaking" (Elam, 
1980, p55). This would suggest that a collective generic idiolect for physical theatre or "the 
rule governing all derivations at work; the diagram which makes all derivations mutually
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functional" (Eco, 1975, in De Marinis, 1993) is to be located by finding those codes which 
appear to be 'broken' or 'made anew' in physical theatre production.
FIGURE 9 A CLASSIFICATION OF PARTICULAR AND DISTINCTIVE 
CONVENTIONS - DE MARINIS (1993) & ELAM (1980)
TYPES OF COMPETENCE
Non-specific
eg..
ideological
epistemological
cultural
GENERAL
CONVENTIONS
(associated with a 
geographical/historical/ 
cultural context)
eg..
the 'frame' of the performance
compression of time/space
representation: the world of 
the performance & 
spectator/performer relations
CONTEXTUAL RULES
(Extra-theatrical codes)
CO-TEXTUAL RULES
(performance conventions)
M
N
DISTINCTIVE OR IDIOLECTAL 
CONVENTIONS
(conventions which deviate from 
the norm - theatrical innovation 
or idiosyncrasy)
Specific
eg..
linguistic
kinesic
proxemic
PARTICULAR
CONVENTIONS
(associated with a particular 
theatrical 
genre/school/artist)
eg..
alienation techniques
the dramatic aside
mathematical/geometrical 
templates for choreography
Cunningham's chance 
procedures
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4.4 A supra disciplinary framework of semiotic analysis
The chapter opened with an argument to support the decision to adopt a semiotic approach 
to the analysis. Semiotic methodology is to be used - necessarily re-conditioned in the light of 
poststructuralist thought - to deconstruct different works, not with the intention of trying to 
stabilise a specific 'language' of physical theatre (assigning, to specific signs, a specific set of 
meanings) but as a means of illuminating the general frameworks and mechanisms that 
preside over the works to produce a particular type of reading experience. The interpretations 
that arise from the analysis of stage signs in each work are therefore of less importance than 
the insights the process of analysis produces about the general framework of conventions 
that lead to the text's being read in that particular way.
The chapter then proceeded to look across the semiotic literature associated with the 
disciplines of dance and drama in order to theorise about the ways in which vocal and bodily 
signs are differently (and similarly) read and to highlight the relationship that exists between 
them. By synthesising the two sets of literature, a series of hypotheses were formulated to 
explain how the works are able to translocate between vocal and bodily modes of 
signification in the generation of meaning. These are summarised below as a series of points:
•  Vocal and bodily signs are, in principle, synthesised as meaning-generating elements by 
their conformity to a set of fundamental principles that govern the mechanics of sign- 
behaviour on stage beneath a general set of meaning-enhancing 'theatrical quotation 
marks'. Semiotically dense and semantically versatile, vocal and bodily signifiers are 
synthesised in production by the placement of the holistic material presence of the 
performer at the centre of theatrical discourse activated to produce metonymic, symbolic, 
metaphorical and intertextual references by their collision with the particular knowledges, 
experiences and imaginative projections of the spectator.
• With dance conceptualised as a network of codes and conventions, bodily movement /  
gesture is posited as meaningful by virtue of its dynamic, organisation and its positioning 
in and through space, with a particular revelatory capacity to show inner emotional states, 
motivational drives and to set up sub-textual tensions and resonances.
• Along with the 'shifting and softening' of linguistic /  vocal signs through strategic 
foregrounding, both vocal and bodily sign systems are conceived as placed in shifting 
hierarchy in the stage text, each operating in a variety of representational modes. Vocal 
and bodily signs are located as capable of traversing parallel abstract-literal continuums.
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at times rooting themselves in everyday, metonymical terms of reference, at others, 
subjected to choreographic manipulation to enter the more abstract and imaginative 
realms of a presentational and stylised semiotic where the form is foregrounded for 
spectacle, mood and theatrical power or as an alternative - often contradictory - source of 
tension and significance.
These 'double tracks' of vocal and bodily signs are synthesised by the spectator who 
finds meaning by negotiating the nature of the relationships within and across different 
sign systems. It is suggested that in physical theatre, it is at the point of conflict, 
contradiction and/or confirmation between the different sign systems that meaning is 
inferred and the particular style of the work is found.
A hypothesis is put forward to suggest that physical theatre practices might collectively 
manifest a performance idiolect that requires a specific form of theatre/dance literacy 
from the spectator. The nature of this idiolect - a simultaneous preoccupation with 
meaning alongside an interest in abstraction and the aesthetic look and sound of the 
work - is hypothesised to be the product of physical theatre's peculiar positioning along a 
presentational-representational spectrum of performance texts; the result of a 
metaphorical collision as each strand slipped across the spectrum into shared territory in 
search of a new dimension of synthesis between content and form.
It is suggested that the nature of this idiolect may be investigated via a study of physical 
theatre's conventions and that it is through the identification of a set of particular 
conventions that a 'glue' will be found binding physical theatre texts together beneath a 
supra disciplinary generic identity. It is further posited that these conventions are set up 
in the opening scene which operates as a sort of microcosm of the work as a whole by 
locating a 'key signature', ‘register’ or ‘frame of reference’ instructing the spectator as to 
how the unfolding performance should be read.
Together the frameworks and principles outlined above suggest key strategies for the 
ensuing chapter’s semiotic analysis of physical theatre’s hybrid text.
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Chapter 5 
ANALYSIS OF FIVE TEST-CASES
5.1 The sample and procedural outline
5.2 Theatre de Complicité s Street of Crocodiles
5.3 DVB's Dead Dreams of Monochrome Men
5.4 Steven BerkofTs Metamorphosis
5.5 Yolande Snaith's Swinger
5.6 Shared Experience's Mill on the Floss
5.7 Discussion of results
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Chapter 3 identified the type of work that is of interest in this project as those dual strands of 
physical theatre practice emanating from dance and drama which have roots in the 
historically-expressionist dance-drama. Both categories of work are, on the one hand, 
typically modernist in their concern to generate particular moods, messages and 
significances but at the same time, both use a range of postmodem structuring devices and a 
combination ofvocai and bodily signifiers as modes of expression. These shared features 
render the work difficult to categorise as either dance or drama and raises the question as to 
whether ‘dance-’ and ‘drama-physical-theatre’ may be more closely related than is generally 
suggested in contemporary criticism and may perhaps be better understood as a separate 
and unified generic entity.
Chapter 4 searched the semiotic literature associated with both artforms for theoretical 
foundations to support this notional relationship. The chapter drew together a number of 
related analytical theories and frameworks and examined how each might contribute to the 
building of a singular conceptual identity for physical theatre practices as a collective unit. 
Chapter 5 marks the beginning of a practical analytical study into selected extracts of ‘dance- 
and ‘drama-physical-theatre’. The aim is to add flesh to the theoretical frameworks identified 
in the earlier chapter, particularly in terms of the way in which the works use and combine the 
voice and the body as dominant signifiers.
It should be acknowledged at this stage that there is always a risk when applying semiotic 
procedures to a wide range of works; the danger being that the analysis may seem to impose 
a homogenising unity upon the works to the extent that their individual distinctiveness is 
obscured. This is regrettable but - given that the specific objectives of this chapter are to 
identify overarching frameworks and unifying principles of form - also somewhat inevitable. It 
is hoped that the problem may be ameliorated to some extent by referring the reader to the 
detailed choreographic/dramatic outlines recorded in the appendices; to the actual video­
recordings of the works themselves (accessible through television, theatre and company 
archives) and to critical references regarding each work in the bibliography.
5.1 The sample and a procedural outline
For this first stage of the analysis, five works have been selected from a wide survey of 
contemporary practice, each by a different physical theatre company or artist. The choice 
was a difficult one, given the vast range of work that is currently labelled ‘physical theatre’ 
and the range of interchangeable terminology. An alternative sample of work would likely
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have yielded different results or at least placed emphasis upon different aspects of the work.
It was however essential to keep the sample to a manageable size so the following criteria for 
selection were devised:
The aim was to amass examples of physical theatre practice which could be described as 
perpetuating the traditions of the expressionist dance-dramas of the early-to-mid-Twentieth 
Century: in other words, works that combine speechA/ocalisation and significant 
movement/dance to generate powerful humanitarian messages and whose dominant 
aesthetic is a mixture of dance and drama values. Works which could be more readily 
described as multi-disciplinry, operatic, circus, clowning, vaudeville or cabaret were judged to 
exhibit very specific altemative influences and, on these grounds, were eliminated from the 
selection process.
A range of work was needed to represent each of physical theatre’s dualist strands. Hence, 
although the product itself is notoriously difficult to categorise as either dance or drama, two 
of those selected were created by artists critically acknowledged as drama practitioners; two 
are the product of recognised dance companies and one, a piece of theatre produced from 
the collaboration of a director and a choreographer.
Of the artists and companies in the chosen sample, all have repeatedly professed a 
commitment to searching for a new theatrical language of speech/sound and 
movement/dance to which they, along with the critics, have applied the label 'physical 
theatre' (although, for Berkoff this is interchangeable with 'total theatre', for Newson, 'visual 
theatre' and Snaith now prefers the term theatre-dance' in reference to her own work).
It was essential that the sample comprised a selection of works that could be said to 
represent a distinctively British product. Although inevitably manifesting a range of 
intemational influences (given the global history of the physical theatre movement), all five of 
the works in the sample were directed by British practitioners, rehearsed and funded from 
within Britain and, with the exception of Street of Crocodiles which involves a cast of many 
different nationalities, are performed by British artists.
Critical recognition and acclaim was a further criteria. Each of the works in the sample was 
produced by a company or artist who has amassed a body of work - and a range of awards - 
that extends over a period of ten years or more and built a national and intemational 
reputation in physical theatre. A full list of works and awards accrued by each company/artist 
in the sample are recorded in the appendices. In addition, the individual works selected from
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the repertoire needed to be reasonably contemporaneous: all five were produced in and 
performed live on-stage in the UK in the last ten years.
Finally, although a number of other selections may have equally met with these criteria the 
author's own particular familiarity with, and preferences for certain types of work was 
influential. Of those works selected, two had been seen live in performance (one, more than 
once) and all five - a more pragmatic consideration in terms of analysis - have either been 
specially-adapted for television or are available in video-copy from the Theatre Museum in 
London. It is considered that these five works serve to collectively represent a range of 
exemplary British physical theatre practice crossing the theatrical spectrum from dance to 
drama and exhibiting varying degrees of choreographic/dramatic influence and emphasis. A 
brief profile of each company/artist appears below in which the specific work selected for 
analysis is contextualised in relation to its place in the repertoire.
5.1.1 Theatre de Complicité
Theatre de Complicite's Street of Crocodiles represents the work of a leading drama- 
physical-theatre company credited with having "quietly revolutionised British theatre and 
rendered it less insular during the course of the 1980s" (Ratcliffe, 1989, programme notes to 
The Visit at The National Theatre). Simon McBumey, Annabelle Arden and Marcello Magni 
founded the group in 1983 as a national and intemational touring company. Their work was 
originally styled as a series of small-scale witty sketches observing the quirkiness and 
eccentricities of human behaviour - Put it on vour Head. A Minute Too Late. More Bigger 
Snacks Now and Please. Please. Please - but the last ten years have seen a move toward 
larger projects combining devised pieces with adaptations of classic texts such as 
Durrenmatt's The Visit and The Winter's Tale. Recognition of their artistic development came 
with their 1992 show The Street of Crocodiles: the company's first co-production with The 
Royal National Theatre. In Spring 1997 they staged a new version of Brecht's The Caucasian 
Chalk Circle, also in collaboration with The Royal National Theatre, and subsequently 
became the first British theatre company to be invited to perform one of Brecht's plays at the 
Berliner Ensemble.
The group are well known for their commitment to the search for a radical new theatrical 
language with which to articulate universal human issues and are renowned for their eclectic 
performance specialisms (Kathryn Tumer and Lilo Baur originally trained as dancers and all 
the performers come from a background of training in movement, mime, mask and clowning 
at the Lecoq school and with physical theatre teachers Gaulier, Pagneux and Jones). The 
company have produced 24 major shows, toured in 41 countries and won 24 intemational
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awards including four Olivier nominations; one for 'best choreography' (Marcello Magni) in 
Street of Crocodiles, a work described by Hutera as "so alive, even the sound is 
choreographed" (1994). The work was toured throughout 1992 and became the subject of a 
South Bank Show documentary later that year.
5.1.2 DV8 Physical Theatre
Dead Dreams of Monochrome Men (hereafter referred to as Dead Dreams) is the work of 
DV8 Physical Theatre; a company established in 1986 with a manifesto to challenge the 
traditional values of mainstream contemporary dance and who, since then, have 
"consistently produced work that forces us to look beyond our preconceptions about dance 
and theatre" (Luckhurst, programme notes to Bound to Please 1997). Of DV8's founding 
members, none came to dance via the conventional route - Lloyd Newson only began to take 
classes whilst studying for a Masters Degree in psychology, Nigel Chamock originally trained 
as an actor and Wendy Houston worked with theatre directors - so the work Is noticeably 
driven by psychological, dramatic and intellectual concepts as opposed to the kinaesthetic 
and aesthetic concerns more conventionally associated with dance.
Early works demonstrated a raw, unfiltered and violent physicality to explore the politics of 
sexuality, particularly the place of the homosexual in a predominantly heterosexual - and 
often homophobic - world. Their first production, Mv Sex. Our Dance (later adapted for video) 
used the analogy of physical risk-taking (see Appendix 6) to explore how far two men can 
trust each other and the following year, inspired by the book 'Women Who Love Too Much', 
Mv Body. Your Body looked at the psychology of women who seek relationships with abusive 
men. Newson then took a policy decision to divert away from the punishing vocabulary that 
had established their reputation on the grounds that it was, by then, so overused on the 
European circuit that It had become a parody of itself and forfeited its communicative power 
and impact (Newson, 1993, p11). His search fora more stylised approach led him to Beckett 
whose particular ability 1o use humour and absurdism to say the same things we were saying 
so earnestly" (Newson, in Meisner, 1992, pi 2) culminated in the lighter, and more blackly- 
ironic touch of If Only (1991).
Although primarily interested in theatre that deals with images and movement, Nev/son, since 
Dead Dreams (1989) has taken to storyboarding each project as a means of structuring and 
focusing the devising process and the company have worked increasingly with the added 
specificity of text in pursuit of their goal to make more politically potent and realistic theatre.
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In addition to performing on the British dance circuit. DV8 have performed in major London 
theatre venues such as The Royal Court, toured their work throughout the UK and abroad 
and received 22 intemational awards. Four of their works have been specially produced or 
adapted for television. The first of these. Dead Dreams (1989), took its subject matter from 
Brian Master's book. Killing for Company, a psychological profile of mass murderer Dennis 
Nilson and was devised, performed and toured in 1988 and screened on The South Bank 
Show in 1990.
5.1.3 Steven Berkoff
Metamorphosis is the work of theatre's longest-enduring and most vociferous exponent of 
'total' or 'physical theatre'. Steven Berkoff trained as an actor in London, then studied mime 
in Paris with Jacques Lecoq, and in London with Claude Chagrin before acting for several 
years in traditional British Theatre (which he describes in his autobiography as leaving him 
"frozen and unmoved", 1996, p5). He formed the London Theatre Group in 1972, an 
experimental ensemble that received critical acclaim as "an imaginative antidote...injected 
into the listless mainstream of blue-blooded realistic British Theatre" (de Jongh, 1989, p21) 
and established him an intemational reputation as a theatre director and playwright.
Berkoffs distinctive brand of physical or 'total' theatre was inspired by Artaud's writings in 
The Theatre and its double' and by The Living Theatre of Julian Beck, and revolves around 
what he terms 'the lower echelons of the t>ody'; concemed with the primal pattems of 
irrationality and the sensual/sexual impulses and cravings that fester beneath the civilities of 
modem life. The work is highly expressionistic; described as "menacing, scabrous... a high- 
octane theatre of movement" (Gore-Langton, 1990, p16); and his use of language, as 
'brazenly poetic', 'imagistic', and 'scatological' with a kind of "Elizabethan ripeness" (de 
Jongh, 1989, p21). In his writings he places a firm priority on developing "choreographic 
themes... reflecting the core of the play and sending out ripples from the centre with the 
chorus as spoken or physical lines of energy" (Berkoff, 1996, p52). He has described his act 
of choreography as the "buming away of simple, naturalistic 'fussy movement' and a strong 
use of gesture, close to dance but nearer to drama" (p2).
A fascination with the theatrical writings of Franz Kafka led to Berkoffs first professional 
trilogy of productions: In the Penal Colony. The Trial (which won 'Best Production of the Year 
Award' in Germany in 1976) and Metamorohosis (which premiered at The Round House, won 
a prize at the 1973 Vienna Festival and was later performed at The National Theatre in 
1977). In 1975 he t>egan to write and produce his own plays and later embarked upon a 
series of one-man-shows rooted in corporeal and symbolic mime, including Dog,
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Shakespeare's Villains (performed at The Theatre Royal) and Illuminated bv Lightning. Over 
twenty years after his original production of Metamorphosis - in which Berkoff played the part 
of Gregor - he appeared in the role of Gregor's father in a version of the stage-play specially 
adapted for television and broadcast in May 1989.
5.1.4 Yolande Snaith
Yolande Snaith's Swinoer represents the grey area between physical theatre and postmodern 
dance-theatre. The work oscillates between a modernist theatrical and pedestrian-styled 
expressionism - typical of physical theatre practice - and a more postmodern eclecticism - 
lacking in narrative structures, decentred and creating a maze-like web of ambiguity, 
symbolic suggestion and metaphorical imagery. Snaith trained in art and theatre design then 
took a theatre performance course at Dartington College specialising in movement and 
dance and working with pioneers of British New Dance, Paxton, Tufnel, Fulkerson and 
Hamilton. Following her graduation in 1983, she began her professional dance career 
choreographing small-scale solos and duets with Gaby Agis and Kathy Crick dealing with 
issues of gender stereotyping and drawing heavily upon contact-work, improvisation 
techniques and a pedestrian movement style. After dancing briefly with Rosemary Butcher 
and Extemporary dance theatre, Snaith made her first piece for television - Step in Time 
Girls for Channel 4's 1987 series of 'Dance Lines'.
This was followed by other larger-scale works for television and stage including Should 
Accidentally Fall - screened by BBC2 in 1995 - and Diction which premiered at The Place 
Theatre In 1993. Whilst retaining a prominent dance element intrinsic to her style, she is "far 
more interested in behaviour than in dance" (Macaulay, 1989, pi 9). She tends to start with 
unstylised pedestrian gestures which she builds into dynamic phrases driven by a frenetic 
movement energy and patterned using repetition, exaggeration and spatial /  temporal 
distortion. An elaborate array of props and distinctive theatrical costumes work with and 
against the movement to create striking visual images described by Macaulay as a form of 
"theatrical poetry" (1997, p21) that is integral to the surreal, idiosyncratic perspective that 
emerges.
Snaith's prominent use of spoken text first appeared in the duet Germs in the form of a series 
of passages taken from the 'Young Ladies Journal of 1896' recited by the performers, 
sometimes in unison, sometimes with sections repeated, and set against movement 
revolving around elaborate gestures of the limbs and hands. Court bvthe Tale (1990) was 
based on sections of text taken from a philosophical essay by William Hazlitt on Time', and 
an extensive vocal element also forms an integral part of Diction (1993). Here lengthy spiels
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of what appear to be an unending tirade of instructions and rules in an incomprehensible 
language are issued by two antagonistic umpire-type figures from the top of tall umpiring 
chairs.
More recently, Snaith worked with an actor, four dancers and a text by Roland Barthes 
entitled 'A Lover's Discourse' to create Swinoer: a piece in which "speech and movement are 
gracefully and wittily counterpointed" (Mackrell, 1989, pi 5). The work was staged at The 
Place in 1994 and a special adaptation, commissioned by the BBC, was screened in 1996.
5.1.5 Shared Experience
Mill on the Floss is the last of the five works in the analysis. It was adapted for performance 
by Shared Experience in 1994 and initially staged at the Wolsey Theatre, Ipswich before 
transferring to London and embarking upon a national and intemational tour throughout the 
next two years. The company was founded in 1975 by Mike Alfreds who established what 
Peter Brook described as an "innovative and pioneering" approach to production 
(Brahmachari, 1994). Under Alfred's direction, they built a reputation for their highly- 
physicalised stagings of classic novels such as Bleak House (1976) and A Handful of Dust 
(1982) finding new resonances in the stories by taking them beyond naturalism into a larger- 
than-life emotional expressionism.
Nancy Meckleris appointment in 1986 as artistic director marked an extension of the 
company's tradition with the introduction of the choreographic specialisms of Australian Loma 
Marshall for a production of The Bacchae. In conjunction with Meckleris own theatrical ideas, 
Marshall's eclectic training in dance, in mime (with Decroux and Lecoq), in Japanese Noh, 
Kabuki and Butoh and in Shinto rites and ceremonies, served to point the way to achieving 
new levels of physical expression in the work. The partnership established a pattern for the 
company and, for their 1992 production of Anna Karenina, they brought in Liz Rankin 
(formerly a member of DV8 Physical Theatre) as movement director. The piece was 
immensely successful, accruing a mass of national and intemational awards (including one 
for choreography) and playing to over 31,000 people in the UK alone and over 8000 
overseas (in Brahmachari, 1994). Liz Rankin subsequently worked collaboratively with co­
directors Nancy Meckler and Polly Teale, as movement director for Mill on the Floss.
5.1.6 A procedural outline
Each work is analysed in turn and the reader is, at the start of each section, referred to a full 
choreographic/ dramatic outline of each work in the Appendices which documents the main 
systems of signification observed by the author. The terms "vocal' and ‘bodily’ signification.
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are used in their broadest sense to refer to the incidence of vocalised speech, song, sound, 
noise, or audible breath on and off-stage and to gesture, posture, stillness, action, 
movement, and dance phrases respectively. The chart also points to the aural aspects of 
movement - clothes rustling, slamming limbs, running feet and to the use of space, lighting, 
set and costume as significant elements. A broad interpretation of each section is included in 
addition to notes on the semiotic framing mechanisms that connect the main signifiers and 
have led to the particular reading given.
An outline of the procedures involved in compiling the appendices is followed by a brief 
synopsis of the work as a whole locating subject matter, style and structure. A table recording 
observations made in the opening scene is reproduced from the appendices in the written 
text and subjected to more detailed analysis on the grounds that, according to Esslin's theory, 
it should act as a 'key signature' for the piece presenting a microcosm of the work's main 
stylistic features. The scene is then described in a written account, drawing attention to the 
semiotic mechanisms in the text which encourage the particular type of reading given, 
concluding with a paragraph as to how the work resolves. The emerging data is finally 
summarised in matrix-form then discussed with reference to dominant motifs and devices 
that recur through the work.
Having completed this procedure for all five pieces, the results are drawn together and a 
series of semiotic commonalities are summarised in diagrammatic form then briefly 
discussed in tum. The implications of these results (in terms of physical theatre's generic 
signature) are reserved until after the second stage of the analysis and are discussed in full 
in Chapter 8 where a theory is put forward as to how vocal and bodily signifiers are integrated 
and/or juxtaposed within these structures to generate coherent readings.
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5.2 Example 1 : Theatre de Complicite's Street o f Crocodiles
APPENDIX 4 documents, in a choreographic/dramatic outline, the performance details of 
Theatre de Complicite's Street of Crocodiles. The charts were compiled by repeated viewings 
of a company video recording of a live performance (Whitehall Theatre, 4th Nov. 1994 - 
stored in archives at The Theatre Museum, London), and the various divisions of the work 
(into four acts, each subdivided into a number of scenes) were taken from a performance 
programme, as were the titles of each section. The remaining information in the outline, 
including all notes pertaining to the systems of signification in each section, the semiotic 
mechanisms identified and the resulting interpretation, are unique to this study. The chart 
reads horizontally to relate signs across the systems and to connect them to the meanings 
and significances that emerged from the process of analysis.
The 'key signature' scene to Street of Crocodiles is reproduced from APPENDIX 4 in 
FIGURE 10. for ease of reference and is immediately followed by a written description 
extrapolated from the notes made under the scene's subtitle 'summoning of the past'.
5.2.1 A brief synopsis
The Street of Crocodiles operates between two worlds; between the 'reality' of Bruno 
Schultz's life (renamed Joseph in the story) in 1940s Nazi-occupied Poland where, classified 
as a 'useful Jew', he sorts books in a municipal archive, and the imaginative world of 
Schultz's writing set in his 1930s childhood and wrought from the recesses of Joseph's 
memory. The production thus teeters In the spaces between fantasy and reality as they co­
exist in the diametrically-opposed realms of the central character’s experience. It is through 
the character of Joseph that the reader is connected both to the bewildering reverie and 
dream-state scenes of his childhood memories that jump illogically from one fantastical 
moment to the next, and to the bleak and desolate conditions of his adult life in occupied 
Poland, brought to an abrupt and needless end by a bullet from a Nazi officer.
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FIGURE 10: A CHOREOGRAPHIC/DRAMATIC OUTLINE OF THE KEY SIGNATURE 
SCENE FROM STREET OF CROCODILES
Subtitled: 'A Dance of the Mind' 
based on stories by Bruno Schultz 
adapted by Simon McBurney & Mark Wheatley
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
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5.2.2 The key signature scene: '’summoning of the past'
The production opens In darkness with the isolated dripping of a tap which, from barely 
detectable beginnings, builds in volume and significance to suggest an atmosphere of 
squalor and neglect. When the dim lights slowly rise, the figure of a man can be made out in 
the gloom standing upstage right and examining the binding of a book that he holds in his 
hand. The echoing drips of a tap are succeeded by amplified and weighty thuds as the man 
drops book after book to the ground. The sound of an authoritative male voice issuing 
instructions in German breaks through the harsh sparseness of the set causing him to start; 
and a single feather found tucked into the pages of a book prompts him to pause, open it and 
touch Its pages, inhaling its scent, his moment of tranquillity suddenly disturbed by the 
disembodied sound of marching footsteps approaching and passing by. A stream of 
incomprehensible German shouted from off-stage prompts a more rapid succession of 
amplified thuds as the man works more quickly to discard books.
This is a lengthy introduction in which a number of apparently disconnected elements of 
sound and image are introduced in tum to build an atmosphere and suggest a context. Each 
fragmented and heightened element coalesces to establish a 'key signature' of stories told 
and meanings suggested not through any logical narrative structure but via the fragile locus 
of bodily sensation. Joseph's senses are foregrounded powerfully suggesting his mortality 
and his horror of his immediate surroundings. His senses are also the vital key to his 
imagination and the gentle childhood memories into which he eventually escapes.
An ethereal-white light and a nostalgic violin concerto create a surreal atmosphere of magical 
realism as, released from Joseph's subconscious mind and drawn up from the recesses of his 
imagination, his memories begin to take physical form. An assortment of bizarrely-dressed 
characters appear in the space, each reading absorbedly as though conjured in a moment of 
indulgence by the sight, touch and smell of the books. The back wall of the theatre becomes 
a noctumal street as seen from above, empty but for a man who walks down it in the 
moonlight pausing momentarily to affix his hat to his head; another man emerges from an 
ancient dustbin far too small to have contained his body and spits water from his mouth; a 
young girl hatches out of a book-filled packing case reading intently; a sleazy spiv enters, 
reading aloud as he walks; a cigarette dangles from his lips and a woman dangles from his 
shoulders, hanging upside down by her knees down his back; a couple, clasped tightly 
together, roll across the floor, the man reading from a book that he holds in his hands while 
the woman cradles his head; and an elderly woman hobbles on her knees toward Joseph 
beneath the weight of a gargantuan book which she holds aloft at shoulder-height and opens 
invitingly when she reaches him.
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Meanwhile Joseph sits downstage, delicately touching the pages and looking up occasionally 
to smile as though in recollection. The bizarre manner of their appearance and Joseph's 
apparent obliviousness to their presence suggests that the characters inhabit a plane of 
reality divergent from Joseph's immediate conscious state and begins to unbalance the 
heretofore steady point of orientation established by him. From their ghostly and impossible 
entrances, their collective presence becomes increasingly vivid, prompted by Joseph's 
deepening reverie. He murmurs to himself reading aloud from the pages of the book: "...and 
there are rooms which are sometimes forgotten." and two male characters take turns to 
continue the recitation before all finally break into his conscious thought with a uniformly 
confident chorus: "a semblance ofiifeP'.
Joseph is jolted by the sudden reality of the sound but believing his imagination must be 
playing tricks on him, tries, by turning his back on them, to put these figments of his 
imagination back to their rightful place in the back of his mind. A game ensues reminiscent 
of Grandmother's footsteps - a tussle between his conscious adult mind and the childhood 
memories he has conjured from his subconscious. But the characters refuse to disappear and 
proceed to address Joseph directly until his daydream implodes upon the reality of his 
solitude and Joseph is physically drawn into his own story, deposited as a young boy back in 
his childhood days in a cafe peopled by a bizarre assortment of eccentric characters drawn 
up from his memory and the pages of the open book.
As the piece progresses, the imaginative world into which he escapes periodically threatens 
to dissolve around him (see APPENDIX4 . scenes 3 &  6) leaving Joseph once again alone. It 
is not however until the final scene that reality succeeds in cutting through his imaginings to 
re-assert itself with brutal finality. The sound of marching Nazi boots grows louder in 
approach and Joseph staggers backwards in fear. A company member standing on a chair, 
steadies him, puts an invisible gun to his head and a shot is heard. Joseph drops the book he 
is carrying - it falls to the floor with an amplified and echoing thud - a significant end to the 
cruel irony of a writer forced to censor and bum books. His quiet undressing at the end of the 
piece is at once an allegorical reference to the mode of death practised in the Nazi death 
camps and a peaceful release Into the innocent, vulnerable and entirely dependent state of 
childhood. He is lifted into the arms of his father and gently passed to his mother and on, 
down the line of his seated relatives to be finally borne off stage like a child in the arms of the 
family maid, surrounded by his relatives and friends.
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5.2.3 Notes on the semiotic mechanisms in tiie stage text.
FIGURE 11: DOMINANT SEMIOTIC MECHANISMS IN THE WQRK
No blackouts - heightened bodily sensations 
coalesce in a ‘stream-of-consciousness’ 
association of ideas and images
body/mind connection through senses
‘dance-like’ structure
integrated vocal and 
bodily signifiers
laws of time & space subverted viewer suspended between the surreal 
magical dreamscape of memory & 
imagination & the cold reality of mortal life
nïïiu
multi-elemented stage score
juxtaposition of diverging 
planes of reality
ensemble movement & vocal choruses
signs are poetical, bizarre & incongruous - 
realistic but with a clowning/commedia style: 
visual & aural symbolism. choreographic devices of canon, unison, repetition, stage freezes, slow motion, spatial patterning & 
rhythmic phrasing
The key signature to Street of Crocodiles establishes the piece as a brand of surreal 
animated theatrical physics in which even the most bizarre happenings are rendered entirely 
feasible. The opening moments immediately suggest an indomitable connection between 
body and mind in the figure of Joseph whose senses provide a corridor of access from the 
stark reality of bodily consciousness to the hidden magical realism of his subconscious in 
which the surreal and the incongruous are given absolute credence. Joseph's flight into the 
parallel universe of his memory means that the viewer is denied the causality of a singular 
linear narrative and is suspended instead between dialectical realities and challenged to 
make some sense of this position.
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A series of co-ordinates link the two dimensions together; Joseph remains an orienting figure 
of normality and centredness in the midst of the chaos and confusion that envelops him; and 
his father, Jacob, an intelligent man forever in flight from the mundane minutiae of daily 
existence and in pursuit of larger realms of philosophical and scientific thought, also 
embodies a link between reality and the fantastical life of the mind - "Wood is alive!" [scene 
6] "What a relief it would be Joseph for the world to lose some of its contents" [scene 11].
The trauma suffered by Joseph at being kept in the dark about his father's committal to and 
subsequent death in a sanatorium, together with his own grim murder at the hands of a Nazi 
officer, are the points at which the confused tangle of memories and imagined projections 
meet cold reality, tying Joseph's fantastical dreamscapes to the framework of his own 
mortality.
The piece unfolds in a "rhythmic and poetic structure" that is at times "almost 'dance-like'" 
(Miles 1995, p8) mixing "normality with abnormality in one seamless flow" (Sealing, 1994, p8) 
as images and sounds assert themselves momentarily, then divert and dematerialise into 
something else so that each scene evolves as part of a 'stream-of-consciousness' succession 
of ideas. For example, the desks of a bizarre schoolroom scene are animated across the 
space in a moment of chaos to form a counter in a shop scene [scenes 6 -  7]; from where a 
special cloth 'from Malabar" becomes, first the table cloth at a family dinner [scenes 9 - 1 0 ]  
then, by being swirled over the heads of the family group and set down on the ground, a 
picnic-blanket amidst a scene of gentle buzzing noises and languid gestures suggesting 
insects being brushed from the face in the heat of high Summer [scenes 10 - 11].
Each metamorphosis is achieved seamlessly by means of Initially tiny aural and/or visual 
suggestions which build to culminate in a mass of heightened bodily sensation out of which a 
new scene materialises. There are no blackouts to carve up the action into neat sections and 
the piece is driven forward more by dint of the incidental than by any sense of logical 
narrative development. Only the opening and closing scenes adhere to the structural 
demands of conventional drama, setting and closing the narrative as 'a-day-in-the-life-and- 
death-of-Bruno-Schultz’. In between, the laws of time and space are subverted and the 
familiar removed from its context and robbed of its quotidian references so that the piece is 
awash with incredulous happenings creating an almost out-of-control eddy of sensation and 
an ambience in which the imagination is encouraged to meander. Everything is seen through 
the free-wheeling imagination and recollections of a solitary child who, far from controlling 
the action, finds himself swept along with it.
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The power of the imagination to support altemative realities is also the linchpin of the 
mechanism that drives the multi-elemented stage text. The work's subtitle, 'a dance of the 
mind', is reflected in its description by one critic as "more choreographed than staged" and 
creating a sense of "heightened reality" (M.C. 1994). Signs in the spoken & sung text, the 
amplified sounds and the musical score, in the movement and choreography, the multi­
purpose props and mobile set, constantly shift between foreground and background in 
dynamic hierarchy to represent or signify in a variety of ways. While clearly retaining a 
representational identity - whether a gesture, a phrase or a prop - each element nonetheless 
tends towards the poetical, the bizarre, the incongruous and the nonsensical to produce a 
clowning-absurdity that heightens the significance of the otherwise mundane to the level of 
magical realism.
In the realm of Joseph's memory, non-sequiturs and surreal images pepper the mise-en- 
scene: Joseph's father appears sitting on a chair halfway up the back wall watching the 
proceedings and slides down a rope to rejoin his family in the shop [scene 9J; salt and pepper 
pots are delivered to the dinner table on a piece of string from above the stage [scene 10\ 
and the entire cast tumble across the space, seemingly losing their balance according to the 
angle of a large cloth which becomes, for a tiny moment, the world's surface tipped up and, 
as Jacob predicts, its contents falling to the bottom [scene 9].
Certain props acquire symbolic significance by their repeated use in a number of different 
contexts; books especially are significant throughout, reflecting the cruel irony of 
Schultz's/Joseph's task as a writer sorting books for destruction under the orders of the 
Gestapo. Books therefore drop to the floor and land with heavy amplified thuds that echo in 
the silence that follows; books also link Joseph to the characters he dreams up from his 
imagination, each one entering the space absorbed in the act of reading; and, later, books 
are twice transformed into a flock of birds that flutter, swoop and dive across the stage in the 
hands of the cast, a metaphor for the freedom that Joseph is denied in his own life [scenes 2 
and 10]. The work is scored through in this manner with visual and aural symbolism that 
complicates and extends resonance by layering significances across the spectrum of 
realities.
Like the props and the set, movement and the spoken word are tightly intenA/oven to arrest 
attention both for their semiotic, presentational interest as visual/aural spectacle and 
simultaneously pointing to semantic references. For example, the opening lines read aloud 
from the books is poetic in its use of language and rendered spectacularly surreal by the 
images that accompany its delivery [see key signature scene], whilst also poignantly referring
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to the re-awakening of memory. Similarly, certain movement sequences - such as the falling 
of the 'trees' in rapid choreographed succession in [scene 3: 'a spring duskl - arrest attention 
for their powerful visual effect but are primarily significant for their symbolism serving to 
physicalise the fragility of Joseph's imagination and its nightmarish quality. Both movement - 
largely restricted to exaggerations of motivated, individualised gesture - and the vocal score - 
are subjected to a degree of patterning using rhythm, space and choreographic devices of 
repetition, canon and unison. The result (in tune with Peter Brook's comments on theatre as a 
condensed version of life - see Chapter 5. section 5.3.1) creates a strong sense of economy 
serving to highlight only what is necessary and significant and focusing maximum attention 
and power upon the chosen elements. The repetitious ravings of Jacob - "the migration of 
forms is the essence of life!"; and the chaotic slamming of the desks as the pupils enter the 
schoolroom in progressive freeze-frames [scene 4[ are further examples of vocal and bodily 
patterning scattered through the stage text.
Scenes of hubbub and havoc filled with incomprehensible chatter and busy energetic action 
frequently build to crescendos which threaten the loss of all possibility of control and a 
descent into an incomprehensible morass. This most frequently occurs in place of blackouts 
as a device by which one scene dissolves into chaos from which another materialises. When 
mayhem threatens, the action is intermittently restrained by the use of freeze frames which 
punctuate the action so that chaos is momentarily ordered into clear and poignant stage 
pictures. At other times, by a sudden flip, the stage action is suddenly cast into canon or slow 
motion allowing individual moments in amidst the noise and throng to be registered or the 
confusion erupts into unexpected moments of unison in which the company move in exact 
synchronicity "with the speed and fluidity of a shoal of fish" (Company member Clive Mendus 
in Butler, 1992, p22). It seems that every theatrical element is teasingly controlled by an 
invisible hand; periodically threatening to descend into madness and mayhem but always 
retrieving order out of chaos. As a result, the viewer is never freed to simply follow the 
events of the story but is made constantly aware of the work's essential identity as a piece of 
theatre.
It is the ensemble, in which individual character is either submerged beneath or contributes 
to the build-up of a dance-like-whole, which is a particular feature of the theatricality of Street 
of Crocodiles and a hallmark of Theatre de Complicite's approach to the integration of verbal 
and bodily signifiers. The dynamic generated by these chorus sections - the books swooped 
as birds, the percussive playing of woodwork tools, the wood in Spring, the boredom at the 
dinner table - operate as a form of shorthand to physicalise and/or vocalise the essence of an 
idea in order to suggest a larger world of atmospheres, contexts and significances. Towards
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the end of the piece, for example, [in scene 19: the empty shop] Joseph's guilt and remorse 
at his father’s death is captured in the accapella-anthem-style rendering of "Joseph!...open 
the shop" with its repeated refrain adapted from the Hallelujah Chorus of Handel’s Messiah: 
"to receive power and riches and wisdom and strength and honour and glory and blessings..." 
Here, the ensemble is at once threatening in their powerful unison of movement and song, 
forcing Joseph to stumble backwards across the stage, and foreboding when the refrain 
changes to the gentler "for he is the lamb that was slain that hath redeemed us by his blood". 
By disguising the text in an anthem, the work subtly places the message in a powerfully 
religious context widening the significance of Joseph's life and death and highlighting man’s 
inhumanity to man.
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5.3 Example 2: DVS's Dead Dreams of Monochrome Men
A choreographic/dramatic outline of Dead Dreams appears in APPENDIX 6 compiled by 
repeated viewings of a televised adaptation of the work (1990). In the absence of any 
company notes on the matter, the division and sub-division of the work into acts and scenes 
are unique to this analysis and based upon clear scene changes or perceived breaks in the 
flow of ideas. The titles of each section have been similarly invented and are intended to 
summarise the interpretations made. The chart reads horizontally to relate signs across the 
systems and to connect them to the meanings and significances that emerge from the 
process of analysis.
FIGURE 12 contains a chart (reproduced from APPENDIX 6) recording performance details 
in the opening key signature scene 'cruising'. The written accounts that follow initially 
elaborate upon the notes made in the charts which are then discussed in relation to recurring 
features and motifs in the work as a whole.
5.3.1 A brief synopsis
Drawing upon Brian Masters' book Killing for Comoanv (1985) which records an account of 
the life and motivations of serial-gay-killer Dennis Nilsen, Dead Dreams probes the sinister 
and sadistic depths of a homosexual psyche condemned by societal homophobia to a 
joyless, almost subterranean state of emotional death. The piece is a queasy mingling of 
tense, macabre fantasy and cold, unfiltered realism and follows four men as they embark 
upon the complicated rituals of seduction in their ill-fated search for illicit sexual fulfilment. 
The action moves from hard-core gay club to a gloomy bedsit where the lights finally go 
down on a carnage of abused and partially-naked bodies strung up and laid out like 
carcasses of meat in a butcher's shop.
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FIGURE 12: A CHOREOGRAPHIC/DRAMATIC OUTLINE OF THE KEY SIGNATURE 
SCENE FROM DEAD DREAMS OF MONOCHROME MEN
(Video version - 1990)
Based on Brian Masters’ book 
Killing for Company: The Case of Dennis Nilsen (1985)
Created by Lloyd Newson & DV8 Physical Theatre
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
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5.3.2 The key signature scene: “cruising'
The opening scene involves no vocal signification, bar the repeated refrain 7 feel love" in the 
driving music of seventies-gay-icon band: Bronski Beat. The flashing disco-iights rhythmically 
cast light and shade over the figures of four young men leaning against the back wall and 
staring resolutely ahead with their upper bodies gently marking the throbbing beat. The 
scenario is firmly located as gay-club territory and the shadows and darkened alcoves cast by 
the lighting hold a promise of illicit sexual encounters.
The action begins unobtrusively with side-long glances and tiny naturalistic shifts of weight as 
the men begin to size each other up. The unspoken transactions that take place are effected 
through the spatial significance of bodily proximity: the men tum towards and away from 
each other, their advances and rebuttals cautiously disguised and understated. Gradually a 
more choreographed dynamic begins to surface, with the same gestures and shifts of weight 
given colour and patterning by tantalisingly brief moments of spatial and temporal ordering.
The casual shift into the realm of the presentational marks a development as one man 
singles another out for attention - his gestures increasingly invasive - and the others look on 
surreptitiously. When his initial caresses of Russell's neck are not rebuffed, Lloyd slides 
across to stand in front of him placing the other's hands suggestively over his own groin 
before turning to pull him into a groping embrace. He kisses, caresses and presses against 
his body but fails to elicit a response from Russell whose focus is locked onto a man who 
stands downstage, feigning disinterest.
A low monotone note impresses itself upon the soundtrack and the music distorts and fades 
as Russell wriggles out from beneath Lloyd's embrace to approach David. The two face each 
other while, between them in the background, Lloyd, apparently oblivious to Russell's 
departure, continues to caress passionately a white-chalked figure of a 'dead-man's-outline' 
now visible marking the wall-space where Russell had been standing.
As the ensuing scenes follow the men from the club to a bedsit, the action becomes 
increasingly violent and surreal as first Russell, then David and finally Nigel are subjected to 
sadistic and fetishist abuse, ignominious even in death, their bodies are dragged around, 
strung up or dropped in a heap on the floor. Finally the killer surveys the carnage wrought by 
his own hand, switches on a table lamp, puts on a record and sits in an armchair listening to 
the chillingly ironic strains of Dusty Springfield: 'Stay a while. Let me hold you".
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5.3.3 Notes on the semiotic mechanisms in the stage text
FIGURE 13: DOMINANT SEMIOTIC MECHANISMS IN THE WORK
text is semantically in tact but 
alienated and surreal in context
choreographic devices order the action directing the eye for phasis.
movement rooted in the pedestrian realism of 
gestural and spatial body-language codes
a matrix of intertexts, metaphor & symbolic reference 
in the mirrors, doors, pedestals & windows
extended dance sequences
the structure forms a loose 
narrative
raw movement material 
is
sequenced & acquires 
an internal dynamic &Dead Dreams
li.l, I'lWiH
a visceral physicality rooted 
in realism
multi-elemented stage score
signs of actual physical 
danger & exhaustion - 
repressed sexual energy 
given outlet in aggressive, 
athletic competition
elements of the props, set, music 
& lighting are foregrounded to 
layer resonances in the narrative
the piece plummets from reality 
through ever-deepening levels of 
the psyche to the brutal 
dimensions of a deeply- 
disturbed mind
The key signature for Dead Dreams anchors the work in a movement-oriented mode of 
expression; a vocabulary that relies upon the social and cultural encoding of kinesics and 
proxemics for its significances. Simple movements, such as eye-contact, a turn of the head, 
and gestures associated with interpersonal body language become the raw material for a 
more abstract mode of expression laden with symbolism that insists upon its original
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meaning-connections in the viewer's mind. The detail of locale and characterisation sets a 
clear context for the subject matter within which the lack of any attempt to communicate 
verbally creates a sense that the performer's bodies are of especial significance in the work. 
Beyond the opening scene, the focus on the body very quickly intensifies from the 
complicated body language ritual designed to pick up sexual partners, into an emotional 
expressionism portraying the body as a pressure cooker of sexual obsession, repressed 
bodily energy and paralysing fear and threatening some form of cataclysmic release.
The structure forms a loose narrative following the sexual misadventures of four men caught 
up in the fateful events of a single evening. The chalk-outline that becomes visible on the 
wall at the end of the opening scene immediately augurs sexually-motivated murder and 
implicates Lloyd as the likely protagonist. From this point, the piece tracks the relationships 
that develop between the men through a series of abstract sections of choreographed 
movement (largely directed to the externalisation of their inner emotional states) sandwiched 
between scenes of a more realistic or surreal mode (charting the events of the evening) to 
expose the dangers inherent in a community ostracised, despised and turning its anger in 
upon itself.
From the realism of the opening scene, in which the four men are seen eye-ing up the talent 
and the competition in a gay-club, the piece proceeds to plummet from a surface layer of 
'normality' down through the layers of the psyche to the depths of a deeply-disturbed 
psychotic personality. When the chalk out-line is revealed, the action moves first into darker, 
more enclosed spaces, then into spaces in which mirrors and windows figure prominently 
[scene 2], to be eventually carried through a series of doors into different rooms where one 
disturbing psycho sexual encounter follows another with increasing levels of sadism. The 
enclosed spaces, the doors, mirrors and the windows function beyond their literal 
representations as features of club and bedsit settings to resonate with images of narcissism, 
vanity, voyeurism, objectification and to create a seedy atmosphere of stifling claustrophobia 
and intense vulnerability.
The repeated images finally unite to acquire a more sinister level of significance as a journey 
into the psychology of the self-other and self-self dimensions associated with psychoanalytic 
theory. So deep into the disturbed mind does the piece sink, that when the curtain is drawn 
back in the final scene to reveal the sounds and images of the traffic passing close by the 
window, the viewer experiences a slightly giddying effect - not unlike a diver resurfacing too 
fast - as everyday 'normality' implodes abruptly upon the surreal homicidal scene.
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All of the movement Is pedestrian in origin and developed from the furtive, fearful glances, 
leery come-ons and awkward naturalistic caresses and embraces of the opening scene. The 
effect of the gradual shift from naturalistic gesture and proxemics to the use of simple 
choreographic temporal and spatial patterning, initially serves to direct the eye to specific 
happenings on-stage: for example, in scene 1, Lloyd's move on Russell is picked out from 
the movements of the other men by the choreographic element of their interchange. By being 
set within choreographic arrangements, the movements gamer further symbolic significance 
by the increased sense of intention and purpose that this brings. Choreographic devices are 
here used to order the representational, directing the eye for emphasis, economy and 
symbolic reference.
Even the more complex, athletic and technically virtuosic sequences of scenes 5 and 8 
remain anchored to the drama, building upon the motivated kinesic and proxemic codes 
already established but developing into still further levels of abstraction by their being 
choreographed within a dynamic framework. The dynamics heighten and extend meanings 
and atmospheres increasing the dramatic tension by giving expression to the extremes of 
violence and frustration that usually remain hidden and safely contained in the depths of the 
human psyche. In Dead Dreams, the form is clearly driven by the content in order that the 
message is made clear and intelligible.
The soundscape veers from the realistic beginnings of Bronski Beat's 'I Feel Love* - loaded 
with sexual suggestiveness - to the symbolic. The single low tone that builds in volume at the 
close of scene 1 initially draws attention to the sign itself as an oddity and there Is a sense of 
uneasiness and imbalance. When the chalk-outline becomes visible and the tone starts to 
compete with and grate against the music, the reason for the disjunction is confirmed and the 
sign becomes symbolic of Impending danger. As the piece progresses, the soundtrack 
becomes increasingly surreal, filled with loud reverberating clangs, uncomfortable slithering 
noises and the harsh scraping of metal against metal. Sounds with more concrete 
associations - the car alarms and sirens in scene 8, and in scene 9, the sluggish tolling of 
bells and the sounds of distant traffic - are set against the stranger noises so that the viewer, 
pulled ever deeper into the sadistic surrealism of Dennis Nilsen's mind, is nonetheless 
periodically reminded of a surface layer of normality in the outside, everyday world.
Although movement is the primary mode of expression and the piece contains few vocal 
signifiers, the laboured breathing & the bodily sounds of skin on skin, of flesh hurtling through 
space and thumping against the floor, walls and other bodies, of footsteps and running feet 
and of rustled clothing, locates the characters, first and foremost, as 'real' people in the flesh.
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The very distinctive use of the body is defined by a visceral physicality developed through a 
vocabulary of contact work and athletic leaps, jumps and falls, giving a sense of adrenalin 
pumping through the veins and of genuine physical and emotional exhaustion. Hence, the 
lack of words does not create an aesthetically-contrived distance between the theatre of 
Dead Dreams and realism; indeed, the relative silence in vocal terms seems befitting given 
the subject matter; the objectified and de-personalised physical encounters between the men 
automatically raising the sexualised-body as a focal point for the piece and rendering speech 
an unnecessary distraction.
Where vocalisations do occur more explicitly - in scene 4: 'seduction' - the signs are in the 
form of a monologue, representational in content so that the viewer attends to the semantics 
of a seduction routine: "Have you been here before?... I live really close to here. Maybe you 
could come back to my place?". The speech is however simultaneously rendered surreal and 
presentational by its context. Speaking directly downstage to camera, it seems initially that 
Russell is addressing the viewer and he appears unfazed despite receiving no audible 
response to his questions. As the camera pans back to permit a wider frame, Nigel becomes 
visible upstage and, by the timing and character of his bodily gestures, it becomes apparent 
that it is he, in fact, who is the recipient of Russell's advances. The effect is to cause the 
viewer to take note of the changing signals and to adjust the interpretation accordingly. The 
scene then proceeds to juxtapose Russell's syntactically-in-tact speech with Nigel's 
increasingly frantic bodily responses so that the viewer is led to negotiate a dialogue between 
the expressive 'languages’ of the two distinct and contrasting sign systems. When later,
Nigel's flailing gestures become continuous to overlay the gentle vocal seductions of Russell, 
there is a further distancing effect: Russell's questions are spoken aloud and evidently heard 
and understood by Nigel whose extreme discomfort is internalised, made visible only to the 
viewer and thinly disguised for Russell's benefit beneath a studied veneer of casual interest. 
Hence Russell is none-the-wiser as to the traumatic effect of his advances.
Dead Dreams presents a matrix of intertext, metaphor and symbolism, not only through the 
signifiers of image and sound, and the Juxtaposition of gesture and speech, but also by the 
surreal symbolism of the set and props. The chalk outline; the movement upon and around 
the pedestal and blinds falling violently to reveal someone watching [scene 3]; reflections in 
mirrors [scenes 3 and 10]’, bodies dragged through doors [scenes 9 and 11]; a 'kiss of death' 
[scene 9] and a bath full of water [scene I f ]  together introduce layers of symbolism over the 
graphic realism to refer to a range of intertexts from gay culture, narcissism, voyeurism, 
psychoanalysis, Thatcherite politics, Christianity and the male psyche culminating in the cruel 
fetishist and murderous debauchery charted in Killing for Comoanv.
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5.4 Example 3: Stephen BerkofTs Metamorphosis
The Charts in APPENDIX 8 show the performance details of Metamorphosis recorded in a 
choreographic/dramatic outline by repeated viewings of a televised adaptation of the work 
(broadcast 1989). The piece has been divided up into sections using the natural breaks in the 
text of Berkoffs play script (1988). The result is three acts and twenty-three scenes each 
given labels according to the main thrust of narrative development in each. As with the two 
previous works, the chart reads horizontally across the columns relating signs across the 
systems from moment-to-moment and summarising the meanings, moods and effects that 
were noted.
FIGURE 14 reproduces the opening key signature scene - 'the insect' - from APPENDIX 8 
after which, the scene is described in a written account before being placed in context with 
the rest of the work to discuss the dominant semiotic mechanisms that emerged from the 
analysis.
5A.1 A brief synopsis
Based on an adaptation of Kafka's Metamorphosis. Berkoffs production is a study of 
alienation and human degradation symbolised by the extreme agonies of Gregor who, 
exploited by the material greed of his family, metamorphoses overnight and without warning 
into a gigantic insect. The unimaginable trauma of this transformation is played out as both 
Gregor and his family struggle to come to terms with what has happened to him. As a bug, 
Gregor is crushed and desperate; his movements are limited to scuttling, scratching and 
leaping; his attempts to communicate come out as spits, piercing screams and snarls and he 
despises himself for his grotesque ugliness. But, from within his insect-prison at ground level, 
he observes the selfish ambition and small-mindedness of his Bourgeois family as they 
reject, then tolerate, then loathe and finally, through neglect, destroy him. He mediates 
philosophically on the frailty of the human condition and in death finds a dignity of heroic 
proportions.
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FIGURE 14: A CHOREOGRAPHIC/DRAMATIC OUTLINE OF THE KEY SIGNATURE
SCENE OF METAMORPHOSIS
(Video-version: 1989)
Adapted from the story by Franz Kafka 
by Steven Berkoff
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
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5.4.2 The key signature scene: the insect'
The opening frames of Metamorphosis immediately establish a register that is at once 
heavily stylised, intricately choreographed in terms of space and time and overtly dramatic. 
The opening narration, split up into sections and shared amongst the cast, begins the story­
telling in the third person: "As Gregor Samsa awoke one morning from a night of uneasy 
dreams... he found himself transformed in his bed into a gigantic insect'. Each character 
appears in turn to take up the narration, speaking conspiratorially, with exaggerated 
enunciation, direct to camera to convey an air of collective intimacy, secrecy and morbid 
fascination. As if by prior complicit arrangement, having spoken they each step silently and 
eerily backwards upstage to make space in front of them for the next speaker. Finally Gregor 
steps into the frame. He gazes calmly, neutrally, into the camera but remains silent.
The sudden powerful eruption of a horrific and prolonged yell is visually embodied by the six 
arms that are thrust out from behind Gregor whose face is frozen in open-mouthed terror and 
whose own two arms complete the image of a huge and grotesque multi-limbed insect reared 
up on its hind legs. The strobe lighting that follows suggests the frightening invasiveness of 
photographers desperate to capture this sensational phenomenon on film; eight limbs wave 
frantically in the air as though the distressed insect, caught on its back in the glare of the 
flashing bulbs, is struggling in a futile panic to up-right itself and regain a semblance of 
dignity and control.
As suddenly as it erupted, the noise and image dissipates and the neutral narrative is 
resumed. In turn each character appears from behind Gregor to speak. Although Gregor 
begins in the first person - "What's happened to me?” - Mr Samsa re-establishes the third 
person format - "He thought' - effectively distancing himself from Gregor's predicament. The 
pattern is repeated when Mrs Samsa calls gently in the first person to her son - "Gregor, 
Gregort'. This time it is Greta, his sister, who re establishes the retrospective narrative - "said 
a voice". In this way, the narrative of the scene is made to oscillate between a story being 
related from a safe distance in the past tense and the drama of the present. By the end of the 
opening scene, the Samsas have moved from the abstraction of the insect-line and are 
sitting downstage in their 'living room' on small stools, Gregor standing behind his sister.
The symbolism established immediately by the extreme concept of Gregor transformed into 
an insect sets a tenor for the central role of symbolism and metaphor in the piece. The score 
is further stylised in the manner of the Grotesque with movement, speech/sound, costume, 
make-up, set & lighting comically distorted by design and rendered ugly, impersonal and 
larger than life. These two stylistic elements have the effect of breaking apart any
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expectation for the rigid bonds of naturalism, opening up the stage score to alternative 
modes of theatrical expression and choreographic patterning. Metamorphosis creates an 
estranged and alienated world of the familiar as unfamiliar and maintains throughout a sense 
of unresolved conflict between the ludicrous and the monstrous. As the story progresses, 
Gregorys family are revealed as feeble inadéquates having lived parasitically on Gregor's 
earnings for so many years. The piece ends with Gregor's lonely death and the family, in a 
mixture of enormous relief and collective guilt, return to the stylised form of the opening 
sequence, speaking in turn to camera before exiting.
5.4.3 Notes on the semiotic mechanisms in the stage text
FIGURE 15: DOMINANT SEMIOTIC MECHANISMS IN THE WORK
set, music, sound, lighting all resonate with 
symbolism & metaphoric significance
Multi-elemented stage score
narration slips between first & third person 
+ speech is alienated, economical, patterned 
& rhythmic- sing-song, unison & repetition
Physicality of language
a ™
StiilKWiS®
The Grotesque colours 
the realism of the score
Every element of movement & 
space is choreographed for 
heightened significance
ugly, impersonal & larger-than-life 
- creates an estranged & alienated 
world in which the ludicrous & the 
monstrous are indistinguishable
frozen stage pictures, unison 
& canon, elaborate mimes 
patterned dynamically.
a logically-structured narrative is founded upon the 
premise of an entirely imagined, outrageous and 
implausible event
distortion of time/space onventions in 
juxtaposition of Gregor’s room + the 
family’sliving quarters
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Berkoffs production of Metamorphosis follows a logically-structured plot exploring its themes 
through the device of an outrageous but pointed fable. Gregor's transformation into an insect 
is at once an indictment of the self-deception and materialistic greed of the bourgeoisie 
mentality, an extreme metaphor for the alienation that is caused through exploitation and a 
parody of society's consuming fear of difference. The estranged and alienated world of 
Metamorphosis is stylised in the manner of The Grotesque so that the play becomes a game 
played half-laughingly, half in horror with the absurdities of human behaviour and never quite 
resolving the conflict between the ludicrous and the monstrous.
In accordance with Berkoffs express concem to create drama which uses every aspect of 
theatrical expression to engage and stimulate the senses, each element in the stage text is 
designed to be significant and all extraneous detail eliminated. The result is a condensed and 
layered text marked by a spare minimalism with each element enmeshed together and 
lending support to the metaphoric symbolism in the drama. The set, a skeletal framework of 
steel scaffolding that narrows as it stretches back in exaggerated perspective to Gregor's 
small cage-like room situated far upstage and raised on a platform, suggests the steel bars of 
imprisonment, not just of Gregor, kept at a safe distance in his insect-cage, but of the entire 
Samsa family in their bourgeoisie entrapment.
Lighting too carries significance: the strobe lighting of the opening scene - evocative of 
dozens of camera flashes - acts as a metaphor not only for Gregor's terror but for the family's 
paranoiac fear of exposure and notoriety; and throughout the drama, terrible stark white lights 
periodically illuminate the set's hard and elongated features creating gigantic beetle-like 
shadows of the family group over the walls and ceiling.
Music is used to underline the action, punctuating the events, reflecting the tension and 
highlighting the dramatic significance of selected moments. On occasions [Sce/?es 6 and 19 
particularly] wild burlesque fairground-style tunes accompany the swirling confusion to 
conjure the mysterious and slightly sinister atmosphere of the circus, rife with secrets and 
deceptions. Other sounds, for example, the heavy mechanical ticking in the soundtrack that 
underscores the domestic breakfast of scene 2, resonate with the symbolism of time passing 
monotonously and of disappointingly 'little lives' regimented by the clock. Sounds such as the 
ringing of the doorbell, the knocking at Gregor's bedroom door and its eventual opening are 
amplified out of reality to become ridiculously elaborate chimes, heavy echoing thuds and 
eerie 'haunted-house' creakings thereby acquiring significance out of all proportion to their 
perfunctory nature.
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Movement is similarly riddled with metaphorical significance. The family, living in fear of time 
and money are, at intervals, choreographed in unison and canon as animated marionettes, 
their actions rigid & fragmented so that the movement becomes a horrific analogue to the 
hard bright mechanical restrictions of Gregor's movement as an insect. The device suggests 
that it is fhe/r behaviour and greedy materialism, more readily than Gregor's, that may be 
likened to the disgusting habits of the dung beetle.
There are no props (bar three stools set downstage); instead, eating utensils, doors, 
notebooks, trays of food, outdoor clothing, cigars, wine glasses and a violin are mimed as 
exaggerated and detailed patterns of habitual movement. As well as being an integral part of 
the story-telling, a large part of each characterisation is also achieved though the body with 
no recourse to props, elaborate costumes or extensive make-up. Even Gregor's 'insect' 
manifestation is achieved entirely by the power of suggestion through his movement and 
vocal play.
The stage action - from the character's gestures to where and when they move across the 
space and when they are still - is intricately choreographed: for example, the moment of 
confusion of scene 6, sees the family racing, twisting and whirling around each other as 
though they are caught up in a frenetic dance. In moments of extreme tension, the action Is 
flipped into slow motion and when all is calm, the mimes are performed with a steady, dull 
symmetry.
In addition to these simple choreographic devices, the score is scattered with frozen images 
so that even the slightest facial expression is made deliberate and significant: the family is 
often caught with forced smiles and distorted postures; stage pictures which in split-second 
pauses physicalise the bewilderment, fear, revulsion and ugly caricatured greed of the 
Samsa family. This is seen particularly In their cowering, cringing sycophancy of the family in 
the authoritative presence of the Chief-Clerk and the lodger [scenes 5 and 18]. Many of these 
spot-lit moments are reminiscent of old sepia prints to give the impression of a literal 
representation of old family photographs brought to life.
Just as there is a strong physicality in the movements and images of the play, this element is 
carried through to the language. The story-telling is divided amongst multiple narrators who 
flip into the story as characters and out as objective observers commenting on the action 
retrospectively and in orderly turn. As characters, their speech is rhythmic and pointedly 
fragmented; at times, slashed to single words which suffice to communicate while 
highlighting the speaker's own motivations: for example scene 2 works with a stream of
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single nouns, juxtaposed witti Gregor’s name to convey each family member's hard-headed, 
selfish priorities: "Gregor”... "cash"... "Gregor"..."Beer"... "Gregor"..."cigars". Similarly, scene 
10: 'Feeding Gregori, finds mother and daughter discussing whether Gregor has been fed in 
half-finished but perfectly understood sentences: "Greta, have you am..." "No, not yet".. 
"Wouid he...? would you...?'* conveying their middle class reluctance to mention anything 
distasteful - even though this flies in the face of the mother-son bond.
Throughout the piece, the characters periodically retum to the key signature convention of 
talking direct to camera either as 'private' asides in which members of the family express 
their personal thoughts, or referring retrospectively to themselves in the third person and 
commenting on their motivations and actions. An example of the switching of narrative form 
occurs in scene 8 the insect escapes' where, in the midst of the action, Gregor and his father 
turn to the camera in turn: [Gregor]:"Gresfor was quite unused to walking backwards"...[Mr 
Samsa]: "His father, for his part had no intention of making things easier for Gregor.
In each of the spoken passages, every word is carefully enunciated in regimental fashion with 
cold and curious emphasis and each sentence punctuated with significant pauses 
occasionally in rapid and contrapuntal canon or a 'sing-song' unison. For example the 
family’s increasing anxiety at Gregor's failure to appear at breakfast [sceAje 3] leads to their 
emmittance of a prolonged chorus of 'G-R-E-G-O-R!' which rises in pitch then descends over 
a period of approximately ten seconds to accentuate the parasitic and distasteful nature of 
their hopeless dependency.
These choreographic conventions goveming movement and text are repeated periodically 
throughout the piece allowing an explicit glimpse into the inner private motivations and 
insecurities that direct each character’s actions and responses so that an essentially inhuman 
- and most unlikely - scenario becomes a credible essay upon the darker side of human 
nature.
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5.5 Example 4: Yolande Snaith's Swinger
APPENDIX 10 records a choreographic/dramatic outline of Swinger compiled by repeated 
viewings of a televised adaptation of the work (broadcast 1996). The piece has been divided 
for the purposes of this analysis into ten sections; the divisions made on the basis of there 
being relatively clear shifts in the work marked either by a change of scene or a change of 
mood. Each act and section is titled to reflect the relative stage in the progression of the love 
relationship that the work depicts.
FIGURE 16 reproduces the opening key signature scene - 'infatuation' - from APPENDIX 10. 
This is then described in a written account before being placed in context with the rest of the 
work to discuss the dominant semiotic mechanisms that emerged from the analysis.
5.5.1 A brief synopsis
Swinger is a philosophical meditation on love played out by four dancers and an actor and 
set to the musings contained in selected extracts from Roland Barthes' A Lovers' Discourse. 
The piece oscillates between two scenes; one, a naturalistic setting depicting the slightly 
darkened and cramped conditions of a small bedsit room, busy with detail and occupied by a 
middle-aged man; the other, a more abstract, airy setting, sparsely furnished with a bed- 
frame, chair and table, all slanted at odd angles, and dominated by a giant brass pendulum 
which hangs from the ceiling in the centre of the space. While in the former, the action is 
perfunctory - the man dresses, pours coffee, lights a cigarette, speaks, reads letters aloud 
and plays cards - the latter is peopled by dancers - initially a solo female, later joined by a 
male and finally by another male-female-couple. Although music underscores the piece, it is 
the juxtaposition of the man's speech against the movement of the dancers, that forms an 
interface between the two scenes to trace the progress of a relationship as infatuation spills 
over, from its intoxicating beginnings, into madness, obsession, jealousy, power struggles 
and guilt.
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FIGURE 16: A CHOREOGRAPHIC/DRAMATIC OUTLINE OF THE KEY SIGNATURE
SCENE FROM SWINGER
Using excerpts from 
Roland Barthes' A Lover's Discourse 
adapted by Craig Raine
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
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5.5.2 The key signature scene: Infatuation’
The work opens with a young woman swirling soundlessly in the space. A rising 3-note 
melody picked out on the strings of a lyre accompanies her movements and the scene has a 
sense of timelessness and weightlessness. She drifts in a series of gently sweeping turns & 
rebounds, her arms and dress following the line of her movements to wrap softly about her 
body. Above the melody, a gently resonant male voice rises... "the Une of her shoulders, the 
slenderness of the cigarette, the warmth of the hand, the smiie...the brief foolishness of flesh 
lasting only an instant I have no desire and then desire is there..." Immediately the piece 
establishes a register which plays a poetical spoken language against dance movement and 
suggests an association of one with the other.
In the midst of the spoken narration, the setting cuts to a bedsit where a middle-aged man 
sitting on his bed in his underclothes and a shirt, stands to put on trousers, button his shirt 
and buckle a belt. He sits again to tie his shoelaces and to fasten his watch to his wrist. Both 
the set itself - an un-made bed, a desk cluttered with the paraphernalia of books, letters and 
writing implements, paintings hung on the wall-papered walls - and the functional actions of 
the man within it, stand in stark contrast to the abstract symbolism of the earlier setting and 
the dancer's movement. The link between the two settings is established by their constant 
juxtaposition and by the soundtrack which, arching across them, creates a bridge suggesting 
that the owner of the voice is the middle-aged man in the bedsit and the object of his 
musings, the dancer.
The camera cuts to the original setting and finds the woman still turning slowly and silently 
with her dress floating out to swirl about her hips and legs. Meanwhile, the man pulls on a 
jacket, lifts a chair to the desk & sits. In the soundtrack the male voice muses: "Why do I 
desire this one? What do I want?... everything". The pendulum begins to swing tracing an 
almost imperceptible arc in the centre of the space and increasing its significance in the text 
as a symbol of time surreptitiously passing. Its swing is echoed in the tilting movements of 
the woman who pauses in her pathways through the space to shift her weight from foot-to- 
foot slightly downstage of the pendulum as though she is content in the moment but patiently 
marking time.
He taps a cigarette on the table & lights it; pours coffee into a cup, adds sugar & stirs it with a 
spoon. "What incredibly tiny detail - the way a finger-nail is cut, the slight slant of a chipped 
tooth; the way the fingers are spread in conversation; and the movement of the cigarette in 
the talking mouth". Her movements begin to gather momentum, still self-contained and with 
an easy flowing dynamic, but building into larger sweeping turns that wrap then rebound so
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that she tips & circles backwards into larger skimming steps that turn one way and then 
another. She now covers more space and her larger pathways take her closer to the furniture 
at the edges so that a tum evaporates abruptly into momentary stillness as she catches 
herself against the bed frame looking down at the bed. Having made contact with part of the 
set, she swirls from one piece of furniture to another, finally turning to sit at the table where 
she suddenly throws herself forward to wrap her upper body flat against its surface just as the 
pendulum, now suddenly in full swing, completes its uncompromising path over her prostrate 
figure. She stands, as though drawn up by the force of its rebound, and, in a single 
movement, turns to lie flat over the table. The retuming swing of the pendulum passes low 
over her, tracing the line of her body from hip to throat.
Back in the bedsit, the man exhales smoke from his cigarette which spirals slowly upwards, 
and the three-note melody is lost beneath a drone which grows more prominent then 
suddenly cuts to be replaced by a single echoing & muffled out-breath. The significance of 
the woman pausing as if to contemplate the bed; the final abandonment of her movements at 
the table and the unmistakable phallic imagery of the pendulum swinging over her body, 
suggest either that sexual intimacy is imminent or has taken place; the 'post-coital' cigarette 
perhaps giving ready confirmation to the latter, particularly in view of the accompanying 
switch in the soundtrack.
The key signature to Swinger establishes the manner in which the work proceeds to shift 
between vocal and bodily signifiers in equal measure while keeping the two firmly apart as 
wholly distinct modes of expression. There is no attempt to integrate the two: the actor, 
although, at one point, striding into and around the dancer's space, never actually connects 
with the dancers, nor does he dance; likewise, the dancers remain within their space, make 
no direct connections with the actor, and never speak themselves, although, in scene 6, a 
female dancer collapses in an extended fit of hysterical laughter. Thematically, the 
segregation serves to allocate a delicate privacy to each of the lovers while also locating the 
object of the speaker's fantasy as an 'other-worldly' and idealised vision borne of the rose- 
tinted glasses of a hopelessly-infatuated lover.
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5.5.3 Notes on the semiotic mechanisms in the stage text
FIGURE 17: DOMINANT SEMIOTIC MECHANISMS IN THE WORK
linked by. elements of the set, props 
& eventually the actor’s invasion of 
the dancers’ space •
the actor does not dance, the dancers do not speak but 
inferences from text & movement are 'read' across 
the-sign systemsby the vieiwer because of their doe 
juxtaposition and' overlapping
Text and movement kept apart as distinct signifiers: 
text allied + naturalism, dance with surreal symbolism
Two scenes juxtaposed against 
each other naturalistic vs symbolic Text is semantically and syntactically poetic in style
Swinger
phrases of pure dance 
mixed with gestural/contact 
codes of body language and 
proxemics
text possesses a physicality & rhythm 
that echoes the movement
multi-elemented stage score
set & props resonate + symbolic significance 
& are an integral part of the action
a logically developed narration alienated by the 
tangiable distance of the narrator from the subject
Swinger takes the form of a spoken narrative - related as a series of musings on a love affair 
-juxtaposed against the physicalisation of a series of relationships - man-woman, woman- 
woman, man-man in dance. While the man in the bedsit philosophises upon his changing 
feelings towards the woman, the dancers seern to be involved in a parallel dimension, 
dancing in relationships that echo the obsessive concerns and emotions of which he speaks. 
Structurally this is achieved by oscillating between two distinct and juxtaposed settings: one, 
a naturalistic set in which the main mode of expression is the spoken text; the other a 
surrealistic, symbolic set in which the central mode of expression is dance. The text, 
associated with the man in the bedsit, is accompanied by naturalistic gesture and action while 
the extended dance sequences take place only in the abstract, slightly 'Alice-in-Wonderiand'
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setting so that vocal and bodily signifiers are kept apart as distinct modes of expression. 
Indeed, when the man strides angrily into the dancers space, ranting and yelling in 
destructive mood [scenes 4 and 7], there is a potent sense of imbalance and instability, 
created, not merely by his anger, but by the sudden implosion of one dimensional plane into 
another bringing speech and movement suddenly and unexpectedly together.
The two settings are held apart in dialectical tension, separate but parallel and connected on 
a variety of levels: both sets contain the same type of fumiture - a bed, table and chair - but 
where the former is entirely functional and naturalistic and does not draw attention to itself as 
especially significant, the fumiture in the latter is surreally slanted at nightmarish angles to 
enclose the claustrophobic space of the lover's enchantment; the spoken soundtrack and the 
music reaches across both settings to accompany both the movement of the dancers and the 
man's activities in the bedsit; and in scenes 4 and 7 the actor enters the dancers' space with 
disruptive force before running back to fall on his knees in the bedsit [scene 8]. This latter 
event provides the sole physical connection between the scenes, suggesting that they are 
just next door to each other and thematically embodying a journey towards and away from 
his lover in the mind of the actor.
Further links are established when the pieces of paper that pour down from an opening in the 
roof into the dancers' space are subsequently referred to in the bedsit as the man rifles 
through old love letters at his desk [scene ^  and in the swing and tick of the metronome set 
in motion in the bedsit [scene 3] that mirrors the presence and action of the giant pendulum 
in the dancer's space. A consequence of this device is that meaning and significance for the 
reader are held within a delicate balance of inference and intimation, taking signifieds from 
one expressive mode and carrying these across the scenes to meet with the other rendering 
the process of integrating the verbal and the bodily quite self-conscious and objective.
Although possessing a strong theatrical element in the speech, props and set, dance 
movement is intrinsic to the piece's style vacillating between the minimalist pedestrian codes 
of kinesics and proxemics, and the release-based, relaxed aesthetic of contact work.
However, the juxtaposition of speech with movement means that, even in the abstract dance 
sequence of the opening section, the dancer's minimalist turns and swirls are placed within 
an inferred context suggesting that she is the subject to whom the actor refers so that her 
movements are read as correspondingly meaningful. At other times in the piece, the 
movement itself closes meaning and is simply confirmed by the actor’s words: for example, 
scene 2 opens with a young woman and a male slowly circling each other. He bends to 
nuzzle her neck and a duet takes place filled with turning lifts - all landed with ease - rolls.
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clasps, counterbalances and complicated manoeuvring as their bodies entwine over, under 
and around; drawing away from each other only to run back into more of the same. The 
accompanying words gently muse... "an infinitesimal squeeze of the hand or a knee that 
doesn’t move away.....This is paradise’’.
The speech itself, both in its tone - initially quietly contemplative but becoming self- 
punishingly scornful - and in the nature of its revelations, comes across as private thoughts 
spoken out loud. It is poetic in style, described by Mackrell as "a language struggling to 
become action" (1995, p8) and possessing a physicality and rhythm evocative of written 
rather than spoken language. Its link to the movement is made explicit in scene 2 by the 
actor's words: "/ rub my speech against the other person, instead of fingers, words".
Symbolism and metaphor are integral to the work's identity especially in the set and props 
which are significant as familiar items cast in unfamiliar form. The slanted fumiture; the giant 
pendulum, later swung with malicious intent by the actor into the path of the dancers; the 
letters fluttering down in scene 6, are all foregrounded to resonate with the spoken words and 
the movement creating a multi-layered matrix of relational interactions between all the 
different elements. The theme of time passing at differing speeds in an affair is made 
significant from the outset by the giant pendulum which, initially dormant, begins to swing 
heavily and dangerously through the space as the piece progresses. The metronome, started 
up in scene 3, echoes the passing of each second in its ticking and time is also marked in the 
space of a day by the man in the bedsit who begins the piece getting dressed in the morning 
and undresses for bed at the end. Each of these symbolic references resonate with the 
musings in the text that the life of a relationship can be marked out in phases, from the initial 
sense of time standing still for lovers, to time moving relentlessly on, and drawing the love 
affair towards its final termination.
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5.6 Example 5: Shared Experience's Mill on the Floss
A choreographic/dramatic outline of Mill on the Floss appears in APPENDIX 12 and was 
compiled by repeated viewings of a company video recording of a live performance of the 
work (10 May 1995, The Lyric, Hammersmith) held at The Theatre Museum, London. 
Following the stage-script that accompanies the work (Edmondson, 1994), the analysis is 
divided into thirty-six scenes - although two are so short that, for economies of space, they 
are here run together. The charts group the scenes together beneath the canopies of three 
acts to indicate the three distinct phases in Maggie's life. For ease of identification, each act 
and scene are given titles summarising their contribution to the narrative's development.
FIGURE 18 reproduces the opening key signature in the work entitled 'witches' which is 
subsequently described in more detail in 5.6.2. The scene is then discussed in 5.6.3 in 
relation to the dominant semiotic mechanisms set up in the key signature and contextualised 
by reference to significant motifs in the remainder of the work.
5.6.1 A brief synopsis
Mill on the Floss traces the tortuous struggles of Maggie Tulliver, bom clever, lively, moral, 
passionate and loyal but whose life is thwarted by the nineteenth-century's constraining 
expectations of womanhood. Maggie is denied the education automatically granted to her 
brother Tom, despite his slowness and lack of enthusiasm for learning, and battles with her 
own instincts to live a life larger than the one society has ordained for her. She finally pays a 
heavy price for her wilfulness: by her actions she forfeits the affections of her brother and, 
ostracised by society and trapped by her own moral rectitude, is forced to forsake her lover 
and forego her only chance of happiness.
The narrative unfolds on two fronts with the changing circumstances of Maggie's life 
paralleled by the externalisation of her inner, emotional conflicts. The three phases of 
Maggie's maturation through childhood, adolescence and adulthood are played by a trio of 
Maggies who appear alongside each other on stage physicalising her internal efforts to 
reconcile her instincts with her sense of propriety. A metaphorical conceit is threaded 
throughout the piece of a young woman trussed at a ducking-stool, her fate being to sink as 
an innocent or swim only to be branded a witch. An allegory for Maggie's own dilemma, it is 
she who is accused as a witch and finally drowns as an innocent.
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ELGURE 18: A CHOREOGRAPHIC/DRAMATIC OUTLINE OF THE KEY SIGNATURE
SCENE FROM MILL ON THE FLOSS
A production of George Eliot's novel 
adapted by Helen Edmondson
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5.6.2 The key signature scene: 'witches'
The opening sequences immediately plunge the viewer into the surreal, nightmarish world of 
Maggie's powerful childhood imagination. She sits downstage alone, reading aloud from her 
book: "...bringing those things cailed witches or conjurers to Justice...”. Over her own voice, 
the words "witches" and "conjurers" are echoed in threatening hisses by the hooded and 
cloaked ensemble that huddle in silhouette upstage on a raised platform. As they hiss and 
whisper, the group gesture, point, twitch and double over in spasms, animated in a 
choreographed vision of hateful suspicion and agony, in the pause that follows, Maggie looks 
up, thinking hard, and the movements and snarls build through a series of audible gasps and 
the vigorous thudding of hands against bodies to a noisy mayhem.
The sound of an explosion and a blinding white light signify Maggie's sudden clear vision of 
the hopeless injustice of trial by ducking stool, the force of which throws her off-balance so 
that, in falling backwards, she turns to see a young woman, of similar build and features to 
her own, trussed with rope and dropped upside down through a trapdoor in the floor of the 
platform. To the thudding, amplified sound of blood pulsing through the head, the stage 
below the platform erupts in a sea of blue-green light and Maggie's rolling and tumbling is 
abruptly slowed to match the underwater motion of the woman's writhing and flailing body.
The woman is dragged back up and both the noise and the blue-green light disappear leaving 
Maggie reeling and spinning. Then the woman is ducked for a second time. Once again 
thrown backwards in the green-blue light, Maggie struggles to reach her but, semi-paralysed 
in her own nightmare, she is slowed by the resistance of the water and can only watch as the 
woman's flailing grows weaker, then ceases. Maggie's tormented cry of "/VO!" echoes in the 
blackout that descends.
When the lights come up, it is daylight and the scene of the ducking-stool incident is 
transformed into a working mill, the ropes being innocently tied by Mr Tulliver, Maggie's 
father, around sacks of com and hoisted by pulley up to the raised platform.
The key signature establishes from the outset a dichotomy In the storytelling which 
juxtaposes the external realities of Maggie's life against her inner struggles, frustrations and 
passionate concems. In these opening sequences the vocal sounds and gestural patterns of 
the cloaked figures who huddle, hiss, gasp and point at Maggie sets up a series of questions 
to which no immediate answer is provided but, in their signalling of an impending sense of 
doom, the tone of the work is immediately established as one in which movement and 
gesture are to be as important to the story telling as the steadier revelations of dialogue.
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5.6.3 Notes on the semiotic mechanisms in the stage text
FIGURE 19: DOMINANT SEMIOTIC MECHANISMS IN THE WbRK
a narrative told on two levels
a heightened almost 
poetic text
three Maggies are able to literally 
physicalise her internal struggle
oh
Movement 
Ensemble & vocal 
choruses
selected words and vocal sounds s 
uttered for their physical resonsnci
external events of narrative expressed in dialogue - inner emotive 
states expressed in an abstract integration of sound's movement
integration of individualised gesturesS 
vocalisationsin short bursts of expressioni^angst 
& i n  more extended atmospheric sequences
juxtaposition of external surface events versus 
submerged inner landscape of the imagination é 
emotions
a multi-elemented stage score forms a 
matrix of symbolic shorthand around the 
central metaphor & themes
Choreographed sections puncture the textual 
veneer of the narrative to physicalise 
emotional undercurrents
Helen Edmondson's driving concern in adapting Eliot's novel for a theatrical production was 
to "look at what is going on beneath the surface...and actually get it on stage" (Edmondson in 
Bassett, 1994, p5). Hence, Mill on the Floss tells Maggie Tulliveris story on two levels; 
juxtaposing the external events of her thwarted life against the inner, conventionally hidden, 
landscape of her imagination and emotions, the latter exposed in the physical and aural 
expression of the stage text. This approach renders the viewer privy to the innermost 
thoughts and frustrations going on inside Maggie's head offering insight into how she 
understands, feels about and tries to deal with her conflicting emotions as each frustrating 
predicament arises. In co-director, Polly Teale's words, the resulting impression of layered 
realities is "like being able to dream aloud" (in Brahmachari, 1994, p8).
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Maggie's inner quandary and resulting anger is physicalised on stage by her repeated 'deaf 
rages' which occur at moments of extreme tension whenever she is patronised or thwarted. 
Heralded by the deafening sound of blood pounding in her ears and a wash of sea-green 
light, the deaf rage harks back to the opening image of the ducking stool and, in its fullest 
version, resembles a choreographed fit - a sequence of vicious movements that Maggie 
inflicts upon her doll and herself In the privacy of the attic.
Her intemal struggles are given more literal expression by the convention of having three 
actresses playing Maggie in successive stages of her life; the first, a devilish wild-child 
craving leaming and affection; the second, a morally austere adolescent trying to subdue her 
instincts having t>een repeatedly spumed, and finally the adult Maggie who, breaking free of 
domestic subservience, rediscovers her passionate integrity only to be spumed by society. 
The first two identities are consciously repressed by their successor as one Maggie 
metamorphoses Into the next but both repeatedly return to the stage as irrepressible parts of 
her nature. In moments of distress the adult Maggie is seen literally as a three-dimensional 
character, arguing and fighting with herself and trying to mediate between two almost 
schizophrenically-opposed impulses in an attempt to reconcile her own needs with the 
expectations of those around her.
The layering of realities is threaded throughout the work's structure via the stretching and 
bending of the laws of time and space in scenarios that subvert the conventions of naturalism 
and place the viewer as an all-seeing, all-hearing witness: in scene 2, for example, Mr 
Tulliver, busy shifting sacks in the mill and moving about the raised platform at the back of 
the stage, carries on a conversation with Mr Stalling who sits downstage sipping tea in the 
parlour with Mrs Tulliver; in scene 4, two scenes are lit and animated in tum to show Maggie 
and Tom fishing in the Red Deeps while the aunts await their arrival in the parlour, grumbling 
impatiently to Mrs Tulliver about the appalling manners of her children; and in scenes 9/10  as 
Tom tells Maggie of their father's bankruptcy, their shocked conversation is punctuated at 
significant intervals by the slams of the fumiture shifted by the bailiff in the other half of the 
stage space.
Such devices negate the need for blackouts and allow for integrated scene changes designed 
as moments of abstraction consistent with the moods and themes established or serving to 
set up the action in the next scene. Repeatedly, sets are assembled part way through a 
preceding scene and dismantled, to clear the space, as a continuing part of the action. 
Scenes 4 and 5, for example, are run together so that the join is indistinguishable: with Tom's 
taunts of "idiotr ringing in her ears, Maggie begins to run around the periphery of the parlour
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scene until her father, aunts and uncles notice she is missing and disperse calling for her. As 
the stage clears, she continues to encircle the stage and, with a simple lighting change, is 
transported into the next scene, running across the hills armed with her plan to join the 
gypsies and become their queen. There are no complicated set changes. Instead the raised 
platform at the back of the stage, with its access to the stage through a trapdoor, is multi­
functional as the scaffold for a ducking stool, a working mill, an attic, a walkway over marshy 
ground, an upstairs bedroom and a jetty in the sleepy Red Deeps; transformed by the power 
of theatrical suggestion so that the space remains "flexible and alive" (Alfreds, In Ardltti,
1994, p33).
The juxtaposition of inside/outside and the distortion of the laws of time and space locate the 
piece within a stylised framework giving rein to a greater possible range of theatrical 
expression realised in a multi-elemented stage score. With spoken dialogue foregrounded as 
the primary mode by which the surface narrative unfolds. It Is through an integrated 
choreography of movement, sound and lighting that the emotional undercurrents in the story 
are externalised. In addition song, music, set, costume and Image are intermittently given 
symbolic significance: It Is, for example, primarily sound and lighting that signal the onset of 
Maggie's deaf rages; the ridiculous size of Aunt Pullet's hat is a sign of her preoccupation 
with the frivolous and the trivial, and the image of Uncle Glegg, devotedly following Aunt 
Glegg about with a chair just in case she decides to sit down, immediately establishes his 
lowly and hen-pecked status.
The music composed by Peter Salem was similarly designed to "express what Is not being 
said, sometimes to heighten a situation and also to express immediately what would take a 
long time to say in words" (In Brahmachari, 1994). Props are also used as a kind of symbolic 
shorthand Implicitly emphasising the central themes: the articles of fumiture in the Tolliver's 
parlour slope, like capsizing ships, pre-empting the final flood scene while also reflecting 
Maggie's turbulent personality and mental Instability; a pile of books become the 
Inappropriately tiny chair upon which the brawny, energetic Tom perches his bulk for his Latin 
lessons with Mr Stelling [scene Q; the substitution of a doll for Lucie's presence [scene 4\ 
emphasises her role In the story as a vision of perfect femininity - passive, receptive and 
silently pretty; and the ridiculous Image of Mrs Tulliver crouching in the linen cupboard and 
clasping her tablecloths [scene 10] reveal with simple clarity that her priorities lie not with her 
husband's Illness but with the threatened loss of her material possessions. Oddities such as 
this illustrate the manner In which the theatrical potential of every element in the stage score 
Is maximised to create an economical matrix of significance: "Our premise was that an actor 
comes Into an empty space and says directly to the audience 'once there was...'. From that
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moment, he must use every technique he possesses to recreate the story most vividly" 
(Alfreds in Brahmachari, 1994).
Edmondson's script distils the essence of Eliot's novel by focusing upon the central image of 
the witches ducking stool as a metaphor for Maggie's predicament and much of the language 
feeds back Into the metaphor with a poetic circularity: for example Mr Tolliver's explanation 
for the death of Tom's lop-eared rabbits: "things out’a natur" never thrive” rebounds to the 
viewer as ominously prophetic of Maggie's own doomed life. As well as being poetically 
metaphoric, there are moments when the language takes on a physical quality - such as the 
unison hissing of the words "witch" and "conjurer" by the ensemble as Maggie reads aloud; 
words later marked as especially significant, recurring as a repeated motif throughout the 
piece and adding to the "heightened, almost poetic" (Edmondson In Bassett, 1994, p5) style 
of language.
Moments of abstraction are inteqected throughout the piece physicalising, for example, the 
dynamism and energy In the combined figures of Maggie and Tom who, rushing with 
exuberance into the parlour, cause the assembled aunts to disperse about the room as 
though buoyed upon violent air currents [scene 4J. The more extended movement sequences 
that signal Maggie's extreme distress erupt suddenly to punctuate the story as if, usually 
suppressed beneath the respectable veneer of verbal communication, Maggie can no longer 
contain them. Her deaf-rage sequence is composed of a repeated pattern of motivated 
gestures and sounds: she slams her hands over her ears, stamps and doubles over in pain, 
flails uselessly against an unseen enemy, hits and punches the air and grinds her doll's head 
Into the floor; all actions which generate "an energy that...chums back into the storytelling 
rather than drifting off into narcissistic play" (Armistead, 1994b, p6).
The repeated motif as one Maggie metamorphoses Into the next Is a similarly-motivated 
combination of aural and visual choreography filled with pent-up gasps, cries and 
strangulated sounds - "muh~muh-muh~muh-muh-muh" - that release into prolonged 
anguished yells. Each motif begins with Maggie stifling a 'deaf rage' followed by a phrase of 
gentler mirroring actions - wiping brows and tracing the line of a cheekbone - as a new older 
Maggie enters to kneel opposite. A sudden handclasp abruptly transforms their relationship 
Into a struggle, the older Maggie tugging and pulling the younger Into subservience. In 
unison, they push their own faces from side-to-side then clamp both hands hard over their 
mouths. They twice drop their hands into their laps, reach forward and thump their arms 
against their sides before hands are again clamped over their mouths & placed rhythmically 
about the face. The struggle over, the older Maggie holds her hand over the other's mouth,
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equilibrium re-established: "Donl look for love Maggie. There is no love in iife and no 
happiness" [scene 12] and "Perhaps it is for the best" [scene 20].
A level of abstraction in both vocal and bodily sign systems is integral to the many examples 
of ensemble work that are threaded throughout the piece. These weave together simple 
individualised vocalisations and gestures of varying dynamic to create visual and aural 
landscapes and making visible the emotional undercurrents that run beneath the story. For 
example, an abstract wall of hisses, snarls and out-breaths are combined with sudden 
jabbing actions and bodies doubling-over as if In pain, to convey the evil forces that 
repeatedly threaten to engulf and destroy Maggie [scenes 1, 6, 19, 34 and 3^; the ensemble 
slip into silent slow motion to emphasise the hero's welcome given Tom when he retums 
home to the mill [scene 3]; the tranquillity of time-standing-still at the Red Deeps is conveyed 
by the languid movements of the cast who laze about the scene reading books from which 
odd, loose pages occasionally flutter gently to the ground [scenes 18 and 19]; the feverish 
guilt of Maggie's elopement with Stephen is conjured by each member of the cast tumbling 
and tuming through the space and uttering repeated snippets of past scenes [scene 31]; and 
the force of the flood is captured In a whirl of chairs held aloft by actors, and seemingly adrift 
on turbulent waters. The actors are altemately thrown forward and dragged backwards, finally 
spinning In ever-decreasing circles like bodies being sucked down inside whirlpools.
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5.7 Discussion of results
it is clear from the above analyses that, despite the vast differences that exist between the 
five works in the sample in terms of subject matter, themes and style of production, they all 
nonetheless share a number of semiotic features and mechanisms that are central to the 
reading experience generated. These are listed below, discussed in tum and finally 
summarised together in diagrammatic form at the end of the chapter as a preliminary 
summation of the key elements emerging as part of physical theatre’s generic signature.
• A matrix of dialectical realities held in tension.
•  Realism overlaid with theatrical stylisation
•  A multi-elemented stage text o f versatile and poiyphonous signs that enrich story-telling 
with metaphor, symbolism and intertextuai resonance
•  A dialectical range of literality/abstraction in each sign system
5.7.1 A matrix of dialectical realities held in tension.
FIGURE 20: UNIFYING SEMIOTIC MECHANISMS - [i] DIALECTICAL REALITIES
INNER/HIDDEN OUTERA/ISIBLE
the memory & the 
imagination.........
Street o f Crocodiles circumstances of 
Schultz' life and death
the layers of the psyche....... Dead Dreams of 
Monochrome Men
......the inherent risks of
homosexual preference
the inner thoughts & drives 
of Gregor & his family
Metamorphosis ......alienation /  bourgeoisie
conservatism & materialism
the secret obsessions of a 
jealous mind......
Swinoer the course of a love 
affair
the intemal struggles of a 
traumatised mind
- -------------------------------
Mill on the Floss ........the story of a woman
bom into the 19th Century
The five works together encompass a wide range of subject matter ranging from an insight 
into the psychotic deviance of individuals such as Dennis Nilsen, to a series of philosophical 
musings on love. However, the results of the analysis summarised in FIGURE 20 show that,
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in their particular treatment of these various subjects, a common fascination can be 
discemed with the inner complexities of the mind as the seat of emotion, memory, instinct, 
thought, imagination, dreams and fantasies. Hence, in Street of Crocodiles, the main 
theatrical focus is on the kinetic power of Schultz's/Joseph's memory and imagination; Dead 
Dreams trawls the emotionally-bereft depths of an alienated psyche; Gregor's trauma and the 
revulsion and shame felt by his family in Metamorohosis are articulated as though each had 
taken a truth drug and the reader is made aware of the underlying selfish motivations of each 
character; the progress of a love affair is told via a catalogue of secret obsessions and 
insecurities in Swinoer: and Mill on the Floss seeks to extemalise the inner traumas that 
Maggie suffers and that catapult her to the verge of madness.
All five works are clearly interested - in equal measure to the surface detail of the stories told, 
- in saturating the reader with the experiences of the characters that live out those stories. 
This is achieved by physicalising the line that connects up a life visibly-lived by the body and 
that which is experienced but then immediately submerged in the swirling mass of 
contradictory impressions, ideas, thoughts and emotional responses that constitute the inner 
life of the mind. Oscillating in this way between outside and in, the works explore the tensions 
and agonies that can build up, in the face of an unbearable or especially perplexing reality, to 
the point where they reach traumatic proportions unleashing cataclysmic events or untenable 
behaviours. The result in each case is a graphic study of the effects upon the individual when 
emotions and feelings are suppressed beneath a cold veneer of reason, order and control for 
the projected benefit of social living.
Thus, in programme notes, McBumey uses the phrase 'a brush with Schultz’s imagination' to 
describe how Joseph, in the context of his impending murder takes flight from the desolation 
of his 'outer' life under Nazi rule into the magical inner world of memory and imaginative 
fantasy; Dead Dreams exposes society's culpability in the perverse and barbarous acts of a 
homosexual serial killer who, ostracised from civilisation by his sexuality, was given licence 
to indulge the inner depravities of his own mind; Gregor's insect-metamorphosis is designed 
to "expressively show his inner state, his naked dehumanised personality, a struggling insect" 
(Berkoff, 1988, p77) as an extreme physicalisation of the 'outer' role into which his greedy 
and selfish family have forced him; Swinoer tracks the pressures and passions of a love 
affair through the revelation of the private thoughts and jealous obsessions that confuse the 
lover's mind and finally poison the relationship; while the events of Maggie Tolliver's life are 
layered by externalising the struggle of her tormented female mind against a society which 
has no place for an intelligent woman.
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All five works exhibit an almost Freudian preoccupation with the tensions that exist between 
the impulsive id and the socialised ego: the id, normally repressed, punctures through the 
surface of the narrative to confuse/disturb/shock the equilibrium tenuously established by the 
ego. Thus the works appear to exploit, as a fundamental given, the dialectics of existence by 
blurring the boundaries between the conscious and the subconscious and setting the banality 
of everyday-life side-by-side against the surreally-interpretative/reactive role of the emotions, 
memory, instinct and imagination. Surface meaning is layered with submerged suggestion, 
the mundane becomes symbolically significant; emotion contradicts reason; illusion 
questions reality, insanity challenges sanity and chaos and confusion bubble beneath a 
veneer of order. Although, in each case, stories are shaped with varying degrees of tautness, 
time and space are simultaneously rendered elastic and malleable commodities and reality is 
often obscured in the hairline that divides past, present and future allowing the narrative to 
pause in the more abstract dimension of the mind. Polly Teale explains the company's 
objectives in the staging of Mill on the Floss as "creating theatre that expresses the inner life 
of the piece and the character, rather than just telling the story of what happens on the 
surface of life" (Teale, in Brahmachari, 1994). This could equally well be said of the other 
four works in the sample.
On the basis of this discussion, it is posited that a convention of 'dialectical realism' 
constitutes a significant part of the particular reading experience or idiolect generated by 
physical theatre texts. The viewer, witness to the tensions and anomalies which drive and 
contain the lives of the characters, is suspended between two levels of reality: between the 
outer superficial appearance of things and the, usually hidden, inner life of the mind or the 
soul. As a result, the imagination is necessarily engaged in the act of making an 
interpretation that reconciles the two; a process which Berkoff describes as capable of taking 
the viewer into "vastly different areas where representational theatre can take you only as far 
as the writer has gone" (in Walsh, 1991, p5).
5.7.2 Realism overlaid with theatricai stylisation
It has been established that, of the five works in the sample, none are interested in telling 
stories verbatim or in creating purely aesthetic studies. Instead, in their various modes, they 
are directed to the exploration of social and political issues, making explicit the cumulative 
effect of societal living upon an individual's psyche. One of the effects of locating dialectical 
realities as a central structure in the work is to widen the opportunities available for theatrical 
expression and indeed all five extracts use an expressive language that roots itself in realism 
- so that sets, props, costumes, sound/text and movement/action are grounded in the
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familiarly 'everyday' - whilst simultaneously colouring each element with a distinctively 
theatrical mode of imaginative stylisation.
FIGURE 21: UNIFYING SEMIOTIC MECHANISMS nil REALISM + STYLISATION
Street of Crocodiles Realism + clowning surrealism
Dead Dreams of Monochrome Men Realism + visceral surrealist physicaiity
Metamorohosis Realism + the grotesque
Swinoer Realism + postmodern symbolism
Mill on the Floss Realism + emotional expressionism
FIGURE 21 illustrates the various modes of stylisation in each of the works studied. In Street 
of Crocodiles, a clowning-Commedia-style surrealism transforms, in Joseph's imaginative 
projections, a pile of books into a flock of birds, a cloth into the world's surface and allows 
Joseph to retrieve and consume a biscuit from his mother's hair. In Dead Dreams, a visceral- 
surrealist physicaiity colours each scene as the men repeatedly throw their bodies against the 
floor, the walls and other bodies and Nigel's extreme paranoia is made clear as he launches 
himself from ever-increasing heights from a wall-ladder in order to see how far he can trust 
his lover standing below. A grotesque expressionism pervades the entire text of 
Metamorphosis encapsulated in the amplified sounds of doors creaking open and doorbells 
chiming and in the numerous frozen stage pictures of the Samsa family, whose forced facial 
expressions and rigid bodily postures often resemble those of wax-work dummies in shop 
windows. In Swinoer. love-letters pour down from an opening in the ceiling to litter the floor, a 
pendulum careers into the pathways of dancers and the fumiture is slanted at an odd angle - 
examples of the many symbolic elements juxtaposed against realistic elements In the text to 
express the obsessional complications of a love affair. Finaliy, a pique of rage is 
choreographed from violent and self-abusive gestures as a repeated motif in Mill on the 
Floss, and a ducking-stool incident leaves Maggie's cry of “N 0\"  echoing in the blackness 
that descends: examples of the many moments of emotional expressionism that recur 
throughout the piece to articulate the powerful forces against which Maggie has to struggle 
and the extent of her own traumatic response.
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it is suggested that it is through a convention of dialectical realities and a combination of 
realism and imaginative stylisation that each story is able to create imaginative larger-than- 
life theatrical scenarios using stories as allegories or fables, full of metaphors that point up 
the wash of emotional undercurrents bubbling beneath the surface of each narrative.
5.7.3 A multi-elemented stage text of versatile and poiyphonous signs that enrich story­
telling with metaphor, symbolism and intertextuai resonance 
It Is evident, from the five choreographic outlines and key signature charts, that the dramatic 
significances and revelations of each work are primarily evoked through a combination of 
vocal and bodily signification. It is also clear that the relative emphasis upon each varies 
from work-to-work: that in Street of Crocodiles. Metamorohosis. Mill on the Floss, and 
Swinoer. the word is used to a far greater extent and is much more central to the narrative 
than in Dead Dreams where movement is clearly the dominant signifier. Moreover, a 
differential is apparent in the particular treatment of vocal and bodily signifiers separating the 
latter two (more dance-oriented) works from the others: whereas speech/sound and 
movement tend to be fused tightly together in the former three works, in Swinoer and Dead 
Dreams, they seem to be pointedly juxtaposed for dramatic effect and significance 
emphasising the distance between characters and the essential problems that beset 
communication.
Beyond such differences however, a commonality across the five stage texts can be seen in 
the innumerable dramatic significances that come to the fore through spatial and dynamic 
design, lighting changes, multi-purpose props, set, even tiny details of costume, make up and 
hairstyle. It seems that in this sample of works, the expressive potential of every design- 
feature is maximised so that nothing is merely for aesthetic decoration or contextualisation 
and no opportunity for expression is wasted.
Such moments of significance are found, for example, in the use of a desk-lid and a light 
shining up from inside, to create an image of Adeie climbing into the attic; in the intermittent 
foregrounding of the noises of traffic beneath the murderer's window; in Mrs Samsa's rigid 
hairstyle; in the plethora of images of paper, type-writers and letters in the actor's bedsit; and 
in the pathetic manner in which Uncle Pullett follows his wife around with a chair, just in case 
she decides to sit down. None of these elements are, of themselves, central to the story­
telling but, in confirmation of the semiotic principles of sign behaviour outlined in Chapter 4 
(4.3.1), all add up to create a density of significance in a multi-elemented, and inter­
disciplinary stage vocabulary.
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Moreover, as was suggested in Chapter 4. there are indeed examples in each of the works 
when certain details, by their recurrence and interrelation through the work, coalesce to 
produce wider symbolic, metaphorical and intertextuai motifs. These are summarised in 
FIGURE 22 below.
FIGURE 22: UNIFYING SEMIOTIC MECHANISMS HiH SYMBOLISM. METAPHOR &
INTERTEXTUAL REFERENCE
Street o f C rocodiles.... Shultz's biography; memory; imagination; 
freedom; the fragility & brevity of life; the Jewish 
religion; the crucifixion; WW2; Nazi death camps
Dead Dreams of 
Monochrome M e n ....
Dennis Nilsen's life; club culture; murder 
investigations; fetishism, coming out; macho- 
ism, voyeurism; psychoanalysis; narcissism; 
consumerism; aids; The crucifixion/resurrection; 
homophobia & necrophilia; the horror-thriller.
Metam orohosis..... Kafka's novel; the imagination; alienation; 
familial roles; bourgeoisie family life as a sham; 
circus/vaudeville; horror films
S w inoer..... Barthes A lover’s Discourse: 'Alice-in- 
Wonderland; time; the distortions of obsession; 
male-female relations; the private revelations of 
love-letters & diaries.
Mill on the F lo s s ...... George Eliot's own life; the witches ducking- 
stool; feminism; gender-roles & stereotypes; 
society's suspicion of difference; the inner 
enduring life of childhood & adolescence in 
adulthood; the pull of education and leaming
In Street of Crocodiles, the German accents in the opening scene, the heavy marching 
footsteps, the mock shooting of the schoolteacher by his pupils, the reference to Joseph as a 
'sacrificial lamb' in the ensemble anthem, and his resigned removal of his clothes in the final 
scene, build up to locate Hitler's atrocities toward the Jews as an intertext central to an 
appreciation of the work. In similar vein, the mirrors, windows and doors that are threaded 
through Dead Dreams seem perfunctory enough in each separate instance, but together, 
symbolise the narcissism and voyeurism that form central themes in the work and chart the 
viewer’s psychoanalytical passage deeper into the mind of a serial killer. The scaffold-prison 
that forms the set of Metamorohosis combines with the monotonous ticking of a clock and the
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regimented movements of the Samsa family to refer the viewer to ideas of entrapment as a 
metaphor for bourgeoisie living. The repeated references to clocks and time in Swinoer - the 
wristwatch, the pendulum, the metronome & the wall clock - prompts the viewer to reflect 
upon the philosophical nature of time and its merciless onward march toward the end; the 
end of a love affair, old age, death. Finally, the constant references to water in Mill on the 
Floss - the witches ducking stool, the Floss itself, the Red Deeps and the skewed fumiture in 
the mill (that resembles the scene of a flood with bits of fumiture still protruding above the 
surface of the water) - combine with the opening and closing sequences to thread, through 
the piece, the idea of drowning as a central metaphor for Maggie's predicament. All 
contribute to the creation of a compact, multi-elemented stage score of versatile and 
poiyphonous signs that generate a matrix of symbolism, metaphorical significance and 
intertextuai reference designed to feed back into the stories to underline and widen the 
resonance of the themes.
5.7.4 A dialectical range of literality/abstraction in each sign system 
There are moments in all five works when, within a framework of dialectical realities and 
facilitated by a plural stage text simultaneously rooted in realism and stylistically-encoded, 
signs - both vocal and bodily - seem to be entirely familiar, realistic and representational. 
Here, the signifier-signifled bond is closed and meaning is clear: for example, the fear in 
Joseph's face and his backward stagger at the sound of marching Nazi-boots; the moment 
when Lloyd puts on a record and sits in an armchair to contemplate his butchery; Gregor's 
toast to his family's future; the man dressing in his bedsit; Maggie swinging around the poles 
of the mill as she talks excitedly to Bob about Tom's homecoming.
Each work however, also contains many abstract moments in which both aural and visual 
signifiers remain teasingly 'opaque' and unexplained. Examples include the many bizarre 
non-sequiturs that flood the space in the opening scene to Street of Crocodiles (such as the 
woman inexplicably dangling by her knees from the shoulders of a spiv); Russell's posing 
upon a pedestal in scene 3 in Dead Dreams while Douglas staggers around him with his 
trousers round his ankles; scene 15 in Metamorohosis when Mr Samsa and Greta repeatedly 
fall forward and back across the space whilst Mrs Samsa cries out "But he is still my Son/"); 
the gentle tums and rebounds of the dancer that dominate the opening key signature to 
Swinger: and the extraordinary size of Aunt Pullett's hat and the fact that she sits upon her 
hat box for a chair in Mill on the Floss.
However, these signs invariably do not remain opaque for long: the register established by 
the key signature of each piece is one which orientates the viewer toward a continual process
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of trying out possible meanings for signs such as these and testing them for their viability as 
to different meaning-inferences against the surrounding elements. Read in conjunction with 
other emerging signs, it becomes apparent that each foregrounded signifier generally 
constitutes a form of symbolic shorthand summarising significances which might, if more 
explicitly expressed, appear tangential to the plot, clumsy or overstated.
The instances given above thereby gamer significance as, respectively
[i] a sleazy womanising relative of Joseph's; one amongst the many bizarre and fantastical 
characters that emerge to symbolise Joseph's confused and imaginative dream state
[ii] the body beautiful and sexual degradation: two opposing cultural associations typically 
accorded to homosexuality.
[iii] the power of a mother’s love externalised and made visible as kinetic waves of emotion
[iv] a vision of elegant femininity - distant, self-contained and idealised as an object of 
fantasy
[v] Aunt Pullett's total preoccupation with her looks and material possessions
With signs stylised to varying degrees of abstraction and simultaneously tied to the dramatic 
motivation of character and plot, those which initially appear transparent and of little 
significance beyond their real-life referent may also become metaphorically or symbolically 
significant. A clear example occurs in the opening sequence of Street of Crocodiles in which 
a dustbin and a packing case of books are, at first, purely representational parts of the set 
and only later become metaphors for the gaps and openings in Joseph's mind through which 
his dead relatives emerge to link a past, rich with memories, to the present. Likewise, in 
Dead Dreams. Russell speaks to camera - "have you been here before?" - a monologue that 
clearly constitutes a verbal come-on but is subsequently made strange by the presentational 
element of his speaking downstage to camera, while the recipient of his words is standing 
upstage behind him and out of his vision. By the end of the scene, set against Nigel's 
movement phrases, this initially strange element has served, metaphorically, to physicalise 
the distance between them.
By establishing the tone of the work as one In which theatrical form is to be almost 
indistinguishable from content in terms of its significance to the story-telling, the key- 
signature scenes confer upon each sign system a heightened significance and the facility to 
be simultaneously literal and abstract; in effect, highly-versatile and ever-malleable to freely- 
traverse De Marinis' 'representational - presentational' continuum and to challenge its implied 
polarity of content and form. Michael Ardltti, in reference to DV8's MSM used the phrase "a 
radical theatre in which meaning, movement, product and aesthetic are one" (1993, p52).
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This seems to be a description that could equally be applied across the five works studied 
here. Each one creates a language that is an unusual tissue of aural and visual elements 
signifying on a representational level whilst also aesthetically-designed to generate other 
significances. Rather than developing into what Claire Armistead has called "narcissistic 
play" (1994, p6), each significant element feeds back into the stories to point up and/or 
underline the central themes and messages of the work.
FIGURE 23 below presents a summary of the key frameworks and mechanisms that 
emerged from the study of the five works. It is posited that, together they facilitate a 
dialectical mode of theatrics - inner/outer worlds, realism/stylisation, surface 
narrative/subtextual significance, abstraction/literality - within which vocal and bodily 
signifiers are then co-ordinated and integrated in the reading process without loss of 
coherence. The chart records that the stories and themes in all five works are explored 
through the dialectical tensions that manifest themselves between the ‘outer* experience of 
the social body and the ‘inner*, emotional dimension of the mind and the Imagination. This 
allows for a performance milieu that juxtaposes a strong root of realism (the familiarity of the 
ordinary and the everyday)and various modes of stylisation ranging (in this study) from 
clowning surrealism, a visceral, choreographic physicaiity, a vaudeville grotesqueness, 
emotional expressionism and postmodern symbolism. Held between the polar extremities of 
realism and stylisation, stories are told and emotional undercurrents expressed through a 
multi-elemented stage-score of signs that include the design of lighting, props, set, music and 
costume but which primarily emanate from the manipulation of vocal (sound/speech/song) 
and bodily (movement/gesture/dance) sign systems. These signs may be periodically 
anchored in reality, thus signifying through primarily representational means, and stylised to 
varying degrees of abstraction, thus emphasising the presentational aspect of performance. 
The result Is a dense and Interconnecting network of visual and aural significances that fold 
back into the stories to generate a layering of meaning and resonance which the reader is 
challenged to make sense of in the act of interpretation.
The implications of these results in terms of establishing a supra-disciplinary conceptual 
identity for physical theatre practices are discussed in greater depth in Chapter 8.
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FIGURE 23: A  SUMMATIVE FRAMEWORK OF RECURRING SEMIOTIC MECHANISMS 
ACROSS FIVE PHYSICAL THEATRE TEXTS
Treatment of subject matter/themes reveal an interest in the duality of 'inner* versus 'outer" 
dimensions of existence so that the works are structured in terms of
Dialectical realities held in tension
Inner world of the mind: 
IMAGINATION; EMOTION
External outer reality: 
SOCIETY; REASON
This sets up a milieu that mixes 
Realism + a range of imaginative stylisation:
r---------------- ;-------------1---------------------1------------------------------1------------------------ 1
street of Crocodiles Dead Dreams of Metamorohosis The Mill on the Swinoer 
Monochrome Men Floss
Realism +
clowning
surrealism
Realism +
visceral
physicaiity
Realism + 
the grotesque
Realism + 
emotional 
expressionism
Realism + 
postmodem 
symbolism
Within this realistic/stylised spectrum, stories are told and 
emotional undercurrents expressed through a
multi-elemented stage score of
Props + Lighting + set + music + costume + sound 
+ movement/gesture + vocal sound/speech
in which vocal and bodily sign systems are simultaneously rooted in reality and stylised to 
varying degrees of abstraction to challenge the polarity of De Marinis'
Representational/presentational continuum
presentational representational
creating a density of visual and aural
metaphor, symbolism + intertextuai significance
that feeds back into the storytelling to generate a layering of 
meanings, moods, atmospheres and resonance which the viewer is challenged to make
sense of in the act of interpretation
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CO-HABITEES IN 'NO-MAN'S-LAND': 
TWO PHYSICAL THEATRE COMPANIES
Chapter 6
AN ANALYSIS OF THREE EXTRACTS FROM WORKS BY 
THEATRE DE COMPLICITE
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AN ANALYSIS OF THREE EXTRACTS FROM WORKS BY 
DV8 PHYSICAL THEATRE
Chapter 8 
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Chapter 6
AN ANALYSIS OF THREE EXTRACTS FROM WORKS BY 
THEATRE DE COMPLICITE
6.1 The sample and a procedural outline
6.2 Theatre de Complicité: a paradigm for drama-physical-theatre
6.3 * A ugust: Street of Crocodiles
6.4 The G reat War': The Three Lives o f Lucie Cabrol
6.5 The F light in to  the Northern Mountains': Caucasian Chalk Circle
6.6 A summary of emerging textual traits
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Part One of the thesis established that physical theatre emerged into public consciousness in the 
1980s with a dual identity in dance and drama and remains somewhat adrift in a metaphorical 
'No-Mans-Land' between the critical and academic theory of the two artforms.
In an attempt to begin to probe the relationship between the two strands of practice, Part Two 
conducted a summative review of the semiotic literature from dance and drama, twinning and 
attempting to synthesise specialist theoretical knowledges from each to suggest a set of 
appropriate conceptual tools adapted for the analysis of physical theatre's hybridity. These were 
then tested against five examples of physical theatre practice crossing the space between 
'dance-' and 'drama-physical-theatre' and ranging from work as diverse in style as Yolande 
Snaith's Swinoer and Steven Berkoffs Metamorohosis. On the basis of this analysis, a series of 
semiotic commonalities were proposed, each pointing to a dialectical mode of theatrics as 
fundamental to the production style of all five works.
Part Three sets out to dig beneath this collective framework to look more specifically at the use 
of vocal and bodily signifying practices in ‘dance-’ and ‘drama-physical-theatre’. The aim is to 
pinpoint any distinctive conventions in the recurring pattems and distinguishing features of their 
respective vocabularies.
6.1 The sample and a procedural outline
The following analysis spans two chapters and takes a slice of physical theatre from each of its 
dual strands by deconstructing extracts from a selection of works by two companies - one 
ostensibly from the drama field, the other from dance; both of which formed part of the sample 
analysed In Chapter 5 . The choice of Theatre de Complicité and DV8 Physical Theatre as 
paradigms from the world of drama and dance respectively, was made on the basis of the 
following criteria:
•  Artistic directors Simon McBumey and Lloyd Newson have repeatedly referred to their work 
in print as 'physical theatre' and are critically regarded as being at the forefront of the 
physical theatre movement(s) in this country. Each has built a reputation as an icon in the 
their respective fields having consistently maintained a high profile in the national and 
international media. Both companies are recipients of a range of theatre and dance awards;
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both have been critically applauded for their palpable influence in regenerating mainstream 
theatre and dance; and both invited to perform at mainstream London theatre venues, such 
as The Royal Court (DV8 in 1995 with MSM and Theatre de Complicité with their 1997 
production of Ionesco's The Chairs).
The companies were founded contemporaneously - Theatre de Complicité in 1983 by Simon 
McBumey, Annabelle Arden and Marcello Magni and DV8 in 1986 by Lloyd Newson, Wendy 
Houston and Nigel Chamock - each expressing a fundamental dissatisfaction with 
conventional theatre and dance and committed to developing their own style of work. Since 
their foundation, both companies have been consistently producing work and continue to do 
so under the auspices of their founding directors. A full list of each company's work - and 
awards - appear in APPENDICES 3 and S.
•  The two directors are notably articulate with regard to their theatre practices and have 
expressed strongly-held convictions about their respective art forms and about theatre in 
general. Their ideas regularly appear in print via reviews, interviews, analytical and 
biographical studies and anthologies of British theatre practice (for example, the 1994 
publication of Live) and there exists a wealth of primary and secondary sources of 
documentation to support any observations that are made. In addition, a number of their 
works are available on video for public viewing and therefore exist for posterity and analysis 
in good copy.
Each company is analysed in consecutive chapters - Theatre de Complicité in Chapter 6 . DV8 in 
Chapter 7 - by means of isolating selected extracts from three different productions in the 
repertoire. Although each work is unique and distinctive, it is expected that certain stylistic traits 
will emerge from this sample to define the work as being of that company. The particular choice 
of works was made on the basis of their having been produced and performed over a time period 
that spans the last ten years and their availability in good video-copy for detailed analysis. Each 
individual extract forms a short scene or a two-to-three minute section of a longer scene in which 
both vocal and bodily signifiers are foregrounded as dominant expressive modes.
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Each chapter begins with an introduction to the company's theatrical philosophy drawing 
attention to their main concerns in production. The analysis then proceeds by taking each extract 
in tum, first contextualising the section in a choreographic/dramatic outline of the work as a 
whole that summarises the main events of each scene and pinpoints the major characteristics of 
vocal and bodily signification. This is followed by a magnification, in table form, of the particular 
extract selected for analysis showing greater detail in the use of movement/dance, speech/sound 
and space. In addition, notes are made on the modes of transcodification that are effected 
between these sign-systems and that give rise to the readings given. Each system of 
signification is then discussed, first separately, drawing attention to emerging characteristics, 
then in relation to one another, commenting upon the way vocal and bodily signifiers are 
integrated or juxtaposed to generate meaning and significance.
6.2 Theatre de Complicité: a paradigm for drama-physical-theatre'
"Total theatre: a mixture of voice, image and movement that aims to make physical presence as 
important as words" (Macleod, 40 Minutes, The Late Show, BBC2, 21 September, 1992).
A review of Theatre de Complicite's production of The Winters Tale describes their work as 
"distinctly alien to the British tradition" (Dr. Peter Holland, in Taylor, 1992, p32). This is a tradition 
which still tends to be, in director, Simon McBumey's experience,
obsessed with words. W e have a habit of retreating into this grey and 
forbidding castle which is our language to fight off any marauders who dare to 
suggest that any other form is equal to it...the great misconception of modem 
theatre is that the written play is theatre by itself
McBumey, in Morris, 1994, p9
Although McBumey comes from a quite conventional background of studying classic texts - 
Chekov, Pinter, Shakespeare - while reading English at Cambridge, his roots are more deeply- 
embedded in Europe, put down during his subsequent training at the Jacques Lecoq school of 
Mime, Movement and Theatre. Studying movement analysis and the Commedia arts of mask, 
mime and clowning, McBumey developed his philosophy of theatre as a form which, in an era of 
multi-channel television, must fundamentally "celebrate its difference as an art form from TV...
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Theatre's the most wonderful piece of artifice. It's fantastically artificial... It's a celebration of that 
artifice" (McBumey in Tushingham, 1994, p24).
Since the early days of their physical theatre in which language was frequently "pared down to 
grunts and jabber" (Williams, 1991), the devising process has become less improvised, more 
precise and "gradually more written...we can practically write down the moves" (Arden in Woods, 
1990, p25). It was then a relatively small step to take a pre-written play text and to devise ways 
of physicalising it for the stage. 1989 saw a production of Durrenmatt's The Visit followed by The 
Winters Tale in 1991 and this last year alone has seen two further text-based' productions - 
Brecht's Caucasian Chalk Circle and Ionesco's The Chairs.
McBumey repudiates the idea that visual, physical theatre and so-called textual theatre are 
necessarily at opposite ends of a theatrical spectrum asserting that "all theatre is physical, visual 
and textual" (in Woods, 1990, p25); that the distinction between conventional theatre and 
physical theatre lies in a company's approach to its material. Whether working from a collection 
of short stories or a play-text, McBumey is insistent that the material remains theatrically empty 
until it comes into contact with the 'dramatic imagination' of the cast to generate an imaginative 
and illusionist world that highlights the condition of man amidst the absurdities of life.
The work is intemationally renowned for its physicaiity, often inteijecting sections of conventional 
dance - a tango in Street of Crocodiles, a folk dance at the end of Caucasian Chalk Circle - as 
part of the storytelling. But it is a more subtle, acrobatic, Commedia-style physicaiity that is the 
core of the company’s reputation. Their style has been described as "highly European"
(Macaulay, 1994, pi 3)... possessing a "hard, fluent balletic energy" (Taylor, 1992, p 2 6 )... full of 
"heightened mime and caricature, with exaggerations and repetitions, underlining points in a 
method that is basically expressionistic" (Macaulay, 1994, pi 3)... "a kind of ballet with words, a., 
kaleidoscope of movement and mime, pathos and lunacy" (Anon 1994, pi 4).
Michael Billington has described the work as the "ideal synthesis of form and content" (1992, 
p24) although the company are more often the subject of cautious praise in the British theatre 
press whose repeated calls - in ironic reference to Jacob's plea in Street of Crocodiles -  for 
"Less form, more matter!" (Taylor, 1992, p26) demonstrate the uneasy reception that a theatre 
which plays with images, bodies and movement can more often expect (McBumey in
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Tushingham, 1994, p23). it is of some significance to this project that McBumey himself finds 
that
people who are used to dance are more able to talk about our work because 
they are used to looking, whereas theatre people are used to listening... Most 
of our life is spent not speaking but so many people are deaf to the articulacy 
of action and image.
McBumey, in Armistead, 1992, p26
Of Theatre de Complicite's repertoire of work, extracts have been chosen for analysis from three 
productions: 'August from Theatre de Complicite's Street of Crocodiles (1992). 'The Great Wari 
from The Three Lives of Lucie Cabrol (1994) and The Flight into the Northern Mountains'from  
The Caucasian Chalk Circle (1997).
6.3 'A ugust: Street o f Crocodiles
FIGURE 24 charts, scene-by-scene, the main characteristics in the use of vocal and bodily 
signification in Street of Crocodiles. The division of the work into separate acts and scenes - and 
the labels given to each - are taken from the programme notes accompanying a live 
performance of the work at London's Royal National Theatre. The summary of events and the 
notes made on each scene were the product of the author’s repeated viewings of a video­
recording of a live performance at The Young Vic in 1992, stored in the archives at the Theatre 
Museum in London. The chart draws attention to the busy-ness in both systems of signification 
and the sheer variety of ways in which movement and speech are used and manipulated through 
the piece. The relevant extract 'August!' is highlighted within the chart by a border and 
subsequently magnified in FIGURE 25 in the immediate pages that follow. Reading horizontally 
across the columns, the second chart notes the shifting relationship between the different sign- 
systems in a column labelled 'Transcodification between vocal and bodily signifiers'.
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FIGURE 24: NOTES ON VOCAL AND BODILY SIGNIFICATION: STREET OF CROCODILES
ACT
NO.
SECTION
& TITLE
SUMMARY OF EVENTS NOTES & OBSERVATIONS - CHARACTERISTICS IN
THE USE OF VOCAL & BODILY SIGNIFIERS
ACT
1;
ACT
2:
Act of Joseph sorts books under Nazi
Remembrance instructions. The familiar feel and smell
1. of one of the books hooks into his
summoning of imaginative memory & in a reverie, he
the Past unwittingly, conjures up his dead family
and friends.
2. Joseph is greeted by his family as
the awakening though he is a small boy and this is
of memory nothing out of the ordinary. He meets his
father & the birds make their first 
symbolic appearance
3. He sees his mother who confusingly
a spring dusk metamorphoses into Adele, the maid,
then Maria, his sweetheart who holds 
one half of a dish & seems to be seeking 
the other. The dream becomes 
nightmarish.
The Age of Joseph, once a teacher, finds himself
Genius fôcing his class except all the children in
4. front of him are miniature versions of his
the class femily & friends.
5. The class behave mischievously &
the teacher viciously & Joseph cannot control them
6 Jacob whips up the class into a frenzy
children's with the bizarre idea that 'Wood is alive!"
games & Joseph moves helplessly, like a
marionette, in their midst. The children’s 
game tums into a sinister premonition as 
a girl puts two fingers to his head and 
shoots.
7. In his father's shop Joseph finds his
the shop of... mother and fether slumped over the
memories counter asleep.
8 He wakes each group of sleepers & they
father's enter the shop to enact a series of
beautiful shop confused & bizarrely comical scenes
9. A special cloth becomes the earth's
the calaphony surface, tilting & listing, in the midst of
from Malabar which Joseph tries to match his half of
the dish together with Maria's but fails.
10. Joseph + is family await the arrival of
family dinner Jacob to the dinner table while Adele &
Maria meet at the water tap. When 
Jacob arrives Adele serves soup. The 
guests are transformed in Joseph's 
confused & surreal imagination into 
birds.
Vocal: language = German - signal information. Poetic & 
surreal text emerges mid-sentence - thoughts vocalised. 
Finally, ensemble unison phrase initiates change 
Bodily; naturalistic action + heightened significance - 
simplicity & symbolism. Surreal entrances - inner thoughts 
physicalised. Finally, ensemble - frozen/animated, canon
Vocal: Rapid succession of non-sequiturs, cacophony. 
Single pointed words initiate change of action 
Bodily: Each group animated as Joseph moves among them 
- realistic greetings. Ensemble enact swooping of birds 
through space
Vocal: Ensemble vocalise bird song, tranquil mood & a 
moment of tension that hangs in air then resolves. Poetic text. 
Dialogue breathless & unfinished. Repetition of name 
Bodily: Ensemble enact a woodland of trees using chairs. 
Amidst physical chaos - running - trees become people & 
vice versa - succession of non-sequitur cameos.
Vocal: Cacophony of laughing and chattering punctuated 
with silence.
Bodily: Scene is created in stages, movement fragmented 
with stills.
Vocal: hubbub + short phrases &  single words - shorthand. 
Bodily: 'clowning' misbehaviour.
Vocal: mayhem of motivated noisy misbehaviour. Jacob 
speaks - bizarre & poetic - initiates physical change. Silence. 
Cacophony & repetition of isolated phrases.
Bodily: all wood in room comes alive. J moves like a 
marionette controlled by the percussive rhythms. Stage 
Freeze - simple shooting mime. Mayhem - fumiture re­
animated to change scene. Repetition of bird motif
Vocal: Ensemble yawning & sighing create sleepy mood - 
repetition of phrase motifa.
Bodily: slow motion, bizarre actions
Vocal: Cacophony, repetition of motifs & foreign languages 
Bodily: Commedia-style characteristics physicalised - slap 
stick comedy routines.
Vocal: bizarre non-sequiturs initiate action - cacophony 
Bodily: ritualistic slow motion of realistic action breaks into 
mayhem of couples dancing & falling across space.
Vocal: Simple dialogue of naturalistic comments & questions 
dissolve into cacophony. Jacob's surreal poetic speech 
initiates physical change
Bodily: realistic action at the water tap set against a 
background of symbolic mimes in suspended animation 
Stage freezes - Ensemble imitation of birds pecking then 
swoop - repetition of motif - physical symbolism
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ACT SECTION
NO. & TITLE
SUMMARY OF EVENTS NOTES & OBSERVATIONS - CHARACTERISTICS IN THE
USE OF VOCAL & BODILY SIGNIFIERS
11.
'August!'
Joseph’s mother's words conjure a 
memory of family picnics in sweltering 
high Summer; Adele the object of male 
fantasy. The tranquillity is disturbed first 
by a fly then by a pelting of birds eggs. 
Adele is ordered into the attic to sort out 
the birds
Vocal: poetic sensual text initiates physicalisation of scene + 
buzzing & sighing sound effects. Conversation - a sequence 
of bizarre imaginative non-sequiturs - erupts into cacophony 
& ends in unison.
Bodily: mimed gestures as ensemble form a stage picture - 
stage freezes, suspended animation - surreal actions dissolve 
into mayhem & resolve in unison stamp.
ACT
3:
ACT
4:
12. She climbs into the attic & chases the
the birds birds who fly about in a panic
13. The confusion erupts in Joseph's
the class imagination into the nightmarish
scenario of Adele finding a love letter 
written to Maria.
14. in his paranoia, Adele becomes a pupil
Tango in his class who, en masse, proceed to
tum on him. He confuses this nightmare 
with his father's unexplained 
disappearance.
...Dreams In Joseph's mind, the image of the class
disintegrates & he is sitting in a train.
15. His questions to his mother about their
branchline of destination go unanswered & he then
time loses sight of her.
16. Confused & frightened for his father,
the sanatorium Joseph finds himself abandoned in a
strange environment which is suddenly 
transformed into the scene of his 
father’s death bed.
17. Jacob dies &, still confused, Joseph
father's demise macabre imagination sees his
pupils/family disposing of his body; 
sawing it up & buming the remains.
18. Joseph's mother reminisces. He worries
mother's story about neglecting the shop.
19. Joseph revisits the shop & is haunted by
the empty shop his guilt & the spirits of his father's angry
customers. He has a premonition of his 
own death.
20/21/22. Alienated from his own imaginings,
...the gale Joseph's looks helplessly on as witness
to the terrible killing of a bird
Act of His reverie destroyed, the sound of
Destruction marching footsteps brings Joseph, with
a jolt, back to reality. Shot by a Nazi 
23/24. officer, in his mind, he is finally
the fall of birds welcomed into the arms of his bizarre
family on the other side of the grave.
Vocal: Ensemble - cluck, coo & squawk like birds.
Bodily: Ensemble imitate the characteristics of birds & run & 
swoop about in choreographed chaos
Vocal: General boisterous ensemble - read aloud, the letter 
yearns for a connection between inner sensation 
and outer experience, self-reflexive commentary 
Bodily: realistic action
Vocal: Joseph's confused questioning "Why are you doing 
this? Where is father?" drowned by instrumental chaos. 
Bodily: Social dance - a Tango - aggressive & sensual. 
Intimidation conveyed via spatial chorer^raphy - abstract 
movement - falling & rolling.
Vocal: ensemble chant becomes attuned to depict rhythm of 
a train beneath dialogue of Joseph & his mother. Single 
words confirm scenario; "Billet!"
Bodily: Ensemble sit & judder as though in a train then lurch 
forward & depart - realistic mime.
Vocal: Surreal dialogue
Bodily: everyday realistic action until a sheet is whirled on­
stage & ensemble take up positions - bodily/prop 
representation of a coffin as part of a clock's ticking 
pendulum
Vocal: Minimal dialc^ue
Bodily: Ensemble represent death symbolically - the sheet 
swept from the bed. The ensemble parade around the space 
with a blackboard-constructed effigy of a man
Vocal: simple poetic dialc^ue 
Bodily: Realistic action
Vocal: Ensemble - singing in style of an anthem + repe^ed 
refrain + individual cries - words change to relig. symbolism - 
Bodily: Ensemble mime the breaking down of the door & pile 
forward in slow motion.
Vocal: Only squawking.
Bodily: Surreal - Joseph sits on a chair halfway up wall & 
watches everything being sucked down beneath floor.
Vocal: Single army-style instruction
Bodily: ensemble create sound from bodies by marching on
spot. Repetition of earlier mimed shooting motif. Syinbolic
realism: drop of book, removal of clothes & Joseph is passed
along line of seated relatives & borne off stage in Adele's
arms.
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The following comments are extrapolated from the notes made in FIGURE 25 as a series of 
descriptive passages detailing a summary of events and how vocal and bodily signifiers are used 
and integrated in the extract to generate meaning and significance.
SUMMARY OF EVENTS
Amidst a scene of panic, Adele produces the missing ledger and with pointed expression, hands 
It to Joseph's mother. The mood suddenly shifts from panic to calm and the scene slowly 
transforms from dinner table to family picnic where, as if infected by Jacob's strange 
pronouncements, and made slightly delirious in the heat and the languid atmosphere of long 
Summer holidays, the family group half-doze through a series of bizarre verbal exchanges and 
strange antics.
VOCAL SIGNIFICATION
Adele's weighty pronouncement of a single word "August!" heralds a complete change of 
atmosphere and the sensual language that follows is highly charged in its evocation of the sights, 
smells, sounds and tastes of August; delivered by Joseph's mother in a languid recollective 
manner and conjuring images of long, hazy Summer days. Once the picnic scene is formed, the 
sensually-poetic language gives way to a succession of surreal ramblings initiated by Jacob 
repeating an earlier motif of "less matter, more form!" and swinging abruptly from one bizarre 
idea to another. Emile's sudden pause in mid-sentence to tune the word 'China' to the pitch of the 
banjo "China, China...China - thankyou - China..." draws no astonishment from the assembled 
party caught up in their own lazy, heat-induced, trances; it is as though, but for a freak of 
evolution, the human race might quite plausibly have conversed with one another in song and, if 
so, tuning up would be a thoroughly acceptable part of social interaction. The language bespeaks 
the magic of a parallel existence accessed through the imagination that constantly questions the 
fundamental precepts and maxims of 'real' life. The spell is abruptly broken by the sudden hail of 
birds' eggs down upon the assembled party and reality reinstated with Joseph's mother 
despairing aloud of Jacob's "worthless dreams". The scene ends as it began with a single word - 
"Adele!" - which, for all its brevity, nonetheless contains a ream of unspoken instructions and 
sentiments. The silence finally erupts into a vocal mayhem of squawking.
BODILY SIGNIFICATION
Around the central stationary figure of Joseph's mother, a physical transformation takes place in 
a series of gestures - leaning back, looking up, mopping foreheads, fanning faces - which, 
initiated by Emile, then pass through the ensemble to create a moment of physical change and 
culminate in a tableau depicting the multifarious detail of a family group at an outdoor picnic in 
the stifling heat of high-Summer. The ensemble technique is reiterated when Jacob flicks his 
handkerchief in front of his face and the meandering path of an imaginary flying insect becomes 
the object of the entire group's focus until it comes to a halt on the picnic blanket and everyone 
strains fon^rard to peer down at it. With the group's focus trained to this single spot, time seems 
to come to a standstill and in trance-like slow motion, Theodore crawls silently toward it, fly-
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swatter in hand, closely followed by Leon. Utterly absorbed, the family group lean still further 
forward to witness Theodore swatting the fly and Leon spitting on it - a throwback to his 
emergence from a water butt in the opening scene - and the family visibly relax back with a 
collective sigh of relief.
A languid tranquillity is re-established but Theodore and Leon remain caught up in the trance and 
continue to crawl in slow motion toward Adele, Theodore brandishing a dinner-fork and Leon 
ironing the picnic blanket. They use wafting gestures of their hands to cool Adele down and 
Theodore, with an intense look of fascination on his face, proceeds to comb her hair with the 
fork. When birds' eggs suddenly start to rain down from the ceiling, panic breaks out and the 
picnickers hurriedly disperse upstage creating a witty stage picture of the family at the mercy of 
the birds, sheltering beneath coats, chairs & brollies. With the cry of "Adele!", they all - with the 
force of unison - stamp a foot to the ground and point to stage right, momentarily freezing before 
plunging back into a scene of mayhem out of which the solitary figure of Adele emerges from 
behind a desk lid and climbs into 'the attic'.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VOCAL AND BODILY SIGNIFICATION
The extract demonstrates a closely-integrated, almost mirroring, relationship between vocal and 
bodily signs which provide mutual reference points for meaning and significance, initially through 
a unifying focus on the senses and physical sensation. The opening speech is recollective and 
describes a wash of memory. The speech is then rendered a stationary fixed point around which 
the motivated, gestural movements of bodily signification begins to make visible this memory. 
Initiated by the vocal, the scene begins to physically change, finally releasing the verbal from its 
retrospective, narrative context into the drama of the present.
The entire scene develops by means of sensual rather than logical connections creating an 
indelible link between outside and in; between the elasticised time-frame of memory and the 
linearity of time in the present; and between the realities and illusions in the language and action. 
McBumey's concern - articulated in the production's programme notes - to create "a fabric that 
might hold some of the scents falling from the jacket of Schultz's prose”, locates the senses as a 
central unifying force between the visual and the aural in the extract's vocabulary.
Every element is honed down and focused to create a stripped elemental vocabulary free of 
extraneous detail. What remains is then dynamically and temporally arranged for exaggerated 
significance -  using unison, canon, stills, silences, repetition and slow motion - allowing, for a 
short time, moments of imaginative abstraction to follow their own internal dynamic before 
reining them back in to reinstate a semblance of reality. The result is a style that might aptly be 
termed 'choreographic realism'. The semantic references of both speech and movement involve 
familiar words and gestures which are then used to communicate bizarre notions juxtaposing the 
familiar with the unfamiliar to comic effect and generating an atmosphere of imaginative 
surrealism in which anything seems plausible. The surreal image of Leon & Theodore crawling 
towards Adele in predatory slow motion brandishing a fork and an iron is mirrored in Emile's 
bizarre and imaginative concept of a musical language; likewise Uncle Charles' fantastical 
thoughts as to why animals have horns is complemented by Theodores's combing of Adele's hair 
with the fork. In this dimension of memory and imagination, there is no precedent for perfect 
causal sense and the concept of what is 'real' floats alongside that which is imagined, with both 
the physical and the vocal entangled together.
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The details noted in the above analysis are summarised as general stylistic features in FIGURE 
26 below:
FIGURE 26: A SUMMARY OF "AUGUST!"
Vocal signifiers
Essences; shorthand; heightened significance 
Sensual, poetic text - bizarre non-sequiturs 
Ambiguous meanings
Patterning: repetition, motifs, playng & pitch, 
tone & rhythm, ensemble sharing of text, 
unison, cacophony, sound effects.
Switching between tenses - recollective narration to 
dialogue
Sets specific context, stories & detail
Bodily signifiers
Essences; shorthand; heightened significance
Naturalistic action - mundane, everyday
Familiar made unfamiliar - symbolism
Patterning: repetition, motifs, playing & speed, timing &
dynamic; ensemble tableaux, stage freezes, visual
mayhem
Physicallses sensation & makes visible moods 
& atmospheres
Mimed representations of birds, trees.
Relationship between vocal & bodily signification systems
•  Vocal & bodily signs mirror each other - mutual reference points in sensation 
•  Stripped elemental vocabulary, realistic but free of extraneous detail,
•  'choreographed realism' - both vocal & bodily signifiers given heightened significance & 
presentational interest via temporal, spatial & dynamic patterning - reeled back in to reinstate reality 
•  Held in a relationship of 'elasticised' tension - disjunctive elements introduced in one 
sign system first pull away from, then drags the other sign system with it into conjunction.
6.4 The Great War": The Three Lives o f Lucie Cabrol
The second extract is from The Three Lives of Lucie Cabrol and has been given the titie 'The 
Great WaT. The division of the work into labelled acts and scenes and the notes made in the 
charts are the work of the author, drawn from repeated viewings of a video-taped performance at 
The Riverside Studios, London and made available by the company administrators. Attention is 
drawn to the variety of means by which the narrative unfolds, the simplicity and choreographed 
economy of vocal and bodily signification, and the heavy symbolism attendant upon both.
Scene 5 - The Great War" - is highlighted with a border in FIGURE 27 and magnified in the more 
detailed chart that follows in FIGURE 28. As with the analysis of the previous extract, the reader 
is directed to relate the notes made in each column horizontally across the page to note spatial 
patterning, the shifting relationship between movement and text and the resulting changes of 
mood, atmosphere and significance noted in the final column labelled 'Interpretation'.
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FIGURE 27: NOTES ON VOCAL AND BODILY SIGNIFICATION: THE THREE LIVES OF
LUCIE CABROL
ACT
NO.
SECTION
& TITLE
SUMMARY OF EVENTS NOTES & OBSERVATIONS: CHARACTERISTICS IN
THE USE OF VOCAL & BODILY SIGNIFIERS
ACT1: The Cabrol 
Family
1.
the family 
history
2.
2 births & a 
death
3.
the 'cocadrille'
4.
Emile’s
homecoming
Jean introduces each member of the 
Cabrol family, now dead, via their 
shoes. A coffin carried around the 
space as Jean speaks becomes the 
womb from which Lucie is bom - a slip 
back in time to September 1900.
As peasant farmers, the Cabrols farm 
poor land on a hill &  would have 
preferred a son - Lucie's birth is a 
disappointment - she is 'marked' & tiny. 
A pig is slaughtered. Lucie's little 
brother Henri is bom & is taller than 
Lucie by the age of two.
Lucie is brighter & stronger than Henri 
who hates her for it. When some of the 
chickens die mysteriously, Henri 
accuses Lucie of killing them by looking 
at them & taunts her with the name 
'cocadrille'.
Lucie runs from the schoolroom into the 
mountains to greet Emile. Henri taunts 
Lucie & she tips a bucket of milk over 
him. She is punished then forgiven & 
Marius uses the term 'cocadrille' 
affectionately as a nickname.
Vocal: list of names &  minimal details. Yodellingfainging 
Narration in first person of memories. Precipitates action. 
Bodily: symbolic mode estab. from start: water; shoes 
representing lives; bathtub - coffin - womb. Birth 
represented in undignified tipping of Lucie into roll d/s.
Vocal: sound effects - horses snorting. Jean's commentary 
taken up by appropriate characters who speak about 
themselves. E. European vocalisations.
Bodily: slow motion, non-specific entrances erupt into 
mimetic actions of horses, tilled soil. A single action 
summarises essence of major events. Busy work-type 
action forms constant background.
Vocal: French, ensemble chants - used as point of 
continuity to physically change scene, low key dialogue 
realistic noises & speech - earthy grunts etc..
Bodily: out of chaos - order of schoolroom - disintegrates 
back to hefty farmwork actions - chopping, scrubbing, 
fighting - aggressive, physically-taxing action.
Vocal: Ensemble chanting of date. Repetition of name, 
louder ^ ch  time & finally sustained like an echo to effect a 
scene change to mountains. Emotional scenes condensed 
into single words & foreign dialects. Narrator interjects. 
Bodily: illusion - space distortion & mime - suddenly shifts 
to real space-time-action.
The Great War
In the schoolroom time slips forward & 
M. Masson relates the fact of his death 
in 1916. Back in the fields, the war is 
announced & M. Cabrol followed by his 
sons & Jean depart for the front
Vocal: Repeated motif - date - poetical conceit. Vocal 
sound effects - visceraliy symbolic repeated to shed 
symbolism + a change of scene. French singing - changing 
in tone, pitch & dynamic each time - distance & mood. 
Bodily: Simple actions given vicious dynamic in conj. + 
vocals & Jean's hand turning M. Masson’s neck symbolises 
fact & manner of his death. Stillness, stylised marching - 
action suddenly freezes u/s.
6. The remaining Cabrols do all the farm
Emile returns work themselves & Henri has no time to
from the front fight Lucie. The men go into battle &
Emile returns badly injured.
7. Marius returns & La Melanie becomes
Edmund is bom prenant with her fourth child - a boy
who they name Edmund.
8. The men climb the pass & find Lucie
The alpine pass tending goats. She finds a pretext to
get Jean to stay behind. In the stables, 
she offers herself to him. Repulsed at 
his arousal he runs off then later 
returns to her.
Vocal: Marching song fades up beneath narration - louder 
in response to action & erupts into anguished yells.
Bodily: u/s on-spot marching /  d/s Lucie scrubs table, then 
whirls it round = symbolic & dramatic significance.
Vocal: family discuss repercussions of another brother - - 
e)Ç)lains action. Edmund narrates himself into life.
Bodily: Simple symbolism in movement & space - birth.
Vocal: Narration - vocalisations imitative of goatherds & 
animals, laughter, cries. Foreign dialects, dialogue 
Bodily: space-action illusion of climbing. Freeze while set 
is moved & resume facing d/s. dance, realistic action, 
ensemble - use props to create rocky path & rush about + 
planks to symbolise passion - spinning, rolling in dirt.
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ACT
NO.
SECTION
& TITLE
SUMMARY OF EVENTS NOTES & OBSERVATIONS: CHARACTERISTICS IN
THE USE OF VOCAL & BODILY SIGNIFIERS
ACT 2:
ACTS:
9. Lucie'S mention of marriage terrifies
Jean leaves for Jean & he leaves, dreaming that night
S. America of the shame of his act. Marius dies.
Jean leaves for Paris & South America. 
Emile dies of his war wounds & La 
Melanie of grief two years later.
10. Against the will of Henri, Lucie gives
Lucie leaves shelter to a wounded soldier &  bathes
the farm for the his wounds. The soldiers leave & 48
alpine slopes hours later, they are found & shot -
tipped off by an informer - Henri. Lucie 
is distraught. The bam bums.
The Jean returns & finds Lucie self-
Cocadrille's sufficient, rich & alone. They swap
2nd Life stories.
12. Lucie tells Jean how she went to the
Lucie makes city to sell mushrooms, came to
her fortune as a understand the economics of the
smuggler market place and became a smuggler.
13. Rich and proud, Lucie lives as a hermit
Life as a hermit bar her weekly visits to sit in a cafe, her
brothers having disowned her. She 
dreams of one day moving back into the 
village.
14. Lucie proposes that Jean marries her
A marriage deal so she may live respectably in the
village. Jean refuses & narrates his 
own 40-year-story. He reconsiders 
Lucie's proposal & asks for more time.
The Third Life Jean hears of Lucie's murder. From the 
grave, Lucie hints that her killers were
15. her brothers &  asks for Jean's decision,
a message He declares himself still undecided.
from the grave
16. Lucie wsits Jean who admits he had
Halloween thought of killing her to avoid marriage.
He does not hear from her again.
17. Jean travels up the alpine Pass &,
A house is built hearing Lucie's voice, negotiates a
for Lucie treacherous cliff path to reach her. She
is living a third life amongst those who 
have died violently & Jean realises that 
in order to marry Lucy, he too must 
suffer a violent death.
Vocal: dialogue. Ensemble extended yells, narration 
Bodily: runs on spot/around space - illusion of distance - 
Marius staggers & falls & slow motion removal of boots, 
jackets, coats & aprons - ritualistic symbol of death, family 
process around edge of space & the dead peel off to exit, 
d/s Lucie sharpens a knife - link to next scene
Vocal: noises of scything, foreign dialects. Dialogue, 
silence. Repetition of narrated sentence by soldier then 
Henri - significant. Yells - mayhem. 2 contradictory stories - 
narrated alternately - Henri's vs Lucie's.
Bodily: mimed scything actions. Stillnesses. Realistic 
action (combing fingers through hair) continues after the 
soldier has gone. Bucket of blood-coloured water thrown 
over soldiers to symbolise deaths. Lucie encircles a frozen 
scene - her journey away from the farm
Vocal: silence - narration, dialogue, foreign gabbling, rook 
vocalisations, chicken noises 
Bodily: ensemble become fruit bushes & disperse as 
rooks, perch as chickens. Realistic busy actions.
Vocal; Monologue - walks as she talks - scene changes 
interjections of speech by other voices. Cacophony 
Bodily: Ghosts - stand behind Lucie, ensemble enter as 
buyers & sellers. An actor stands as part of hut - steps 
fonvard to become customs officer.
Vocal: dialogue, general chattering ambience - French 
gibberish, giggling. Lucie narrates own story & flits into & 
out of drama. Repetition of key phrase over scene change. 
Ghostly whispers - repetition & echoes of key words 
Bodily: Scene is set up via business of cafe. Force of 
Lucie's furious spit physicalised in ensemble reaction.
Vocal: Dialogue - narration - dialogue 
Bodily: realistic.
Vocal: Narration - The dead Lucie speaks from her coffin 
Bodily: Lucie's body is lifted into a tiath tub & hoisted onto 
shoulders of pall bearers &  carried around edges of space 
Unison actions of mourners at burial.
Vocal: dialc^ue, repetition. Narration, vocalised bird song. 
Bodily: realistic.
Vocal: vocalised bird song, echoing voices dissipate into 
sound of crows, distant calling. Shared dialogue full of 
symbolism & significance. Ritualistic singing.
Bodily: Ensemble - fruit bushes & construct narrow 
pathways across stage. Climbs back wall dislodging slates. 
Building activities. Ensemble lift the bam structure.
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The following passages are based on the notes made in FIGURE 28 and provide a written 
account of the main events of the extract, its particular use of vocal and bodily signification to 
generate meanings, moods and significances and the relationship between these two modes of 
expression.
SUMMARY OF EVENTS
The Cabrol boys are busy in the fields harvesting the crops with scythes and bullying Lucie. 
Repeating the signals of an earlier schoolroom scene, a bell sounds and, in immediate response, 
the boys and Lucie run to stand in two lines, their scythes laid down and their pails upturned as 
seats. The scene marks the death of the village school teacher in The First World W ar and the 
subsequent disappearance from the farm of all the Cabrol boys and Jean to fight at the front.
VOCAL SIGNIFICATION
A heavy bell clangs, gives way to an old-fashioned hand-held school bell and the farm-hands run 
into place to form rows in a classroom. An otherwise unremarkable start to the lesson is suddenly 
usurped into a different time zone as Jean rises from his seat to articulate the date aloud. M. 
Masson himself narrates the event of his own death in the war in a matter-of-fact voice as though 
this is merely part of a rather tedious history lesson. The information is concise, to the point and 
poetically juxtaposes his own laborious chalking up of the date on the blackboard - for years part 
of his daily routine - with the simple engraving of the month and year of his death on the war 
memorial. The juxtaposition starkly emphasises the sudden and futile truncation of his life and 
the anonymity of his death. Each sentence is punctuated by the classroom ensemble who emit a 
brutal vocalisation imitative of the sound of a scythe cutting through grass and visceraliy 
symbolic of the likely manner of M. Masson's death. The bare facts told, the scything sounds 
become rhythmically regular and are overlaid with a cacophony of grunts and groans. These 
noises are joined by female voices with a counterpointing rhythm consolidating the 
transformation from the schoolroom scene back into the fields.
Another bell clangs four times and echoes in the silence with heavy symbolism. The imminence 
of war and the fact of M.Cabrol's departure to the front lines is conveyed in three isolated 
sentences; the emotional upheaval of this event left unsaid in the eloquent silence. The signing 
up and subsequent departure of the Cabrol boys is similarly condensed into a single reference to 
"mobilisation papers" and a cacophony of shouts and questions that convey their boyish 
exuberance and naive sense of self-importance at the prospect of war games, adventure and 
glory. Their general clamour transmogrifies into a rousing marching song, the words sung in 
French so that the viewer attends to the signal information - the sounds of the voices and the 
spirit in which the song Is sung: the first verse is sung raucously, full of youthful optimism and 
energy; the second fades in volume becoming a distant chant as they march further from home 
and the tedium and fatigue sets in; the third verse is quieter still and the unison breaks into 
gently poetic harmonies suggestive of the quiet reflective maturity bom of crippled youth. The 
fourth verse is softened to a barely-detectable whisper and cuts out mid-way through a line 
leaving the absent notes echoing in the silence.
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BODILY SIGNIFICATION
The 'parting of the seas' gesture by M. Masson as he strides down between the two lines of the 
assembled class comically reiterates both his quirkiness and his authority. He mimes writing the 
date on an imaginary blackboard. When Jean rises slowly to his feet and M.Masson freezes, it is 
clear that some sort of time slip has occurred. The actions that follow are everyday in character 
but their dynamic and timing invests them with enormous significance: M. Masson unbuttons his 
jacket which is abruptly pulled in one swift movement from his shoulders by Jean and, with the 
same dynamic, folded over his arm. M. Masson resignedly removes his glasses and carefully 
closes them into his hands. As a dead man he will have no further need of them. Timed with 
each vigorous moment of this sequence, the class, in unison, swing their upper bodies and arms 
sharply to one side in a single sc^hing action. The action is enlarged with each repetition so that 
they finally stand up, then move upstage scything continuously in a regular rhythm; their sticks 
thus relinquish their symbolic role as instruments of death and become, once again, common 
farm implements and the seamless transformation pointedly refers to the thousands of peasants 
who lost their lives for a war which had little to do with them.
With the change of scene from schoolroom back into the fields, there is a sense of time passing 
once more, which comes to an abrupt halt when a scythe is brought down heavily upon a spade 
being carried over the shoulder making a reverberating clang that causes all the Cabrols to 
cease work and look up. The declaration of war and the signing up and departure of all the 
Cabrol men is depicted in a few simple actions: M. Cabrol approaches his wife who has tumed 
away walking slowly downstage. Having cradled her face in his hands, he exits, passing Jean 
who runs on to join the Cabrol sons. They crowd around him, rush across the space past Lucie 
and her mother - only Emile pauses for a moment holding Lucie's shoulders - then playfully skip 
around each other before clambering up over a table and jumping down the other side to form 
two marching lines. Two scenes are then juxtaposed in the same space as the skipping gradually 
calms into a more regimented uniform march that moves around the perimeter of the space 
tuming each comer with sharp precision and crossing in front of the two women who stand 
resolutely still facing downstage. Their lack of movement emphasises their helplessness & 
emptiness and it is as though the boys' laughter and boisterous play still echo in their ears long 
after they have gone. Tuming a comer upstage, the men form a single line facing downstage and 
suddenly freeze in unison, one marching knee raised as though caught in an old war photograph 
or a still from a film. Their sudden stillness releases the downstage scene into busy animation as 
the women set themselves to doing all the farmwork that still has to be done in the boys 
absence. Upstage, the frozen stage picture is a constant reference to their memory.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VOCAL AND BODILY SIGNIFICATION
In The Great War", movement and text are simplified and sharpened to a stark minimalist 
realism. Everyday 'ordinary' action and specific, almost mundane, textual reference are laden 
with symbolism and, with only minor alterations in timing and dynamic, are tightly knitted into a 
single aural/visual vocabulary that reads with a heightened significance. Simple details in both 
vocal and bodily signifying systems are used to represent visceraliy larger concepts and events: 
the removal of the jacket and glasses signify a life relinquished In war and the scything action of 
the class, together with abrupt sentences punctuated with sound effects, symbolise not merely 
the fact of M. Masson's death but the brutal sacrifice of it and the terrible sense of a life wasted.
The retrospective narrative of M. Masson's death at the front drives the story-telling with 
economy and understatement and the subsequent events of the scene - the departure of the
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Cabrol men to the front-line - unfold via a vocabulary that is also sparse and elemental 
combining vocal and bodily signifiers with equal dramatic weight and significance. With the 
utterance of only a few key sentences and generalised body language that makes clear the boys' 
exuberance, time is condensed, theatrically swallowed in a cacophony of noisy responses and 
boisterous jostling. The march to the front-line is similarly condensed into a single 
circumnavigation of the space, the illusion of time passing and distance travelled, conveyed 
through the changes in tone of the soldier's singing and in the increasingly weary dynamic of 
their march. The integrative technique builds to a peak in the final moments of the extract, when, 
with a sudden silencing of song in mid-line and the abruptly-frozen stage picture of the men 
caught mid-march, the scenario, familiar from old war pictures and films, resonates beyond the 
lives of the Cabrols to the millions of anonymous lives lost in the First World War.
The details noted in the above analyses are summarised as general stylistic features in FIGURE 
29 below:
FIGURE 29: A SUMMARY OF THE GREAT WAR'
Vocal Signifiers
story rooted in oral narration - characters narrate 
their own experiences as they occur.
Concise language, simple minimalist dialogue - 
isolated words & phrases - the essence.
Sudden 'time-slips' - from retrospective narration to 
dramatic dialogue
Sound effects - birds, animals, scythes assist 
physical mimes & mood-creation - interjected to 
punctuate sentences adding dramatic significance. 
Patterning - foreign-sounding vocalisations, 
cacophonous noise & song - pitch, tone, volume 
dramatically significant; repetition
Bodily signifiers
Mundane everyday actions edit emotional/horrific 
scenes into singular symbolic simplicity + dramatic 
significance
Ensemble action choreographed to create illusions, 
moods & dramatic events 
Full & partial stage freezes physicalise time slips - 
poignant commentary upon each other.
Mimes - animals, soil, bushes, chickens - symbolic 
connection between peasant-life and nature 
Patterning - spatial choreography; stage freezes; slow 
motion - poignancy, repetition, enlargement, mayhem, 
visceral physicality - strenuous acthrity & drenchings
Relationship between vocal and bodily systems of signification
•  A retrospective vocal narrative & symbolic bodily action drives the story-telling + economy and understatement
•  Dramatic dialogue & bodily action integrated - elemental, simplified & sharpened to a 
stark minimalism laden with symbolism
•  Both vocal and bodily - presentational interest & dramatic significance in temporal, spatial & dynamic patterning
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6.5 The Flight into the Northern Mountains': The Caucasian Chalk Circle
The third and final extract is drawn from The Caucasian Chalk Circle. 'The Flight info the 
Northern Mountains' forms part of scene 3 and is placed in context with the rest of the work in 
FIGURE 30. The choreographic outline was constructed using the division of scenes specified in 
Brecht's play-text (1983) and his original titles. Within each scene are further sub-divisions which 
reflect significant breaks in the narrative or mood. The summary of events and the notes made 
on each section are the author's, put together from repeated viewings of a video-recording of the 
work, performed live on the Olivier stage at the Royal National Theatre and stored in the 
archives at the Theatre Museum in London. Attention is drawn to the poeticism of the text (which 
closely follows Brecht's play-text) and the relatively subordinate role of movement and image as 
imaginative figurative illustration.
The relevant section is highlighted within the outline by a border and subsequently magnified in 
FIGURE 31 with vocal, bodily and spatial significations arranged in horizontal relationship across 
the columns to link up with the corresponding changes of mood, atmosphere and significance.
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FIGURE 30: NOTES ON VOCAL AND BODILY SIGNIFICATION: THE CAUCASIAN CHALK
CIRCLE
SCENE
NO.
SECTION
& TITLE
SUMMARY OF EVENTS NOTES & OBSERVATIONS - CHARACTERISTICS IN
THE USE OF VOCAL & BODILY SIGNIFIERS
SCENE
1:
SCENE
2:
The Struggle Delegates from two collective farms In
for the valley the Caucasus meet to decide which
shall take over a valley devastated by 
Hitler's armies. After the discussion 
entertainment is provided by local 
musicians who relate the tale of The 
Caucasian Chalk Circle.
The Noble The singer tells of Governor Abashvilli, 
Child one of poverty-stricken Grusinia’s
feudal rulers who himself lives a life of 
ostentatious luxury with his wife and 
child. It is Easter Sunday and the family 
go to church.
3. A servant girl on her way back from
Gruscha meets fetching a goose for the banquet is
Simon stopped by a soldier who intimates he
Chachava has seen her bathing in the river. She is
angrily embarrassed.
4. Abashvilli returns from church into a
the revolt trap and is arrested by the palace
guards. Confusion reigns & Simon 
Chachava hurriedly proposes marriage 
to Gruscha who accepts.
5. The spoilt and selfish Natella Abashvilli
escape orders her servants to re-pack her
luggage, then makes her escape, 
leaving behind her son.
6. Governor Abashvilli is hung in the
a hanging courtyard. Orders are given to find the
child and kill him. Gruscha finds herself 
unable to abandon him to his fate & 
makes her escape with baby Michael.
Vocal: vocal report on setting and context. Naturalistic 
dialogue. Harmonic ensemble anthem using foreign- 
sounding text - atmospheric & sign of community. The word 
"No!" is amplified & echoed signalling start of 'play-within-a- 
play
Bcxlily: realistic action/freezing of stage picture. A pillow is 
presented as a baby by its ritualistic usage
Vocal: narrator: poetic text relayed in stanzas + repeated 
refrain. Anthem interjected & sung quietly ben^h narration 
- becomes pleading cries & lurches into dialogue 
Bodily: ensemble in circle around periphery + energy at 
centre - action realistic, prompted by and physicalises 
narration - slow motion of significant events & unison.
Vocal: 2 scenes overlaid - anthem of ensemble in 
background, naturalistic dialogue occurs spatially and 
temporally across it.
Bodily: naturalistic activity of G & S set against formal 
ritualistic action of ensemble at prayer - choreographed
Vocal: Poetic text + much repetition of single phrases for 
emphasis, interjected + dialogue & sections of the anthem 
Bodily: 2 scenes - realistic action initiated by the narrator’s 
text. Simple unison actions set in tableau. Ensemble 
actions - slow motion behind realistic scene.
Vocal: lengthy dialogue - busy text.
Bodily: dramatic tension of situation reflected in energies 
of ensemble - pauses amidst busy scurrying
Vocal: extensive dialogue
Bodily: a dance of guards - unison stamps & runs in 
simple spatial patterns. Symbolic death of governor - 
hoisted high on tortuous-looking contraption.
SCENE
3:
The Flight into 
the Northern 
Mountains
Gruscha flees with the child into the 
northern mountains. All around her 
people are concerned to save their ovm 
skins and refuse to help her obtain food 
and shelter.
Vocal: poetic narration + much repetition builds dramatic 
tension to point where action is inevitable, folk-song. 
Bodily: child is a puppet moved by hooded anonymous 
figure. Realistic running & walking - cut to spatial & 
temporal essence. Ensemble - same pattern - illusionist.
7. Gruscha tries to leave Michael with a 
peasant couple in the mountains 
hoping he will be fed & sheltered in 
their care but returns sensing he is in 
danger. She has to knock out one of 
the guards to get away.
Vocal: naturalistic dialogue / narrator's poetic text 
Bodily: realistic action - an aristocratic coach-ride over 
bumpy ground - use of bicycle wheel in front, luggage 
jostled & thrown overbad & jumping/bouncing/tripping 
along of 2 bustle-clad ladies. Running on spot + changes of 
direction sugg. pursuit of G. Slow motion blow over a 
guard's head - mud smeared on G by hooded figures.
8.
crossing a 
broken bridge
Pursued by the Ironshirts, Gruscha is 
forced to cross a rotting footbridge 
risking both their lives.
Vocal: Narration - repetition or emphasis of significance & 
weight of G's actions. Song & ensemble anthem 
Bodily: enacts narrated text. Slow motion - frozen stage 
pictures. Bridge composed of bodies & sticks. Actual 
physical danger heightens dramatic tension
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SCENE
NO.
SECTION
& TITLE
SUMMARY OF EVENTS NOTES & OBSERVATIONS - CHARACTERISTICS IN
THE USE OF VOCAL & BODILY SIGNIFIERS
SCENE In the Gaischa arrives at her brother's farm
4: Northern and pretends that she and her child are
Mountains travelling to join her husband
10. Word spreads in the village that
a wedding Gruscha is unmarried so she agrees to
marry a man on his deathbed to quell 
the gossip by dint of widowhood.
11. It is announced at the wedding feast
the war is over that the war is over. Yussup makes a
miraculous recovery &  Gruscha is 
trapped in a loveless marriage.
12. Simon appears to find that Gruscha is
Simon returns not only married but also has a child,
for Gruscha Her explanations are cut short when
Michael is taken away by the guards.
SCENE The Story of After the revolt, Azdak rescues a man
5: the Judge he believes to be a fugitive then
discovers he is the murdering Grand 
Duke. Ashamed, he hands himself over 
to the courts to be tried but finds that 
the courts are in chaos since the judge 
has been hanged.
14. Amused by Azdak, the ironshirts ask
Azdak is made his advice on the election of a new
a judge judge. Azdak proposes a test & poses
as the Grand Duke for a mock trial. He 
is so impressive, the ironshirts elect 
him as judge.
15. Azdak always fines the rich and lets the
Azdaks justice poor go free but when the Grand Duke
is restored to the capital, Azdak, in fear 
of his life, assures Natella Abashvilli 
that he will judge severely the servant 
who stole her child.
SCENE The Chalk Azdak tries to run away but is dragged
6: Circle back & atjout to be hung when a
despatch arrives from the Grand Duke 
appointing Azdak officially as judge in 
gratitude for having saved his life.
17. Gruscha is furious at the drunken
the rase is flipiisncy of Azdak & verbally attacks
heard Azdak. The rase is adjourned.
18. Azdak proposes the test of the chalk
the chalk circle circle. Gruscha lets go for fear of
hurting the boy. She is awarded the 
boy.
19. Azdak accidentally signs divorce
the divorce papers for Gruscha & her husband.
The community dance in celebration.
Vocal: poetic narration + repetition of significant phrases 
juxtaposed + dialogue
Bodily: gently-swaying bodies holding sticks scattered 
through space & changing position sugg. journey through 
forest
Vocal: Poetic narration juxtaposed + dialogue
Bodily: realistic action prompted by narration. Puppet-boy 
manipulated by hooded figure
Vocal: ensemble folk-song/ harmonic anthem & dialogue 
Bodily: Ensemble moving tableau, rowdy dancing, realistic 
action simplified to essence. The puppet boy suddenly 
walks as a real boy - magical realism
Vocal: dialogue & narration - poetic - speaks the unspoken 
thoughts of S & G
Bodily: seated bodies hold sticks horizontally & raise & 
lower them to create illusion of gentle river.
Vocal: ensemble anthem lowered in volume when narrator 
^3eaks. Dialogue. Narration inteijected + dramatic 
outbursts from A.
Bodily: Ensemble en masse in centre rotate slowly then 
hold sticks diagonally overhead as rafters for realistic scene 
in hut. Slow motion
Vocal: naturalistic colloquial dialogue
Bodily: visual tableau of guards & people standing around
courtroom. Stillnesses & realistic action
Vocal: A's two-year story as judge is condensed in 
narration over ensemble action - dialogue takes over as 
narrator enters & anthem closes scene 
Bodily: A is carried about stage in chair & put down at 
intervals - symbol of power & time passing. A takes book 
from narrator to begin dramatic context. Realistic
Vocal: realistic dramatic dialogue & low key colloquial 
language from A.
Bodily: guards work as ensemble - visual tableau + unison 
bursts of realistic/gestural movement
Vocal: dramatic dialogue - poetic banter betw. A & S - an 
argument in rhymes & proverts 
Bodily: Stillnesses - tableau arrangement of cast in space 
realistic activity
Vocal: Narrations interjected into dialogue - colloquial
language & weightier poeticism
Bodily: tableau - realistic gesture & action. Slow motion
Vocal: ensemble anthem + colloquial speech + narration 
Bodily: stamping/running circular dance. Stage freeze
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The notes made in FIGURE 31 are extrapolated below in paragraphs that provide a summary of 
events, isolate the use of vocal from bodily signification drawing attention to the significances 
generated by each and finally discuss the dominant semiotic characteristics and the relationship 
between the two systems of signification.
A SUMMARY OF EVENTS
In her haste to escape from a city in mutiny against its feudal order and preoccupied with 
ordering the servants to sort her luggage and possessions, Natella Abashvilli leaves behind her 
baby boy. The servant Gruscha, also preparing to flee for her life, finds herself unable to 
abandon the child to its fate - certain death - and sets off into the mountains carrying the child in 
her arms. She sings as she journeys to pass the time and to strengthen her resolve. _______
VOCAL SIGNIFICATION
The scene opens with the narrator as an impartial omnipresent observer looking in from outside 
of the action to narrate a play-within-a-play. He provides a commentary on Gruscha's actions, as 
they occur, with language that is representational in terms of semantic reference but simple and 
poetic in its repetition: "Like booty she took it for herself. Like a thief she sneaked away" and in 
its gently emphatic delivery. His commentary is slightly pitched, almost as a recitative, and 
emphasises, through repetition and rephrasing, the important aspects and specific details of 
Gruscha's journey - "into the Northern mountains... pursued by trappers and dogs". His narrative 
is succeeded by Gruscha's song which pulls the story from objective narrative into the drama of 
the present.
Gruscha's folk-song - she sings of war and courage - has a strong historical and cultural flavour. 
As well as establishing context, the song (in conjunction with the abstraction of her movements) 
also serves to stretch and distort the strictures of real time so that when she finishes singing, It Is 
as though many hours have passed and a great distance has been covered. Realism reasserts 
itself with the baby crying and the narrative resumes reverting to the conventions of more 
realistic dialogue in the Brechtian text.
BODILY SIGNIFICATION
When Gruscha initially takes the baby, she runs, glancing fearfully over her shoulder. The single 
element of abstraction in this movement lies in the illusion created by her circular pathway 
around the perimeter of the space which represents, in theatrical terms, a distance travelled ever 
further away from the city. As she runs, a second physical text is juxtaposed against her in the 
centre of the space as the guards surround and lower the sacrificial pole upon which the body of 
the Governor Abashvilli is impaled. The congruence of the two scenes serves to focus tension 
upon the significance of the identity of the baby in Gruscha's arms and the imminent danger she 
has placed herself in by her actions. The dispersal of the guards to the sides of the stage where 
they change costume to become new characters in full view of the audience is facilitated by the 
convention that the far edges of the space are, like the narrator, external to the dramatic action 
and therefore represent a break in the theatrical illusion. _____  ______________________
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Gruscha's flight from the city switches suddenly from realistic to symbolic representation; she still 
runs, but now she faces outwards at the edge of the space and rocks from foot-to-foot as though 
on the spot - with right foot always in front of left - although actually she travels slowly backwards 
passing other characters traversing the space in a similar way. The effect is to condense space 
and time to create the effect of a long journey and her passing of other migrants without 
acknowledgement emphasises her isolation and her relentless speed. Reaching the centre of the 
space, Gruscha turns 90° and slows her rocking to walking pace, this time on-the-spot where she 
begins to sing. As she starts the second verse she breaks into a realistic walk crossing to the 
edge of the space and then follows a semi-circular pathway around the edge and arrives back in 
the centre again. The variation in her running/walking patterns and in her use of space gives the 
illusion that she has travelled a considerable distance over rugged terrain. Realism re­
establishes itself with the baby's cry and Gruscha sets it down and goes off to ask for milk.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VOCAL AND BODILY SIGNIFICATION
The 'play-within-a-play' structure of the work automatically layers both vocal and bodily signifiers 
in the alternate creating and breaking of the theatrical illusion as the narrator leads the story­
telling from without and actors change costume at the edges of the space to emerge as different 
figures in the drama. Hence while speech and action is primarily realistic in style, both sign 
systems are shrouded beneath a self-referential theatricality that sets a context for oddity and 
artifice.
Throughout the piece, movement and action remain very simple, either close to realism or 
directed to create an illusion of realism so that bodily signifiers are more often transparent than 
opaque. When they do draw attention to themselves, it is not by means of any disjunction so that 
they usurp or challenge the integrity of vocal signifiers but rather as clever visual devices, 
powerful images or illusions that make space and time seem to expand and contract so that the 
story is made visually convincing and presentationally interesting. Powerful stage pictures and 
the illusion of sets - for example a peaceful river, a rickety bridge, a church - are created using 
simple, flexible props and the co-ordinated bodily skill of the ensemble. These images are 
memorable for their imaginative construction (almost on a par with the thrill of a magician's or 
circus act) and their effectiveness in terms of building atmosphere and dramatic tension.
Although there is a strong element of spatial choreography in which the ensemble are placed for 
tableaux effect, all movement has a simple functional feel; in other words, rather than 
foregrounding the body as an independently expressive tool, bodily action remains 
representational, realistic and directed towards the efficient and vivid re-telling of the story. Apart 
from the extensive use of the voice in harmonic anthems, vocalisations are also predominantly 
realistic, if poetic in style. Brecht's verbal text is (not surprisingly) paramount in terms of the 
story-telling and movement is clearly subservient to language, used in a primarily illustrative role 
to creatively enact and provide confirmatory visual support for the vocal text and for 
presentational interest and spectacle.
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The results noted in the analysis of ‘flight into the Northern Mountains' are summarised in 
FIGURE 32 below:
FIGURE 32: A SUMMARY OF TH E  FLIGHT INTO THE NORTHERN MOUNTAINS'
Vocal signifiers
Tell the story - theatrical' style of language - bold, 
precise, specific, unambiguous.
Switches between narrative relayed prophetically by an 
omnipresent observer & conventional dialogue.
Poetic language; repetition, song - almost recitative. 
Song - lifts the scene out of the dramatic present - 
illusion of time passing & distance covered - also for 
presentational & atmospheric interest.
Bodily signifiers
Realistic action - simple functional movement that 
physicalises the events of the narrator's story 
Juxtaposition of two physical texts in the space - builds 
the dramatic intensity.
The edges of the space - theatrical illusion exposed. 
Limited abstraction - adapted mimes & spatial 
pathways create illusions
Ensemble - clever visual creations of atmospheric sets 
using props
Relationship between vocal and bodily systems of signification
•  The 'Play-within-a-play structure ties vocal and bodily signifiers together - both primarily
realistic but also self-consciously theatrical
•  verbal text is paramount in terms of story-telling, movement used in illustrative or enactive
role providing visuai support for the text 
•  Both text & movement patterned for presentational interest - song, poetic conceits, 
repetition, rhythm; tableaux, ensemble atmospheric 'sets'.
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6.6 A summary of emerging textual traits
The table below pulls together the observations made in the summative diagrams at the end of 
each extract’s analysis.
FIGURE 33: A SUMMARY OF VOCAL AND BODILY SIGNIFICATION ACROSS ALL THREE
EXTRACTS
•AUGUST!'
THE GREAT 
WAR'
THE  
FLIGHT 
INTO THE 
NORTHERN 
MOUNTAINS
Vocal signifiers
•  shorthand; heightened significance
•  Sensual, bizarre & poetic text
•  Ambiguous meanings
•  Patterning: repetition, motifs, pla^ng 
&  pitch, tone & rhythm, ensemble, 
unison, cacophony,
•  Switching between recollective 
narration & dialogue
•  Sets context, stories & detail
•  Story rooted in oral narration of 
characters - often narrate their own 
experiences as they occur.
•  Concise language, simple 
minimalist: isolated words & phrases.
•  Sudden time-slips' between 
narration & dramatic dialogue
•  Sound effects - birds, animals, 
scythes - assist physical mimes & 
meaning/mood.
•  Signal information - strange accents 
& languages, cacophonous noise & 
song foregrounded for ambience, to 
change scenes & for meaning
Tell the story - theatrical' style of 
language: bold, precise, specific, 
unambiguous.
Switches between narrative relayed 
propheticaily by an omnipresent 
observer & conventional dialogue. 
Poetic language; repetition, almost 
sung as a recitative.
Song - illusion of time passing/ 
distance covered; presentational 
interest & mood.
Bodily signifiers
•  shorthand; heightened significance
•  Naturalistic action - mundane,
•  Alienation & symbolism
•  Patterning: repetition, motife, 
speed, timing & dynamic; tableaux, 
freezes, visual mayhem
•  Physicalises & gives weight to 
moods & atmospheres
•  Mimed representations
•  Mundane everyday actions edit 
complex idea + symbolism
•  Ensemble action choreographed to 
create illusions, moods & events
•  Full & partial stage freezes 
physicalise time-slips
•  Mimes - animals, soil, bushes, 
chickens - connection between 
peasant-life and nature
•  Patterning - spatial choreography; 
slow motion, mayhem, repetition
•  visceral physicality - strenuous 
activity & drenchings
•  Reaiistic action - simple functional 
movement that physicalises the 
narrator's story
•  Juxtaposition of two physical texts 
in space - builds dramatic 
Intensity.
•  The edges of the space-theatrical 
illusion exposed.
•  Limited abstraction - adapted 
mimes & spatial pathways create 
illusions
•  Ensemble - clever visual creations 
of atmospheric sets using props
Vocal/bodily relations
•  Mirror each other - mutual 
reference points in the senses
•  Stripped elemental vocabulary: 
realistic, heightened via temporal, 
spatial & dynamic patterning
•  Disjunctive anomaly in one 
system stretches it away then 
drags the other system into 
conjunction.
•  A retrospective vocal narrative 
drives the story - economy and 
understatement
•  Dramatic dialogue & bodily 
action integrated - elemental, 
simplified & sharpened to a 
stark minimalism laden with 
symtx)lism
•  Both vocal and bodily - 
presentational interest & 
dramatic significance in 
temporal, spatial & dynamic 
patterning
•  'Play-within-a-play structure ties 
vocal & bodily signifiers 
together - both realistic & also 
self-consciously theatrical
•  verbal text paramount for story­
telling; movement used in 
illustrative /  enactive role 
providing visual support for text
•  Both text & movement 
patterned for presentational 
interest - song, poetic conceits, 
repetition, rhythm; tableaux, 
ensemble atmospheric 'sets'.
Although the three works In the sample are clearly very different - the first, a surreally- 
biographical piece, the second, an epic narrative based on a collection of short stories; the third.
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an adaptation of a classic literary play - and each are decidedly unique pieces of theatre, all 
three nonetheless bear the marks of their creators, sharing certain production-values and stylistic 
attributes which have been drawn together and are summarised below:
6.6.1 Dominant mode of narrative
All three extracts offer up highly-theatrical moments in what are essentially extended narratives 
of lives lived, loved and lost. The focus upon story-telling is however, in each case, far from 
linear: the story of the Caucasian Chalk Circle is structured as a play-within-a-play; while Lucie 
Cabrol and Street of Crocodiles both effect sudden time-slips between retrospective narration 
and dramatic dialogue. In each case however, the production is tied - to greater or lesser extent - 
to published writings that are of literary interest in themselves so that, while the body is clearly 
central to the mise-en-scène, the works use a mainly vocal idiom in narratives that give specific 
detail to individual lives and events. For example, each work has a central named character - 
Josef, Lucie and Gruscha - whose life-stories, with all the intricate detail of their personal 
tragedies and joys, are revealed ostensibly through the vocal material of the play.
6.6.2 Traits of vocal signification
In the Street of Crocodiles, vocal signification often takes the form of sensually-evocative 
description and, for all three works, is consistently poetic and surreal in style with dramatic ideas 
frequently cut to their essences and condensed into a shorthand of significant phrases and 
eloquent silences. In each work as a whole, the vocal score is extremely varied using snippets of 
conventional dramatic dialogue, murmuring, ensemble sharing of speech and unison voices, 
cacophonous sound effects, individual and ensemble singing and indecipherable East-European- 
sounding dialects; at times, splicing these with various forms of 'external’ narration - by an 
official narrator in Caucasian Chalk Circle and by the characters themselves in Lucie Cabrol.
Words, sounds and phrases are patterned into recurring motifs and poetic conceits with, at first, 
ambiguous significance, but becoming increasingly resonant by their repetition. An emphasis 
upon pitch, tone of voice, and the sounds and rhythm of words is also the means by which 
vocalisations are. at times, culled from their immediate sense-meanings and rendered vocal 
material to be played with and used to break open the narratives and disrupt linearities. Aside 
from these vital roles in creating metaphoric significance and in the telling, and disrupting of 
stories, vocal elements are put to a variety of purposes; generating mood and atmosphere; 
supporting visual mimes; giving dramatic emphasis, creating Imaginative ambiguity; evoking 
tangential meanings and effecting scene transitions; which together promote presentational 
interest; clearly a key aspect of Theatre de Complicite’s production values.
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6.6.3 Traits of bodiiy signification
As with vocal signification, recurring patterns in the use of bodily signification can also be 
discerned. Rather than attaching itself to any aesthetic codification, the body operates, in all 
three works, as a visceral, experiential entity through the design of simple, functional, pedestrian 
activity. The mundane and familiar is often set in strange contexts or patterned out of realism 
rendering the action, at times, ambiguous and bizarre in order to physicalise intemal sensations, 
emotional responses, energies, atmospheres and abstract ideas. In all three works the body is 
used to create particularly powerful effects as a form of movement-shorthand (drenched with 
water, smeared with mud) to symbolise, in edited form, horrific or traumatic events when words 
would be insufficient, unconvincing or cumbersome.
There are no recognisably 'danced' sections (when a movement dynamic takes over to structure 
sequences) but there is always a sense that the ensemble are carefully choreographed/blocked - 
both spatially and temporally - in tableaux and stage freezes (which allow the audience to read 
two scenes at once); via fragmentation of action and gesture (creating the spaces for 
resonance); through recurring visual motifs (emphasis) and simple, significant mimes; and by 
patterning movements into unison, slow motion, canon and visual mayhem. All these various 
devices serve to create a visual economy that enhances clarity of mood and event, intensifies 
the drama of significant moments and further extends presentational interest.
6.6.4 Relationships between vocal and bodily signification
Although it is arguably the vocal idiom that drives each of the stories in the three works under 
analysis, it is clear that vocal & bodily signifiers comtu'ne in mostly conjunctive & tightly-woven 
relationships to form a singular, stripped, elemental vocabulary. This is a condensation of both 
naturalistic speech and expressive, clipped vocalisations infiltrated by symbolic pedestrian 
action, dynamically, rhythmically and spatially-pattemed as a means of heightening dramatic 
significance. Every detail of both vocal and bodily signification is carefully-choreographed and 
sharpened for maximum significance and free of extraneous detail producing a stark, minimalist 
shorthand evoking essences of ideas, events and sensations that bring to life the highly- 
theatrical, surrealist worlds that have come to be seen as Theatre de Complicite’s trademark..
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Chapter 7
AN ANALYSIS OF THREE EXTRACTS FROM WORKS BY 
DV8 PHYSICAL THEATRE
7.1 DV8 Physical Theatre: a paradigm for 'dance-physical-theatre*
7.2 A Proposition', an extract from Dead Dreams of monochrome Men
7.3 'Cocktail Party', an extract from Strange Fish
7.4 The Pack Instinct', an extract from Enter Achilles
7.5 Emerging textual traits
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7.1 DV8 Physical Theatre: a paradigm for dance-physical-theatre'
T h e  strength of the DV8 work lies just as much in its cogency and theatrical refinement as in 
dance values" (Jordan, 1995, p4).
Lloyd Newson's style of physical theatre can be seen as closely tied to his interest and training in 
psychology. He gained a postgraduate degree in the field before winning a scholarship to the 
London Contemporary Dance School where he quickly became disillusioned with the aesthetics 
of contemporary dance and frustrated with the concept of choreography as the art of imposing 
movement upon dancers.
I got to a point where so many choreographers denied who I was, my ideas, 
my thought, and I was nothing more than a bit of pigment for them to paint 
with; and the reality is, dancers are not pigment; they are living and feeling, 
and you cant deny...the humanity on stage.
Newson, in Meisner, 1992, pi 2
Newson left to launch his own company in 1986 with a manifesto in which he proposed a new 
agenda for dance embracing individual movement styles, theatrical realism and elevating the 
essential humanity of each performer as a primary concern in the work. The company adopted 
the label 'physical theatre' as part of their name in order to differentiate their work from 
contemporary dance, speaking more often of 'movement' in preference to 'dance' on the grounds 
that the latter is tied to a technical and aesthetic codification that DV8 do not support and are 
actively seeking to subvert.
Imagine if every actor were the same size, spoke the same lines at the same 
time, wore the same styled costumes, moved in the same manner and retired 
by the time they were forty!
Newson, in Tushingham, 1994, p46
Nigel Chamock's training as an actor and Wendy Houston's formative experiences working with 
theatre directors mirrored Newson's own interest in the interface of dance and drama manifesting 
itself in a priority to explore politically and socially contentious themes through the manipulation 
of image and movement. The company worked with the idea of 'dance' as merely a subset of a 
wider vocabulary of motivated and purposeful movement using a combination of athletic, risk-
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taking physicality, ordinary body language and contact improvisation to delve into the psychology 
and drama of a viscerally-realistic body (Christiansen, 1996, p4). The company choose to exploit 
the idiosyncratic movement qualities of each performer, with movement phrases built through 
improvisation and emphasising the distinctive effects on movement of the age, shape, size and 
personality of each performer. Their regular use of their own names in performance and the 
casting of 69 year-old Diane Payne-Myers in Strange Fish (1992) and - aged 74 and naked - in 
Bound to Please (1997) is stark illustration of their psychologically-driven artistic philosophy.
The company, who have always been interested in the use of words, have, in recent years, 
begun to explore more directly the possibilities of word/movement combination as both an 
extension of physical expression and a source of humour. It was, as a result of reading Beckett 
and being fascinated at the way the playwright was able to write, with humour, about events of 
devastating brutality, that Newson produced his blackly-satirical 1991 show - If Only - and closed 
it with a quote from the final lines of Beckett's Unnameable. In the following year, he produced 
what he refers to as his first 'play' - MSM - using the edited verbatim text of 50 interviews 
conducted with men who cottage, a move which significantly "unsettled people by emerging as 
verbal theatre" (Meisner, 1994, p34).
Newson describes the experience of working with language as "a new medium, it feels like I 
have opened up a new door, a new dimension...as though we've been mute...only ...half talking 
for a long time" (Newson, in Carter, 1993, p9). The incorporation of a vocal language with a 
physical vocabulary facilitates greater opportunities for specificity, realism and clarity of 
expression and represents an extension of Newson's oft-voiced goal to "broaden the perspective 
of dance and to try to make it more relevant to peoples' lives" (in Tushingham, 1994, p46).
There are people in the dance world who believe audiences need to be 
educated about dance. I feel exactly the opposite. Most dancer-people need 
to be educated into the normal ways of living and get reconnected to what the 
fcK)dy means to other people, both consciously and subconsciously
Newson, in Tushingham, 1994, p46.
Of DVB's eleven productions to date, extracts have been chosen for analysis from three: 'A 
Proposition' from Dead Dreams of Monochrome Men (1989), 'Cocktail Party' from Strange Fish 
(1992) and 'The Pack Instinct' from Enter Achilles (1995).
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7.2 'A proposition': Dead Dreams of Monochrome Men
The following analysis proceeds in the same manner as in the previous chapter. An outline of 
Dead Dreams of Monochrome Men (FIGURE 34) first gives details on the main characteristics of 
vocal and bodily signification in each section of the work. For the purposes of analysis, the work 
has been divided up into three acts where blackouts and perceptible developments in the 
narrative suggested a natural break. The sulxiivisions of each act into a series of scenes were 
similarly determined by changes of mood, set or context and in the absence of any directives in 
programme notes, acts and scenes were given titles to summarise the interpretations given. The 
summary of events and the notes made on each scene were the product of the author's repeated 
viewings of the televised version of the work (originally broadcast on ITVs South Bank Show in 
1990). It will be noted that the chart suggests an immediate contrast to the previous analyses in 
that (with the exception of the selected extract) there is comparatively little speech and 
vocalisations are, instead, largely restricted to Artaudian style grunts, gasps and laboured 
breaths.
The relevant extract 'a proposition' is highlighted within the chart by a border and subsequently 
magnified in FIGURE 35 in the immediate pages that follow. Reading horizontally across the 
columns, the second chart registers a more detailed study of how vocal and bodily signifiers are 
integrated in the scene, particularly in terms of the shifting relationship between the two (see the 
column labelled 'Transcodification between vocal and bodily signifiers') and the resulting 
changes of mood, atmosphere and significance noted by the reader.
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FIGURE 34: NOTES ON VOCAL AND BODILY SIGNIFICATION IN
DEAD DREAMS OF MONOCHROME MEN
ACT
NO.
SECTION 
& TITLE
SUMMARY OF EVENTS NOTES & OBSERVATIONS - CHARACTERISTICS IN 
THE USE OF VOCAL & BODILY SIGNIFIERS
ACT1: The Club
1.
cruising
Four men in a gay club warily eye each 
other. Lloyd makes a move on Russell 
& when rejected, continues to caress a 
chalked 'dead-man’s' outline which 
prophetically marks the space where 
Russell had been.
Vocal: pay icon band sine 1 Feel Love - realistic s/track 
Bodily: body language focusing on proxemic signals - 
initially naturalistic - gradually accentuates the visual via 
unison & complementary gesture & acquires a more 
choreographed dynamic - focuses the eye on a particular 
couple & builds dramatic tension.
2.
sado­
masochism
A jo^ess sadomasochistic encounter 
txtween Russell & Douglas is watched 
with terrified ^scination by Nigel.
Vocal: silence broken only by laboured breathing 
Bodily: Naturalistic d/s acts + simple abstract symbolic act 
u/s. aural aspect of movement expressive.
ACT 2: Characters
3.
mirrored
images
Juxtaposition; the narcissistic 'body 
beautiful' veneer of gay culture against 
the sordid reality that is the inevitable 
result of sexual prohibition.
Vocal: silence except for heavy breathing - visceral 
Bodily: two pedestrian images juxtaposed vs one another - 
symbolic intertextual resonance - 'open texf.
4.
a proposition
Russell propositions Nigel, a 'closeted' 
homosexual, who is excited but terrified 
by the prospect &  struggles to 
overcome his fear & insecurities.
Vocal: one half of a dialogue - realistic, specific detail 
Bodily: Other half of dialogue - unspoken inner emotional 
response - pedestrian gesture but dynamic contradicts 
body language - gradually builds to continuous sequence
5.
power games
All the men compete in a subterranean 
world of sexual violence.
Vocal: laboured breathing, grunts & gasps
Bodily: pedestrian gesture/contact in dynamic sequence
6.
hate breeds 
hate
Exhausted, Lloyd escapes to catch his 
breath. A surreptitious caress from 
Douglas turns into a violent attack.
Vocal: laboured breathing - realistic effect of mvt & fear 
Bodily: realistic minimal action - 'essence'
7.
testing ground
Nigel interprets Russell's gestures of 
warmth as blows of pain & then tests 
his commitment by falling from ever- 
increasing heights from a wall ladder 
until finally Russell walks away.
Vocal: breath
Bodily: stylised realism - repetitious patterning increasing 
in intensity to build dramatic tension - symbolism.
ACTS: Carnage
8.
just a game
The men compete in a series of 
sexually violent power-games. In 
desperation, Nigel clings to Douglas, 
almost suffocating him.
Vocal: grunts &  strangulated gasps
Bodily: Athletic & dynamic contact dance - repetition of
sequences & motifs from previous scenes.
9.
a kiss of death
Nigd tries to revive /  takes advantage of 
Douglas with a resuscitative (?) Mss.
He recovers & attacks Nigel almost to 
the point of killing him.
Vocal: none
Bodily: realistic, unpattemed activity + symbolic imagery
10.
the first death
Russell passively acquiesces to Lloyd's 
sexual demands & submits when the 
caresses become murderous maulings 
& necrophillic abuse.
Vocal: none
Bodily: realism in activity & stillnesses, movements 
symbolic 'essences' repetition of earlier motif - moments of 
ease in contact - dance d^m ic.
11. 
killing for 
company
Russell is strung up by his feet while, 
half-dead from their depraved sexual 
games, Nigel & Douglas also submit to 
Lloyd's murderous tendencies.
Vocal: None
Bodily: pedestrian, surreal action, mostly unpattemed & 
weighted with symbolism. Nigel's 'dance/ positions used to 
convey sense of inhuman distortion & extreme agony.
12.
the resurrection
In his flat, Lloyd puts a record on, sits 
in an armchair & surveys the carnage.
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Bodily: stark reality - acting - no hint of dance.
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The following descriptive passages are based on the notes made in FIGURE 35 and give an 
account of the extract's use of vocal and bodily signification; the attendant significances of each 
in terms of meanings, moods and atmospheres evoked and the relationship between the two 
sign-systems. The information is then summarised in diagrammatic form in FIGURE 36.
A SUMMARY OF EVENTS
In a gay night-club Russell propositions Nigel. His words have a profoundly disturbing effect as 
the latter flounders and flails, his limbs crashing against the walls that surround him on three 
sides. Finally he summons the courage to - literally - step out of the closet.
VOCAL SIGNIFICATION
'A Proposition' is the first and only moment of speech in a piece which is otherwise movement- 
based and the act of speech marks the scene out from the others with an unprecedented level of 
specificity, realism and directness. Russell speaks calmly in full sentences and there is nothing in 
the text itself to disrupt the semantic message; it is the dramatic information which draws and 
retains the attention with words loaded with significance as a gentle proposal of sexual intimacy. 
The text itself is casually-pedestrian in style - low key & colloquial - using such references as "my 
place" and voiced in a calm and evenly-paced manner. However the act of speech is made 
strange by the signal information surrounding its mode of its delivery: Russell directs his words 
downstage direct to the camera/audience so that initially it would appear that the audience is 
being made culpable as a character in the scene on the receiving end of Russell's seduction. 
Furthermore, although the speech is structured as part of a dialogue with questions and pauses - 
"Are you with friends?" - it is, in actuality, rendered a monologue since no response is heard 
suggesting either that Russell is listening to a reply which is not vocalised and which only he can 
hear, or he is waiting for a response that does not come. There is then a series of ‘gaps’ built into 
the speech and an element of ambiguity which remains unexplained by any verbal means.
BODILY SIGNIFICATION
Like the vocal text, the bodily text is rooted in a strong element of naturalism but while Russell's 
posture is singularly naturalistic throughout - he sits downstage, one knee up, smoking a 
cigarette, clearly calm, relaxed & composed - his clothes (or lack of them, since he is dressed 
solely in underpants and boots) and his focus (he sits downstage and addresses himself directly 
to the viewer) provoke questions that are not immediately answerable causing the viewer to 
hesitate in reading the scene as and to search about for other clues as to the inference of such 
an oddity. The appearance of Nigel is first distractingly intrusive and apparently voyeuristic: he is 
standing far upstage, in the shadows, leaning against a wall and watching Russell intently, with 
shoulders hunched and arms folded. It is not until he begins to shift his weight and adjust his 
position, stuffing his hands in his pockets, that his uneasiness becomes apparent which 
subsequently causes a shift in the reading of the scene - it is he who is actually the recipient of 
Russell's attentions. Nigel's actions give off double and contradictory signals since he attempts to
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disguise his discomfort beneath a studied veneer of casual posturing and, confined within a tight 
space, walled in on three sides, the awkwardness involved in changing position amplifies the 
incongruity. Russell's partially-dressed state and the directness of his proposition begins to 
resonate with the other’s unease.
The initial realism of Nigel's studied disinterest gradually disintegrates with the eruption of short 
bursts of jerky fidgeting that become increasingly violent and progressively choreographed as he 
moves from one pose to another, unable to settle. By the end of the scene, he is moving so fast 
and continuously that his - initially isolated - gestures form a sequence with its own internal 
dynamic logic conveying a sense of sheer desperation: his legs collapse from under him and his 
arms flail about uselessly, slamming repeatedly against the confining walls. He finally stops in an 
oddly contorted pose and pauses so that a sense of realism begins to reinstate itself. He 
emerges from the 'closet' to approach Russell who turns to look and then stands to greet him.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VOCAL AND BODILY SIGNIFICATION
The relationship between vocal and bodily signifiers in this scene is one of dramatic 
juxtaposition; the disjunction symbolising the yawning chasm that exists between the two 
characters who appear to be metaphorically located on entirely different planes, suggesting that 
the odds are against any genuine communication. Russell communicates through vocal & 
naturalistic means revealing his intentions via the extemally visible, ordered surface of his 
words; while Nigel - whose response is entirely movement-bound and veers from the realistic to 
the abstract - is shown trapped in the inner violent turmoil of his mind and plunged into a 
downward spiral by Russell's words to the wordless depths of his emotional insecurity. It is 
assumed (since Russell pays no heed to Nigel's intensifying torment) that the letter's movement 
is a physicalisation of his struggle to repress his feelings and not visible to Russell. Although kept 
apart as self-contained modes of outer/social versus inner/emotional expression, the movement 
is timed as a response to the text so that the scene becomes a warring dialogue between verbal 
and bodily signifiers. The reader therefore interprets the two as causally-related and negotiates 
meaning by connecting the external state of one and the subconscious inner state of the other, 
reconciling two entirely different viewpoints of the same moment.
There are many links across the two systems of signification that encourage connections to be 
made: with Russell symbolically clad in only underpants and boots and addressing his 
monologue downstage to the audience, the naturalism of this 'outer* dimension is nonetheless 
invested with a level of surrealism; while Nigel, ensconced in an abstract 'inner* dimension, is 
clothed naturalistically in trousers and shirt and fixes his gaze naturalistically upon Russell. It is 
also significant that Nigel's movement signifies not only visually but aurally in the realism of his 
breathing, in the slamming of his limbs against walls and in the rustling and brushing of his 
clothes as he stuffs his hands in his pockets and shifts his weight inside the 'closet'.
The relationship between movement and text shifts as the scene progresses: it opens with solely 
verbal signifiers that initially establish the specificity of a realistic context and a directness 
unprecedented in the piece. The speech initiates a realistic gestural response and thence 
semantically drives the response into abstraction by loading on the pressure. Later in the scene, 
words act as an anchor and a foil for the bodily signifiers which, via an increase in speed, 
repetition and a change of dynamic, become increasingly patterned out of realism and build the 
dramatic tension to breaking point. From its vocal beginnings through a dialogue between 
movement and speech, verbal signifiers are finally silenced and the scene moves on to explore 
Nigel's paranoiac mistrust of relationships via twdily means alone.
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FIGURE 36: A SUMMARY OF A PROPOSITION'
Vocal signifiers
Semantic content of the speech is realistic, specific 
& direct establishing the context of the scene 
Double-edged - an uneasy compromise as neither a 
monoïque nor a dialogue - unanswered questions, 
ambiguity, 'gaps'
Vocal signifiers are restricted to Russell downstage 
Speech - pedestrian in style - low key & colloquial 
Vocal signifiers remain evenly paced and unchanged 
throughout the scene.
Used also as ironic commentary in soundtrack songs
Bodily signifiers
Introduction of bodily signifiers initiates a shift in 
interpretation of the scene from realistic to abstract 
Body language double-coded and contradictory 
Bodily signifiers mainly emanate from Nigel upstage 
Movement - pedestrian - intensifies to increasing 
abstraction - sequenced & expressionistic (invested 
with symbolism) -internal dynamic Ic^ic - realism 
Bodily signifiers close the scene and continue to be 
dominant throughout the remainder of the piece 
Choreographic patterning almost imperceptibly
Relationship between vocal and bodily systems of signification
•  A movement-based piece - text is foregrounded in only the selected extract 
•  Vocal and bodily signifiers are dramatically juxtaposed - kept distinct for mutual commentary: the extract begins with vocal 
signifiers (set the surface-context) & are joined by txxiily signifiers which change the reading of the scene.
•  Arranged as a dialogue; text providing a surface clarity - specific, ordered and logical - but with 'gaps'; movement 
physicalises the hidden emotional undercurrents - ambiguous, random, fierce- filling the textual 'gaps'.
•  Bodily signifiers have an aural dimension in the gasps, grunts and laboured breathing that are expelled from the body 
•  Disjunctive relationship between vocal and bodily signification.
7.3 ’Cocktail party’: Strange Fish
FIGURE 37 locates the extract 'cocktail p a rt/ within an outline of vocal and bodily signification In 
Strange Fish. The division of the work Into separate acts and scenes, and the labels given to 
each, are the projections of the author based on clear changes of setting and/or mood In the 
piece and the summary of events and the notes made on each scene, the product of repeated 
viewings of a televised version of the work (broadcast In 1994). The chart points to the greater 
use of vocals (relative to the previous extract) - an abundance of - mostly - unintelligible 
whisperings, psycho-babbllngs and a mysterious Gregorian-style chant. The relevant extract 
(scene 5) Is highlighted within the chart by a twrder and subsequently magnified in FIGURE 38 In 
the pages that Immediately follow. Reading horizontally across the columns of the second chart.
It is apparent that the scene Is notably busier than 'a proposition' with both sign systems equally 
dominant and dense with sub textual reference.
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FIGURE 37: NOTES ON VOCAL AND BODILY SIGNIFICATION IN STRANGE FISH
ACT
NO.
SECTION
& TITLE
SUMMARY OF EVENTS NOTES & OBSERVATIONS - CHARACTERISTICS IN
THE USE OF VOCAL & BODILY SIGNIFIERS
A C TI:
ACT 2:
Fafth Wendy wanders about a religious
tableaux watching a singing female
1. siren-Christ on a giant crucifix who
the church begins to writhe & climb over the
cross. Wendy swings casually around 
the foot of the cross and exits abruptly.
Destruction of She meets up with best friend Nigel &
Self-esteem they communicate in a display of
2. secret signs & codes, exclusively
the safe bonds intimate, admitting only Lauren to their
of friendship group. They test Jordi for his eligibility
before their own power is usurped by 
the entrance of captivating Kate. They 
shut her in a cupboard.
3. Wendy and Lauren re-appear to play 
the glamour of flirtatious power-games vwth Jordi but a
sexual sexual competitiveness creeps in to
competition disrupt their solidarity & when Jordi
chooses Lauren, Wendy is left alone.
4. Wendy leaves but is followed by
a taste of Lauren and Jordi in a possessive and
exclusion intimate duet, ambiguous for its
simultaneous suggestion of 
dependency & entrapment.
Vocal: Gregorian-style chantfeiren-song in Latin-sounding 
language.
Bodily: casual pedestrian actions full of conventional 
religious symbolism but subverted with intertextual layering 
multi-signed.
Vocal: unintelligible whisperings & murmuring & giggling 
Bodily: twitching & gesturing - a display of the secret and 
exclusive sign language of best friends. Essences of 
obsenmble body language abstracted & exaggerated 
stylistically into multiple variations & contexts. Imitation, 
patterning, tiny canon & unison moments - movement 
develops internal logic based on a 'reality principle.
Vocal: giggling & unintelligible whisperings 
Bodily: heightened body language - principles abstracted 
Spatial choreography of teasing develops into fast-moving 
physical dance sequences + moments of unison - tells the 
story of what happens &  Wendy's jealousy
Vocal: the siren's melody with no words
Bodily: arms clasped - lyrical & abstract dance sequence
rooted in the act of embracing.
5. The socially-inept Nigel tries to inveigle
cocktail party his way into social clusters at a party
sending his victims scurrying for cover 
and diving into each others arms to 
escape his clutches. He clambers 
between entwining lovers & his 
desperate mauling of Wendy is 
traumatic for both.
Vocal: a non-stop monologue of psycho-babbled inanities 
realism speeded up - repetition - physical, fades beneath 
music. An agonised yell breaks the abstraction "Stop it". 
Bodily: initially realistic evasions become increasingly 
choreographed - first spatially then taking idea of hugs into 
dance of evasion. Speech refers to action & action 
continues when speech has faded into a more extreme 
version of same ideas. Action filtered down from its social 
context to its essence - almost a form of abuse.
6. Wendy looks for loyalty from Lauren
exclusion but her new-found intimacy with Jordi
confirmed triumphs over their friendship. She
fights for attention & loses.
7. Wendy invites Dale to have sex - he
shame & self- continues to perform ttie sex act after
punishment she has slipped out from under him.
She scrabbles amidst stones in a 
display of self-laceration until the 
others, disturbed by the noise, open 
the door.
8. Wendy moves through the shifting
the outcast group trying to attract attention. She is
completely ignored. In her fury she 
becomes aggressive & tries to entrap 
and bully Nigel, the weakest.
Vocal: giggling &  quiet murmuring 
Bodily: body language gradually abstracted into dynamic 
sequences - movement always playing within the bounds of 
realistic proxemic codes
Vocal: the siren's song
Bodily: realistic activities of love making, that continue 
even after ttie disappearance of one of the lovers. Symbolic 
pedestrian act of writhing around in the stones.
Vocal: constant murmuring & whisperings 
Bodily: pedestrian - spatial choreography - rolling game. 
Furious physical contact sequence, percussive &  punishing 
repetition of contact motif without partner
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ACT
NO.
SECTION 
& TITLE
SUMMARY OF EVENTS NOTES & OBSERVATIONS - CHARACTERISTICS IN 
THE USE OF VOCAL & BODILY SIGNIFIERS
9.
a watery grave
The flooiboards in the room of stones 
start to dislodge reveling water 
Ijeneath &  Wendy tries but fails to 
grasp hold of the slippery limbs that 
protrude. She spies Nigel in the 
corridor who tries to escape and a 
violent game of cat-and-mouse ensues 
through endless doors until Wendy 
suddenly lunges at Nigel forcing him 
into a mutually abusive power struggle, 
They both topple into the water and do 
not resurface.
Vocal: siren's song, laboured exhalations 
Bodily: pedestrian activity laden vwth symix>lic meanings 
visually arresting, powerful resonant images, ambiguous 
meanings.
10.
aids
Melanie slowly replaces a dislodged 
floorboard then approaches Dale who 
stands shivering and dies in her arms. 
Melanie drips water over his still face in 
an act of baptism & drags him painfully 
away.
Vocal: siren's song
Bodily: pedestrian, realistic action becomes more 'dance- 
like' in the dragging of the body - not with hands but with 
whole body rolling.
ACTS Death of faith
11. 
the church 
revisited
Wendy suddenly re-surfaces, climbs 
out of the water & searches for Nigel 
who has disappeared. She finds herself 
back in the church of the opening 
scene & climbs up the crucifix to 
proffer a goblet of vwne to the singing 
siren. Then with a single poisoned kiss 
she sucks the breath out of her so that 
the Christ-figure crumples & tumbles to 
the ground in a symbolic shattering of 
faith. Wendy looks numbly around her.
Vocal: realistic - calling of Nigel's name, siren song. 
Bodily: pedestrian action + symbolic plural meanings.
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The following descriptive passages separate out the notes made In FIGURE 38 on the extract's 
use of vocal and bodily signification and the relationship between the two sign systems. These 
are then summarised in diagrammatic form in FIGURE 39.
SUMMARY OF EVENTS
The socially inept Nigel arrives as an unwelcome guest at an Intimate social gathering. Self- 
conscious, self-absorbed and thick-skinned he tries to Inveigle his way Into social clusters while 
letting fly a non-stop monologue of psycho-babbled Inanities which send his victims scurrying for 
cover and diving Into each others arms to escape his clutches.
VOCAL SIGNIFICATION
The muffled murmuring of private conversations are gradually disrupted by the distantly 
intermittent twittering of high-pitched chatter, giggles and indecipherable exclamations which 
grow in volume before finally erupting Into ”Ooh, oh...ooohh...hellor The initial vocalisations of 
the scene are significant not for their semantic content (no more than the odd word is discernible) 
but for the contrast In tone, pitch, speed and volume between the voices on-stage and the noises 
off). Nigel proceeds to embark upon a non-stop three-minute monologue, directed to anyone who 
will listen. Although this time the semantic content of the vocal text is clear, the words and ideas 
contained within it - the social platitudes. Inane chatter and banal amateur psychology - are of 
little interest in themselves beyond what they convey about his personality. However, the speech 
is pivotal in setting a specific context, keeping the scene focused and moving it progressively 
forward. The language used is pedestrian, full of colloquialism and repetitions and peppered with 
unanswered questions - "This is where the party is it?...are you gomg to stay? isn’t that right?" 
but Nigel never allows anyone else to get a word in edge-ways & ends up literally talking to 
himself in a space suddenly emptied of people.
Hardly pausing for breath and In a high-camp tone of voice, the monologue is delivered from the 
start at a frantic rate of knots that verges on the manic. Words tumble over each other pouring 
out in a continuous stream and frequently trailing off into an incomprehensible mumble of sound 
while others are garbled and lost amidst giggles, gasps and isolated syllables. Syllables spring up 
In Isolation and the speech is broken up into repeated clauses and sub-clauses in which the 
subject and the object are frequently absent - "No C’m ere...i was just saying that... No Just tell 
somebody...Reach out and touch ...y'know...". The speech Is almost physical - an Irregular 
rhythmic pattem of repeated phrases, words, syllables & letters punctuated with gasps for breath. 
It also has a very visual dimension not only in the facial expression that accompanies the words 
and the mixture of giggles and gasps that cause his whole body to shake but in the exaggerated 
detail of Nigel, wide-eyed, sycophantically cringing, and letting his lips linger around his words 
with exaggerated enunciation as he announces he is off to "CIRCULATE’.
The different order of signs that make up the vocalisation are mutually antagonistic in the 
meanings they connote: where the semantic content of the words themselves, divorced from 
their syntax, suggest a friendly, polite individual, open and outgoing ÇHelio! M y Name’s Nigel 
Thank you for inviting me.. Good evening’), the syntax, the sentence construction, the repetition, 
the speed, tone, rhythm and the gauche giggling and nervous mumbling denote a quite different
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personality layering the speech into a surface and contradictory sub-text and giving rise to 
humour and pathetic irony. As a result of this disjunction, the reader's attention is suspended 
between the two contradictory texts; taking account of the semantic information while reading the 
scene via the signal information.
BODILY SIGNIFICATION
The movement follows a very similar pattem; the body is highly eloquent in bearing, gait and 
gesture and organised to portray a similarly disjointed and disjunctive set of relationships 
interpreted through naturalistic everyday codes of body language. Pedestrian in style, Nigel's 
posturing Is, on one level, instantly recognisable as a series of studied mannerisms In the art of 
social interaction; an attempt to appear socially gregarious. The movement however moves 
beyond the realm of simple imitation or mime, its referential meaning thrown Into relief by Its 
structuring and patteming in time, dynamic and space to convey a contradictory set of 
messages.
Although trying to appear at ease, Nigel's body is riddled with tension and his continuous 
exaggerated gesturing and posturing, like the vocal score. Is punctuated by sudden stillnesses 
and bursts of fragmented movement creating a jerky stop-and-start dynamic that indicates 
restlessness, discomfort and a paranoiac instability. Along with the repetition (seen most clearly 
in the altemate clasping and unclasping of his hands), the use of personal space has a restless 
feel as familiar pattems are initiated but frequently abandoned midway or diverted Into other 
directions. The unfinished gestures suggest an incompletion and Indecision that is echoed in the 
verbal text with words dissolving into indistinct mumbles. By this process of foregrounding the 
signal Information, Nigel's attempts to appear the life and soul of the party are mediated and 
filtered through a film of hyperactivity and manic nervousness; for example, the action of placing 
hands in pockets which usually denotes an air of casualness and social ease is contradicted by 
the abrupt dynamic of the gestures; the avoidance of eye-contact and the extreme tension in the 
neck and torso; the disjunction creating a mood of pathetic irony and a grotesque humour.
Spatially Nigel makes bee-lines for a succession of guests whose initial response is to back 
away, nodding politely as he continues to press relentlessly forward, invading and obliterating 
any remnants of personal space. As the scene progresses, polite retreats become more pointed 
rebuttals as guests tum on their heel when he approaches to make their escape and execute 
neat little avoidance tactics, tuming outwards through 180° to exclude him spatially from their 
private conversations. When Nigel comers first Lauren then Kate into bear hugs that both clearly 
find repellent - both are left frozen in horror - the level of abstraction in the use of space and in 
the movement itself becomes more significant and instead of simply walking or tuming away, 
guests scatter when he approaches and begin to fling themselves at each other in a series of 
dynamically and spatially-choreographed throws caught in tight, airbound embraces. Nigel is left 
running manically around the space, chasing first Lauren who finds refuge in a passionate 
embrace with Jondl, then Kate who gets intimate with Dale, then Diana who tears out of the room 
and slams the door just as Nigel reaches it and finally Wendy who, finding Nigel between her and 
the door, turns to sprint to the bar & drops down out of sight behind it. Nigel is left alone In the 
centre of the space, hands in his pockets altemately staring at his feet and looking up with his 
eyes shut as though he still refuses to face the reality of his unpopularity.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VOCAL AND BODILY SIGNIFICATION
Movement and language in this extract are inextricably entwined - both simultaneously 
foregrounded and both double-layered; each putting forward a surface narrative line whilst 
simultaneously knocking It down with an antagonistic subtext. Attention is caught by both the 
semantic and the signal codes of speech and movement - by what Nigel Is trying to appear to be 
and what he is actually experiencing and trying desperately to disguise beneath the veneer - and 
while there is a disjunction of semantic and signal Information within each system there is a 
double confirming conjunction across the systems - creating a relationship of mutual 
confirmatory dependence between verbal and bodily signifiers.
The scene begins with verbal signifiers setting the context - "This is where the party is it7 ' - 
and proceeds to set verbal alongside bodily signifiers to establish Nigel as an archetypal party 
bore, desperately seeking to be the centre of attention. The linguistic reference to the 
psychological benefits of bodily contact heralds a series of wholly unwelcome bear hugs in the 
bodily text signalling the point at which talk and action suddenly implode into one another and 
upping the momentum. Henceforth, movement and space become more overtly expressive and 
verbal signifiers are reduced to a 'pretext'-ual and faltering commentary. Finally a moment of 
quiet ironic reflection in which Nigel verbally (and weakly) continues to attest to his own 
popularity is profoundly contradicted by the large empty space that engulfs his isolated figure, all 
the guests having paired off under duress or simply disappeared. His voice fades beneath the 
rising music and movement becomes the dominant signifier as he proceeds to physically 
clamber and wriggle his way between embracing couples. The progression Is such that what 
began as Ironic and pitiful becomes a display of unmitigated desperation.
FIGURE 39: A SUMMARY OF 'COCKTAIL PARTY
Vocal signifiers
Vocalisations low-key, colloquial 
Signal information - foregrounded - unintelligible 
whisperings, isolated words, murmuring, giggling,
' Disjunctive relationship between signal & dramatic 
information - mutually antagonistic 
Vert>ai starts with murmuring, erupts into speech, 
becomes entwined with movement, then finally 
dissolves into silence, replaced by music.
Bodily signifiers
Gestural, pedestrian movement - clear references 
Disjunctive relationship between dramatic & signal 
information - sophisticated & complex messages 
Realistic gesturing - spatial choreography - finally into 
scatterings, throws and catches 
Ambiguity of meaning within recognisable context 
Dance sections (athletirVlyrical) interspersed amidst 
scenes of pedestrian symbolism
Relationship between vocal and bodily systems of signification
•  'Non-verbal' idiom; movement, space and gesture - the main system of signification 
•  A physical dimension to the speech - language broken up wth gasps & giggles 
& idiosyncrasies that effect movement in the body.
•  Disjunction between signal & dramatic information within each system - conjunction across the systems 
•  sophisticated layering of contradictory messages -
movement and speech are both equally deceptive and revelatory
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7.4 The pack instinct': Enter Achilles
The third and final extract to be analysed Is scene 6, 'the pack instinct from DV8's Enter Achilles. 
The extract Is first contextuallsed within an outline of the work (FIGURE 40) which sections the 
piece Into acts and scenes according to perceived changes In the narrative, set or mood and 
accords them labels to summarise the main events of each section. The notes made on each 
scene were the result of the author's repeated viewings of a televised version of the work 
(broadcast In 1996) and point to the juxtaposition of words (In the relentless succession of songs 
and the - often Incomprehensible - murmuring, mutterings, jeers and vocal outbursts that litter 
the text) against movement, the latter being the dominant mode of expression. It will be noted 
that most of the movement sequences are sourced in codifications associated with male-body- 
language In the football-lad-pub stereotype.
The relevant extract Is highlighted within the chart by a border and subsequently magnified In 
FIGURE 41 In the Immediate pages that follow. Reading horizontally across the columns. It may 
be noted that vocal and bodily signs tend to touch and shift across each other on a realistic, 
understated level with silence and stillness as potent as noise and movement.
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FIGURE 40: NOTES ON VOCAL AND BODILY SIGNIFICATION IN ENTER ACHILLES
ACT
NO.
SECTION
& TITLE
SUMMARY OF EVENTS NOTES & OBSERVATIONS - CHARACTERISTICS IN
THE USE OF VOCAL & BODILY SIGNIFIERS
ACT1:
ACT 2:
The Lads Ross must keep secret his blow-up doll
1. for fear of reprisals from his mates who
a secret would view it as a sign of weakness,
longing: Ross Liam prepares for another evening
drinking himself into oblivion & joins the 
lads in the pub.
2. The lads preen themselves at a mirror,
pecking order: Liam is shovm to be sensitive and
Robbie hence is rated low in the power stakes
& mostly ignored.
3. Robbie, clearly the leader, shakes off
homo- Liam & greets his number two: Ross.
eroticism They set the parameters for acceptable
macho-mateyness and bonding- 
behaviour & the lads join in, play 
fighting.
4. Liam will do anything to get Robbie's
Liam attention but is always either ignored or
bullied. Miserable and insecure, he 
yells his anguish into a beer glass 
because there is no other outlet
Superman A stranger looks in and takes in the
5 atmosphere - an unpredictable and
the pint dangerous concoction of seething self-
hatred, paranoia, pent-up aggression, 
sexual energy & beer incongruously set 
against an attractive, easy athleticism & 
jokey-mateyness.
Vocal: slow motion muted roars, isolated giggle, telephone 
answering machine message - realistic. Song: Tom Jones' 
'Make Believe' straddles two scenes - estab. context, also 
poignantly ironic.
Bodily: slow motion sequences built on gestures & mass 
movement of football crowds. Realistic action + symbolic 
inference using blow-up doll.
Vocal: 'My One and Only You' - sung Karaoke by Liam. 
Tom Jones' 'Kiss' on juke box.
Bodily: pedestrian action: preening, drinking, singing at 
mic, playing fruit machine, milling about
Vocal: 'I'm glad she's Mine'; isolated names - 'Robbie' - & 
exclamations (when dancer falls against a drinker), 
laughter. Realistic essences.
Bodily: massed bodies in motion tumble & tum against 
each other in extended dance sequences of everyday 
gestures extrapolated into visually complex duets.
Vocal: football footage on TV, murmuring, succession of 
gentler songs - Carmel's "Bad Day" - & instrumentals, a yell 
into pint glass stifled by jubilant cheers as goal is scored. 
Bodily: naturalistic & symbolic acts eg... yelling into beer 
glass
Vocal: silent, "Robbie", football crowd roars, upbeat song 
The Only Ones' 'Another girl, another Planet 
Bodily: dribbling sMIIs practised with beer mat. lads juggle 
their pints in a dextrous athletic & energetic dance 
sequence - a mass of tumbling lifts & rolls.
6. The stranger enters and begins to
the 'pack dance. On seeing him, the pack
instinct become a little uneasy, staking out their
territory around the bar and making 
ci^r the behavioural codes before 
breaking into more relaxed mode, 
message transmitted.
Vocal: general boisterous noise & ia-la-ing isolated words 
in unison "Wuhey!" & cough. Wolf whistles & jeers. 
Bodily: pedestrian dancing - bonding, choreographed 
unison sequence of codified body language - shrugs, 
raising pints into more random activities - air guitar, status 
quo shrug, sitting, standing cross-legged - all fluidly linked
7. The stranger starts to dance, weaving
dare to be his pint dextrously around his body in a
different display of high-camp self-expression.
Jordi watches first with interest then 
joins the rest of the pack as they crowd 
him out. He refuses to be intimidated 
so a more direct approach is called for.
8. Ross humiliates the newcomer. He
the breaks free & strips off his clothes to
transformation reveal a supemnan outfit. They bully
him. Robbie sends an understated but 
unmistakable viraming of the rules to 
Jordi.
Vocal: wolf whistles & jeers - silence - high-pitched 
mimicry of melody, vindictive tone.
Bodily: lyrical self-expression with pint - meaning lies in 
stylistic contrast. Territorial choreography of space - 
pedestrian actions.
Vocal: jeers of crowd egging on a fight, shouting 
cacophony, hysterical laughter "naturalistic "I've got 'Im" 
Bodily: realistic fighting in background. Foreground a duet 
emphasising & extrapolating symbolic codes of body 
language. Visually complex sequence ends in floor grapple 
& naturalistic response.
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ACT
NO.
SECTION
& TITLE
SUMMARY OF EVENTS NOTES & OBSERVATIONS - CHARACTERISTICS IN
THE USE OF VOCAL & BODILY SIGNIFIERS
9. Left alone, Jordi tries moving his body
Jordi in the more fluid style of the stranger - a
metaphor for his vision of a different 
way to be. Outside Superman escapes 
the lads. Jordi follows.
10. Superman shows Jordi how to dance
an artistic & with a football. One of the lesser
sensitive side members of the group snatches the ball
& pointedly uses it conventionally 
Superman then humiliates him v^h 
shaving foam as a punishment & stabs 
the ball.
11. On finding one of their kind sexually-
proving humiliated, Robbie leads the others in a
masculinity display of their masculinity, each trying
to outdo the others.
ACT 3: Divide and Liam is enticed by Superman to sit in a
conquer rope swing and finds himself hoisted
12. high in the air. Excited by this new
another way to discovery, Liam leaps about on the roof
be; Liam like a child and passing Ross' window,
discovers his guilty secret.
13. Liam attempts to create a friendly
Liam the atmosphere between his new friend
peace-maker and his mates, then tries his best to
whip up a friendly jokey atmosphere, 
producing more beer.
14. Letting rip to the song, their energy
one-up-man- erupt into a series of sadistic and
ship drunken attempts to hurt each other.
15. Superman puts on Stayin' alive' and
karaoke prances about confidently; the others
join in, copying his every action, and 
stripping off their clothes.
ACT 4: An outpouring Rob and Ross arrive to witness an
of violence overt display of homo-erotic behaviour.
16. They react violently; Ross picking on
Ross turns on Liam and one other, throwing them
Liam about and secually humiliating them.
17. Robbie picks a fight with superman 
Robbie attacks who manages to tum into a game to the
superman amusement of the others.
18. The fight is disrupted when Liam brings
Ross' secret is out Ross' blow-up doll. The doll is
exposed passed from man to man, subjected to
indecent abuse and finally punctured in 
a fit of rage by Robbie. Ross is broken­
hearted and left sobbing.
Vocal: distant drunken laughter & noise.
Bodily: naturalistic becomes symbolic then chorer^ raphed 
into sequence back to naturalistic
Vocal: silence disrupted by yelling, screaming & laughter 
made up foreign-sounding gobbledegook. yells etc.. 
Bodily: elegant dance + a football juxtaposed vs elaborate 
footwork + ball & conventional use. Naturalistic symbolic 
action.
Vocal: grunts & gasps, counting, swearing, jibing each 
other.
Bodily: exercises eg press ups - strength & athleticism - 
atmosphere of a gym - repeated sequence of moves
Vocal: naturalistic - "Robbie! I can see my house from up 
here! " juxtaposed against Haysi Fantayzee's Shiny Shiny" & 
general boisterous clamour
Bodily: aerial skills + naturalistic dynamic & pretend games 
juxtaposed vs choreographed fighting-games that expand to 
fluid lifts & bodies tumbling over each other
Vocal: "Dont want to bump no more wi' no big fat woman" 
Colloquial snippet of speech - introductions 
Bodily: naturalistic acts punctuated by isolated feats of 
athleticism into bonding pedestrian disco dancing & 
drinking games, balancing pints on bits of bodies.
Vocal: Queen's 'Bohemian Rhapso<V, yelling gmffly along 
+ words, Liam's monologic protestations naturalism.
Bodily: pogo dancing & air guitar - an eruption of violent 
one-up-man-ship acts, drunken staggerings.
Vocal: sing along with 'Summer Lovin' & 'Stayin' Alive' - 
whoops & laughter.
Bodily: disco dancing illustrating words - significance is in 
the form - copying - bonding & homo-erotic symbolism.
Vocal: cries of anguish & protestations - naturalism, 
muttered speech
Bodily: realistic acts - banging heads together etc - 
choreographed in space - hint of choreography dissolves 
back into naturalism.
Vocal: silence
Bodily: Body language develops into combat moves - 
linked together in intricate contact sequence - symbolism of 
oddities in gesture signify 'difference', self expression.
Vocal: Liam speaks - squeaky voice imitative of doll, rowdy 
%ging on, crying, tone of voice more significant than actual 
words. 'I vow to thee my Country* overlaid by anguished 
screams and furious yelling of Ross.
Bodily: naturalistic game of bat + doll - passed amongst 
men - obscene abuse - rugby scrum, symbolic.
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Using the notes made in FIGURE 41. the following passages highlight the extract's use of vocal 
and bodily signification and the relationship between the two in terms of the significances, 
meanings, moods and atmospheres that emerged from the reading. The results are summarised 
in FIGURE 42.
SUMMARY OF EVENTS
The extract takes place in a naturalistic pub setting occupied solely by men and follows on from 
an extended sequence of intricately-choreographed macho-games with beer glasses. An outsider 
enters the bar. Dressed in bright colours, with his gait and demeanour high-camp, he sticks out 
like the proverbial sore thumb and the other men, having 'bonded' through beer and football, 
react with territorial aggression.
VOCAL SIGNIFICATION
The macho competitive antics with beer glasses in hand dissipates into a cacophony of noisy 
remonstration and empty up-roariousness. All the men talk at once so that any words or phrases 
are drowned beneath an incomprehensible clamour of laugher, jokes and fooling around.
The individual semantics of each verbalisation are unimportant, what is significant is the 
ambience created; an atmosphere of unfiltered and archetypal Maddishness’, loud, unstable, 
aggressive and, of greatest significance, impregnably exclusive. One man begins to la-la along 
to the instrumental music on the juke box and the others pick it up slurring across the notes in 
deep, loud tones.
The noise gradually peters out leaving only the music; the silence suggestive of a lull before a 
storm so that a visceral sense of threatening tension hangs in the air. Their vocal silence is only 
interrupted with the casual and banal colloquialism "Wuhey!" that erupts intermittently from the 
group in perfect unison; a single word, over-loud, over-enthusiastic and ultimately meaningless 
except in its superficial value as a display of unanimous fratemity. The intimation that macho 
pub conversations might just as well be condensed into such a word for all the communication 
that actually goes on is clear, as is the power behind the ritualised unison - a crude expression of 
the pack instinct based on the principle of safety-in-numbers. Finally the silence erupts in an 
intimidating cacophony of lewd jeers, whistles & barking that spreads throughout the group.
BODILY SIGNIFICATION
The extract follows on seamlessly from a series of hypnotic pas de deux, dense with homo-erotic 
overtones, built upon an acrobatic and sensual stylisation of stereotypically-laddish body 
language - all the time balancing pints of beer without a drop spilt. The dancing then dissipates 
into a naturalistic depiction of seasoned drinkers; they cadge lights off each other and stand as a 
group, facing inwards, smoking, drinking, back-slapping and shoving each other in a display that 
eddies between casual matey-ness and one-up-man-ship. When one raises his arms, pint still in 
hand, to rotate his pelvis in time to the music, the whole group pick up the cue, waving their arms 
in the air like a football crowd and wriggling their hips provocatively. A newcomer, who has just
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entered the bar and stands apart from the group, watches the scene warily, then begins dancing 
himself but he sways and transfers his weight elegantly from foot-to-foot in lilting rhythm; his 
lyrical style providing a stark contrast to the mocking sexual-explicitness of the group at the other 
end of the bar. When they start to notice him and cease their own dancing, he remains unfazed 
and continues to dance lightly on the spot.
The men look at each other and as though by silent tacit understanding, meander with studied 
casualness in a group - almost like sheep - down the length of the bar pointedly avoiding eye- 
contact with the newcomer but forcing him to step out of the way. Tuming in a full circle, they 
lower their torsos and, in this hunched-over position, proceed to retrace their steps but this time 
en masse and in perfect unison. The simple stylised choreography links together the broodingly 
menacing symbols of territorial crowd behaviour with the stealthy pursuit of a predator; the 
shoulders lead each step in an exaggerated swagger; in unison they glance over their shoulders, 
transfer their pints from hand to hand as they shrug their jackets from their shoulders, draw on 
their cigarettes and in ritualistic reverence of the pint - a symbolising totem of their masculinity - 
raise their right arms to the bar. Each element is repeated for deliberate emphasis in the 
sequence.
Having reached the other end of the bar and reclaimed the space to their satisfaction, the 
brooding threat of violence erupts into a boisterous display of individualised naturalistic activities 
- dancing, smoking, drinking, clambering over pub fumiture and groping at each other before 
Liam calls them all over to the window. Behind them, the outsider moves back into the space 
and begins a surreally intricate and visually-arresting dance winding his beer glass around and 
about his body in soft lyrical movements that jar sharply with the leery behaviour of the men at 
the window.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VOCAL AND BODILY SIGNIFICATION
Movement is the dominant signifying system throughout, driving what Newson aimed to be a 
"poetical (movement) response" (Newson in Leask, 1995, p52) to the complexities and 
contradictions he perceives at the root of male heterosexual relationships. Vocalisations are 
interjected in a supporting role to corroborate with bodily signifiers in anchoring a realistic 
ambience and to generate specific references. They remain minimalist, colloquial, and low key; 
so familiar as to almost constitute a cliché and thoroughly grounded in realism as to locate and 
maintain an immediate context.
On the other hand, movement, while anchored in pedestrian realism, slips easily into 
choreographic arrangement and erupts in spurts of play-fighting & tough-guy callisthenics 
building into stylised sequences of contact-based, muscular dance. Both movement and sound 
are, at times, transparent signifiers rooted in reference points that are immediately recognisable, 
at others each are choreographically arranged so that the symbols themselves assume greater 
significance. The effect is to portray, in very realistic terms, the repressed tensions that constrain 
the development of male-male heterosexual relationships beyond a basic level of 
beer/football/violence camaraderie whilst simultaneously providing a commentary which 
metaphorically likens their behaviour with the territorial, predatorial pack instinct of wild animals.
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FIGURE 42: A SUMMARY OF THE PACK INSTINCT*
Vocal signifiers
Signal Information more important than semantics - 
initially- clamour sets up ambience & sense of realism 
unison & cacophony - signal 'pack-like' mentality. 
Silence is as eloquent as vocals - used as contrast to 
noisy mateyness - serves to transform atmosphere - 
abstraction/realism - threat of tension in the air. 
Vocalisations realistic & minimal - essences - 
colloquial, banal, simplicity - shorthand - muted roars, 
Jeers, whistles, names, muttering, cacophony, 
swearing
Vocalisations dissolve into movement - rest of piece, 
preceding & after, mostly movement based with 
interjections of language - crude jokes, bouts of 
swearing, grunts - realism 
Songs - set realistic context & provide ironic 
commentary with words.
Bodily signifiers
Pedestrian action invested with symbolism & essences 
extrapolated into abstraction - mass movement, unison 
spatial, dynamic & temporal patteming.
Bursts of rugged visually-arresting movement develop 
organically from inciting moments in action.
Every step and move calculated as significant part of 
whole - action, smoMng, drinking - wholly integrated 
with movement sequences which then dissipate back 
into naturalistic activities.
Signal information foregrounded as meaningful - 
from disco-dancing styles to use of football to slow 
motion crowd behaviour.
foreground often juxtaposed against background - 
abstraction with realism/realism with surrealism.
Relationship between vocal and bodily systems of signification
•  Movement is the dominant signifying s^tem throughout - vocal signifiers used in supportive role 
anchoring scenes in realism & in immediate contexts 
•  Conjunctive relationships & ironic commentary
7.5 A summary o f emerging textual traits
FIGURE 43 below condenses together the observations made in the summative diagrams at the 
end of each extract. For each work, the main characteristics in terms of vocal and bodily 
signification and the kinds of relationships existing between the two are presented in columns 
that should be read horizontally across. As was noted in the previous chapter, the three extracts 
are very different in terms of subject matter, treatment and structure. The analysis does however 
indicate a set of stylistic traits which could be extrapolated as typical elements in DV8’s approach 
to vocal and bodily signification in their work.
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FIGURE 43: A SUMMARY OF VOCAL AND BODILY SIGNIFICATION
ACROSS ALL THREE EXTRACTS
PROPOSITION
•COCKTAIL
PARTY*
•THE PACK 
INSTINCT*
Vocal signifiers
•  Semantics realistic, specific & 
direct - context
•  Double-edged - neither a 
monol(^ue nor a duologue ambiguity, 
•gaps'.
•  Vocal signifiers restricted to Russell
•  The text is casually-pedestrian in 
style - low key & colloquial
•  Vocal signifiers evenly-paced & 
unchanged
•  Ironic commentary in songs
•  Extend sense of realism
•  Low-key, pedestrian, colloquial - a 
specific context then becomes 
entwined with movement & finally 
dissolves into silence.
•  Signal information - tone, pitch, 
volume, speed, repetition, frantic 
dynamic foregrounded & layers text 
with a sub-text
•  Signal vs dramatic information - 
mutually antagonistic - sophisticated 
layering of messages - ambiguity
•  Unintelligible whisperings, isolated 
words, giggling, song - ambience
•  Signal information more important 
than dramatic - ambience & sense 
of realism, unison & cacophony 
signalling 'pack-like' mentality.
•  Silence is as eloquent as vocals- 
used as contrast to noisy mateyness - 
transforms mood
•  Vocalisations realistic &  minimal - 
essences - colloquial, banal, simplicity 
- shorthand
•  Songs - realistic context & ironic 
commentary
Bodily signifiers
•  Body language double-coded & 
ambiguous: 'how" & 'what' = 
contradictory signals.
•  Bodily signifiers restricted to 
Nigel
•  Movement pedestrian - minimalist 
motifs invested with symbolism.
•  Choreographic patteming 
imperceptibly introduced & 
intensifies + abstraction
•  Sections of expressionist 
athleticism inteijected between 
pedestrian scenes
•  Gestural, pedestrian movement - 
exaggerated bearing & gait; body 
language - proxemics & Mnesics -
•  Disjunctive relationship between 
dramatic & signal information - 
sophisticated & complex messages
•  Progression from realistic 
gesturing
- spatial choreography - dynamic 
throws & catches
•  Dance sections interspersed 
amidst scenes of pedestrian 
symbolism - builds to fast-moving, 
athletic/ lyrical abstract sequences
•  Pedestrian action + symbolic 
meanings - body language
•  Bursts of rugged visually- 
arresting
movement develop organically from 
inciting moments in action &  build 
into stylised sequences of contact- 
based choreography then dissolve 
back into mundane action
•  Signal information foregrounded
•  Foreground juxtaposed against 
background - abstraction vs realism 
& realism vs surrealism
Vocal & bodily 
signification
•  Movement-based + text 
foregrounded in single extract
•  U/S - movement, D/S - text 
Juxtaposition/disjunction - a 
'dialogue'; text full of gaps & 
movement physicalising the 
hidden emotional undercurrents
•  Bodily signifiers have an aural 
dimension in the gasps, grunts & 
laboured breaths that are 
expelled from the body
•  Bodily idiom - movement, space 
& gesture - dominant
•  A physical dimension to speech 
- language broken up with gasps, 
giggles & idiosyncrasies
that effect txxiily movement
•  Disjunction signal vs dramatic 
information within each system - 
conjunction across systems
•  Sophisticated layering of 
contradictory messages - verbal & 
bodily codes both equally 
deceptive & revelatory
•  Movement is the dominant 
signifying system throughout - 
vocal signifiers used in 
supportive role anchoring 
scenes in realism & in immediate 
contexts
•  Conjunctive relationships & 
ironic commentary
•  Vocalisations arise as 
motivated parts of action - crude 
jokes, bouts of swearing, gmnts - 
realism
7.5.1 Dominant narrative mode
All three of the works in the sample deal with very personal themes of isolation and alienation 
through different dramatic contexts: Dead Dreams examines society's ostricisation of the 
homosexual community suggesting that this can, in extreme cases, lead to the death of 
emotional sensitivity in homosexual men; Strange Fish looks at the - often traumatic - struggle of
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the individual to carve, for himself, a positive social role and sexual identity; while Enter Achilles 
is Newson’s comment upon what he sees as the limitations of heterosexual male-male and male- 
female relationships in which the only means of personal expression permissible to the man 
must be tightly contained in homo-erotic encounters and outbursts of sexual and territorial 
aggression. All three works set up clearly realistic settings - the club/bedsit, the church/hotel, the 
pub - which gradually acquire more sinister and oppressive overtones. Within these spaces, 
themes are explored via a mainly bodily idiom of movement, space, dynamic and gesture.
7.5.2 Traits of vocal signification
In the three works studied, vocal signification is largely low-key and colloquial, pedestrian in 
terms of vocabulary and conversational in tone - “I saw you before and I...I just really wanted to 
come over and talk to you”; “Oh, you’re here are y’? You’re all here!...”; “Robbie!...I can see my 
house from up here!” - providing specific and detailed contexts to support the action and the 
characterisations. Elsewhere, vocal signs are deliberately unintelligible, comprising mumblings, 
murmurings, whisperings, cacophonous laughter, yelling, whooping, cries, protestations, jibes 
and giggles with interjections of isolated words and phrases and - in Strange Fish - extended 
sung passages of an imaginary language. Here, what is said is less important than the tone or 
manner of the emittance; indeed the words are often drowned or directly contradicted by a more 
powerful subtext of signal information and the ambiguity rendered dramatically significant. In 
addition, visceral noises, such as laboured breathing, gasps and grunts, extend the sense of 
realism by providing an aural dimension to the movement.
7.5.3 Traits of bodily signification
Movement is heavily reliant upon the codifications of space. A familiar pattem recurs; initially 
space is used realistically, then attention is drawn to its significance and gradually the use of the 
space becomes increasingly explicit and choreographed. This can be seen most clearly in the 
progression of cocktail party in Strange Fish in which Nigel’s invasion of people’s personal space, 
early on, develops, by the end, into their sprinting away from him, disappearing out through 
doors and behind fumiture and flying into the arms of others as protection from the hugs he 
threatens. The territorial prowling of the men around the bar area in Pack instinct from Enter 
Achilles and the opening scene of Dead Dreams in the night-club are further examples of the 
progressive significance of choreographed space through each work.
Across the works the movement exploits the body's eloquence in a motivated gestural realism 
rooted in body-language. From pedestrian roots, choreographic patteming begins almost
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imperceptibly; in tiny moments of unison, canon & complementing movement that could almost 
be accidental but which draw the eye, centring the focus. This is then exaggerated, building from 
short, almost casual, phrases of movement into extended athletic and frequently contact-based 
dance sequences acquiring a dynamic logic that suggests a depth of emotional investment. Each 
work also sets pedestrian action within heavily symbolic contexts - the use of the wall ladder and 
bath in Dead Dreams: the religious imagery that recurs throughout Strange Fish: the ‘games’ 
involving beer glasses and an inflatable doll in Enter Achilles. These moments are both realistic 
and ambiguously disturbing and suggestive of wider and deeper meanings.
7.5.4 Relationships between vocai and bodily signification
It is Parry's view that Strange Fish is "predominantly a dance piece" in that "its structure appears 
to have evolved through movement, each scene springing from the physical language of the 
previous one" and held together with "a coherent choreographic logic" (Parry, 1992, p23). This 
comment could apply equally to the other two works in the sample. The main system of 
signification is movement and gesture but vocal signification adds to the mass of contradictions 
to produce a layered, polysémie network of elements, full of significance.
In all three of the works examined, vocal signifiers seem to be intentionally set against or 
integrated with bodily signifiers in order to highlight their distinction as an alternative mode of 
communication. This is particularly evident in ‘cocktail party' (where vocal signifiers are finally 
silenced by the need for more intense expression and movement takes over) and in 'A 
Proposition’ in which Russeil’s speech is at first full of inexplicable gaps only later filled by Nigel’s 
movement upstage. As well as being united thematically, both movement and words are 
designed to be meaningful on both a literal and symbolic level, sometimes entirely realistic - 
often at the beginnings and ends of scenes - other times spiralling into abstract and increasingly 
ambiguous phrases through choreographic patteming. Moreover the signal information in both 
systems - dynamic, speed, pitch, tone - is frequently designed to directly contradict the more 
literal, semantic message contained in the movement and words. Hence, both systems operate 
on two levels initiating a degree of closure and meaning-confirmation across the systems.
The results of the analyses documented in Chapters 6 and 7 are discussed in the concluding 
chapter and set in context with the implications arising from Chapter 5. The chapter 
progressively builds a network of stylistic traits and generic conventions that both differentiate 
between and draw together the work of Theatre de Complicité and DV8 Physical Theatre 
beneath a single collective framework.
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Chapter 8 
CONCLUSION
8.1 A supra disciplinary conceptual framework for physical theatre
8.2 Textual traits marking physical theatre's generic signature
8.3 Distinctive conventions o f vocal and bodily signification: 
Theatre de Complicité and DV8 Physical Theatre
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The study began by locating 'physical theatre' as a series of contemporary practices in dance 
and drama which emerged simultaneously in the 1980s, were significantly given the same label, 
and which bear the hallmarks of the expressionist dance-drama hybrids of the early part of this 
century. By analysing samples of work from across the dance-drama divide, the project aimed to 
contribute to the appreciation of physical theatre production by showing how these practices, 
currently held within the theoretical discourses of each discrete artform, may be seen as dual 
aspects of a single generic form.
The conclusions drawn must however be mediated by the scope of this study which limits its 
sample to five works (and focuses in more detail upon only two companies) as representative of 
the dual strands of practice in drama and dance. It is acknowledged that physical theatre is a 
term used, in the critical literature, in a number of ways to refer to a vast range of work crossing 
many boundaries, both disciplinary and geographical. Further research is needed, not only to 
apply supra disciplinary modes of analysis across a wider sample of works but also to consider 
physical theatre's practices from altemative perspectives: to adopt foci other than vocal and 
bodily signification in order to examine different facets of the form (for example, looking at the 
use of metaphor, symbolism and intertextuality in the works); to move beyond the dance-drama 
strictures of this study in order to view physical theatre on a broader scale (comparing styles that 
have multi-farious origins in circus, mime, music theatre and dance-theatre); to differentiate, in 
greater detail, the expressionist theatre, analysed in this study, from postmodern, multi­
disciplinary production such as the work of Meredith Monk or Second Stride; and to relate the 
British style with European and American products. Each of these approaches would serve to 
further illuminate the elusive character of a form which has become, in recent years, an integral 
part of theatrical culture but which yet lacks any convincing, conceptual frameworks to explain its 
hybrid practices and procedures.
The author is aware that a study such as this might be expected to conclude with a succinct 
definition of the temri 'physical theatre'. This, according to Shand, may be a natural assumption 
to make, based on the belief that
if we correctly call a collection of things or activities by the same name... they 
must have something in common in virtue of which they are things or 
activities of that kind; they must have a set of features which they and only 
they share; they must have an essence. Such an essence could be 
characterised by a definition which gives necessary and sufficient conditions 
or features for being a particular kind of thing; necessary because anything of
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that kind must have those features; sufficient because anything with those 
features will be of that kind.
Shand, 1993, p293
It should, however, be clear from this study that 'physical theatre' is not a term that can be neatly 
encapsulated and packaged in definitional form. Those attempts in the critical literature to create 
definitions have been either informed by a sectarian agenda - exclusive to one or other of the 
disciplines - or so broad and generalised as to be unsatisfactory and ultimately counter­
productive, more likely to confuse than clarify. The difficulties have led, in recent years, to 
considerable frustration and its abandonment by many as singularly unhelpful in differentiating 
the work from other styles of production. However, it is argued that, in a professedly 
interdisciplinary culture, nonetheless resistant to allowing the boundaries between drama and 
dance to dissolve, the very fact of its complex and double identity is what makes the form such 
an intriguing - and pertinent - area for study. In any case, David Best suggests that these 
difficulties arise not from the nature of the term itself but from the insistence that a definition 
must be sought for meaning to be clear; a condition which he insists is tantamount to asking for 
"ten gallons of complexity to be contained within a pint jug of simplicity" (Best, 1974, p38).
The feeling that it should be both possible and necessary to define the meaning of a label such 
as 'physical theatre' is, according to Wittgensteinian theory, attributable to a mistaken 
philosophical notion of ianguage as an autonomous and entity; that words of themselves possess 
singular and definitive meanings and that the exact meaning of a word is recoverable through 
the identification of a definitive feature common to all instances to which it is correctly applied.
As Wittgenstein pointed out, this persistent notion continues to obscure the fact that language is 
a fundamentally human construct, always in a state of flux, evolving through usage, verified by 
public consensus, and, as such, subject to the humanist rules of rationality as opposed to the 
causal laws of science.
It is not as if the meaning of a word were one thing and its use another; a 
word gets its meaning in its being used in particular ways... The meaning of a 
word does not determine its use; rather the use of a word is its meaning; and 
without a certain sort of use the word does not have a meaning which could 
determine Its use.
Shand, 1993, p293.
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To attempt to confine the diversity of practice currently labelled 'physical theatre' in a brief 
unequivocal statement would be to misrepresent the phenomena by obscuring its meaning 
beneath "a kind of omamental coping that supports nothing" (Best, 1974, p28). Ultimately the 
meaning of the term is located, not in language, but in the reality of the contexts in which it is 
used; in other words, by pointing to those theatrical works publicly recognised and accepted as 
'physical theatre' and stating: "That is how we use it" (Shand, 1993, p295).
With this Wittgensteinian directive in mind, the project looked at a spectrum of physical theatre 
across drama and dance and established two objectives as foci for the investigation: firstly, to try 
to construct a supra disciplinary conceptual framework that locates and accounts for the very 
particular kind of reading experience or 'idiolect' generated by physical theatre practices; and 
secondly to identify any conventions and stylistic traits in the use of vocal and bodily signification 
that could be said to mark the disciplinary origins of each work.
This final chapter pulls together the results of each stage of the investigation.
8.1 A supra disciplinary conceptual identity for physical theatre
8.1.1 The holistic body'
In Chapter 2 it was suggested that dance and drama initially began to draw closer together as a 
result of the widespread disillusionment with language in the dramatic theatre and a parallel 
dissatisfaction with the conventional aesthetic codifications of ballet. These factors were 
proposed as catalysts that initiated inordinate changes within each artform as practitioners 
looked across the disciplines and proceeded to experiment with the boundaries of expression in 
their respective media.
In the dramatic theatre, language's devaluation as a jaded and stale semiotic system coincided 
strategically with Stanislavski's revolutionary theories of dramatic realism to give rise to a series 
of early body-based theatrical experiments. Mime broke away from theatre to pursue. In purer 
form, the body's powers of articulation and, when Artaud's extremist ideal of an anti-verbal 
expressionism deteriorated in the public mind as little more than the ravings of a lunatic, the tide 
of opinion swung back to reinstate language as a vital element of drama but In renewed mode: 
displaced from its central position at the top of the semiotic hierarchy and operating as a looser 
semiotic system, its relationship to meaning and significance rendered more fluid than linear.
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The period of postmodern experimentation that followed culminated in a set of theatrical 
precepts foregrounding bodily presence and movement as potent and eloquent signifiers in the 
drama, particularly revealing of inner emotional states and subtexts. When, with Lecoq, mime 
was finally reintegrated with drama, a more physical style of acting - complemented by a 
'choreographic' approach to language 'as a body' - came to be formalised as a distinct school of 
practice.
In dance, a parallel movement to reinvent the form as a serious dramatic art led to the rejection 
of dance as necessarily aesthetically-codified and Its re definition as 'expression through the 
body'. Graham's work, along with other modernist choreographers of the era, intensified the 
concept of dance as the physicalisation of an inner emotional landscape and in the theories of 
Laban and Humphrey, the positioning and movement of the body in space came to be viewed as 
a codified map of meaning and inference. In both expressionist Europe and modernist America, 
vocabularies gradually widened to admit pedestrian gesture, everyday task-based activities and 
spoken texts. With the advent of 'softer' techniques (such as release-work and contact 
improvisation), even stylised phrases linking traditional dance moves - jumps, turns and lifts - 
gained dramatic resonance from the looser dynamic and a more realistic mode of physical 
expression emerged. This was one that looked to the essential humanity of the body - as a 
biological entity but with a political and social inscription - to tie the form of dance to motivation, 
plot, narrative and characterisation as well as to transmit mood and emotion.
The steady march of the two artforms toward shared territory gained sudden impetus with the 
explosion of 'body-culture' in the 1980s. Two strands of practice - one in dance, the other in 
drama - were simultaneously catapulted into the public forum, both labelled 'physical theatre' and 
both seeking a more authentic and vivid body-centric language with which to engage with the 
anomalies of the human condition as the end of the millennium approached. On the basis of this 
evidence it was suggested that the two strands of production are closely related and that this 
relationship is based upon the notion of elevating the 'holistic body" io the centre of theatrical 
discourse.
At a most basic level, the theatre arts have always been conjoined by the shared tenet of 
communication through the expressive presence of live bodies in space. Whether through visual 
or aural means, the space is always potentially resonant with meaning and activated as a three- 
dimensional grid infused with symbolic significance in relation to the spectator's eye. This is
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Peter Brook's 'empty space' in which anything could happen and in which meanings are shaped 
by the laws of spatial significance espoused by Doris Humphrey.
In the absence of rigid disciplinary borders (such that the work is no longer subject to the dictates 
of any preordained mode of expression), the significance of the space in both strands of physical 
theatre is heightened. Within this highly significant space the materiality of the body is elevated 
to exploit referentially, symbolically and aesthetically, the power inherent in the holistic 'stage 
presence' of the performer; a form of hyper-realism closely linked to modernist notions of 
expressionism.
The view is that the ways in which bodies are socially regulated, the ways in 
which they are known, the social spaces in which they live, is a crucial factor 
in producing the kinds of beings we are.... it is our bodies which live out these 
possibilities and act within these settings, and ourselves which are ultimately 
influenced by them.
Rothfield, 1994, p80.
Physical theatre, the product of a body-focused culture suffused with a legacy of this century's 
fascination with psychoanalysis, psychotherapy and altemative medicine, manifests bodily 
presence as both physically and mindfully significant. The combination produces a level of 
materiality that synthesises dance movement (traditionally a mode of expression for all things 
primal, intuitive and emotional) with dramatic speech (a form of communication historically 
embedded in the rational, the intellectual and the social). The body is presented as a holistic 
entity, a unified map of biological, intellectual, social and political inscription paradoxically 
riddled with conflict and complexity and both the medium for, and the subject of, theatrical 
discourse. By placing the holistic body above aesthetic or naturalistic considerations, the paradox 
of the individual finds expression as a coliection of antagonistic binarisms - linguistic/physical, 
outer/inner, conscious/subconscious, public/private, social/primal - to create a multi-faceted and 
multi-layered theatricality founded upon what Kirchman has termed the "elevation in the space of 
the figure as an indivisible totality" (1994, p39). This is a theatre in which, as Brook writes,
the mind, the feelings and the body are a whole. When the body is brought 
into a state of alertness, the voice, the thought and the gesture take on a 
fresh relationship; then, depending on the subject, the balance between words 
and movement can change but it is always a balance within a unity.
Brook, in Rea, 1984, p i5
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As a product of re-configuring the performer’s material presence in the space as the centre of 
dramatic discourse voice and body are united to become an holistic entity from which a whole 
set of signifiers - expressive movement, telling gesture, spoken text, song and sound - can 
spring.
8.1.2 A synthesis o f expressionism and post modernism
Having traced the form historically. Chapter 3 examined the philosophical positioning of physical 
theatre's hybrid practices within the interdisciplinarity debate. An argument was developed based 
upon the notion of postmodernism's third altemative to the traditional fusion-purism dialectic to 
explain [i] the conditions in which the dance-drama has managed to become established at this 
point in theatre culture and [ii] the reasons why its hybridities are fundamental to its character 
and therefore deserving of analytical attention. The dance-drama, which failed to impress as an 
ideal of artistic synthesis and failed to survive in the purism of the modem era, is today part of an 
art culture suspicious of boundaries, divides and closure of meaning; one in which properties of 
eclecticism, fragmentation and radical juxtaposition are actively celebrated for the tensions set 
up in the work and the meanings that proliferate.
The chapter proceeded to identify a distinctive peculiarity in physical theatre's position as a form 
that emerged from historically-expressionist roots into the sound-and-image-bite culture of post­
structuralism's floating signifier. Its positioning created a prevailing aesthetic lodged in the 
modemism-postmodemism dialectic that collectively differentiates this style of production, 
amidst a mass of postmodem interdisciplinary forms and styles, as an expressionist theatre, 
characterised by modernist reference points (such as clarity of narrative, meaning and message) 
superficially fractured with devices associated with a more postmodem outlook.
It has been shown that much of the experimental theatre and dance of the 60's and 70's built 
upon the Brechtian legacy of the A-Effekt to develop a range of techniques for framing and 
estranging the signifying process and in both 'dance-' and 'drama-physical-theatre' such 
techniques are now prevalent as devices which check the works' expressionist tendencies. 
Freeze-frames, sudden flips into slow motion, the switch of emphasis between media, the 
flipping of performers into and out of character, multiple narrators, gender role-reversal, the 
dissolution of boundaries between stage and auditorium by directly addressing, confronting or 
involving the audience, and unexpected changes in lighting and set, serve to puncture the 
theatrical illusion allowing the audience time to reflect, thereby limiting empathy whilst extending
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complicity. The constant dialectic between expressionism and abstraction in physical theatre 
creates a metaphysical world in which the body is simultaneously a site of uncontrolled primeval 
impulses and a social observer, controller and interpreter of these impulses. The net effect, 
apparent in both strands of work, is a distinctive style which filters the dark expressionist scream 
of humanity through the cool, reflective detachment of post modernism.
These two defining features of physical theatre - the concept of the 'holistic body' and the work's 
peculiar positioning between two cultural mores - provided the frameworks for the more detailed 
investigation in the analyses that followed. By reference to named productions. Chapter 5 used 
semiotic procedures to identify a set of conventions that frame the reading experience in 
physical theatre such that the translocation between vocai and bodily signification is controlled 
and ordered to the stricture of generating coherent meanings and significances. The results 
suggest that the hybridities and postmodem devices integral to physical theatre production are 
woven together within a whole fabric of dialectical theatrics.
8.2 Textual traits marking physical theatre's generic signature
The following set of interlinked commonalities were put forward, at the end of Chapter 5 . as, in 
some measure, present as prevailing characteristics in the performance idiolect of all five 
samples of work.
•  Dialectical realities field in tension
• A core of realism in the stage text overlaid with theatrical stylisation
•  A plural stage text setting movement alongside vocalisation to enrich and layer storytelling 
with metaphor, symbolism and intertextual resonance
•  A dialecticai range of 'abstraction - literality' within both vocal and bodily systems of 
signification.
It is argued that, as a matrix of dialectical theatrics, together they account for physical theatre's 
facility to oscillate between vocal and bodily modes of signification without sacrificing any 
coherence in the expression of meaning, mood and message.
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8.2.1 Dialectical realities held in tension
The analysis suggests that, although individually distinctive, there is, at the core of all five works, 
an imperative concem to juxtapose the 'outer* life of the individual in a socially-ordered world 
with an expose of his/her 'inner* (anti-social) emotional and intellectual responses that lie buried 
and festering in the subconscious mind. Themes of human-kind's insensitivities and the 
predicament of the individual marginalised in contemporary society are explored by 
foregrounding 'inner* experiences of loneliness, oppression, alienation, insecurity and paranoiac 
fantasies, thereby pulling to the surface the anomalies, inconsistencies, ugliness and violence 
that lurk beneath the surface of a professedly civilised society.
It is argued that the interest for physical theatre practitioners dwells in the disparity between the 
two: in the tensions that exist for an individual trying to reconcile often conflicting impulses; the 
marks this may make upon his/her behaviour; and the consequent implications for society at 
large. The establishment of a key signature that straddles the two realms of experience - filtering 
and interpreting outer reality through the film of the subconscious and giving form to the usually 
hidden world of emotion and imagination - facilitates an interplay between inner and outer planes 
of experience manifesting a convention of dialectical realities that demands from the viewer a 
spectrum of imaginative involvement io the extent that, as Sayers remarks, the subject matter is 
"experienced as somehow beyond performance" (1989 p29).
8.2.2 A core of realism in the stage text overlaid with theatrical stylisation
No longer tied solely to one realm or the other, this dialectical characteristic is extended to the 
style of expression in the stage-text which, in all five of the works studied, is grounded in a core 
of realism and overlaid by various modes of theatrical styiisation. In each case, the realism lends 
credence to an outer, conscious world of social interaction while the stylisation transports the 
reader into the inner (usually hidden) world of mind and motivation. The contrasts between the 
two modes of expression are thereby invested with cogent theatrical sense; with the inner world 
of the mind automatically licensed to distort, colour, twist and bend reality's conventions.
The effect is to create a core of representationalism within a framework of presentational 
theatricality so that the works exhibit a peculiar theatrical language, in McBumey's view 
potentially "richer" and "more symphonic" (Tushingham, 1994, p20), than is found in more 
conventional drama or dance. While messages and significances retain, through a base-line of 
realism, qualities of coherence and logic, they are simultaneously filtered through a stylised
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mode of expression that itself demands attention, adding a sense of weight and depth to the 
work.
8.2.3 A plural stage text setting movement alongside vocalisation to enrich and layer 
storytelling with metaphor, symbolism and intertextual resonance 
The dialectic of realism/stylisation is applied across every element in the stage-text and serves 
to question the implicit assumption that language and movement necessarily occupy separate 
domains and to usurp the notion that props, set, costume and lighting will always be located in a 
supportive, confirmatory role, unobtrusive to language and action. With the work loosened from 
any rigid technical or naturalistic bonds, all of these elements may become symbolically 
significant demanding attention through their stylisation and creating a plural stage text of visual 
and aural signs. This, Richard Eyre refers to as "the untranslatable element in the theatre" 
creating a style of production that “exploits the unique properties of the medium - its use of 
space, of light, of movement, of speech; its theateness'' (programme notes to Theatre de 
Complicité s The Visit (1989).
In each of the five works, pictorial imagery is combined with passages of movement and vocal 
sequences while props, lighting, music and parts of the set are intermittently foregrounded and 
invested with significance, often with quick-changing rapidity. The multiplicity of signs creates a 
matrix of significance that questions the traditional hierarchy of the senses (a feature noted by 
Baxmann as characteristic of much 'dance-physical-theatre', 1990, p55) exposing contradictions 
and ambiguities in the narrative and providing a commentary upon the action in order to subvert 
established perspectives, finally deepening and complicating the theatrical message.
Patterns repeatedly recur as choreographic themes which knit together the (often fragmented) 
scenarios and ideas so that each element finds resonance and completion in the connective 
tissue of symbolism, metaphor and/or suggested intertexts. Hence, where thematic references 
are often constrained in a conventional drama by the authentic ambitions of naturalism - which, 
according to Rissik "actually denies it a wider resonance and severely restricts its meaning" 
(1985, p47) - physical theatre recognises that "if the image speaks too directly it cannot 
comment" (Newson, in Cranitch, 1992) and its plural stage text allows a layering of meaning and 
significance that provokes a wider resonance.
It is posited that, within this matrix of dialectical frameworks - "inner" versus "outer" realities, 
realism versus stylisation, the layering of surface narrative with sub textual significance in a
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plural stage text - expressive elements are freed to translocate between states of abstraction (in 
which the semiotic surface is foregrounded) and states of literality (in which the signs bear a 
more linear relationship to meaning and significance). This feature is put forward as fundamental 
to the treatment of both vocal and bodily modes of signification in the physical theatre stage text.
8.2.4 A dialectical range of 'abstraction - literality' within both vocal and bodily systems of 
signification.
The analyses showed that all five works synthesise bodily and vocal signs by drawing attention to 
the internal dialectical oppositions of abstraction and literality within both. Bodily signifiers, while 
anchored in the familiar arrangements of everyday body language, are also made symbolically 
significant and may be patterned into more extended movement phrases. Likewise, vocal signs 
oscillate between straight dialogue/narration and blank verse to oddities of sound and poetic 
incantations. Each are subjected to a set of formic, spatial and rhythmic patteming devices; 
repeated, fragmented, spliced, overlaid, speeded up, rhythmically patterned, choreographed in 
unison, canon, built up into a chaotic cacophony of noise/bustle, made percussive, released in an 
aggressive torrential stream, ritualised into slow motion or abstracted as an interior monologue. 
According to Berkoff, patteming the stage score with such devices allows the vision of the viewer 
to expand as "a sort of hypnosis of the imagination" (Berkoff, in Gore-Langton, 1990, p i 6). The 
result is to defy the laws of science and reason allowing a freer-floating of association to which 
metaphoric and symboiic resonances can attach themselves.
The two systems of signification are further aligned in the work by the marked treatment of 
language 'as a body' and movement as having an aural dimension: in other words, while the 
phys/ca/qualities of pitch, tone, rhythm and dynamics are often foregrounded in the act of 
speaking, so the aural aspect of movement (once considered antithetical to dance's ethereal 
aesthetic, and usualiy drowned by music) is emphasised for its effect upon the breath, in the 
gasps, grunts and sighs that visceralise bodiiy sensation and effort and in the sound of footsteps, 
the rustling of clothing and the slapping and thudding of limbs against the floor, the set and other 
bodies. Hence words - conventionally 'closed' and literal signs - are rendered more malleable 
'open' systems as an extension of the body's physicality; and movements - usually considered 
more 'open' and abstract signs - root themselves in the realism of sound to become a powerful 
addition to the body's eloquence. Both vocal and bodily expression are therefore rendered 
equaily viable as meaning-generating signifiers and as theatrical tools integrated for the creation 
of an overall visual and aural stage effect.
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All five of the works contain ‘actorly’ moments (when individual characterisations and narrative 
events are pushed to the fore) but these are usuaiiy set within dance-like structures. The various 
movement ensembles and vocal choruses that hone the collective physical and/or vocal 
energies of the cast into a singular mode of expression (reminiscent of the surrealistic Greek 
chorus) fuses a convention traditionally associated with dance (the visual, symbolic power of en- 
masse movement) and a specific mime technique (termed 'figuration' at the Lecoq school) which 
works as a stimuiant to the imagination to physicalise atmospheres, moods and ideas. "Instead 
of the energy source arising from the individual, it becomes embedded in the whole and so 
appears to be choreographed rather than enacted" (Beckerman, 1990, p7). In each case, the 
ensemble act as a giant magnifying glass highlighting emotional and imaginative undercurrents 
and increasing the impact and resonance of stories and themes.
By refusing to take refuge behind the restorative and distancing effects of naturalism and 
technique, physical theatre is released from the dictates and constraints of a unified mode of 
expression. Instead of telling stories verbatim or dancing inner emotions and experiences, the 
work is freed to translocate between movement and words as an entirely logical means of 
exploring the matrix of dialectical tensions set up in the work. This generates a performance 
idioiect that amounts, in Baxmann's words, to "a new culture of seeing" that breaks open 
standardised modes of perception "to clear the way for new insights" (Baxmann, 1990, p58).
FIGURE 44 below locates, in addition to the conceptual frameworks identified earlier, this matrix 
of dialectical tensions as a distinguishing mark of physical theatre's collective generic identity.
FIGURE 44: COMMONALITIES OF FRAMEWORK AND CONVENTION IN THE
PHYSICAL THEATRE TEXT
• the body treated as an indivisible totality
elevating the performer's material presence to the centre of dramatic discourse
• a synthesis of expressionism and post modernism
retaining a typically modernist concem for clarity of narrative, meaning and message 
filtered and objectified through postmodem distancing devices & structures.
• a matrix of dialectical theatrics
...that Juxtaposes realistic contexts with the imaginative/surreal pathways o f the mind; 
...that overlays a core o f realism with stylised expression;
...that locates individual stories and experiences within a framework o f wider significance 
...that manipulates vocal and bodily signifiers through a continuum of abstraction - iiterality 
utilising the tensions between and within each system to create dramatic significance.
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8.3 Distinctive conventions in vocal and bodily signification: Theatre de Complicité 
and DV8 Physical Theatre
Chapters 6 and 7 delved within the unifying structures outlined above to examine the variations 
in the use of vocal and bodily signification in the work of Theatre de Complicité and DV8 
Physical Theatre. The following table - FIGURE 45 - brings together a summary of the results of 
these analyses detailing characteristics in [i] dominant narrative mode [ii] vocal signification [iii] 
bodily signification and [iv] the relationships between vocai and bodily signification.
FIGURE 45: A COMPARISON OF TEXTUAL TRAITS: THEATRE DE COMPLICITE AND
DV8 PHYSICAL THEATRE
THEATRE DE COMPLICITE
Primarily interested in story-telling using a mainly vocal idiom [i] 
in a narrative that gives vivid and specific detail to individual 
lives & events.
A sensually-evocative and poetic text - of literary interest in [Ü]
itself - often condensed into significant phrases and eloquent 
silences. Language treated as a 'body"; patterned using song, 
pitch, foreign dialects, rhythm, repetition & recurring motife 
for mood creation, to support visual mimes, for dramatic 
emphasis, imaginative ambiguity, to evoke tangential 
meanings & effect scene transitions.
Bodily signification is through functional pedestrian [ill]
movement, mundane and familiar, physicalising internal 
sensations, emotions, energies, atmospheres & abstract 
ideas; also as symbolic shorthand [eg..for horrific/dramatic 
events]. No recognisably 'dancecT sections but ensemble are 
spatially & temporally choreographed [in tableaux, mayhem, 
stage freezes, repeated gestures, recurring visual motifs, in 
unison & canon] - visual economy to enhance clarity of 
mood, event & for presentational interest.
Vocal & bodily signifiers combine in tension in conjunctive & [iv]
tightly-woven relationships; a stripped elemental vocabulary 
of symbolically-expressive action & speech, heightened & 
free of extraneous detail - a stark visual & aural shorthand 
generating a text that is self-referentially theatrical and 
ambiguous.
DV8 PHYSICAL THEATRE
Primarily interested in exploring themes within a dramatic 
context via a mainly bodily idiom of movement, space, dynamic 
and gesture.
Includes sections of low-key colloquial and pedestrian speech 
& visceral noises [laboured breathing, gasps, grunts etc...] 
extending realism & specificity & providing aural dimension to 
the movement score. Many vocalisations made unintelligible 
[murmuring, whispering, cacophonous noise, isolated words & 
made-up languages] & words are often drowned or 
contradicted by a more powerful subtext of signal information
Movement exploits the body's eloquence in a motivated 
gestural & symbolic realism rooted in body-language codes of 
proxemics and Idnesics. From pedestrian roots, choreographic 
patteming begins imperceptibly drawing the eye & centring the 
focus. Body language is then invested with a dynamic building 
from short phrases into extended athletic, frequently contact- 
based and expressionist dance sequences driven by a 
dynamic logic that physicalises inner emotional states.
Vocal & bodily signifiers are juxtaposed as distinct modes of 
communication for particular dramatic significance; united 
thematically, via a tect-subtext disjunction within each system 
& by mirroring a balance of literality/abstraction, 
specificityfembiguity in both systems.
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8.3.1 Proportional relationships: vocal and bodily systems of signification 
All three works by Theatre de Complicité are based upon pre-written texts; Street of Crocodiles is 
built around two stories by Bruno Schultz entitled The Street of Crocodiles and Sanatorium under 
the Hourglass: The Three Lives of Lucie Cabrol theatricalises Pig Earth, a story by John Berger; 
and Caucasian Chalk Circle closely follows the Brechtian text. Although they are stories in a 
mythological sense only (what happens is less important than what it means), each work relies 
upon the vocal idiom of narrated interjections to give historically specific detail and contexts to 
the individual lives and events that feature in the scenes. These vocal narratives operate from 
either a recollective ("August!"), retrospective (The Great War") or prophetic ("flight into the 
northem mountains') viewpoint and are interspersed with sections of present-tense dramatic 
dialogue. (In The Three Lives of Lucie Cabrol for example, the actors physically step out of role 
to narrate events and feelings that pertain to their characters). The effect is to locate the 
significance of specific dramatic events and experiences within the more epic context of lives 
lived and lost.
There is no such epic story-telling in the extracts analysed from DV8's work, amongst which only 
Dead Dreams of Monochrome Men could be said to have derived initial inspiration from a pre­
written text (Brian Masters' Killing for Company). Instead, all three draw more heavily upon 
personal observation and the emotional and psychological imperatives gleaned from the interior 
collective experience of the cast. While Newson story-boards his dramatic outlines as part of the 
working process, the focus lies less with the details of individual life-stories than with exploring 
themes, in broader sweeps, through a microscopic analysis of specific experiences and events 
that afflict the dispossessed, the confused and the marginalised. It is primarily through bodily 
signification - a combination of pedestrian body language, contact Improvisation and symbolic 
images - that these experiences and issues are explored in a dramatic context exposing and 
physicalising the emotions, insecurities, traumas, frustrations and perversions that lie beneath 
the surface to condition human behaviour and relationships.
It is posited that, while for Theatre de Complicité, "the word in many ways is the basis because it 
is through the word that you make the imaginative link" (McBumey, BBC2, Late Show, 1992); for 
Newson and DV8, the imaginative leap from themes to embodiment is clearly made through 
movement. Vocalisations provide specificity, and create a sense of realism that would be difficult 
to achieve using movement alone, but it is the body's capacity for eloquent expression that is the 
catalyst for imaginative projections.
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8.3.2 Distinctive characteristics in vocal signification
With the exception of Caucasian Chalk Circle, there is little naturalistic dialogue in the Theatre 
de Complicité extracts. Where dialogue does occur it tends to be bizarrely surreal and 
sandwiched between snippets of narrative or sensually-evocative monologues, of literary interest 
in themselves for their poeticism. In the words of the director, Street of Crocodiles evokes a 
series of "delirious landscapes" through vocal passages that embody
the elastic, unmanageable and adhesive qualities of time poured like honey, 
continuously transmogrifying, evaporating, reconstituting in an extraordinary 
flux of interpenetrating seasons, emotions, colours and atmospheres.
McBumey, programme notes to Street of Crocodiles 1992
For Theatre de Complicité, the semantic content of speech and dialogue is frequently displaced 
or compounded by the signal information, foregrounded in elegant polyphonous choral 
harmonies, folk songs, foreign dialects, sound effects and using simple choreographic devices 
such as repetition, recurring motifs, the patteming of pitch, tone and rhythm and the ensemble 
sharing of text, its arrangement in unison or canon and its eruption into cacophonous noise. In 
these extracts, words are far from merely a vehicle for the narrative but are raw material 
extracted from conventional syntactic structures and put back together using choreographic 
techniques. In other words, the written text becomes a forum for what McBumey calls a 
"jamming playground" (in Tushingham, 1994, p18), imaginatively manipulated for the creation of 
sensually-evocative atmospheres, to support visual mimes, for dramatic emphasis, ambiguity, to 
suggest tangential meanings, effect scene transitions and extend presentational interest.
By contrast, the vocal signification in the DV8 extracts is treated far more simply: characterised 
by a low-key colloquialism and pedestrian-style of speech, the dramatic information tends to be 
conveyed in short concentrated bursts that evaporate after a short time as if swallowed by the 
more pervasive power of the movement. Vocal elements contribute to the vocabulary, not so 
much for any inherent expressive or poetic quality of the words themselves, but rather by 
working with movement to enhance a realistic ambience, locate specific contexts and facilitate 
dramatic significances by their juxtaposition with certain types of movement that would, on their 
own, be theatrically unpalatable. Nigel's endless stream of social niceties in 'cocktail p a rt/ is, for 
example, the clearest statement of one of the principle themes in the work - the pain of 
acknowledging feelings of isolation and coping with the agonies of loneliness and self-doubt - 
and the words render the signification of that scene realistic, specific, complex, multi-
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dimensional and full of intricate collisions and contradictions. Newson points out that "if Nigel did 
all the movement at the party in Strange Fish without using language, it would be mimetic. It 
would be so absurd you wouldn't accept it" (Newson, in Meisner, 1993, pi 3).
In the DV8 extracts, it is less the content than the act of speech itself that is foregrounded as of 
primary interest pointing up the notion that, like movement, language, too, has its ambiguities 
and limitations in terms of accuracy and depth of expression. Words are isoiated and examined 
for their 'physical attributes'; the tone, pitch, volume, rhythmic variations and dynamic qualities 
associated with the act of speech foregrounded in the form of unintelligible murmurings, 
whisperings, cacophonous noise and made-up languages. These vocalisations are ultimately 
dissolved into laboured breaths, gasps, grunts and roars that are carried throughout the works 
providing an aural dimension to the movement, enhancing an atmosphere of visceral realism 
while ensuring there remain sufficient ambiguities and 'gaps' in reading to avoid closure. By their 
use of words, DV8 seem to be consciously exploring the form as an extension of body language - 
challenging the audience quite literally to 'read between the lines' and finding dramatic 
significance, irony and humour in its usage:
8.3.3 Distinctive characteristics in bodily signification
In both Theatre de Complicite's and DV8's work, movement is central to the foregrounding of 
mood, atmosphere and the extemalisation of the (usually hidden) inner landscape of the mind. 
Imbued with ambiguity and associated with the emotions and the subconscious, every gesture, 
movement and glance is heightened and calculated for dramatic significance. Nothing is wasted 
and there is an economy of detail in the use of movement, space and rhythm. Both companies 
locate the essential body language of a situation as a base-line and then pump it up out of all 
proportion so that it becomes overtly expressive. The differences between the two styles of work 
manifest themselves in the purposes to which bodily signification is put - the level of meanings 
and significances generated - and the degree and type of choreographic manipulation to which 
each bodily score is subjected.
In the Theatre de Complicité extracts, bodily signification is largely set in an imaginative plane, 
divergent from reality, and operates through simple functional pedestrian action that, by its 
context is given symbolic significance. Mundane and familiar, actions are placed repeatedly in 
unfamiliar contexts to create theatrical illusions, to foreground bizarre or surreal moods, to 
amplify emotions, generate dramatic significances or to create sensual landscapes; exposing 
"the gaps between the intemal and the external...the contradictions of the yeaming of the
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imagination and the limitations of matter"' (Croft, programme notes to Street of Crocodiles 1992). 
As such, movement slips easily from realistic action to heavy symbolism making visible abstract 
ideas (for example, of time passing); physicalising emotional responses and highly-charged 
atmospheres (such as the tedium of waiting, the tension of suspense, the energy of furious 
anger), and working as a kind of symbolic, graphic shorthand to convey horrific or taxing events - 
for example, a bucket of water and mud is thrown over Gruscha to symbolise the privations of 
her joumey; a bucket of blood hurled at Lucie's soldiers to symbolise their death.
In all three works, actors use their bodies to assume the persona of animals, inanimate objects or 
elements of nature using mime, not simply as a form of naturalistic imitation, but to dredge up 
and physicalise a psychological subtext (suggesting, for example in Lucie Cabrol. the 
indivisibility of the farming lives of the peasants and nature itself). Bodily signification often takes 
over when words, furniture or scenery might seem cumbersome, insufficient or unconvincing. 
There are no recognisably 'danced' sections (when a movement dynamic takes over to allow 
sequences their own intemal logic), however a form of choreography consistently figures in the 
group dynamics and spatial transformations engineered by the ensemble who move 
intermittently as a powerful chorus forming and reforming unstable and temporary shapes and 
creating detailed tableaux through bodily skill. Accents in the dramatic action are achieved via 
devices such as stage freezes, fragmented action, recurring visual motifs, the use of unison, 
canon & repetition, visual mayhem & manipulations of gesture through speed, timing and 
dynamic to enhance clarity of mood and event and to give emphasis to particular significances.
Like the pedestrianism of Theatre de Complicité, the body in the DV8 extracts is presented as a 
site of social and symbolic inscription (rather than conforming to any specific aesthetic 
codification) and a record of an individual's social and cultural experience. All the movement 
comes from the immediately-accessible body-language codes of proxemics and kinesics, 
exploiting the physical information of gait, posture, gesture and the social mechanics of human 
interaction perceived consciously and subconsciously on a day-to-day basis. There are phrases 
in the works when movement remains anchored to a pedestrian-'actoriy' basis but, other times 
when the action is set in bizarre contexts and affixed to symbolic and more ambiguous 
associations (for example, the writhing of the female Christ-figure in the opening and closing 
scenes from Strange Fish, the appearance of Superman from Enter Achilles and the kiss of 
death in Dead Dreams! However, elsewhere in the work, it is clear that bodily signification 
develops to a level beyond Complicite's symbolic pedestrianism, spiralling in upon itself to erupt 
in a series of expressionist and intricate sequences of choreographic complexity.
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A particular pattern of development recurs: first, familiar naturalistic body language is 
established (Nigel's studied casualness in 'a proposition'-, his clichéd gesturing and the guests' 
backing away in 'cocktail party'-, the men larking about in a group in the pack instinct)-, then tiny 
elements of choreographic patteming begin to suggest themselves, at first almost imperceptibly, 
in tiny phrases of dynamic and temporal coincidence that could almost be accidental but draw 
the eye, centring the focus. The effect is to shift one’s reading of the scene a step away from 
naturalism so that ordinary body language becomes, what Newson terms, "stylised naturalistic 
movement" (in Tushingham, 1994, p46); the origins of each pattem still embedded with meaning 
but now suffused with intensified purpose and significance.
From this point, bodily signification shifts again toward a greater degree of abstraction as body 
language pattems become movement-material for choreographic treatment. Movements begin to 
gather their own momentum, infused with a dynamic logic that layers the dramatic information 
with an emotional (often contradictory) emotional investment: for example, scene 2.3 'power 
games' in Dead Dreams connects movements derived from the warmth of embracing, intimate 
gestures into repetitive and athletic, contact-based sequences with a hard and aggressive 
dynamic that, in apparent contradiction, suggests inner repressed states, unspoken threats and a 
highly-charged and dangerous atmosphere.
Each of these sequences are sparked off by clear inciting incidents in the drama (for example, 
the increasing explicitness of Russell’s speech in 'a proposition'-, Nigel’s forcing of the bodily 
contact he craves in 'cocktail party) and eventually dissipate back into realism. The force of the 
repressed emotions symbolised in these movement sequences is compounded by the many 
visceral metaphoric images in the works - Nigel's suicidal leaps from a wall-ladder in Dead 
Dreams: Wendy's self-punishing writhing amidst the stones in Strange Fish: the abuse to which 
the inflatable doll is subjected in Enter Achilles -  In which there is no pretence of bodily 
representation. Here the danger, pain and furious abuse are genuine and the dividing line 
between theatre and life is temporarily erased.
With no holds barred, these movement metaphors accurately describe the 
emotional states of the individual, and they are performed with no tricks. Real 
stone, real skin. Real wall, real danger. Real people, real emotions. Real life, 
real art.
Carter, 1993, p7
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8.3.4 Distinctive characteristics in relationships between vocal and bodily signifiers 
Simon McBumey succinctly encapsulates the flavour of his vocabulary in his description of it as 
"almost like music in terms of counterpoint, harmony; image and action, movement and stillness, 
words and silence" (in Tushingham, 1994, pi 8). He describes the integrational workings of 
movement and speech as less a seamless synthesis than a juxtaposition that highlights the 
dichotomy between them such that "the two things exist in tension" (McBumey, BBC2 Late 
Show, 1992), Like music - where contrasting instruments from different sections of the orchestra 
combine in a singular musical idiom - vocal & bodily signifiers in these extracts are tightly and 
organically interwoven to form a stripped elemental theatrical vocabulary; a condensation of 
naturalistic speech & action, free of extraneous detail and full of heightened dramatic and 
symbolic significance. Vocal expression is clearly the starting point from which the company then 
search for its theatrical equivalent by liberating the actor’s bodies from the written texts until 
movement becomes as eloquent as words.
Illusion is paramount in the work and events often seem temporary, unstable and ambiguous 
because the work is constantly transforming itself and elements that Initially appear to correlate 
in pursuit of a particular theme suddenly slip out of alignment to follow a different idea and 
establish a contrasting mood or tangential connection. For example, in Lucie Cabrol. the 
Cocadrille’s definition of avarice is taken up by the class and repeatedly chanted aloud while the 
scene physically disintegrates; vocal and bodily signifiers therefore fall momentarily out of 
alignment into disjunction until, finally, vocalisations are pulled into conjunction with the new 
physical scene, the signifiers snapping back together like a piece of elastic to reveal Henri, 
standing over Lucie and announcing "Henri hated his sister".
The effect of such close integration is to create a stark minimalist shorthand that evokes 
essences of ideas, events, sensations and emotional responses and generates a text that is self- 
referentially theatrical and surreally ambiguous while, at the same time anchored in the realism 
and specific detail of individual stories.
The relationship between vocal and bodily signification in the DV8 extracts seems, in contrast, 
to be much less organic, with each system more self-contained and self-consciously juxtaposed. 
Unlike Theatre de Complicité, the extracts do not appear to concem themselves with creating a 
single, unified vocabulary, cohesively rooted in the evocation of the senses and the transforming 
power of the imagination, but, instead, keep the systems deliberately apart as distinctive modes 
of expression so that vocal and bodily forms of communication are themselves thrown forward
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for examination and the relationship between them rendered dramatically significant. In other 
words vocal signifiers are typically 'inserted' into a landscape of movement in order to point up a 
recurring theme - that the complexities of social interaction and communication are a minefield 
of verbal and bodily deception and revelation; in a sense the two signifying systems could be 
said to be united thematically to create, what Christiansen observes to be, "a cruelly accurate 
essay in social anthropology" (1995, p4).
Both body-language and pedestrian speech touch on a level of realism to locate an immediately- 
recognlsable dramatic context: in Dead Dreams, for example, Russell's verbal seduction - gentle, 
unflinching and directed to the camera - is juxtaposed against Nigel's body language - an attempt 
to appear calm and disinterested but clearly ill-at-ease. Each system is, however, by itself, 
incomplete and self-contradictory containing 'gaps', ambiguities and oddities between the 
dramatic and signal information that reveal contradictory subtexts. In other words, the 'how' of 
the signifier itself is foregrounded to suggest that all may not be as it seems on the surface and 
revealing that which is usually kept hidden beneath the socially-acquired diversionary barriers of 
body-language and speech. The stylising of the semiotic into abstraction creates a subtext that 
places emphasis upon the signifiers as semantic units in themselves thus juxtaposing the surface 
message of the signified and the altemative and contradictory subtext of the opaque signifier.
The device amounts to a sophisticated exploration of the 'inner versus outer" dichotomy of 
experience that does not simply equate with the conventional supposition of language as 
indicative of an outer veneer of reality while the primitive body expresses, through movement, 
an inner truth. Movement and speech are instead placed on a par suggesting that both can be 
equally deceptive and revelatory and acknowledging the complications, misunderstandings and 
the general 'messiness' of life, art, communication and human relationships.
By foregrounding signal information - dynamic, timing - as betraying a message antagonistic to 
dramatic information, there is a disjunctive relationship within each system requiring the reader 
to negotiate meaning between two contradictory messages within a single system of signification. 
At the same time, the analysis suggests that there are confirmatory signals creating conjunction 
and initiating a degree of closure across the signification systems. For example, the system 
dealing with the referential meaning of the words in 'cocktail p a rt/ and the referential meaning of 
the body-language confirm one impression - an open, friendly, sociable veneer - while the signal 
information or syntax in both movement and vocal systems connote a contradictory mood. The 
result is a multi-layered text riddled with ambiguity and jarring contradiction but also a
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sophisticated form of unity and cohesion across the vocal and bodily signification systems that 
facilitates an integratory 'binding' of movement and speech at the level of connotational 
meaning.
It is usually movement that drives each scene. The tension intensifies as each extract 
progresses via increases in speed, in the degree of disjointedness and in the extent of 
exaggeration, distortion and abstraction, often leading to overt passages of expressionistic 
dance. By contrast, vocal signs tend to remain stable, acting as inciting incidents and anchoring 
each situation in a specific context, thus enhancing a mood of theatrical realism. However, with 
the use of 'partial' speech - Incomplete dialogues; cacophonous but non-explicit mumblings and 
whisperings; single isolated words that capture essences and song that has all the hallmarks of 
some kind of mystical language but is actually gibberish - the extracts reflect a fine balance 
between literality and abstraction in the vocal signifiers which mirrors the balance of 
pedestrianism and abstraction in bodily signification.
In place of a concluding definition of physical theatre, the results of the comparative analyses 
conducted in Chapters 6 and 7 are summarised below as part of a final diagram that draws upon 
each stage of this investigation. FIGURE 46 sets the results of Part Three - textual traits 
differentiating the two strands of physical theatre practice - in context with the findings of the 
historical and philosophical lines of enquiry of Part One and the analytical investigations of Part 
Two which together suggest traces of a shared generic signature.
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FIGURE 46: A SUMMARY OF RESULTS
A ‘FAMILY RESEMBLANCE’ MODEL OF PHYSICAL THEATRE
[I] TRACES OF A COLLECTIVE GENERIC SIGNATURE
(PARTICULAR CONVENTIONS)
The body treated holistically as an indivisible totality
A new synthesis of expressionism & post modernism; of content and form
A matrix of dialectical theatrics:
- 'inneri versus ’outer’ realities 
- realism versus stylisation 
- a plural stage text layered with subtextual significance 
- a continuum from abstraction - literality
[ii] DOMINANT CHARACTERISTICS IN VOCAL & BODILY SIGNIFICATION —
(DISTINCTIVE CONVENTIONS)
THEATRE DE COMPLICITE: A PARADIGM FOR 
•DRAMA-PHYSICAL-THEATRE
story-telling -a s  a route to exploring wider, 
more universal themes
A mainly vocal idiom - central to structure & 
the linchpin for imaginative engagement
Text - sensually-evocative & poetic in style - 
condensed & choreographically arranged to 
sit alongside & create gaps for movement
Movement - simple, functional & operates as 
shorthand for events, physicalises energies & 
inner landscape. Signal information more 
revealing than movement-meanings
Vocal & bodily signifiers tightly-interwoven on 
a denotational level - a stripped elemental 
shorthand. No solely ’danced’ sections - 
movement always held within narrative except 
to become surreally-obsessed + ideas.
DV8 PHYSICAL THEATRE: PARADIGM FOR
•DANCE-PHYSICAL-THEATRE*
Themes - grounded in realism via detail of 
specific experiences
A mainly bodily idiom - central to structure & 
the linchpin for imaginative engagement
Movement - develops own intemal, dynamic 
logic but rooted in pedestrian origins of body 
language allowing it to be worked in with 
specificity & realism of text
Language - low-key, colloquial, minimalist & 
pedestrian, lends specific detail & level of 
realism. Signal information foregrounded over 
& above the significance of word-meanings
Vocal & bodily signifiers juxtaposed as text- 
subtext disjunctions united thematically on a 
connotational level but held apart in the text 
as distinct systems. No solely ’acted' sections 
- text an altemative mode of communication
to movement.
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It is not the intention that the model in FIGURE 46 be seen as a ‘formula’ for physical theatre. 
Instead, it puts forward a Wittgensteinian-style altemative to the definitional mode of meaning of 
the term physical theatre’. It points to a network of ‘family resemblances’ or likenesses that 
connect up a diverse body of work beneath the same generic term, in a manner akin to 
Wittgenstein’s own example of games’ (1951). In this way the model serves to clarify the 
relationship between the dual strands of physical theatre as they coexist in dance and drama 
making explicit shared features and conventions, at the core of which is the notion of a mindful 
bodily presence in theatrical space.The model also makes clear the dissonances in terms of 
vocal and bodily signification that were found in the work of Theatre de Complicité and DV8 
Physical Theatre which, it is argued, mark the continuing legacy of physical theatre's dual 
historical roots in drama and dance.
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APPENDIX 1:
A SUMMARY OF HISTORICAL SHIFTS IN DANCE & DRAMA TOWARDS A ‘NO-MAN’S-
LAND’ BETWEEN THE ARTS
DRAMA •NO MANS LAND*................................................... DANCE
DEVALUATION OF LANGUAGE
A BODILY-BASED THEATRE
ANTI-REPRESENTATION =»
DEVELOPMENT OF CORPOREAL MIME
D
R
A
M
A
D
A
N
C
E
<= A REJECTION OF CODIFIED 
TECHNIQUE
MOVEMENT ALLIED TO MOTIVATION
<= THE BODY AS MATERIAL PRESENCE
FORMAL ENCODING OF SPACE
HEIGHTENED ACTING STYLE =»
ARTAUDIAN METAPHYSICAL THEATRE & A 
CULT OF BODY-CONSCIOUSNESS =>
LANGUAGE REVISED & REINSTATED =»
TRAVERSING THE MIND-BODY GAP =>
P
H
Y
S
I
C
A
L
P
H
Y
S
I
C
A
L
EXPRESSIONISM
DRAMATIC NECESSITY - MOTIVATED 
MOVEMENT
PEDESTRIANISM
CONTACT IMPRO. & 'SOFT 
TECHNIQUES
DEVISING & IMPROVISATION
DRAMA & MIME REUNITED
THE EIGHTIES BODY CULTURE BOOM =>
BAUSCH'S TANZTHEATRE =»
LANGUAGE AS CHOREOGRAPHIC 
MATERIAL =>
T
H
E
A
T
R
E
T
H
E
A
T
R
E
ABSTRACTION + EXPRESSIONISM
SOCIAL & SEXUAL POLITICS
A VISCERAL PHYSICALITY
THE BODY AS SUBJECT - HUMANITY
VOCAL SOUND & SPEECH
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APPENDIX 2:
CATEGORIES OF CONJUNCTIVE & DISJUNCTIVE RELATIONSHIPS 
BETWEEN SIGN SYSTEMS
F Denotational Conjunction:
^ "When the literal meaning of a sign in one expressive system corresponds to (says the
s same as) the literal meaning of a sign generated through another expressive system"
T Eg...words which simply confirm factually-visual elements in a picture.
0  Denotational Disjunction:
g "When the literal meaning of a sign in one expressive system is negated by the literal 
E meaning of a sign in another expressive system"
R Eg...a descriptive word such as 'sunny' is used to describe a wet and wintry scene
s Arbitrary Disjunction:
Q "When the literal meaning of a sign or signs neither corresponds to nor negates the
N literal meaning of signs in the same or other expressive systems"
1 Eg...words are placed in apparently-unrelated juxtaposition to visuals so that meaning
F is open-ended and highly ambiguous
c
A
T
I
O
N
s Connotational Conjunction:
g "When the connoted meanings of a sign from one expressive system corresponds to
Q (says the same as) the connoted meanings of a sign from the same or another system"
N Eg...words imply or infer a particular slant or interpretation which is confirmed by the
D visuals
o Mythical Conjunction:
P "When two or more arbitrary disjunctions in the first order of signification conjoin in one 
E mythical system"
R Eg...words suggest or infer a particular frame of reference while the visuals, which may
otherwise seem unrelated, gain confirmatory sense when read in terms of the first
Q Mythical Disjunction:
N "When the connoted meanings of a sign from one system and the connoted meanings
I of a sign from the same or another system generate different mythical systems”
F Eg...the two signs generate two separate and contradictory frames of reference which
g collide to create ambiguity and require the reader to negotiate meaning in the gap
^ between the two.
T
I Motivated Disjunction:
°  "When the second order meaning of a sign in one system is substituted for the second
order meaning of a sign in another"
Eg...text which may have no immediately obvious frame of reference is placed in 
deliberate parallel to an image which carries an immediate charge to evoke 
metaphorical associations
Definitions of each category taken from Stewart, E. The Integrated Text: A Poetics (1989, 
pp116-117)
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APPENDIX 3:
THEATRE DE COMPLICITE - THE WORKS & AWARDS
DATE TITLE PERFORMANCE DETAILS
1997 The Chairs A co-production with the Royal Court Theatre
1997 The Caucasian Chalk Circle Premiered at The National Theatre
1996 FOE A co-production: West Yorkshire Playhouse
1994-6 The Three Lives o f Lucie Cabrol Riverside Studios
1994-5 Out of a House Walked a Man A co-production with the National Theatre
1992-4 The Street o f Crocodiles A co-production with the National Theatre
1992 The Winter's Tale
1990 Help! I'm Alive Six-week run at the Almeida and national tour
1989 The Visit Revised for a national and international tour; 
redesigned for The Lyttleton Theatre, 1991
1989 My Army Parts 1 & II 
The Lamentations o f Thel The Almeida Contemporary Music Festival
1988 The Visit, The Phantom Violin, Ave Maria, 
My Army
Premiered at The Almeida during a 15 week 
season
1987 Anything for a Quiet Life Adapted for TV 1989, Channel 4 Signals
1987 Burning Ambition Film broadcast BBC2 July 1988
1987 Alice in Wonderland A benefit evening for Chile
1986 Huge Tenderness & Remarkable Idiocy An exploration of the styles and techniques 
used in Complicite's work
1986 Foodstuff Devised with youth theatre
1986 Please, Please, Please
1985 More Bigger Snacks Now directed by Neil Bartlett
1984 A Minute Too Late
1984 Romeo and Juliet The Pegasus youth theatre, Oxford
1983 Put It On Your Head
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AWARDS
1997 Toronto DORA Award for Best Production of a Play for The Three Lives o f Lucie Cabrol
1997 Toronto DORA Award for Best Actress (Lilo Baur) for The Three Lives o f Lucie Cabrol
1997 Taormina Arte Europe Prize for New Theatrical Realities to Theatre de Complicité
1996 The Grand Prix of The Belgrade International Festival for The Three Lives of Lucie Cabrol
1996 The Best Performance of The Belgrade International Festival voted by the audience for The Three 
Lives o f Lucie Cabrol
1996 The Belgrade Daily Newspaper Politika's Prize for Best Director (Simon McBumey) for The Three 
Lives of Lucie Cabrol
1995 The Age Newspaper Critics Award for Creative Excellence for The Three Lives of Lucie Cabrol 
Melbourne International Festival
1995 Munich Star of the Year Award (Simon McBumey)
1995 Barcelona Critics Award for Best Foreign Production for The Three Lives o f Lucie Cabrol
1994 Manchester Evening News Award for Best Actress in a Visiting Production (Lilo Baur) for The 
Three Lives o f Lucie Cabrol
1994 Time Out Theatre Award for The Three Lives o f Lucie Cabrol
1994 TMA/Martini Award for Best UK Touring Production for The Three Lives o f Lucie Cabrol
1994 Sainsbury's Arts for All Award for Education and Audience Development
1994 Dublin Theatre Festival Award for Best Visiting Production for The Street o f Crocodiles
1994 L'Académie Québécoise du Théâtre Award for Best Foreign Production for The Street of 
Crocodiles
1993 Manchester Evening News Award for Best Visiting Production for The Street o f Crocodiles
1993 Winner of the 1993 Prudential Arts Award for Theatre
1993 Barcelona Critics Award for Best Foreign Production for The Street o f Crocodiles
1990 Laurence Olivier Award for Best Actress (Kathryn Hunter) for The Visit
1989 Time Out Theatre Award for Best Director (Annabel Arden) for The Visit
1988 Laurence Olivier Award Nomination for Outstanding Achievement: Season At The Almeida
1987 Sunday Tribune Award for Best Touring Company in Ireland
1986 Time Out Award for Best Touring Company for Please, Please, Please
1985 Edinburgh Festival Fringe, Perrier Award for More Bigger Snacks Now
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APPENDIX 4:
A CHOREOGRAPHIC/DRAMATIC OUTLINE OF THEATRE DE COMPLICITE'S
STREET OF CROCODILES
Subtitled; 'A Dance of the Mind'
Based on stories by Bruno Schultz 
adapted by Simon McBumey & Mark Wheatley
Devised by the company:
Joseph 
The Father; Jacob 
The Mother
Cesar Sarachu 
Matthew Scurfield 
Annabel Arden
Uncle Charles 
Agatha 
Cousin Emil
Clive Mendus 
Joyce Henderson 
Antonio Gil Martinez
Adela
Maria
Theodore
Leon
Lilo Baur
Hayley Carmichael 
Eric Mallett 
Stefan Metz
Director 
Assistant Director 
Adviser 
Designer 
Sound
Music consultant/composer 
Movement & Chorus coach 
Producer
Simon McBumey 
Mark Wheatley 
Jacob Schultz 
Rae Smith 
Christopher Shutt 
Gerard McBumey 
Marcello Magni 
Catherine Reiser
First Performance: The Cottesloe, Royal National Theatre 
13 August 1992
Video copy held at The Theatre Museum, Covent Garden, London
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TITLES OF ACTS & SCENES IN
STREET OF CROCODILES
ACT 1 : ACT OF REMEMBRANCE
1. the summoning of the past
2. the awakening of memory
3. a spring dusk
ACT 2: THE AGE OF GENIUS
4. the class
5. the teacher
6. children's games 
7. the shop of childhood memory
8. father's beautiful shop
9. the calaphony from Malabar
10. family dinner
11. august
12. the birds
13. the class
14. tango
ACT 3: THE REPUBLIC OF DREAMS
15. the branchline of time
16. the sanatorium
17. father's demise
18. mother's story- the erikoenig 
19. the empty shop 
20. the landen - mother's story
21. autumn
22. the gale
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APPENDIX 5: DV8 PHYSICAL THEATRE - THE WORKS & AWARDS
DATE TITLE PERFORMANCE DETAILS
1997 Bound to Please Premiered at the Queen Elizabeth Hall, London
1997 Enter Achilles Adapted for BBC Television and broadcast July 17th BBC2 
'2 Dance'. Filmed on location in a London pub
1996 Enter Achilles
1994 MSM Referred to by Newson as his first 'play'. Used actors & a text 
compiled from the transcript of 50 interviews with men who 
cottage. Premiered at The Festival of New Dance, Montreal
1994 Strange Fish Adapted for Television and broadcast Channel 4 1994
1992 Strange Fish Premiered at 'Making Waves' Festival of New Theatre, 
Budapest
1990 Dead Dreams of Monochrome 
Men
Adapted for Television and broadcast in March 1990 on 
LWT's South Bank Show
1990 If Only... Premiered at the Festival D'ete de Seine Maritime, Rouen
1989 Never Again Made for Television and broadcast Channel 4 Sianals
1988/9 Dead Dreams o f Monochrome 
Men
The Third Eye Centre, Glasgow: 5 October
1987 My Body, Your Body 
Element Three Six 
Deep End
University of Essex, Colchester 
Bretton Hall, Wakefield 
The Place Theatre, London
1986 My Sex, Our Dance Battersea Arts Centre
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AWARDS
1997 Golden Spire, San Francisco Film Festival (Performance Special) for Enter Achilles
1996 Prix Italia (Special Prize, Music and Arts) for Enter Achilles
1996 IMZ Dance Screen (Best Camera Rework) for Enter Achilles
1994 Festival Intemational Danse Visions for Best Choreography for MSM
1994 Prix Italia (Special Prize, Music and Arts) for Strange Fish
1993 Grand Prix Intemational Video-Danse, Pierre Cardin Award for Strange Fish
1993 IMZ Dance Screen (best Camera Rework) for Strange Fish
1993 TZ Rose (Germany) for Strange Fish
1992 Festival Intemational de Film sur L' Art for Dead Dreams of Monochrome Men
1992 Prudential Award to Lloyd Newson to commission new work SADAC Award (France)
1992 London Dance and Performance Award for Dead Dreams of Monochrome Men
1991 Prudential Award for Dance
1990 IMZ Dance Screen for Dead Dreams o f Monochrome Men
1990 Digital Dance Premier Award (contributed by Val Bourne)
1990 Golden Pegasus Award, Melbourne intemational Festival
1990 London Dance and Performance Award
1989 Time Out Dance Award
1989 Evening Standard Ballet Award
1988 Digital Dance Production Award
1988 London Dance and Performance Award for Choreography
1987 Digital Dance Production Award
1987 Manchester Evening News Theatre Award for Dance
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APPENDIX 6:
A CHOREOGRAPHIC/DRAMATIC OUTLINE OF DV8 PHYSICAL THEATRE'S 
DEAD DREAMS OF MONOCHROME MEN
(Video version -1990)
Based on Brian Master's book Killing for Comoanv: the Case of Dennis Niisen (1985) 
Created by Lloyd Newson & DV8 Physical Theatre
Performers Nigel Chamock 
Russell Maliphant 
Lloyd Newson 
Douglas Wright
Music Sally Herbert
Production Designer James Dillon
Editor John Costelloe
Producers Vijay Armani & David Hinton
Executive Producer Nigel Wattis
Editing Melvyn Bragg
Directed for Video by David Hinton
First Live Performance; The Third Eye Centre, Glasgow 
October 5 1988
Specially adapted for video by Millennium Productions in association 
with DV8 Physical Theatre and was broadcast in March 1990 on 
LWT's South Bank Show
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TITLES OF ACTS & SCENES IN
DEAD DREAMS OF MONOCHROME MEN
ACT 1: THE CLUB
1. cruising
2. sado-masochism by mutual consent
ACT 2: THE CHARACTERS
3. mirrored images
4. a proposition
5. power games
6. hate breeds hate
7. testing ground
ACT 3: CARNAGE
8. just a game
9. a kiss of death
10. the first death
11. killing for company
12. the resurrection
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APPENDIX 7:
STEVEN BERKOFF - THE WORKS & AWARDS
DATE TITLE PERFORMANCE DETAILS
1998 Illuminated by Lightning 
Shakespeare's Villains
One-man-play
One-man-piay at the Theatre Royal
1996 Corriolanus The Mermaid Theatre
1991 - 
1995
Lunch, Acapulco, Brighton 
Beach Scumbags, Dahling You 
were Marvellous, Actor
Assorted one-man, mime-based shows - UK tour of 
regional theatres
1991 Dog & Kvetch One-man-plays. UK tour of small regional theatres
1989 Salome Premiered in Dublin. Trarisfered to The National 
Theatre, London and toured Japan and New York.
1989 Metamorphosis Adapted for BBC television and broadcast BBC2 May 
1989
1986 Kvetch & Sink the Belgrano! The Half Moon & Mermaid theatres
1983 West The Donmar Theatre
1982 Harry's Christmas Berkoffs first one-man-show
1981 Decadence A duo: London & Edinburgh. Adapted for film 1994
1980 Hamlet Edinburgh Festival, The Round House, European tour
1980 Greek Los Angeles tour
1977 The Fall o f the House o f Usher The National Theatre & an Australian tour
1975 East National Theatre (1977). Toured the US
1973 Agamemnon First performed at a Manchester theatre Festival
1972 Miss Julie Adaptation of Strindberg's play.Premiered in Brighton
1971 The Trial The Oval House & The National Theatre in 1991
1970 Macbeth Scheduled to premiere at the The Place theatre
1969 Metamorphosis Premiered at The Round House, London & staged at 
The National Theatre in 1977
1968 In The Penal Settlement Adaptation of Kafka's play first performed at The Arts 
Lab, Drury Lane
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AWARDS
1976 Best Production of the Year Award, Germany, for The Trial
1973 Prize at Vienna Festival for Metamorphosis
A review of Berkoffs books (1988,1992,1996) failed to reveal any information further to 
these two awards. Additional requests for information from Berkoffs administrators, his 
literary agent and the Theatre Museum archives were similarly unsuccessful.
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APPENDIX 8:
A CHOREOGRAPHIC/DRAMATIC OUTLINE OF STEVEN BERKOFF'S
METAMORPHOSIS
(Video version: 1989)
Adapted from the story by Franz Kafka 
by Steven Berkoff
Gregor 
Mr Samsa 
Mrs Samsa 
Greta
Chief Clerk I lodger
Tim Roth 
Steven Berkoff 
Linda Marlowe 
Saskia Reeves 
Gary Olsen
Music 
Sound 
Design 
Lighting 
Script Editor 
Production Manager 
Production Associate 
Production Director 
Producer
Richard Hartley 
Brendon Shore 
David Myerscough-Jones 
Rod Litherland 
Valery Ryan 
Jacinta Peel 
Alex Gohar 
Jim Goddard 
Mertyn Auty
First Live Performance: The Round House, London, July 1969 
with Steven Berkoff (as Gregor), George Little, Jean James, Petra Markham & Chris Monke
Specially adapted for Television by Steven Berkoff & 
produced in association with Christopher Malcolm for Viva Theatre Productions
Broadcast May 1989: BBC2
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TITLES OF ACTS & SCENES IN 
METAMORPHOSIS
ACT 1: PROLOGUE - THE SHOCK
1. the insect
2. Gregor: the breadwinner 
3. a lie-in?
4. Gregor wakes to a shock
5. the Chief Clerk Visits
6. confusion
7. suspicion
8. the 'Insect' escapes
9. the horror hits home
ACT 2: THE REACTION
10. feeding Gregor
11. Mr Samsa's fury
12. dreams
13. investments 
14. Gregor tries to communicate with Greta 
15. Mr Samsa gets a job 
16. Gregor escapes
17. resentment & blame
ACT 3: THE SOLUTION
18. the lodger arrives 
19. supper 
20. the lodger departs in disgust 
21. Greta's denial 
22. Gregor dies 
23. the crocuses will be coming out soon...
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APPENDIX 9:
YOLANDE SNAITH THEATRE DANCE - THE WORKS & AWARDS
DATE TITLE PERFORMANCE DETAILS
1996 Swinger Adapted for television and broadcast July 15 
BBC2 '2 Dance'
1996-7 Gorgeous Creatures Made with theatre artists, Bamaby Stone 7 
Graeme Miller. Premiered at The Place
1996 Coincidences Collaboration involving dancers, 'movers' and 
musicians
1995 Swinger Premiered at The Place Theatre & toured 
internationally
1994 Holy Jig'n Caper Commissioned by South Bank Centre & 
Greenwich Dance Agency. Performed at 
Ballroom Blitz & Greenwich Festival
1994 Should Accidentally Fall Commissioned by BBC2 Dance for Camera - 
collaboration with Ross McGibbon
1993 Diction Premiered at The Place Theatre, London, 
toured UK & overseas 1993-4
1992 No Respite
Should Accidentally Fall
Performed by Jamie Watton & Bamaby Stone 
- both of whom originally trained as actors & 
worked in theatre. Premiered at the ICA
1991 Court by the Tale By Snaith's new company 'Dance Quorum', 
based on a philosophical essay on 'Time' by 
William Hazlitt. UK tour.
1988-
'90
Germs: Advanced Lessons in 
Social Skills
Can Baby Jane Can Can?
Both works made and performed with Kathy 
Crick and toured UK & abroad
1987 Step in Time Girls Made for television with TV director Terry 
Braun: Channel 4's Dance Lines
1984-
'87
Blue Whiteness Rhapsody 
Scared Shirtless
Solo
Solo based on the novel One Hundred Years 
of Solitude bv Marauez. Premiered at the ICA 
& toured intemationally from '84 - '87
1984 Domestic Demonstration 
For You 1 Would Do Anything 
Mover
Performed at Chisenhale Dance Space 
Performed in the Zap Club, Brighton
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AWARDS
1995 Lisa Uilman Scholarship 
Arts Council /  BBC commission
1994 Voted Dance Comoanv of the Year: Indeoendent on Sunday
1993
1993
1993
Vancouver Dance/video Festival - First Prize for Should Accidentally 
Fall
Digital Dance Award 
Barclays New Stages Award
1992 Bonnie Bird choreography Award
Time Out/Dance Umbrella Award
Arts Council /  BBC TV Dance for Camera Award
No Respite selected for finale of the Bennale Recentres 
Choreographiques Internationales de Bagnolet, France
1991 Time Out /  Dance Umbrella Award
1989
1989
1989
1988
Shortlisted for Prudential Dance Award 
Digital Dance Award 
Time Out /  Dance Umbrella Award 
Digital Dance Award for Choreography
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APPENDIX 10:
A CHOREOGRAPHIC/DRAMATIC OUTLINE OF YOLANDE SNAITH'S
SWINGER
Text based on excerpts from Roland Barthes' A Lover's Discourse 
adapted by Craig Raine
Dancers Stephen Hughs
Desiree Kongeroed 
Lynne Bristow 
Ted Stoffer
Actor Hassani Shapi 
Choreographer Yolande Snaith 
Musical score Graeme Miller & David Coulter 
Video Director Ross MacGibbon
First Performance: The Place Theatre, Euston 
May 1995
Specially adapted for television: in December 1995 & broadcast in BBC2's 
'2 Dance' season: July 15th 1996
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TITLES OF SECTIONS & SCENES IN 
SWINGER
SECTION 1: THE BEGINNING
1. infatuation
2. 'this is paradise'
3. a 'single sharp focus'
SECTION 2: THE MIDDLE
4. madness
5. love letters
6. doubt
SECTION 3: THE END
y.paranoia
S.jealousy
9. penance
10. resignation
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APPENDIX 11:
SHARED EXPERIENCE - THE WORKS & AWARDS
(1988 - present under Artistic Directors: Nancy Meckler/Polly Teale)
DATE TITLE PERFORMANCE DETAILS
1998 Anna Karenina 
1 am Yours
Reworked for The Lyric, Hammersmith 
(Collaboration with The Royal Court Theatre)
1997 Jane Eyre (Collaboration with Young Vic & Wolsey 
Theatre, Ipswich)
1996 The Tempest (Collaboration with Wolsey Theatre, Ipswich)
1996 War and Peace (Co-production with Royal National Theatre)
1995 Desire under the Elms (Both collaborations with Young Vic & Wolsey 
Theatre, Ipswich)
1994 Mill on the Floss 
The Danube
Premiered at The Wolsey Theatre, Ipswich. 
UK & international tour, including India. 
Movement directonLiz Rankin
1993 Anna Karenina UK & international tour - Malaysia, Czech 
Republic, Finland, Sicily. Played to 37,000 
people in UK & over 8,000 overseas
1992 Trilby and Svengali 
Anna Karenina Highly-acclaimed adaptation of the novel - 
movement director: Liz Rankin
1991 Sweet Sessions 
The Closing Number Directed by Mladen Materic
1990 The Birthday Party Performed at The Place Theatre, London
1989 Abingdon Square 
Heartbreak House 
True West
1988 The Bacchae First production in their newly-converted 
space, The Soho Laundry. Movement 
directonLoma Marshall
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Appendix 11 : SHARED EXPERIENCE - WORKS & AWARDS
AWARDS
1996 Helen Edmondson: nominated as Best West End Play Writer's Guild Awards for 
War and Peace
1996 Manchester Evening News Award: nominated as Best Visiting Production for 
Desire under the Elms
1995 Peter Brook Empty Space Award
1994 Time Out Awards: Best Adaptation for Mill on the Floss
1994 TMA/Martini Awards: Nominated Best Overall Production for Mill on the Floss
1993 TMA/Martini Regional Theatre Awards: Best Touring Show for Anna Karenina
1993 Manchester Evening News Best Actress Award (Teresa Banham) in Anna 
Karenina
1993 Manchester Evening News Nomination: Best Touring Production for Anna 
Karenina
1993 London Fringe Theatre Award for Best Actress (Teresa Banham) in Anna 
Karenina
m s P/Tttdendal/Arts Council Award Nomination for Outstanding Contribution to 
Innovation and Creativity in the Arts in the Last Five Years (Nancy Meckler)
m z Tttn6 Out Award for Outstanding Theatrical Event for Anna Karenina
1992 TMA/Martini Award Nomination Best Touring Show for Anna Karenina
1992 Dance Umbrella in association with Time Out - London Dance and Performance 
Award (choreographer Liz Ranken) for Anna Karenina
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APPENDIX 12:
A CHOREOGRAPHIC/DRAMATIC OUTLINE OF SHARED EXPERIENCE'S
MILL ON THE FLOSS
A production of George Eliot's novel 
adapted by Helen Edmondson
Mr Tulliver, Dr. Kenn 
First Maggie 
Bob Jakin, Phillip Wakeham & 
Uncle Pullet 
Second Maggie, Aunt Glegg 
Tom Tulliver, Wakeham  
Stephen Guest, Mr. Stelling & 
Uncle Glegg 
Mrs Tulliver, Lucy Deane 
Third Maggie, Aunt Pullet
Simeon Andrews 
Shirley Henderson
Michael Matus 
Buddug Morgan 
Ian puleston-Davies
Simon Robson 
Clara Salaman 
Helen Schlesinger
Co-directors Nancy Meckler & Polly Teale 
Designer Bunny Christie 
Composer Peter Salem 
Lighting Chris Davey 
Movement Liz Ranken
First Performance: The Wolsey Theatre, Ipswich 
March 17 1994
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TITLES OF ACTS & SCENES
ACT 1: THE DEVILISH WILD-CHILD
1. witches 
2. a good 'eddication for Tom
3. Tom's homecoming
4. a visit from the aunts
5. Maggie runs away to the gypsies 
6. Tom goes to school 
7. Maggie comes to visit 
8. Phillip Wakem
9. bankruptcy
10. the bailiffs
11. the aunts
12. a new Maggie
ACT 2: THE MORALLY-AUSTERE ADOLESCENT
13. the auction 
14/15. Wakem employs Tulliver 
16. Thomas Akempis 
17. penance
18. the red deeps
ACT 3: WITCH
19. Phillip declares his love 
20. Maggie is forced to choose & change 
21. a gulf
22. Mr Tulliver dies
23. Stephen Guest
24. Maggie & Lucie talk of Stephen & Phillip 
25. Tom & Maggie 
26. a flirtation
27. Phillip
28. the ball
29. Maggie decides to leave 
30. Tom reclaims the mill 
31. the elopement 
32. Maggie leaves Stephen 
33/34. Maggie's disgrace 
35. Phillip forgives Maggie 
36: the flood
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